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ABWR SSAR
Amendment 16. Page change lastruction

'
The following pages have been changed, please make the specined changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (front & back), Bold page numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 16.

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD
PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

CHAPTER 1 3.4-il,ili 3. 4 11,111

3.4-1,2 3.41,1,1

1.2 vila,viii 1.2 dia, sill Add 3.42,2.1

1.2 30,31 1.2 30,31 * 3.43,4 3.43,4

1.2 32,33 1.2 32,33 * Add 3.4-4.1

1.234,35 1.2 34,35 ' 3.45,6 3.45,6-

1.2 36,37 1.2 36,37 * 3.4 7 3.46.1,7
3.4-8,9 3.4-8,91.2 38,39 45 1.248 '

Add 1.239 45
3511,i11 3 .5 11,111

13 2,3 13 2,3 Add 351v
3.5-3,4 353,3.1

1.92,3 1.92,3 Add 354
1.9-4,5 1.94,5 3.5-8 358,8.1

Add 3.58.2
1A.iv,v 1A iv,v
1A.2.iv,v 1A.2 iv,v 3.7 viii,ix 3.7.viii.ls
1A.2 7,8 1A.2 7,8 3.73,4 3.7 3,4

1A.2 20,21 1A.2 20,21 3.7 57,58 3.7-57,58

Add 1A.2 22,23 3.7 59,60 3.7 59,60

Add 1A.2 24,25 3.7 61,62 3.7-61,62

Add 1A.2 26,27
3.81,2 3.81,2

1A.4 1 1A.41
3.9-x,xi 3.9.x,xi

CHAPTER 2 3.9 xii 3.9.xil
3.9-18,18.1 3.9 18,18.1

2.0-1 2.0 1 3.9 35,36 3.9 35,36

2.0-2 2.0-2 3.9 44.1,45 3.9 44.1,45

3.9 45.1 3.9 45.1

2.1 1 2.11
3AS-3 3A33

2.2 1 2.2 1 3A3 8,9 3A 3-8,9

CHAPTER 3 3A 8 il,ili 3A.8 il,lli
3A.81,2 3A.8 1,2

3.214a,15 3.2 14a,15 Add 3A.S.2.1

3.2 16,17 3.2-16,17 3A.8 25 3A.8 25,26-

3.2 18,19 3.2 18,19 Add 3A.8 27,28

3.219a,20 3.219a.20 Add 3A,8 29,30

* These figures 11x17 foldouts, are t<mg sent under separate ccwer.
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Amendment 16. Page change instruction (continued)

The following pages hage been changed, please make the specif!cd changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (front & back). Bold page numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 16.

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD
PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

3G COVER 3G COVER 63 21 63 21

3G il 3G il
Add 3G 3-11,111 6.71.2 6.71,2

Add 3G3 Iv
Add 3G.51 CilAl'TER 8
Add 3G.5-2,3

Add 3G.5-4 83 1,1.1 83 1,1.1

Add 3G.5-5,6

Add 3G.5-7,8 CilAl"TER 9
Add 3G'';10

Add ',G.5 11,12 9.1 ii,iii 9 .1 11,11i

Add 3G.5-13,14 9.1 iv,v 9.1 IV,5

Add 3G.5-15 9.1 vi,vii 9.1 vi,sil
9.1 sili,ix 9.1 5 til,tx

3H 3-il,iii 3H3 ii.ill 9.1 1,l a 9.11,11

3H3 55 3H3 55 9.1 1b 9.112
9.12d,2e 9.1 2 d,2e

Cil APTER 4 9.1 3,4 9.13,4
9.1 5 9.15

4.ii,ili 4 li,lil 9.1 6,6a 9.1 6,6.1
9.1-6b,6c 9.162,63

4B il 48 11 9.1 6d,6e 9.16.4,6.5

4B-1 7 4B 1 8 9.16f,6g 9.16.6,6.7
9.1 6h,6i 9.1 6.8,6.9

CilAl'TER 5 9.16j.6k 9.1 6,10,6.11

9.1 61 9.1 6.12,6.13

5.4-18.1 5.4-18.1 9.1 12,13 9.1 12,13

5.4-61,62 5.4 61,62 * 9.1 13a,13b 9.1 13a,13b

Add 5.4 62.1 ' 9.1 22a 9.1 22.1
9.1 32,33 9.1 32,33

Cil Al'rER 6 9.1 34,35 9.1 34
Add 9.1 35 *

6.1 6,7 6.16,7 Add 9.1 38,39

6.2 viii,ix 6.2siil,lx 9.2il,iii 9.2 11,1la

6.2 ixa 6.2 isa Add 9.2 iii
6.2 31,32 6.2 31,32 9.2 iv,iva 9.21vlva
6.2-35,36 6.2 35,36 9.2 v,vi 9.2 v si
6.2 5033,5034 6.2 5033.5034 9.2 1,la 9.21,1.1

6.248,89 6.2 88,89 * Add 9.2 1.2,1.3

Add 9.21.4

* Dese figures,11x17 foldouts, are bong submitted under separate cover.
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ABWR SSARg)
\', Amendment 16 Page change lustruction (continued)

The following pages base been changed, please make the specified changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (front & back), Bold page numbers represent a page that has tan changed by Amendment 16.

REh10VE ADD REh10VE ADD
PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

92 3.1 9.2-3.1 953 953 3.4
9.2 10 92 10,10.1 9.54 9.5-44.2
9.2 13 9.2 13 9.55 955 5.1
9.2 18,19 9.2 18,19 9.56 956 6.1
9.219a 9.2 19,1 957 9.5-77.1
9.2 32,33 9.2 32,33 * 9.5 8 Sa 958 Ra

9.5 10.5 9.5-10.5,10.6

93 il,iii 9 3 i1.111 Add 9510.7

93 iiia iiib 93-lila,llib Add 9.5 17,18 *

93-iv 93-1s Add 9519,20*

937 93-7 7.s
93 11 93-11 11.2 9A ii,iii 9A 11,111

93 13.1 9 3-13.1 9A.21 8 9A.21 8
Add 9 3-13.2

93-15a 9315a 15f 9A31 9A31 2

p.\ 9,4-ii.iii 9 4 -11.111 9A.4-viii,ix 9A.4aili,1s

(d 9.44iii,ix 9.4 viii,is 9A.4 x.xi 9A.4-x,xi

9.4 1,la 9.41,1,1 9A.4 xii,xiii 9A.4 xii,xill

9.4 1b,1b.1 9.4-1.2,13 Add 9A.4 till.1,xill.2

9.4-Ic,1d 9.4-1,4,1.5 Add 9A.4 till3 xill.4
9.4 2,2a 9.4 2,2a 9 A.4-xiv,xv 9A.4 xiv,n

9.4 2b 9.4 2b,2b.1 9A.4 ni, xvii 9A.4 n1,xtil

9.4 2c - 2ia 9.4 2c 2ia 9A.41 271 9A.41 271
Add 9.47.1 7.5
Add 9.4-7.6,7.7 9A.5 ii,iii 9A.5 il,iii

Add 9.47.8,7.9 9A.5-1 - 8 9A.51 9
9.4 7a,7b 9.4-7a

9A.6-1 182 9A.6-1 182Add 9.4-7b *

9.4 7c 9.4 7c,7c.1 *

Add 9.4-7c.2 CilAITER 10

95ii,iii 9 5 11,111 10.2-1,2 10.2 1,2

9.5iv,v 9.5-is ,s

9 5va 9.So .1,v.2 10.4-7,8 10.4-7,8

9.Sai 9.541 10.4-32,33 10.4 32,33

9.5-11.6 9.51 1.7 10 4 M,35 10.4-M,35

952 2b 952 2b

' These figures. Ilx17 foldouts. are demg submitted under separate emcr
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ABWR SSAR
Amendment 16. Page change Instruction (continued)

The following pages hate been changed, please make the specified changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (front & back). Bold page numbers represent a page that has been charged by Amendment 16.

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD
PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

CilAl"ITR 11 CilAf"IT R19

11.2 li,iii 11.2 ii,111 19B ii,iii 19B 11.111

11.2 1 11.21 45 19B iv 198-lv

113 li,iii 113 il,iii Add 19C.41 2
113-iv,v 113-lv,v

113-1 24 113 1 24 Cil Al'TER 20

11.4-1 11.41 9 20 li,iii 20-ii,ill

11.5-li,ili 1 1.5 11,111 20.1 1.2,13 20.11.2,13

11.5-iv 11.5.h 20.1 1.8,1.9 20.1 1.8,1.9

11.5 1,2 11.5 1,2 20.1 1.10,1,11 20.1 1.10,1,11

11.5 3,4 11.5 3,4 20.1 1.12,1 13 20.1 1.12,1.13

11.5-5,6 11.5 5,6 20.1 1.14.1.15 20.1 1.14,1.15

11.5 7,8 11.5 7,8 20.1 1.16 20.1 1.16,1,17

11.5 9,10 11.5-9,9.1 Add 20.1 1,18,1.19

Add 11.5 10 Add 20.1 1.1.0,1,21

11.5-11,12 11.5 11,12 20.1 2,3 20.1 2,3

11 5 13,14 11.5 13,14 20.1 4,5 20.1 4,5

11.5 15,16 11.5 15,16 20.1 6 20.1 6

11.5 17,18 11.5 17,18

11.5 19,20 11.5 19,20 20.2 2 20.2 2

11.5-21,22 11.5 21,22 20.2 4r,4s 20.2-4 r,4s

Add 20.2 41

UIAl'TER 13 20.2 15.4,15.5 20.2 15.4.15.5

Add 20.2 15.6,15.7

13.6 2 13.6-2 Add 20.2 15 8,15.9

Add 20.2 15.10,15.1I

i CllAl'TER 15 Add 20.2 15.12,15.13

Add 20.2 15.14,15.15

15.2 xii 15.2.xli Add 20.2 15.16,15.17

15.256 15.2 5.6 Add 20.2 15.18,15.19

15.2 17 15.2 17 Add 20.2 15.20.15.21

Add 20.2 15 22,15.23

15B.2 1 15B.21 24 Add 20.2 15.24,15.25

Add 20.2 15 26,15.27

Add 20.2 15.28

4
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Amendment 16. Page change instruction (continued)

The following pages hage teen changed, please make the specified changes in sour SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (front & back). lloid page numlers reptrsent a page that has teen thanged t>y Amendment 16.

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD
TAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

20.2 17,17.1 20.2 17,17.1 Add 20 } 3!1.23 351.28
20.2 17.2 20.2 17.2,17.3 Add 203 351 29

Add 20.2 17.4,17.5 20 } 352,353 20 3 3!2,353

Add 20.2 17.6 203 3$4 20}354,3$4.1

20.2 24 20.2 24,24.1 Add 20 } 354.*,354.3

Add 20.2-24.2,24.3 Add 203 354.4.354.$

Add 20.2 24.4,24.$ Add 20 3 .s54.6,354.7

Add 20.2 24.6 Add 20 3 354.8,354.9

20.2 25,25.1 201 25,25.1 Add 20 3 354.10,354.11

20.2 25.2,25 3 20.2 25.2.2!.3 Add 20 3 'l54.12,354.13

20.2 25.4,25.5 20.2 25.4,25.$ Add 203 354.14,354.1$

20.2 25.6.25.7 20.2 2!.6.25.7 Add 20 3 354.16,354.17

20.2 25.8.25.9 20.2 2$.8.2!.9 Add 203 354.18)$4.19
20.2 25.10,25.11 20.2-25.10,25.11 Add 20 3 354.20.354.21

20.2 25.12.25.13 20.2 25.12,25.13 Add 203 354.22J$4.23

20.2 25.14 20.2 25.14,25.15 Add 203 354.24J54.2$

Add 20.2 25.16 Add 20 3 354.26,354.27

Add 203 354.28,354.29
' 203 ii,Un 203 il,ila Add 203-35430

203 iii 20 3 111 Add 20 3 355 385
203ai,vii 203 vi,s11

Add 203alli 2011 COVER 20tl COVER
20 } 173,174 20 } 173.174
20 3 174.1 20 3 174.1

203 2c6 20}206
20}350 203 350 350.1N
Add 20 3 350.19

Add 20 3 351,3!!.i

Add 203 351.2J!!,3
Add 203-3!1.4.351.5
Add 203 3!!.6J!!.7
Add 20}351.8,3!!.9
Add 203-351.10J!1.11
Add 20}3$1.12)!!.13
Add 20 3 351.11)!!.15
Add 203 351.16J!!.17
Add 203 3!!.18J!!.19
Add 20 3 3!!.20,3!!.21

Add 20 3 351.22

.s-
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ABWR mome
Rtv cSigiglard Plant

SECTION 1.2

ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 1111t l' age

1.213d Dr)well Steet, Artangetnent Plan at El 181CO mm 1.2 29e

1.213e Lower Dr)well, Arrangement Plan at Elevation

(-) 6MO to ( . ) 1E50mm 1.2 29d

1.213f Lower Dr)Stil, Arrangement Plan at Elevation

( . ) 1850 to 17Mmm 1.2 29e

1.213g lower Dr>well, Arrangen,ent Plan at Elevation
1750 to 4M0mm 1.2 29f

1.2 13h Lower Dr>well, Arrangement Plan n' Elevation
4800 to 6700mm 1.2 29g

1.2 131 Wetwell, Arrangement Plan at Elevation

(- ) 8200mm 1.2 29h

1.2 13) Wetwill, Arrangement Plan at Elevation

( - ) I'hm 1,2 29i

1.213L Wetwel( Arrangement Plan at Elevation 4Momm 1.2 29j

O '*
,

Amendment 6
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SECTION 1.2

ILLUSTRATIONS h
I'lgure Illlt l'agt

1214 Control and Senice Iluitging, Arrangement
Elevallon, Seetion 0/180 1.2 30

1.2 15 Control and Senice Iluilding, Arrangement
Elevation, Section 270/90 1.2 31

1.2 16 Control and Senice Iluilding, Arrangement
Plan at Elevation TMSL (-) 8XO mm 1.2 32

1.2 17 Control and Seniec Building, Arrangement
Plan at Elevation TMSL (-) 2150 mm 1.2 33

1.2 18 Commi and Senice fluilding, Arrangement
l Plan at Elevation TMSL 3X0 mm 1.204
|

1.2 19 Control and Senice Building, Arrangement
Plan at Elevation TMSL 7(An mm 1.2 35

1.2 20 Control and Senice !!uilding, Arrangement
Plan at Elevation TMSL 12300 mm 1.2 36

1.2 21 Control and Senice Building, Artangement
Plan at Elevation TMSL 17150 mm 1.2 37

1.2 22 Control and Senice !!uilding, Arrangement
Room at Elevation TMSL 22XO mm 1.2 38

1.2 23 Radwaste T ;ilding 1.2 ~

1.2 24 Turbine lluilding 1.2 46

1.2 sili

Amendment 16
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GE PROPRIETARY INFORMATION prmided under separate cover
(Figures 1.2 23a through 1.2 23g, pages 1.2 39 through 1.2 45)

O Ugutt Parc AmtDdment

1.2 23a 1.2 39 6

1.2 23b 1.2 40 14

1.2.':3c 1.2 41 14

1.2 23d 1.2 42 14

1.2 23e 1.2 43 14

1.2 23f 1.2 44 6

1.2 23g 1.2 45 6

O
Amendment 14 1209 d$ |
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TAllLE 1.31

COh1PARISON OF NUCLEAR STEAh! SUI' PLY SYSTEh!
DESIGN CilARACTEltlSTICS

(l'ararneters are related to rated power out for a single plant unleu otherwise noted)

| This I'lante GESSAR Nh1P 2 Grand Gulf
AllWR llWR/6 IlWR/3 IlWR/6

Lblsn 278 B72 21HAB 2!1.7M lil4@

Ihnmnl and thdraullt
(See Section 4.4)

Rated power 3,926 3,579 3,323 3,833

(MWt)

Design power 4J05 3,729 3,463 4,025

(MWt)(ECCS
design basis)

Steam flow 16.643 15.40 14.263 16 491

rate, hilb/hr
at 420"r
(FW Temp)

Core coolant 115.1 IN.0 108.5 112.5

O flow rate

(hilb/hr)

Feedwater now 15.807 15.372 14.5M 16.455

rate (h11b/hr)

System preuure, 1J40 IJ40 1,020 1/MO

nominal in steam
dome (psia)

Average power 50.6 54.1 49.15 54.1

| density (LW/l)

hiaximum lineat 13.4 13 4 13 4 13.4

heat generation

rate (LW/ft)

| Average hnear 6.0 5.9 5.40 5.93

heat generation

rate (LW/ft)

| Maximum heat 361,600 361/(0 354,255 361/(O
nox ,

(13tu/hr/ft')

| 'faramcter$ for the core loading in figure Ol U$cd in the sensititity analysis.

13-2
Ameridmcrit 15
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' TAllLE 1.31

COh11'ARISON OF NUCLEAR STEAhl SUPI'lX SYSTEh!
DESIGN CilARACTERISTICS (Continued)

This I'lant* GESSAR NMP2 Grand Gulf
AllWR 11WR/6 IlWR/5 ilWR/6

pesign $78 872 238 748 21hl(d 1! LED

Ihermal and thdraulk (Continued)

|
Average llent 154,MO 159,MO 144,032 160,NU

flux ,

(Iltu/ht ft1

Maximum UO 3%$ 3,435 3,325 3,435
| temperature (g )F

| Average 2150 2,185 2,130 2,185

volumeteric fuel
temperature ( F)

Average 566 565 566 565

cladding surfage
temperature ( f)

| Minimum critical 1.17 1.20 1.24 1.20

power ratio
(MCPR)

Coolant 527.7 527.6 527.5 527.9

enthalpy at
core inlet
(!!tu/lb)

Core maximum 75 79 76.2 76

voids within
assemblics

Core average 14.5 14.7 13 1 14.6

exit quality

(% steam)

Feedwater 420 420 420 420

temperature ( f)

Tararneters for the core loading in ngure 4.31 used in the sensitin. analysis.y

133
Amendment 16
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Table 1.91

SUMMARY OF ABWR STANDARD PLANT INTERFACES
+

| WITil REMAINDER OF PIANT -

ITEM INTERFACE'

NO. SUBJECT TYPE SUBSECTION

1.1 Standard review plan sections for remainder of Confirmatory 1.8.44

) plant identified as 'laterface' la Table 1.819
5

1.2 Applicability of regulatory guides for remainder Confirmatory 1.8.4

of plant ladentified as * Interface' in Table
1.8 20

,

13 Applicability of Experience Information Confirmatory / 1.8.4

for remainder of plant identified as Procedural
; ' Interface * in Table 1.8 22

:

1.4 Emergency procedures and emergency procedures Procedural 1A3.1
training program

1.5 Procedures for removing safety related systems Procedural 1A3.2
from service

| 1.6 in;lant radiatiom monitoring Procedural 1A33
i

1.7 Reporting of Failures of Reactor System Procedural 1A3.5
Relief Vakes

'

1.8 Rep.,<i on ECCS Outage Procedural 1A3.6

2.1 Envelope of ABWR Stra.Jard Plant Site Design Design & 2.2.1

Parameters Confirmatory

2.2 Standard Review PN Site Characteristics Confirmatory 2.2.2

|23 CRAC 2 Computer Code Calculations Confirmatory 2.23
.

3.1 Site Specific Design Basis Wind Confirmatory 333.1

3.2 Site Specific Design Basis Toinado Confirmatory 333.2

33 Effect of remainder of plant structures, Confirmatory 3333
systems and coeponents not designed to tornado
loads

; 3.4 Flood Elevation Design 3,43.1

|

1.
3.5 Ground Water Elevation Design 3.43.2

3.6 Protection of ultimate heat sink Confirmatory 3.5.4.1

Amendment 13 1A2

- _ . , - . - . _ , . - - - , _ _ - - - . - - _ _ , - - . . - _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ . . . . _ _ _ , . . . - _ _ . . _ . _ - . _ . . - . , _ , _ _ . - - - - , _ . _ , . _ . - .
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Table 1.91

SUMMARY OF AllWR STANDARD PLAST lhTF.RFACES

WITil REMAINDER OF PIAST (Continued)
ITEh! INTERFACE

NO. SUBJECT TYPE SUBSECTION

3.7 Misstes generated by natural phenomena from Confirmatory 3.5.4.2

remainder of plant

3.8 Site proximity missiles and aircraft hazards Confirmatory 3.5.4.3

3.9 Protection against secondary missiles inside Confirmatory 3.5.4.4

containment

3.9a impact of Failure of Non Safety.Related Confirmatory 3.5,4.5

Items Due to Desip Basis Tornado

3.10 Details of pipe break analysis results Confernatory 3.6.4.1

and protection methods

3.11 Leak before break analysis results Confirmatory 36.4.2

3.11a Seismic Paruneters Confirmatory 3.7.5.1

3.12 Foundation Waterproofing ConGrmatory 3.8.6.1

0
3.13 Site Specine Physical Properties and Confirmatory 3.8.6.2

Foundation Settlement

3.14 Reactor Internals Vibra' ion Analysis, Confamatory 3.9.7.1

Measurement and inspection Programs

3.15 ASME Class 2 or 3 Quality Group Confirmatory 3.9.7.2

Components with 60 Year Desip Life

3.15a Pump and Valve laservice Testing Program Confirmatory 3.9.7.3

3.15b Audits of Desip Specifications and
Desip Reports Confirmatory 3.9.7.4

3.16 Equipment qualification report Confirmatory 3.10.5.1

3.17 Dynamic qualification report Confamatory 3.10.5.2

3.18 Ensironmental Qualification Document Confirmatory 3.11.6.1

3.19 Erwiromental Qualification Records Confirmatory 3.11.6.2

4.1 CRD inspection Program Procedural 4.5.3.1

5.1 Water Chemistry Design 5.2.6.1

O
103Amendment 16

I
1
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Table 1.91

SUMMARY OF AllWR STANDARD PIANT INTERFACES
1

WITH REMAINDER OF PIAhT (Continued)
ITEM INTERFACE

No. SUBJECT TYPE SUllSECTION
,

5.2 Comersion ofIndicators Procedural 5.2.6.2

53 - Fracture Toughness Data Conftrmatory $3.4.1

5.4 Materials and Surveillance Capsule Confirmatory 53.4.2

6.1 Protection Coatings and Organic Materials Confirmatory 6.13.1'

6.2 External Temperature Confirmatory 6.4.7.1

63 Meterology (X/Os) Confirmatory 6.4.7.2

6.4 Toxic Gases Confirmatory 6.4.73'

7.1 Effects of Sation Blackout on liVAC Confirmatory 7.8.1

7.2 Electrostatic Discharge on Exposed Confirmatory 7.8.2

Equipment Components

73 Localized liigh Heat Spots in Semiconductor Confirmatory 7.83

Material for Computing Devices

8.1 Stability of offsite power system Confirmatory 8.1.4.1

8.2 Diesel Generator Reliability Procedural 8.1.4.2

83 Class IE Feeder Circuits Design 8.23.1
,.

8.4 Non. class IE Feeders Design 8.23.2

8.5 Specific ADWR Standard Plant / remainder of plant Design 8.233
power sysytem interfaces

8.6 Interupting Capability of Electrical Confirmatory 83.4.1

Distribution Equipment

8.7 Diesel Generator Design Details Confirmatory 83.4.2

8.8 Certified Proof Tests on Cable Samples Confirmatory 83.43

8.9 - Electrical Penetration Assemblies Confirmatory 83.4.4

8.10 Analysis Testing for Spatial Seperation Confirmatorv 83.4.5

p;r IEEE 304
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SUMh1ARY OF ABWR STANDARD PLANT INTERFACES

WITil REh1AINDER OF PLLNT (Continued)

INTERFACEITEM
NO. SUBJECT TYPE SUBSECTION

8.11 DC Voltage At.alysis Confirmatory 83.4.6

8.12 Seismic Qualification of Eyewash Equipmeat Confamatory 834.7

0.13 Diesel Generator load Table Changes Confirmatory 83.4.8

8.14 Offsite Power Supply Arrangements Procedural 83.4.9

8.15 Diesel Generator Outtification Tests Confirmatory 8 3.4.10

8.16 Defective Refurbished Circuit Breakers Conramatory 8 3.4.11

8.17 Minimum Starting Voltages for Class Confirmatory 834.12

1E Motors

9.1 New Fuel Storage Racks Criticality Analysis Confamatory 9.1.6.1

9.2 New Fuel Storage Racks Dynamic and Impact Confirmatory 9.1.6.2

Analysis

93 Spent Fuel Storage Racks Criticality Analysis Confamatory 9.1.63

9.4 Sper.t Fuel Storage Rack lead Drop Analysis Confamatory 9.1.64

9.5 Ultimate heat sink capability Design 9.2.17.1

9.6 ?. lake ap water system capability Design 9.2.17.2

9.7 Potable and Sani'ary Water System Design 9.2.17 3

9.8 Radioactive Drain Transfer Sptem Collection Design 9 3.12.1

Piping

9.9 Contamination of DG Cornbustion Air intake Confirmatory 9.5.13.1

9.10 Use of Communication System in Emergencies Procedural 9.5.13.2

9,11 Maintenance and Testing Procedures for Procedural 9.5.13 3

Communication Equipment

9.12 Fire Hazard Analysis Database Confirmatory 9A.63

1.95
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C) 1A.17 Post Accident Sampling [11.11.3) position with the following esception. The upper
V limit of actisity in the samples at the time they are

NRC Position taken is as follows:

A design and operational revicw of the reactor liquid sample 1 C;/ml
coolant and containment atmosphere sampling line

3
systems shall be performed to determine the capabil- gas satople 10 pC;/ml
ity of personnel to promptly obtain (less than 1 hour)
a s. ample under accident ccmditions without incurring
a radiation exposure to any indisidual in excess of 3
and 16 3/4 rem to the whole body or extremities, re-
spectively. Accident conditions should assume a
Regulatory Guide 1.3 or 1.4 release of fusion prod.
ucts. If the reviewindicates that personnel could not
promptly and safely obtain the sarnples, additional
design features or shielding should be provided to
meet the criteria.

A design and operational review of the radio-
logical spectrum analysis facilities shall be performed
to determine the capability to promptly quantify (in
less than 2 hours) certain radionuclides that are indi-
cators of the degree of core damage. Such radionu-
clides are noble gases (which indicate cladding
failure),lodines and ecsiums (which indicate high
fuel temperatures), and nonvolatile isotopes (which

C indicate fuel melting). The initial reactor coolant
k spectrum should correspond to a Regulatory Guide

1.3 or 1.4 rekase. The review should also consider
the effects of direct radiation from piping and
components in the auxiliary building and possible
contamination and direct radiation from airborne
effluents, if the review indicates that the analyses
required cannot be performed in a prompt ruanner
with cristing equipment, then design modifkations or
equipment procurement shall be undertaken to meet
the criteria.

In addition to the radiological analyses, certain
chemical analyses are necessary for monitoring reac-
tor conditions. procedures shall be provided to
perform boron and chloride chemical analyses as-
suming a highly radioactive initial sampic (Regula-
tory Guide 1.3 or 1.4 source term). Both analyses
shall be capable of being completed promptly (i.e.,
the boron sample analysis within an hour and the
chloride sample analysis within a shift).

Response

| The post accident sampling system described in
Subsection 9.3.2 meets the requirements of this,_s

Amendment 13 l^ 2 'I
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1A.2.8 Rule Making Proceeding or
Degraded Core Accidents [11.11.8)

Response to this TM1 action plan item is ad.
dressed in Appendix 19A.

1A.2.9 Coolant System Valves Testing
Requirements [lI.D.1)

NRC Position

pressurized water reactor and boiling water
reactor licensees and applicants shall conduct testing
to qualify the reactor coolant system relief and safety
valves under expected operating conditions for 1A.2.10 Relief and Safety Valve Position
design basis transients and acciderits. Indication [lI.D.3]

Response NRC Position

The ABWR safety / relief valve (SRV)is postu- Reactor coolant system relief and safety valves
lated to discharge steam only, not liquid or two phase shall be provided with a positive indication in the
flow under expected operating conditions for design- control room derived from a reliable valve position
basis transients and accidents. detection dedce or a reliable indication of flow in the

discharge pipe.
A generic test program was conducted through

the BWR Owners Group (Reference 7) to satisfy the Response
discharge of steam. These ucam discharge test
results will be used as the qualification basis for plant The ABWR Standard plant safety relief vahes
specific SRV rnodels and discharge piping that are are equipgd with linear variable differential trans-
sufficiently similar to those reported in Reference 8. formers (LVD s 4 which are ou3lified as Class IE
plant specific SRV models and discharge piping that components. These 1.VDT's are mounted on the
are not similar will be tested in accordance with valve operators and are highly reliable sensors for
NUREG 0737 requirements. rnonitoring valve pasilion.

3

The ABWR system logic for response to high in addition, the downstream pipe from each vahc
water level conditions is described in Subsection line is equipped with thermocouples which signal the
7.3.1.1.1.1(3) and is considered to be sufficiently annunciator and the plant process computer when
redundant that the probabilit) of steam line flooding the temperature in the tailpipe exceeds the predeter,
by ECCS is extremely low. There is no high dr>well mined setpoint.
pressure signal that would inhibit this logic system.

These sensors are shown on Figure 5.13
In the ABWR design each of three RilR shut. (Nuclear Boiler System r&lD).

down cooling lines has its own separate containment
penetration and its own separate source of suction 1A.2.11 Systems Reliability [II.E.3.2)
from the reactor vessel. Alternate shutdown using
the SRV is therefore not required for ABWR in This TMI action plan item superseded by USl
order to meet single failure rules. Hence, the A 45. USl A-45 is addressed in Appendix 19B.
ABWR does not require SRV testing with liquid
under low pressure conditions associated with this 1A.2.12 Coordinated Study of Shutdown
event as required in past BWRs. Ileat Removal Requirements [lI.E.3.3)

This TM! :: tion plan item superseded by USl
A O. U6 A 45 is addressed in Appendix 19B.

O
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program shallinclude periodic integrated leak of the leak and alerts the operator for correcthe

(r) tests at intervals not to exceed each refueling actien.The MSL tunnel area is monitored for high
b cyde. radiation leveh and for high ambient temperatures

that are indicative of steam leakage.The turbine
Response building is also monitored for high area ambient

temperatures for MSL leakage.The resulting action
Leak reduction measures of the ABWR Stan- causes isolation of the MSIVs and subsequent

dard Plant indude a number of barriers to contain- shutdown of the reactor,

ment leakage in the closed systems outside the con-
taintnent. These dosed systems indude: The radiation levels in the HVAC air exhaust

ducts of the reactor building and of the fuel bandling

(1) Residual Heat Removal, area are monitored for use in bolating the secondary
containment. This results in dosure of the HVAC air

(2) High Preuure Core Flooder, ducts in the reactor building, closure of the
containment purge and vent lines, and activation of

(3) Low Preuure Core Flooder, the standby gas treatment system (SGTS).

(4) Reactor Core Isolation Coolingimplemented The leak detection methods and auociated
instrumentation that monitor Irakage from the

| (5) Suppreuion Pool Cleanup (suction and return), reactor coolant pressure boundary are described in |

Subsection 5.2.5.

| (6) Shutdown Senice Water (supply and return),
For small line breaks in the secondary

(7) Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup, and containment that could cause significant release of
radioactive material will be detected by process

(8) Post Accident Sampling System. radiation monitors in the reactor building HVAC air
ducts. As indicated above, a high radiation level will pq

Q Plant procedures will prescribe the melbod of activate SGTS (Subsection 6.5.1) prior to the release j
leak testing these systems. The testing will be per- of radiation to the environment. Also, any fluid ,

formed on a schedule appropriate to 10CFR50 Ap- leakage will drain into the sumps in the reactor
pendix J type B and C penetrations, that is at each building and will be monitored by sumps
refueling outage. When leakage paths are discov- instrumentation for level and flow rate. The operator

cred including during these tests, they will be investi- will be alerted to any abnormal condition for action.
gated and neceuary maintenance will be performed Alllines which pass outside of Ibc secondary y

to reduce leakage to its lowest practicallevel. containment contain leakage detection systems or h
loop seals. These systems allow the SGTS to 6

In addition, alllines which penetrate the primary maintain a negative pressure relative to ihe
containment are equipped with inboard and environment and thus limit the amount of leakage

through the secondary containment, These systemsoutboard isolation valves that are designed in
are discussed in Subsection 6.2.3. Finally, expected | gaccordance with GDC 55,56 or 57 to provide 3

reliable isolation in the event of a line break or liquid leakoff frorn equipment outside the *

leakage. The coatsinment isolation provisions are containment is directed to equipment drain sumps
discussed in detail in Subsection 6.2.4, which also and processed by tbc radwaste systern. These
identifies all the system lines that penetrate the multiple design features of the ABWR Standard.

[ containment together with their respective isolation Plant provide substantial capability to limit any
y valves. potential release to the environment from systems

likely to contain radioacthe material.
Leakage within and outside the primary

containment are continuously monitored by the leak Additionally, pressure boudary components of
detection and isolation system (LDS) for breach in radioactive waste systems are purchased as aug-

the integrity of the containment. Upon detection of a tuented Class D systems to assure their capabi'.ity to

leakage parameter, LDS will automatically initiate provide integrity.

h the necessary Control funcdons to holate the source
LJ

LA.2 20Amendreent 16
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1A.2.35 In Plant Radiation Monitoring these systems sathfy Criterion 19, Appendix A of to

[III.D.3.3(3)] C fR 50.

NRC Position The ABWR design satisfies this item.

(1) Each licensee shall provide equipmt.t and asscr
ciated ' raining and procedures for ar;urately de-
termining the airborne lodine coraentration in
areas within the facility where plant personnel
may be present during an accident.

(2) Each applicant for a fuel loading license to be
issued prior to January 1,1981 shall preside the
equipment, training, and procedures necessary
to accurately dtermine the presence of aitterne
radiciodine in areas within the plant where plant
personnel may be present during an accident.

Response

(1) This is an interface requirement described in
Subsection 1A33.

(2) Not applicable.

IA.2.36 Control Room liab'tability
(Ill.D.3.4(1)]

NRC Position

in accordance with Task Action Plan Item
!!.D3.4 and control room habitability, licensees shall
assure that control room operators will be
adequately protected against the effects of accidental
release of toxic and radioactive gases and that the
nuclear power plant can be safely operated or shut
down under design basis accident conditions (Crite-
rion 19,' Control Room * of Appendix A, General
Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, to 10 CFR
Part 50).

Response

This requirement is satisfied for the ABWR by
the prosisions of the control building atmospheric
control systern.

Section 7.1 describes the control building atmo-
spheric control system instrumentation and controls
for assuring control room habitability. Subsection
6.4. provides HVAC design details. As demon-
strated by the analyses provided in these subsections,

O
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TABLE 1A.21 |

O xesrosses ro cussrioss rosco .v m c. micncosos iii.x.3<,.>i

Ol'ESTION 1

Preuurizer levelis an incorrect measure of primary coolant imentory,
i

RESPONSE 1 i

BWRs do not have pressurirers. BWRs measure primary coolant inventory directly using differential
preuure sensors attached to the reactor stuel. Thus, this concern does not apply to ABWR.

QUESTION 2

The isolation of small breaks (e.g., letdown line; PORV) not addreued or analyzed.

RESPONSE 2

Automatic isolation only occurs for breaks outside the containment. Such breaks are addreued in Section
3.1.1.1.2 of NEDO 24708. It was ahown that if the high pressure systems are available no operator actions are
required. If it is assurnd that aii high pressure systems fail, the operator must manually depressurite to allow
the low preuure sptems to inject ant; maintain vessel water level. Analyses in Section 3.5.2.1 of NLDO 24708
show that the operator has sufficient :nformation and time to perform these manual actions. The necessary'

manual actions have been included in the operator guidelines for small break accidents.

OUESTION 3

Pressure boundary damage due to loadit ts from 1) bubble collapse in subcooled liquid and 2) injection oft

ECC water in steam. filled pipes.

RESPONSE 3

The BWR has no geometry equivalent to that identified in Michelson's report on D&W reactors rclative to
bubble collapse (steam bubbling upward through the pressurirer surge line and pressurizer). Thus the first
conectn in not applicable to ABWR.

ECC injection in the ABWR at high pressure is either directly into the reactor venel through water filled
lines (RilR B + C;}{PCF.B + C) or into the feedwater lines (RilR A;RCIC). The feedwater lines are normally
filled with reittively cold liquid (420"T or len). ECCS injection in the ABWR at low pressure is either directly
into the reactor venel or into the feedwater lines. Thus the second concern is not applicable to the ABWR.

OUEST10N 4

In determining need for steam generators to remove decay heat, consider that break flow enthalpy is not
core exit enthalpy.,

RESPONSE 4

BWRs do not use steam generators to remove decay heat, so this concern does not apply to ABWR,

f O
L
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TABLE 1A.21 (Continued) g
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS POSED BY MR. C. MICHELSON [lI.K.3(46))

OtTSTION 5

Are sources of auxiliary feedwater adequate in the event of a delay in cooldown subsequent to a sinall
LOCA?

RFSPONSE 5

BWRs do not need feedwater to remove heat from the reactor following a LOCA, whether the subsequent
cooldown is delayed or not. Therefore, this concern is not applicable to ABWR. DWRs have a closed cooling
system in which vessel water flows out the postulated break to the suppression pool. The suppression poolis
cooled and water is pumped back to the vessel with ECCS pumps.

OLTSTION 6

is the recirculation mode of operation of the llPCI pumps at high pressure an established design
requir: ment?

RESPONSEj

The high pressure injection systems utilized in the ABWR are the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)
and high pressure core flooder (HPCF).

The RCIC and HPCF systems normally take suction from the condensate storage tank and have an
alternate suction source from the suppression pool. A recirculation mode of operation of these systems is
established when the system suction is from the suppression pool. Following a LOCA when system suction is
from the suppression pool, water injected into the reactor is discharged through the break and flows back to
the suppression pool forming a closed recirculation loop.

Other recirculation modes include test modes (e.g., suction from and discharge to the suppression pool)
and system operation on low flow bypass with discharge to the suppression pool.

All of these modes are established design requirements.

Ol'ESTION 7

Are the HPCI pumps and RHR pumps run simultaneously? Do they share common piping?/ suction? If
so,is the system properly designed to accommodate this mode of operation (i.e., are any NPSH requirements
siolated, etc.. ?)

RESPONSE 7

For ABWR the high pressure injection systems (RCIC/HPCF) do not share any common suction piping
with the low pressure RHR and they can operate simuhaneously with this low pressure system.

The RCIC and HPCF systems share a common suction line from the condensate storage tank. The RilR
shutdown cooling operating mode does not share any common suction piping with the RCIC or HPCF systems.
It is an established design requirement to size the suction piping, including shared piping, such that adequate
NPSH is available to RCIC and HPCF pumps for all simultaneous operating modes of these systems.

O
Aedm M 16 tA223
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TABLE 1A.21 (Continued)

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS POSED BY MR. C. MICilELSON [lI.K.3(46))

Pre operational and/or start up tests are conducted that demonstrate that the NPSH requirements are'

met.

Ol'ESTIORS

Mechanical effects of slug flow on steam generator tubes needs to be addressed (transitioning from solid
natural circulation to reflux boiling and back to solid natural circulation may cause slug flow in the hot leg |

|

pipes.)

RESPONSE 8

BWRs do not han steam generators so this conccra does not apply to ABWR, ]

OLTSTION 9

1s there minimum flow protection fo the HPCI pumps during the recirculation mode of operation?

RESPONSE 9

For the ABWR, the RCIC, RHR, and HPCF pumps all contain valves, piping, and automatic logic that
bypasses flow to the $Uppression pool as required to provide minimum flow protection for all design basis
operating modes of the systems.

OttESTION 10

The effect of the accumulators dumping during small break 1.OCAs is not taken into account.

RESPONSE 10

BWRs do not use accumulators to mitigate LOCAs. Therefore, this concern does not apply to ABWR.

Ol'ESTION 11
What is the impact of continued running of the RC pumps during a small LOCA7

'
RESPONSE 11

The impact of continued running of the recirculation pumps has been addressed in Subsections 3.3.2.2,
3.3.2.3, and Subsection 3.5.2.1.5.1 of NEDO 24708. The conclusions were that continued running of the
recirculation pumps results in little change in the time available for operator actions and does not significantly
change the overall system response.

OLTSTION 12

During a small break LOCA in which offsite power is lost, the possibility and impact of pump seal damage
and leakage has not been evaluated.

O
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TAllLE 1A.21 (Continued) h
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS POSED IW MR. C. MICIIELSON [lI.K.3(46))

RESIONSE 12

The RCIC, f(PCF, and RilR pumps are presided with mechanical seals. These seals ere cooled by the
pump primary process water. No external cooling from auxiliary support systems, such as site service water or
room air coolers,is required for RCIC pump seals. The llPCF and RilR seals are cooled by connections to
the three separate dishions of the reactor building cooling water (RCW) System to protect against single
failures. RilR Dhhions A, B and C, and IIPCT.B and C ue connected to their corresponding RCW dhhions.
If offsite power is lost, on site diesel generations maintain the RCW three dhhional function. These types of
seals have demonstrated (in nuclear and other applications) their capability to operate for extended period rf
time at temperatures in escess of those expected following a 1DCA.

Should seal failure occur it can be detected by room sump high level alarms. The RCIC, lipCF, and RilR
indisidual pumps are arranged, and motor operated valves presided, so that a pump with a f alled seal can be
shutdown and isolated without affecting the proper operation of the other redundant pumps / systems.

Considering the low probability of seal failure during a LOCA, the fact that a pump with a failed seal can
be isolated without affecting other redundant equipment, and the substantial redundancy provided in the BWR
emergene; cooling systems, pump seal failure is not considered a significant concern.

OLTSTION 13

During transitioning from solid natural circulation to reflux boiling and back again, the vessel level will be
unknown to the operators. and emergency procedures ar.d operator training may be inadequate. This needs to
be addressed and evaluated.

RES PONSE 13

There is no similar transition in the BWR case. In addition, the BWR has water level measurement within
the vessel and the indication of the water leselis incorpora:ed into the operator Fuidelines. Consequently this
concern does not apply to ABWR.

OLTSTION 14

The effect o' non condensable gas accumulation in the steam generators and its possible disruption of
decay heat removal by natural circulation needs to be addressed.

RESPONSE lf

The effect of non condensable gas neumulation is addressed in Subsection 3.3.1.8.2 of NEDO 24708. Por
a BWR, vapor is present in the core during both normal operation and natural circulation conditions.
Non condensables may change the composition of the vapor but would have an insignificant effect on the
natural or forced circulation itself, since the non condensables would rise with the steam to the top of the
vessel after leaving the steam separators.

CONCERN 15

Delayed cooldown following a small breal LOCA could raid the containment pressure and activate the
containment spray system.

|
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TAllLE 1A.21 (Continued)

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS POSED IW MR. C. MICilELSON [11,1L3(46)]

RESIONSE 15

The ABWR containment spray system is manually initiated. All essential equipment inside the
containment is required to be qualified for the ensironmental conditions resulting from the initiation of the
containment spray system.

Ol'ESTION 16'

This concern relates to the possibility that an operator may be included and perhaps even trained to
isolate, where possible, a pipe break LOCA without realizing that it mig,ht be an unsafe action leading to high
pressure, and short term core bakeout. For example,if a IlWR should experience a LOCA from a pressure
boundary failure somewhere between the pump suction and discharge valve for either reactor recirculation
pump,it would be possible for the operator to close these vahes following the reactor blowdown to
repressurire the teactor coolant system. Before such isolation should be permitted,it is first necessary to show
by an appropriate analysis that the high pressure ECCS is adequate to reflood the uncovered core without
assistance from the low pressure ECCS which can no longer delivery flow because of the repressurization.
Otherwise, such isolation action should be explicitly forbidden in the emergency operating instructions.

RESPONSE 16

The AllWR does not have recirculation lines. Ilowever,there are other systems where it is possible for
the operator to close these valves following the reactor blowdown to low pressure and thereby isolate thep
break. An example of this would be a break in the reactor water cleanup piping between the shutdown suction
line valve and the containment boundary, in Reference 2, the NRC concluded based on information prosided
by GE that break isolation is : ot a problem.

In order for the reactor vessel to repressurite following isolation of a line break, the isolation would have
to occur before initiation of ADS due to a high dr)well pressure in concurrence with low water level I condi-
sn. Isolation of a line b,reak prior to obtaining a high drywell pressure signal might occur for very small
breaks (area < < 0.01 ft') which may require several hundred seconds following the break to reach the high
drywell pressure set point. In this case it has been t.hown in Reference 3 that the high pressure systems (RCIC,
llPCF and feedwater) are sufficient to maintain the water lesel above the top of the core,

if isolation of the break were to occur prior to reaching levell but after the high drywell pressure signal,
the vessel would pressurire to the SRV set point following isolation of the main steam lines and then oscillate
as the SRVs cycle open and closed. If no high pressure systems were t.vailable, the loss of mass out the SRVs
would cause the level to continue dropping and result in automatic ADS actuation shortly after reaching Level
1. This would depressurize the vessel and allow the low pressure systems to begin injecting. This capability
was demonstrated in NEDO44708,in addition, esplicitly provide for manual depressurization in the event of
low reactor water level with high pressure systems unable to maintain level for any reason.

In summary, in order to repressurire the vessel following break isolation, the isolation would have to occur
prior to ADS blowdown. For these cases, high pressure systems would maintain inventory. If no high pressure

' Excerpt from Reference 1.

1A MAmendment 16
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TAllLE 1A.21 (Continued)

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS POSED llY MR. C. "8CliELSON (II.K.3(46))

system was available, the low pressure systems would control the vessel water level following automatic or
manual vessel depressuriration.

REFIRENCES:

1. Memo, C. Michattson to D. Okrent, Tossible incorrect Operator Action Such as Pipe Breal
Isolation, June 4,1970

2. Letter, D. G. Elseebut to R. L. Gridley, Totentlo! for Break isolation and Resulting
GE. Recommended B1tR/3 ECCS blodifIcations, June 14,1972.

3. AdditionalInfortnation Requiredfor NRC Staff Generic Report on Bolling it'ater Reactors,
NEDO 24708, August 1979.

O

O
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2.0 SUMMARY
f~)
V This section defiacs the envelope of

site.related parameters which the AllWR Standard
Plant is designed to accommodate. These
parameters envelope most potential sites in the
U.S. A surnmary of the site envelope design
parameters is given in Table 2.01.

('

' )]'w

i
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TAllLE 2.01

ENVELOPE OF AllWR STANDARD PLANT SITE DESIGN PAIULMETERS

Maximum Ground Water Letel: Extrtme Wind: Basic Wind Speed:
2 feet below grade 110 mph (1)/130mpb(2)

Maximum Flood (or Tsunami) Level:(3) Tornado:(4)
1 foot below grade . Maximum tornado wind speed: 260 mph

. Translational velocity: $7 mph

Precipitation (for Roof Design): . Radius: 453 ft

Maximum rainfall rate: 19.4 in/hr(8) . Maximum atm AP: 1.46 psid

. Maximum snow load: 50 lb/sq. ft. . Miatile Spectra: Per ANS!/ANS 23

Design Temperatures: Soll Propertjes:
. Ambient Minimum Bearing Capacity (demand): 1Staf

lrir Exeeedance Values . Minimum Shear Wave Velocity: 1000 fps (9) |
. Maximum: 1000F dry bulb /7/UF coincident wet . Liquificatica Potential;

bulb None at plant dte resulting *
Minimum: 100F from OBE ano SSE(7) E

04 Exeeedance Values (Histcricallimiti Seismolog:n
Maximum: 1150F dry bulb /820F coincident wet OBE Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA):
bulb 0.10g(5) (6)

Minimum: . 400F . SSE PG A : 030g(5)
. Ernergency Cooling Water Inlet: 950F SSE Response Spectra: per Reg. Guide 1.60

Condenser Cooling Water inlet : .g 1000 F SSE Time History: Envelope SSE Response0 Spectra

(I) 30 year recurrence interval: value to be utilised for design of non sofety.related
structures only.

(2) 200 year recurrence interval; value to be utilised for design for safety related structures
only.

(3) Probable maximum flood |evel (PhiF), as defined in ANSl/ANS 2.8, ' Determining Design Basis
flooding at Power Reactor Sites.'

M) 1,000,000 year tornado recurrence interval, with associated parameters based on
A NSI/A NS 2.3.

(3) Free-fielJ, at plant grade elevation.

(6) For conservatistn, a value of 0.15g is employed to evaluate structural and component
responses in Chapter 3.

0) See item 3 in Section ,L4.1for additionalinformation. |
(8) Afaximum value for 1 hour i sq. mile PhiP with ratio of 3 minutes to I hout PhiP as found in

National Weather Source Publicat on libiR No. 32. Afaximum short term rate; 6.2in/5 min.i

O (9) This is the minimum shear wave velocity at low storms ofter the soil property uncertainties
have been applied.
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2.1 LIMITS IMPOSED ON SRP
SECTION 11 ACCEPTANCE-

CRITERIA BY ABWR'

STANDARD PLANT

This section defines limits imposed on SRP
Section !! acceptance criteria by (1) tbc

j envelope of ABWR Standard Plant site design;

parameters given in Table 2.01 and (2) the
assumptions, both implicit and explicit, related
to site characteristics employed in the
evaluation of the ABWR design. These limits are
presented in Table 2.11 for the following five ;

4

SRP Section 11 c at e gorie s of site
characteilstics:

(1) Geography and Demography;

(2) Nearby Industrial, Transportation and
Military Pacilities;

.,

"

(3) MeteoroloEyi

'

(4) liydrology Engineering; and

($) Geology, Seismology and Geotechnical
Engineering.

| See Subsection 2.3 for interface requirements,

i

|

I
.

|

!

O
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2.2 REOUIREMENTS FOR unuTY are to be suppl:ed by the licensing utility
DETERMINATION OF ABWR SITE as specified in t he Ci: ' C 2 manuaik ACCEPTABILITY (NUREG/CR 2326) and are site specific.

This section provides the requirements for the The basic reference case assumes no evacuation
determination of ABWR site acceptability, or radiation shielding (Subgroup Evacuation) for risk
Acceptability is required from the standpoint of both and dose calculations. liowever,if the results of

| design bases events and severe accident. such an evaluation for a specific site are
unacceptable, site specific evacuation and shielding

2.2.1 Design Bases Events parameters may be substituted in lieu of the
reference values in Subgroup Evacuation.

For design bases events, the site is acceptable if
all of the site characteristics fall within the envelope Atudnir The at alysis for evaluation of a specific site
of ABWR Standard Plant site design parameters will be secomphthed with the CRAC 2 computer
ginn in Table 2.01 For cans where a characteristic Toe a, modified throuA Sandia National Lab mod
exceeds its envelope it will be necessary for the 46. Basic input and code characteristics are
applicant referencing the ABWR design to submit described in NUREG/CR 2326 and
analyses to demonstrate that the overall set of site NUREG/CR 2552.
characteristics do not exceed the capability of the
design.

2.2.2 Severe Accidents

The ABWR PRA results were calculated for at:
average or typical s'te, as outlined in Subsection
19E.3. Although these results form a good basis for
assessing the general ABWR capability to satisfyi

'

offsite dose related goals, they do not form a basis
for conuuding that the ABWR would meet dose
related goals at a specific site whose characteristics
cannot be defined at the point of ABWR
certifirdon. Consistent with the certification
concept that all key technicalissues be resolved
before certification,it is appropriate to define the
process for determining future site acceptability.i

This process is defined below in terms of (1)
acceptance criteria, (2) data input, and (3) analysis.

Acet, riteria: Site acceptability for severe
acciden.. .a oc based upon a calculation using the
CRAC 2 computer code. The results of such a
calculation will be compared to the goals of Table
19E,3 7 as shown in Table 2.21. The site will be

- deemed acceptable if the results fall within the given
guals.

Data Innut: The input to the CRAC 2 computer code
will be a combination of ABWR and site parameters,
The CRAC 2 code input is divided into specific
areas. The areas defined in Table 2.2 2 as ABWR
will be used as input with their specific data listed in
Appendix 2A The areas defined as GENERAL are
also provided in Appendix 2A, The areas defined as

%
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TABLE 3.21

CIASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quallty

Safety loca- Classi- Assurance Selsmic
b d Etnutremente cateconf b'ciuPrincinni Comn2 Dial" Qan ge g,g

El RilR Sptem (Continued)

10. Mechanical modules with 3 SC C B 1

safety related functiona

B 111. Electrical modules with 3 C,SC,X -

safety related function

B 1. 2. Cable with safety related 3 C,5C,X --

function

13. Other mechanical and N C,SC,X - - -

electrical modules

$ 14. Jockey pumps including 2 SC B B 1

3:a supports

15. Jockey pump motor N SC - - -

O
i> > . . ._ _ ,,

- - - - - - - --
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Loca. Clatsl. Assurance Seismic
b ge ficationd h&M' Cateconi hPrincloal Componenta p,jgg

E2 liigh pressure Core Flooder

1. Reactor pressure vessel 1/2 C SC A/B B I (g) :

injection line and connected $
piping including supports with-p

J in outermost isolation valve'
n

2. All othe: pipir.g includir.g 2/3 SC,0 B/C D I (g)

supports "

3. Main Pump 2 SC B B 1

B 14 Main Pump motor 3 SC -

5. Valves outer isolation 1 C,SC A B 1 (g) =

and within the reactor pressure $
vesselinjection line and
connected lines

6. All other valves 2/3 SC B/C D 1 (g)

B I7. Electrical modules with safety- 3 C,5C,X -

related function

B IS. Cable with safety related 3 C,SC,X -

function

i E3 kak Detection and Isolation
System

B/ - 1/- - (z)1. Temperature sensors 3/N C,SC,T --

B 1 (z)2; Pressure transmitters 3 C,SC -

g

$ 3. DifferetAial pressure 3 C,SC B 1 (z)--

transmitters (flow)

The ECCS high pressure core flooder spargers are part of the Reactor Pressure Vessel System, see*

item Bl.S.
Poolsuction piping, suction pipingfrom condensate storage tank, test line to pool, pump discharge"

piping and rerum line to pool.

O
31 15
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Loca- Classt. Assurance Seismic
Princloal Component * flan gc fkallend Reaulttment' Cateconf b'ajnh

D Leak Detection and Isolation
System (Continued)

14. Fission Product N SC - -

Monitor

5. Isolation Valves 2/N C,5C B/C B/ - 1

6. Instrument lines 3 C,SC B B 1

7. Sample lines * 2/N C,SC C/D/ - B/ - 1/- -

8. Flow transmitters N C - -- -

g
R

9. Electrical modules 3/N SC,RZ,X -- 5/- 1/- -'

10. Cables 3/N SC,RZ,X --- B/ - 1/-
0

E4 RCIC System

1. Piping including supports with- 1/2/3 C,5C A/B/C B 1 (g)

g in outermost isolation valves
c

(g)"
2. Piping including supports - N O,SC D -- --

Suction line from condensate
storage tank beyond second
shut off valve and vacuum pump
discharge line from vacuum pump
to containment isolation valves

* These sample lines are totally within containment and radiation monitoring provides no

isolation function.

O
3216'
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TABLE 3.2 1

CIASSIFICATION SUMM AltY (Conlinued)

Quality
Group Quallt)

Safett Loca. Classi- Assurunce Seismic
gd Reauirement' Cateconf b',0.Lu0 cPrincinal Com nnnent" flan [En

E4 RCIC System (Continued)

l 3. Piping including supports be- 2/3 C,5C II/C B l (g)

yond outermost isolation valves

4. RCIC Pump including supports 2 SC D Il I

15. Pump motors N C,5C - --

6. Vahes outer isola. 1/2 C.SC A/Il B I (g)

tion and within

7. Valves shut off N O,5C D -- -- (g)

line from condensate
storage beyond second
shut off sahe.

8. Valves other' 2/3 SC ll/C Il I (g)

' Il 1 (m)9. Turbine including supports 2 SC'
-

B 110. Electrical modules with 3 C,5C,X -

safety related function

11. Cane with safet) 3 C.SC.N - B 1

function

12. Other mechanical and N C.$C.N - - -

electrical modules

F1 Fuel Senicing Equipment
,

1. Fuel preparations machine N SC - ---

2. General purpose grapple N SC - - --

* RCIC turtune stcant admission valve, pump suction va!w f wn anu!cntate storope tant, and narbine
inlet and exhaust drain valves.

O
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TABLE 3.21

O CIASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Loca. Classi. Assurance Seismic
b ge ficationd Reaulrement' CateconI b'nttiPrinelon1 Comtionenta ggg

F2 RPVSenicing Equipment
L

1. Steamline plugs N SC - - --

2. Dryer and separator N SC -- - --

strongback and head
strongback

$ F3 RPV Internal Senicing Equipment

1. Control rod grapple N SC -- --- --

F4 Retueling Equipment

1 (bb) $
E 1. Refueling platform N SC -- -

!

2. Refueling bellows N SC -- -- --

F5 Fuel Storage Equipment

1 (bb)1. Fuel storage racks - N SC - -

new and spent g
n

(bb)2. Defective fuel storage N SC - -- -

container

G1 Reactor Water Cleanup System

1. Vessels including supports N SC C -- -

(filter /demineralizer)g
e
A 2. Regenerative neat exchangers N SC C -- -

including supports carrying
reactor water

3. Cleanup recirculation N SC C - -

pump, motors

O
3218Amendment 16
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TABLE 3.21

CIASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safet4
lua. Classi. Assurance Selsmic

Princloal Comnonent' Class AbD fication Renutrement' Catecord Notes

G1 Resetor Water Cleanup System (Continued)

4. Piping including supports and 1 C,SC A b I (g)

valves within and including
outermost containment isolation
valves on pump suction

(g)5. Pump suction and discharge N SC C - --

piping including supports and
valves from containment isola-
tion va'ves back to shut off
valves at feedwater line
connections

6. Piping including supports and 2 SC B B ! (g)

valves frco tedwater lines to
and including shut off valves

(g)7. Piping including supports and N SC,T C - -

*
valves to main condenser

;;
(g)8. Non regenerative heat exchanger N SC C -- --

tube inside and piping including
supports and valves carrying
process water

9. Non regenerative heat exchanger N SC D - --

shell and piping including
supports carrying closed
cooling water

10. Filter /demineralizer N SC D -- -

precoat subsystem

11, Filter demin holding pumps N SC C --- ---

including supports valves
and piping including supports

O
3 S 19Amendment 3
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TABLE 3.2 1

CIASSIFICATION SUMM ARY (Continued)

Quality
Gri up Quality

Safety 1xa- Clawi. Assurance Selsmic
b ge neni;,,nd Etnuirement' Catecorvf hPrineinal Comonnenta flan

G1 Reactor Water Cleanup Sptem (Continued)

12. Sample station N SC D -, -

13. Electrical modules and cable N SC,X D - -

with no safety related function

1
2 14. Eleetrical modules and cable 3 SC - B 1
"

for isolation valves

O

O
Amendment 3 3_219a
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TAllLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Loca. Classi- Assurance Selsmle
Safetg e ficationd Reautrement' Catnonf b'citsPrincinal Componenta ggg33 gigg

G2 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System

1. Vessels including supports - N SC C - -

filter /demineralizers

2. Vessels including supports - N SC C I-

drain tanks

3. Heat exchangers including N SC C --- I! $-
supports

I4. Pumps including support and N SC C -

pump motors

I5. Piping including supports, N SC C ---

valves

6. Normal makeup system N SC,0,T C - -

components
t

"l. RHR connections for 3 SC C B 1 e_

safety-related makeup

8. Electrical modules and N SC,X -- -- -

g
cables with no safety.relatedo

"
function

G3 Suppression Poel Cleanup
System

1. Isolation valves and piping 2 C B B 1

! including supports withing
outermost isolation valvesesn

2. Pumps N SC D -- --

!

| 3. Pump motors N- SC -- -- -

f I4. Other piping including supports N SC C -

5. Electrical modules and Cables N SC,X -- - --

1 O
3220
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- 3.4 WATER LEVEL (FLOOD) DESIGN 3.4.1.1.1 riood Protection from External
Sources

The types and methods used for protecting the
$ ABWR safety related structures, systerns and Seismic Category I structures that may be

$ components from external flooding shall conform affected by design basis floods are designed to
to the guidelines defined in RG 1.102, withstand the floods postulated in Table 2.01 &

using the hardened protection approach with g
Criteria for the design basis for protection structural provisions with incorporated in the

against external flooding shall conform to the plant design to protect safety related
requirements of RG 1.59. The design criteria for structures, systems, and components from
protection against the effects of compartraent postulated flooding. Seismic Category I
flooding shall conform to the requirements of structures required for safe shutdown remain
ANSI /ANS 56.11. The design basis flood levels accessible during all flood conditions.
are specified in Table 3.41.

Safety related systems and components are
3.4.1 Flood Protection flood protected either because of their location

above the design flood level or because they are
This section discusses the flood protection enclosed in reintorced concrete Seismic Catcyry

measures that are applicable to the standard ABWR I structures which have the following

plant Seismic Category I structures, systems, and requirements:
-$ components for both external flooding and

(1) wall thicknesses below flood level of not |
g postulated flooding from plant component

less than two feet;failures. These protection measures also apply
to other structures that house systems and
cornponents important to safety which fall within (2) water stops provided in all construction
the scope of plant specific. Joints below flood level;

3.4.1.1 riood Protection Measures for Seismic (3) watertight doors and equipment hatches
Category l Structures installed below design flood iciel; and

The safety related systems and components of (4) waterproof coating of external surfaces. h
the ABWR Standard Plant are located in the =

g reactor, control, and radwaste buildings which Waterproofing of foundations and walls of
g are scismic category 1 structures. These Seismic Category I structures below grade is

structures together with those identified in accomplished principally by the use of water'

Table 3.41 are protected againt external flood stops at expansion and construction joints. In
' damage. Flood protection of safety related addition to water stops, waterproofing of the y

systems and components is provided for all plant structures that house safety related A

systems and components is provided up to 8 mm (3 6

g| postulated design flood levels and conditionsdescribed in Table 2.01. Postulated flooding in) above the plant ground level to protect theg
from component failures in the building compart- external surfaces from exposure to water.*

ments does not adversely affect plant safety nor
does it represent any hazard to the public. Additional specific provisions for flood

| protection include administrative procedures to
. Structures which house the safety related assure that all watertight doors and hatch

- covers are locked in the event of a flood
g| equipment and offer flood protection areidentified in Table 3.41. Descriptions of these warning. If local seepage occurs through theg

structures are provided in Subsect on 3.8.4 and walls, it is controlled by sumps and sump pumps.i'

3.8.5. Exterior or access openings and
, in the event of a flood, flood levels take a

| penetrations that are below the design flood
;

level are identified in Table 6.2 9. relatively long time to develop. This allows|

O
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ample lead time to perform necessary emergency
actions for all accesses which need to be
protected.

The safety.related components located below
g the design flood levelinside a Seismic Category
y I structure are shown in the Section 1.2 plant

layout drawings. All safety related components*

located blow the design flood level are protected
using the hardened protection approach described
above.

O

i

|

O
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m 3A.I.1J Compartment Flooding from Postulated After receiving a flood detection alarm, the
Component Failures operator has a ten. minute grace period to act in

cases when flooding can be identified and
All piping, vessels, and beat exchangers with terminated by a remote action from the control

flooding potentialin the reactor building are room. In cases invohitg visual inspection to
seismically qualified with one exception, and identify the specific flooding source in the
complete failure of a non. seismic tank or piping affected area (except ECCS areas) followed by a
system is not applicable. The one exception is remote or local operator action, a minimum of 30
the radwaste building which contains no safe minutes is provided for the operator,

shutdown equipment,
in allinstances of compartment flooding, a

in accordance witb Reference 2, leakage cracks single f ailure of an active component is
are postulated in any point of moderate energy considered for systems required to mitigate
piping larger than nominal one inch diameter. consequences of a particular flooding
The leakage now area is auumed tc be a circular condition. The emergency core cooling system
orifice with now area equal to one. half of the (ECCS) rooms are also evaluated on the basis of
pipe outside diameter multiplied by one balf of a loss.of coolant accident (LOCA) and a single
the pipe nominal wall thickness. Resulting active failure or a LOCA combined with a single
leakage flow rates are approximated using passive f ailure 10 minutes or more after the
Equation 3 2 from Reference I with a flow LOCA.
coefficient of 0.59 and a normal operating
pressure in the pipe. There are no interface requirements made upon

the remainder of the plant from possible
The dynamic effects of postulated high energy flooding in the ABWR Standard Plant buildings.

line breaks in the MSL tunnel area including Other lines, such as storm drains and normal
flood analysis are excluded in the evaluation, waste lines, interf ace with plant yard piping.
assuming credit for detection of leaks before a However, provisions are made in these linesp line breaks with a good accuracy and reliability that, should the yard piping become plugged,
to permit shutdown and repair. The MSL tunnel crushed, or otherwise inoperable, they will sent
area is instrumented with radiation and air onto the ground relieving any flooded condition.
temperature monitors that are used to
automatically isolate the MSL isolation valves Considering the above criteria and assump-
upon detection of high abnormal limits. tions, analyses of piping f ailures and their

g consequences are performed to demonstrate the
p However, in the event of worst case Gooding adequacy of the ABWR design. These analyses

involving a feedwater line break, the maximum aie provided separately for the reactor and*

flow rate from this high energy line break will control buildings,
not exceed 3,6 cubic meters per minute (950 gpm)
over a 2 hour period. Refer to Table 15.616 for 3A.1.1.2.1 Evaluation et Reactor Building

feedwater line leakage parameters. Water flood Esents
dis. barged from a postulated feedwater line break
will be contained in the Seismic Category 1 Analysis of potential flooding within the
structure of the MSL tunnel area and will not ructor building is considered on a floor.by.
Good any safety related equipment in the reactor (bor basis.
building. The flooded area will be allowed to
drain through the floor drains in the tunnel area 3A1.1.2.1.1 Evaluation of Floor 100 (B3F)
which are routed to the HCW sumps in the reactor
buildMg for collection and discharge. Worst case flooding on this floor level would

result from leakage of the RHR 18' suction line
No credit is taken for operation of the drain between the containment wall and the system iso-

sump pumps although they are expected to operate lation valve (this applies also to the HPCF,
during some of the postulated flooding events. RCIC, and SPCU suction lines, although in

O
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smaller line stres). Leakage from this source
snay cause flooding of the affected RHR beat
exchanger (HX) room at a rate of 1.04 cubic
meter / minute (275 gpm) and may continue until the
line is repaired or equalization of water level
occurs between this room with the suppression
poollevel. Flooding in the room may cause loss
of functions for that particular divisional
system loop. This will not impair the safe
sh.itdown capability of the reactor system.
Flooding of other areas is prevented by water
tight doors. Suction lines to other services
always remain submerged. Other flooding inci.
dents may result from failures of other piping
systems penetrating the RHR HX rooms for cach
division; these events, however, upon detection
by sump alarms, are controllable by terminating
flow with closure of valves and shutdown of
1 ressure sources.

O
|

|

O
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O llPCF and RCIC systems, while having the to system isolation this would result in a
V susceptibility to flood their respective flooding rate of 2.8 cubic meters / minute (745

compartments from the suppression pool, do so at gpm). Twenty eight cubic meters in Divisions B
lower rates than the RilR system. Failure, and C are spread over a miniinum of 360 square
however, is guarded against by watertight doors meters, and therefore can be restrained by
so that flooding in one compartment does not raised sills at divisional entries; the area in
propagate to other areas. Division A is limited and watertight scaled

doors will prevent further flooding.
A failure in a nondivisional area, the failure

of the 8* suppression pool cleanup system suction in the fourth quadrant, SWCU and CUW F/D
line before the isolation valve will permit vaht rooms, holding pumps and HNH pump and HX
flooding of the fourth quadrant uncontrollably by rooms, may cuperience flooding from various
system elements. The flooding rate, driver. by system line failures. The maximum flooding will
suppression pool head, would not exceed .27 cubic be from an 8' line at pump pressure resulting in
meter / minute (or 70 gptn) and, depending upon the discharge of .92 cubic meter / minute (240 gpm).
rate of manual repair, may permit 25 30 cubic
meters of water to escape into the fourth The leakage may propagate over the fourth
quadrant. Certain functions of the SPCU, CUW, quadrant but an area of 300 square meters is
and backwash systems may be lost, but because of available, so that depth adequate to intrude
watertight doors on divisional areas no essential into divisional areas, over raised sills will
functions would be lost and plant integrity would not occur. Alarming and prompt operator
not be in question isolation of these systems is then performed.

Firefighting in the divisional rooms on this Firefighting on this floor will be accom-
floor will be done by sprinklers in the plished manually with a flow of .57 cubic meter /
watertight rooms. Manual firefightir.g in the minute (150 gpm). Areas of activity are rater
fourth quadrant and in the HCU toom will bring in large so that this quantity of water (less than

b .57 cubic meters / minute (150 gpm). Such for other events above) presents no problem
activities would not create a water depth which
would cause concern. Firefighting in the RIP & FMCRD maintenance

rooms will also have little impact; 20 cm (8
3.4.1.1.2.1.2 Evaluation of floor 200 (ll2F) inch) high sills and curbs prevent movement of

water from area of application and thus maintain
Flooding events on this floor may result from divisional integrity.

piping Nilures in the RHR pipeways, or from
piping systems of the llPCF and RCIC. Maximum 3.4.1.1.2.1.3 Evaluation of Floor 300 (IllF)
flooding would occur from a 10" RHR pressure line
at a flow rate of 1.34 cubic meter / minute (354 Primary flooding events on this floor are
gpm). Division B and C areas have ample area to associated with pipeways and pipechases utilized
spreao this water (13.4 cubic meters by the end by RilR,IIPCF, and RCIC syst ems. M aximum leakage
of the ten minute response period) bot Division A is that postulated for a 10' RHR pressure line
has limited flood spread area and will have failure in rooms that are connected to rooms
watertight doors to prennt a depth of 0.3 0.4 below, raised sills b these rooms prevent
meters (fifteen inches) from flooding Divis;an C intrusion of water from a failed division into
area. Division C has an area adequate to another division while clean access control
minimize water depth on floors but will have access walls prevent propagation into emergency
watertight hatches between Division C areas on electric rooms. Water may spread after a few
Floor 200 and Division A areas on Floor 100. minutes owr the sill and into the corridors,
Leakage alarms are provided in these areas for but the area is suUiciently large to keep the
detection and operator response, level to 4 5 cm (1s inches) during the response

period ending in system isolation. Equipment
in associated divisional compartments failures hatches in the controlled access area are scaledn

of 16" RCW pressure lines may also occur. Prior watertight to present propagation of a failure
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into a different division below. Minor water Flooding may penetrate the fourth quadrant at a
flooding down stairwells may also occur. minimum depth, and leakage may also occur

through batches to nondivisional areas below.
Flooding in the emergency electric rooms A, B

and C and the remote shutdown rooms may occur Emergency diesel generator A, B and C rooms
from leakage or f ailures in the beating and contain cooling water piping to components of
ventilating chilled water supply or Emergency this system. Flooding may occur from failures
HVAC cooling water system. These failures are of 8' RCW piping serving these cooling needs at
limited in potential water release by line a maximum rate of .9 cubic meter / minute (240
inventory and surge tank capacity and will not gpm), which will fill the floor area and escape
exceed 8 cubic meters (2000 gallons), causing a into the corridor, with potential cascading down
total water depth of 4 5 cm (12 inches). the stairwell. The water will spread over the

side areas on the lower floor while action to
Equipment mounted on pedestals of 20 cm (8') isolate the failed system takes place. Intru-

and door sills at area entrances will prevent sion of water into other divisional areas is
propagation and provide containment for this prevented by raised sills on the entry passages.
water quantity until response to the failures is
made. Leakage of lubricating oil is also possible

| in the diesel generator rooms, but level indica-
Firefighting activity in all areas of this tion provide > a continuing control on this

level are carried out by manual means at a source. Even major leakage will be contained in
maximum rate of .57 cubic meter / minute (150 gpm) the subject rooms due to the small inventory of
and no greater effects than those already fluid available,
considered will occur. Raised door sills p. event
intrusion of firefighting water into unaffected Firefighting in the diesel generator area
division rated rooms. will be provided by CO2 releases. Other

firefighting will be by boses but will be of
Failures in the CUW and SPCU systems filter / smaller volumes than those considered, and will

demineralizers and associated piping may occur as be of limited duration.
on Floor 200 but will spread over a comparable
area or drain down to Floor 200 or 100 so that 3.4.1.1.2.1.5 Esaluation of floor 500 (2F)
adequate time is available for detection and
subsequent system isolation. This floor contains the following equipment

areas:

3.4.1.1.2.1.4 Evaluation of Floor 400 (IF)
(a) The emergency diesel generator A, B, and

Flooding from the RHR, HPCF, and RCIC systems C equipmeat areas including fans,
may occur in valve rooms A, B and C. Maximum control panels, air storage tanks and
flooding is a failure of the 10' RHR pressure associated piping.
line with leakage flow of 1.34 cubic meter /
minutes (354 gpm). With a room area of about 34 (b) The fuel pool cooling and cleanup system ,

square meters flow over 20 cm (8') sills occur in consisting of two circulating pumps, two A

3 4 minutes but a inuch larger area is available beat e xc h a nge r s, t wo filt e r &

| in corridors and rooms outside (bese division demineralizers, instrumentation and,

I
tooms, so that by the end of the ten minute associated valves and piping.
response period, a water level of 2 3 cm (one

| inch) maximum is seen generally outside the (c) The SGTS monitor room.
,

j affected room. Raised sills on entry doors to
| other divisions prevent flooding propagation into (d) The stack monitor room.

other divisions; separation walls between
controlled access and clean access areas prevents (e) The MSL tunnel area.
flood propagation to diesel generator areas.

O
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p For item (a) above, the three DG equipment
q) areas house the exhaust fans for heating and

cooling these areas. Flooding can only occur
from rupture of the chilled and hot water lines
to the fan coils. However, any flooding is
expected to be minimal and will be contained
within the affected curbed area. The three
divialonal DG equipment areas are separated and
mechanically isolated from each other and water
intrusion from a Gooded compartment is unlikely.

For item (b) above, the FPC equipment as well

| as the fuel bandling equipment are classified
' non. safety related. The only seismic piping that

connects with the FPC system belongs to RHR,
which is used to supplement the FPC cooling
capabi!!ty and also provide any makeup water that
may be needed to keep the fuel storage pool full
to the rim. The FPC equipment is located in
isolated compartments on the second floor of the
reactor building below the fuel pool facilities.
During normal plant operation, area flooding can

g only occur from rupture of the 12. inch line which
will cause the water contents of both surge tanks,

-4 to emptyinto the FPC equipment rooms and cause
.

the loss of _ fuel pool cooling. This is not
considered detrimental to safety since any

Os decrease in the level of the fuel storage pool
that may result from water over _ eating will beh

made up by the RHR system. (Refer to the
response to Question 410.34 and 410.37 for the
discussions on RHR safety related make up
capability).

The FPC pools are structurally designed for
Seismic Category I and utilize stainless steel
liners to prevent leakage into the pool
structure. Therefore, leakage from the fuel pool
facilities is unlikely and will not impact the
operational capability of other equipment.

For the areas identified under items (c) & (d)
above, flooding is not possible because there is
no water line connections to these rooms.

For item (e) above, the steamline tunnel area
is isolated from other areas on this floor
through sealed doors and firewalls. Any flooding
in this area will be contained and will not
propagate into other divisional areas.

i O
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Flooding on this level may also occur from-

V room cooling systems or frors firefighting
efforts. Cooling system failures in air supply,
exhaust or filter rooms may allow flooding at
the rate of .3 cubic meter / minute (80 gpm) which
will flow out into adjacent corridor areas if
undetected for 10 minutes, the approximate 3
cubic meter (800 gallons) released may create a

3.4.1.1.2.1.6 Evaluation of floor 600 (3F) depth of a few millimeters over the available
floor area; a very limited amount of water will

Flooding events at this floor level may cascade down the stairwells. Divisional areas
involve fuel oil as well as water. Those encompassing the three emergency electric supply
divisional rooms associated with the emergency fans and the RIP A exhaust will include raised
diesel generator fuel tank and cooling system, sills to preclude water intrusion although water
have the potential of leakage from the fuel depth will be slight. Equipment pedestals will
storage tanks. These rooms must accommodate also minimize flooding impact on all equlpment,
leakage of 11.4 cubic meter (3000 gallons) for
each division. Twenty em (8 inches) sills on Firefighting activities in this area would
entry to these areas successfully contain all the cause water inflow of .57 cubic meter / minute
volume in the tanks. Leakage fru these tanks (150 gpm) under controlled conditions and
will also be monitored through safety grade level expected water intrusion is no more than that
indication and alarm equipment so that protracted above,
leakage as well as gross leakage can be
identified. The rooms are protected by CO2 3.4.1.1.2.1J Evaluation of Floor 800 (4F)

- firefighting system. -Water flooding may occur '

from the cooling system at about .15 cubic Flooding on this floor can be caused by

p) meter / minutes (41 gpm). If undetected for rupture of the RCW surge tanks A, B & C piping.
u .several hours water may begin cascading down the However, each tank and its associated piping isi-

nearest stairwell but is prevented from entering located in a separate compartment which can be
other division areas by raised sills. . sealed off in the event of accidental flooding.

The use of raised sills on entry ways will e

in the SGTS areas, the room cooling equipment - contain the scepage to the flooded area. Also,
may cause flooding at a rate .15 cubic meter (41 the use of pedestals for equipment installation
gpm). Raised sills prevent intrusion of water of the ".iP supply and exhaused fans and for the
into rooms of another division. Flooding may DG C exhaust fans will guard against flooding
also occur from manual firefighting in equipment this equipment.
maintenance areas or from leakage from the
standby liquid control tanks.. Maximum tank leak Flooding in the main reactor hall may occur
rate will be .1 cubic meter / minute (25 gpm) so from reactor service operations, but will be
that a response to-tank level alarms within 10 drained into service pools. Firefighting water
minutes will limit loss to one cubic meter (or expended into this area would occur at a maximum

i 250 gallons). Large floor areas permit spread of - rate of .57 cubic meter second (150 gpm) but

| water at limited depth. will spread over the large service area
available. Minor amounts of water may find theL .

3.4.1.1.2.1.7 Evaluation of Floor 700 (M4F) way to stairwells, but would not impede
operations.

Flooding in the FMCRD panel rooms may occur
from firefighting activities at.an input rate of 3.4.1.1.2.1.9 Flooding Summary Evaluation
.57 cubic meters / minute (150 gpm). Since these
activities are manually controlled, any excessive Floor by-floor analysis of potential pipe
depth of water will be noted and action taken to failure generated flooding events-in the reactor
mitigate water intrusion to other areas. building shows the following:
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(1) Where extensive flooding may occur in a Maximum Gooding may occur from leakage in a
division rated compartment, propagation to 6 inch ebilled water line at the uaximum rate of
other divisions is presented by watertight .6 cubic meter / minute (160 gpm). Early
doors or scaled batches. Flooding in one detection by control room personnel will limit
division is limited to that division and the extent of flooding which will also be
flood water cannot propagate to other initigated by drainage to exterior of the
divisions. building. Total release from the chilled water

system will be limited to line inventory and
(2) Leakage of water from large circulating surge tank volume; spillage of more than 6 cubic

water lines, such as reactor building meter (1500 gallons) is unlikely,
cooling water lines may flood rooms and
corridors, but through sump alarms and The failure of a cooling water line in tbc
leakage detection systems the control room mechanical room of the building may result in a
is alerted and can control flooding by cornparable arnount of water flooding that room;
system isolation. Divisional areas are elevation differences and separation of tbc
protected by watertight doors, or where only mechanical functions from the remainder of the
limited water depth can occur, by raised control building prevent propagation of the
sills with pedestal mounted equipment within water to the control area.
the protected rooms.

The evaluation of the control building

(3) Limited flooding that may occur from manual flooding events is summarized as follows:
firefighting or from lines and tanks having
limited inventory is restrained from Flooding events that may result from failure

|

|
entering division areas by raised sills and of the service water systerns or firefighting

! elevation differences. systems within the control room do not inhibit
plant safety. The proximity of the control area

Therefore, within the reactor building, to computer and control racks ensures rapid
internal Gooding events as postulated will not response to fire alarms or firebcad actuation.
prevent the safe shutdown of the reactor. Those water lines carrying water through control

areas are sbicided to divert water to non
3.4.1.1.2.2 Esaluation of Control Building critical areas. Service equipment rooms may
Flooding Events build up limited water levels from cooling water

or chilled water line failures, but elevation

|
The control building is a four story building differences and raised sills prevent intrusion

bousing, generally in separate areas, the control of water into control areas; adequate drainage
room proper, control and instrument cabinets, and area is available outside the building. Control
snechanical equipment (HVAC and chillers) neces- room response to those various levels of
sary for building occupation and environmental flooding may extend from system isolation and
control for computer and control equipment. correction to reduction of plant load or
Water services to the control building comprise shutdown, but control capability is not compro-
6 inch fire protection line,6 inch cooling water mised by any of the postulated flooding events,

line to the chiller condenser and a 6 inch
chilled water beater. Smaller lines supply 3.4.1.2.3 Esaluation of Radwaste Building

drinking und sanitary water, and makeup for the Flooding Esent

chilled water system. Areas with water pipe
routed through are supplied with floor drains and Tbc Radwaste Building is a reinforced
protection supplied to route leakage to the floor concrete structure designed as Seismic Category g
so that control or computer equipment is not 1, consisting of a substructure 13.8 meters g

subjected to water. In these areas where water below grade and .a super structure 16 meters
*

infusion cannot be tolerated, the access door above grade. This building does not contain
sills are raised, safety related equipment and is not contiguous

O
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with other plant structures except through a pipe controlled access chambers employ curbs and:

tunnel. In case of a flood, the building closed doors at both ends of the tunnel that
substructure serves as a large sump which can guard against water leakage into structures that
collect and hold any leakage within the house safety.related equipmenti
building. Also, the medium and large radweste
tanks are housed in scaled compartments which are Tbc only plant piping that run through this
designed to contain any spillage or leakage from building are those needed for fire protection, p,

tanks that may rupture. The piping that trans., water services, HVAC heaters and chillers, and a'
fers the liquid waste from the other buildings for draining the sumps. This building has floor
traverses through a scaled water tight tunnel to drains and two sump pumps (HCW & HSD) for
the Radwaste Building at en elevation of .3.500 collecting and transferring the liquid waste,
mm, which is 3 meters above the Radwaste Building Under worst. case conditions, flooding from line
basement slab. This tunnel connects to the ruptures is unlikely and can be contained from
Turbine and Reactor Buildings it the same spreading to the structures that house safety.
elevation, related equipment.

Tbc structural design of this building is such 3A.1.2 Permanent Dewatering System
that no internal flooding is expected or will
occur under the worst case conditions from those There is no permanent dewatering system
tanks that are isolated by the Seismic Category 1 provided for in the flood design,
compartments.

3.4.2 Analytical and Test Procedures
Flooding from other sources within the building

k such as internal radwaste and non radwaste Since the design flood elevation is one foot
& piping, plant drains, small tanks, and pumps is below the finished plant grade, there is no

..
not expected to cause the water level to rise
more than 1 meter above the flood depth of 3

O. meters to reach the tuccel and spread radioactive
.

liquid waste to other buildings that house safety
etelated systems.

Therefore,it can be concluded from the above
analysis that there is no uncontrolled leakage
path of radioactive liquid from the Radwaste
Building under the conditions of worst case
internal flooding.

3.4.1.1.3.4 Evaluation of Service Building
Flooding Dents --

The Service Building is a non seismic
concrete structure contisting of four floors, two
above and two below grade. It serves as the main
security entrance to the plant and provides the
controlled access tunnels to the Control
Building, the Turbine Building, and the Reactor
Building. This building does not house any
safety related equipment.

The connecting access tunnels to other
buildings are below plant grade as indicated in
Table 3.41. These passage ways are water tight

.
to prevent seepage into the tunnels. Also, the

r
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dynamic force due to flood. The lateral
hydrostatic pressure on the structures due to the
design flood water level, as well as ground water
and soil pressures, are calculated.

Structures, systems, and components in the
ABWR Standard Nuclear Island designed and
analyzed for the maximum hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic forces in accordance with the loads
and load combinations indicated in Subsection
3.8.4.3 and 3.8.5.3 using well established
methods based on the general principles of
engineering mechanies. All Seismic Category I
structures are in stable condition due to either
moment or uplift forces which result from the

[ proper load combinations including the design
basis flood.

1
'

3A.3 Interfaces

3.4.3.1 Flood Elevation

The design basis flood elevation for the ABWR
Standard Plant structures is one foot below
grade.

3.4.32 Ground Water Elevation

The design basis ground water elevation for
the ABWR Standard Plant structures is two Icet
below grade.

3AA References

1. Crane Co., Flow of Fluids Through l'alves,

| Fittings, and Pipe, Technical Paper No.
410, 1973.

2. ANSI /ANS 56.11, Standard, Design Criteria
for Protection Against the Effects of
Compartment Flooding in Light ti'atcr Reactor
Plants.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.59, Rev. 2 Design Basis
Floods for Nuclear Power Plants.
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Table 3,41n
! l
V STRUCTURES,PENETRNilONS, AND ACCESS OPENINGS

DESIGNED FOR FLOOD PROTECTION

Reactor Service Control Radanste Turbine

Structure EniMjng RWHil.ng Bullfilnr Hullding ihliiditts

' tote 1 Note 2 Note 2 Note 2 Note 2

Design Flood Level (inm) 11,70) 7,050 7,050 7,050 7,050

Referenee Plant Grade (mm) 12,000 7,350 7,350 7.350 7,350

Base Slab (mm) 8,200 4,250 to L,150 6,500 350

9,250

Actual Plant Grade (mm) 12,000 7,350 7,350 7,350 7,350

g Building Height (inm) 49,7(Y) 16,700 19,700 23,000 49,350

R
Penetrations Below Design Refer to None Rrict to None None'

Flood Level Table 6.2 9 Tavle 6.2 9
for RCW lines

Access Openings Below Tunnet frca S/B Mon Dtrance Tunnel from 5/B Pme Tunnel Tunnet from 5/B

Design Flood Level 61.450mm a grooci m i g 2,950 mm.}{X from R/ BAT /D @ 2.950mm

(3.500mm TMSL) Aru Acccu @,3300mm

from $/D @ Note 3

7,100mm

Notes:

1. Elevation levels for the reactor building are refernced toIokyo Mean Sea Level (TMSL).

2. The elevation levels of these buildings are referenced to the vessel zero reference (4,950mm below

TMSL).

3. The lines that run through the radwaste bui: ding tunnel are not exposed to outside ground
flooding.
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: 3J.1.1 laternally Generated Missiles (Outside system maintenance program including

O Containmenti probability calculations of turbine missile
generation based on the NRC approved

' These missiles are ' considered to be those methodology (such as Reference 10), or
missiles resulting internally from-plant
equipment failures within the ABWR Standard Plant (2) Volumetrically inspect all low pressure
but outside containment, turbine rotors at the second refueling

outage and every other (alternate) refueling
3J.1.1.1 Rotating Equipment outage 'hereafter until a maintenance

'

33.1.1.1. Missile Characterization
(3) Meet the minimum requirement for the

Equipment within the general categories of probability cf turbine missile generation
pumps, fans, blowers, diesel generators, compres. given in Table 3.51.
sors, and turbines and, in particular, components

|
in systems nortnally functioning during power re- 3J.1.1.1.4 Other Misslie Analysis
actor operation, has been examined for any possi-t

l- ble source of credible and significant missiles, No remaining credible missiles meet the-

significance criteria of having a probability
(P ) greater than 10 7 per year for rotating33.1.1.1.2 RCIC Steam Turbine 4

; -

or pressurized equipment because either:
The RCIC steam turbine driving the pump is not

a credible source of missiles, it is provided (1) The equipment design and manufacturing
with mechatical overspeed protection as well as criteria mentioned previously result in

(P ) being less than 10'7 per year; orautomatic governing; very extensive industrial 1

and nuclear expericace with this model of turbine
- ' has never resulted in a missile which penetrated (2) Sufficient physical separation (barriers

the turbine casing, and/or distance) of saf::ty related and
redundant equipmeM exists so that the

1 x P ) is less3J.1.1.1.3 Main Steam Turbine combined probability (P 2 '

than 10 7 per year.
= Acceptance criteria 1 of SRP Section 3.5.1.3
g considers a plant with a favorable turbine gen. These conclusions are arrived at by noting

crator placement and orientation and adhering to that pumps, fans, and the like are AC powered.
the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.115 ad- Their speed is governed by the frequency of the

| equately protected against turbine missile hat. AC power supply. Since the AC power supply
ards. Further, this criterion specifies that frequency variation is limited to a narrow
exclusions of safety related structures, systems range, it is not likely they will attain an

| or components from low trajectory turbine missile overspeed conditioni. At rated speed, if a
strike zones constitutes adequate protection piece such as a fan blade breaks off, it will
against low trajectory turbine missiles. The not penetrate the casing. As an example, a

; turbine generator-placement and orientation of containment high purge exhaust fan has been
,

I the ABWR Standard Plant meets the guidelines of- analyzed for a thrown blade at rated speed
Regulatory Guide 1.115 as illustrated in Figure conditions using an analytical expression from!

3.5 . Reference 1. It is determined, based on maximum
thickness this blade could penetrate, that the

In addition, the applicant referencing the blade would not escape the fan casing and
consequently (P ) is less than 10' perABWR design shall; 1

year.
(1) Submit for NRC approval, within three years

of obtaining an operating license, a turbine

|O
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3.5,1,1.2 Preuurl:4d Cotspe: v.%

;J.1.1.2.1 hilssile Characterik ' ,

Potential miulles whl.h could result i m
tbc f ailure of pressutired components are
anal) ed in this subsection. These potential
inissiles inny be categorized as contained
fluid energy missiles or stored strain energy
(clastle) ml 411cs. These potential missiles
have be(n conservatively evaluated against the
design criteria in Subsection 3.5.1.

Examples of potential contained fluid.cnergy
mlulles are valve bonnets, valve stems, and
retalning bolts. Yalve bonnets are considered
jet popelled missiles and have been analyzed as
such. Yalve stems have been analyzed as
piston type missiles, v. bile retalning bolts are
examples of stored strain tr.etry miulles.

3J.1.1.2.2 bilulle Analyses

Pressurized components outside tbc contain-
ment capable of producing miniles base been
reviewed. Although piping failures rould result O

O
I
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in significant dynamic effects if permitted to (2) Valse Stems All the isolation valves
; whip, they do not form missiles as such because installed in the reactor coolant splems haic
I the whipping section remains attached to the stems with a back seat whleh climinates the
i remainder of the whip. Since Section 3.6 possibility of ejecting valve stems even if

addresses the dynamic effects associated with the stem threads fail. Since a double,

pipe breaks, pipes are not included here as failure of highly reliable components wouldi

| potential internal missiles, be required ta produce a valve stem missile,
the overall probability of occurrence is less *

i All pressurized equipment and sections of pip- than 10 7per year llence valve stems can
ing that may periodically become isolated under be dismissed as a source of missiles.
pressure are provided with pressure relief valves,

! acceptable under the ASME Code, Section III. (3) Petssure Vessels . Moderate energy vessels
less than 275 psig are not credible missile

The only remaining pressurlred components sources. The pneumatic system air bottles
considered to be potentially capable of producing are designed for 2500 psig to the ASME Code,

,

missiles are: Section 111 requirements. These bottles are .
not considered a credible source of missiles a.

*
(1). valve bonnets (large and small); for the following qualitative analysis:

(2) valve stems; (a) The bottles are fabricated from heavy-
wall rolled stect;

(3) pressure vessels;
(b) The operating orientation is vertical

(4) thermowells; with the ends facing concrete slabs. The
bottles are topped with steel covers

(5) retaining bolts; and thick enough to preclude penetration by a

(6) blowout panels.
(c) The fill connection is protected by a

|
These are analyreo as follows: pcrmanent siceI collar.

! (1) Valse Bonnets Valves of ANSI 900 (d) The bottles are strapped in a rack to-

psig and above and constructed in accordance present them from toppling over. The,

with the ASME Code, Section til are rack is seismically designed to the ASME
pressure seal bonnet type valves.- Valve Code, Section 111, Subsection NF require-

,

bonnets are prevented from becoming missiles ments, si

by limiting stresses in the bolting to those' '

defined by the ASME Code and by designing (4) Thermo* ells Thermowells are weised to
flanges in accordance with applicable code sockolet conocetions which in turn are
requirements. Safety factors involved
against failure of these type bonnets are
sufficiently high that these pressure

g scal type valves are not considered a
U potential missile source '(Ref. 9).

Most valves of ANSI 600 psig rating and
below are ve; va with bolted bonnets.-- These
type valves <cre analyzed for the safety

L factors against failure, and, coupled with
the low historical incidents of complete
severance failure, were determined to not be
a potential missile source (Ref. 9).

'

|O
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valent static load concentrated at the impact impact the safety function of a safety related
i area is determined. The structural response to systems and components will be provided to the

this load,in conjunction with other appropriate NRC by the applicant referencing the ABWR
design loads, is evaluated using an analysis design. (Se e Subse ction 3.5.1.4).
procedure similar to that in Reference 6 for
rigid missiles, and the procedure in Reference 7 3.5.4.6 Turbine Systern hialntenance Program

for defortnab'e missiles.
A turbine system maintenance program

3.$,4 Interfaces including probability calculations of turbine
missile generation meeting the tninimum

33.4.1 Protection of t'ltimate llent Sink requirement for the probability of rnissile
[ generation shall be provided to the NRC (See

Compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.27 as Subsection 3.5.1.1.3).
M related to the ultimate beat sink and connecting
E conduits being capable of withstanding the 3.5.5 References

effects of externally generated missiles shall be
demonstrated (See Subsection 3.5.2). 1. C. V. hicore, The Design of Barricadts for

Hazart:ous Pressure Systems, Nucleat
3.5.4.2 h!Istiles Generated by Natural Phenomens Engineering and Design, Vol. $,1967,
from Remainder of Plant Structures, Systems and
Cornponents 2. F. J. hloody, Prediction of Blowdown Thrust

and /tt forces, AShlE Publication 69 ItT 31,
The remainder of plant structures, systems, August 1969.

and compenents shall be analytically checked to
ensure that during a site specific tornado they 3. A. Amirikan, CtsIgn of Prottcrive Struc-
will not generate missiles exceeding the missiles furts, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Publica-
considered under Subsection 3.5.1.4. tion No NAVDOCKS P 51, Department of tbc/ $

d Navy, Washington, D.C., August 1960.
3.5.4.3 Site Proximlry hilstiles and Aircraft
llaxards. 4. A. E. Stephenson, Full Scale Tornado hlis.

site impact Tests, EPRI NP 440, July 1977,
Analyses shall be provided that dernonstrate prepared for Electric Power Research

that the probability of site peoximity missiles Institute by Sandia Laboratories.
(including aircraft) impacting the ABWR Standard
Plant ud causing consequences greater than 10CFR 5. W. B. Cottrell and A. W. Savolainen, U. S.
Part 100 exposure guidelines is ,s.10'7 per year Reactor Containment Technology, ORNL.

(See Subsection 3.5.1.6). NSIC $, Vol.1, chapter 6. Oak Ridge National
laboratory.

3J.4.4 Secondary hilssiles inside Containment
6. R. A. Williamson and R. R. Alvy, impact::

g Protection against the secondary missiles Effter of Fragments Striking Structural
inside containment described in Subsection Elements, llotmes and Narver, Inc., Revised

3.5.1.2.3 shall be demonstrated. November 1973.

7. J. D. Rieta, On the Stress Analysis of
3J.4.5 Impact of Tallure of Non Safety.Related Structures Subjected to Aircraft impact
Structures, Systems, and Components Due to n forces, Nuclear Engineering and Design,
Design Bast? Tornado North llolland Publishing Co., Vol. 8,1968.

An evaluation of all non safet related 8. American National Standard For Estimating
structures, systems, and components (not housed Tornado and Other Extreme Wind Characteris-

in a tornado structure) whose failure due to a tics at Nuclear Power Sites, ANS!/ANS 2.3.

[ design basis tornado missile that could adversely ,
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9. Aber Bend Station Updated Safety Analysis,

g Report, Docket No. 50 458, Volume 6, pp.
3.5 4 and 3.5 5, August 1987.

10 NUREG 1MS, Safety Evaluation Report Related
to the Operation of Ilope Creek Generating
Station, Supplement No. 6 July 1956.
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Table 3.51

REQUIREMENT TOR Tile l'Il011 All!IIIY OF
MISSILE GENERATION l'OR AllWR STANDARD PLANT

CIllfil0D Probability.Yr 'I ikquinilleensee Action

(A) P < IM Criterion (A) is the general, rninimum reliabilityi
requirement for loading the turbine and bringing the
sptem on line.

(11) 10d < P < 173 If Criterion (B) is reached during operation, the
turbine may be kept in service until the next
scheduled outage, at wh . time the applicant,
referencing the AUWR design, is to take action to
reduce P to meet Criterion (A) before returning
the turbine to service.

17 <P <Ig2 If Criterion (D) is reached during operation, the3(C) 3

turbine is to be isolated from the steam supply
within 60 days, at which time the applicant,
referencing the ABWR design,is to take action to
reduce P to meet Criterion (A) before returningi
the turbine to service.

(D) Ig2 < P If Criterion (D) is reached at any time during the
3

operation, the turbine is to be isolated from the

O steam supply within 6 days, at which time the
applicant, referencing the ABWR design, is to meet
Criterion (A) before reiurning the turbine to
s e r vic e.

C

O
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The frequency range used in generating the
response spectra from synthetic histories is 0.2,

: to 33 Ilz The frequency range intervals used in
generating those spectra is the same as given in
Table 3.7.11 of SRP Section 3.7.1.

The coherence function for the three earthquake
acceleration time history components 111,112, and V
are generated to check the statistical indepen-
dence among them. The coherence function for H1
and 112 is given in Figure 3.7 21; for 111 and V in
Figure 3.7 22; and for 112 and V in Figure 3.7 23.
All values within the frequency range between 0 to
50 lir are calculated at a frequency increment of
0.1 }{r The small values of these coherence
functions indicate that the three components are
sufficiently statistically independent. 3.7.1.3 Critical Damping Values

To assess the energy content of the synthetic The damping values for OBE and SSE analyses
time history, the powe* spectral density functions are presented in Table 3.71 for various
(PSDFs) are generated from the two horizontal structures and components. They are in
cornponents ill and 112. The PSDFs are cornputed at a compliance with Regulatory Guides 1.61 and 1.84
frequency increment of 0.024 liz, and are smoothed
using the average method as recommended in For seismic system evaluation of the SSE, the
Revision 2 of Reference 3. larger SSE damping values shown in Table 3.71

are not used. Tbc SSE loads are obtained by
The stationary duration used in the calculation doubling the OBE loads that result from the OBE

is taken to be 22 seconds which is the total Seismic System analysis based on the lower OBEO duration of the synthetic time history. The damping values (see Subsection 3.7.1.2).
calculated PSDFs for the 111 and 112 time histories
normalized to 0.15g peak ground acceleration are For analysis and evaluation of scismic
shown in Figures 3.7 24 and 3.7 25, respectively, subsystems (piping, components and equipment),
for frequencies ranging from 0.3 to 24 Ilz. the floor response spectra are obtained from the

OBE time history response of the seismic system.
The target PSDFs and 80% of target PSDFs that supports the subsystems. The floor

specified on revision 2 of Reference 3 are also response spectra are computed (see Subsection
plotted on these figures for comparison. As 3.7.2.5) for damping values that are applicable
shown, PSDF of 111 and H2 time histories envelope to the subsystems under OBE as well as SSE; and
the target PSDF with a wide margin in the further the OBE spectra are doubled :o obtain
specified frequency range of 0.3 to 24 lir. This the SSE floor response spectra for input to the
demonstrates that the two synthetic time kccionles SSE analysis in design of the subsystems.
have sufficient energy content.

3.7.1.4 Supporting Media for Seismic Category
I Structures

The following ABWR Standctd Plant Seismic
Category I structures have concrete mat
foundations supported on soil, rock or compacted
backfill. The maximum value of the embedment
depth below plant grade to the bottom of the
base mat is given below for each structure.

O
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(1) Reactor Building (including the enclosed mode shapes, and appropriate damping factors of
primary containment vessel and reactor the particular system toward the solution of the
pedestal) 25,7 m (84 f t, 4 in.). equations of dynamic equilibrium. The time-

history approach may alternately utilire the
(2) Control Building.12.2 m (40 ft). direct integration method of solution. When the

structural response is computed directly from
(3) Service Building Surface founded. the coupled structure soil system, the time-

history approach solved in tbc frequency domain
All of the above buildings have independent is used. The frequency domain analysis method

foundations, in all cases the maximum value of is described in Appendit 3A.
embedment is used for the dynamic analysis to
determine seismic soil structure interaction 3.7.2.1.1 The Equations of Dpamic Equilibrium
effeets. Tbc foundatiou support materials for Base Support Escitation
withstand the pressures imposed by appropriate
loading combinations without failure. The total Assuming velocity proportional damping, the
structural belght of each building is described in dynamic equilibrium equations for a lumped mars,
Subsection 3.8.2 through 3.8.4. For details of distributed stiffness system are expressed in e
the structural foundations refer to Subsection matrix form as:
3.8.5. The ABWR Standard Plant is designed for a
range of soil conditions given in Appendix 3A. (3.7 2)

3.7.1.4.1 Soll Structure Interaction (P(t)}

When a structure is supported on a flexible where
foundation, the soil structure interaction is
taken into account by coupling the structural ( u (t) } = time dependent displacement
model with the soll medium. The fit.ite. clement vector of non support points
representation is used for a broad range of relative to the supports

u (t))supporting medium conditions. A different (ut(t) u(t) +=
s

representation based on the continuum impedance
approach is also used for sciccted site (u(t)) = time dependent velocity vector
conditions. Detailed melbodology and results of of non support points relative.
tbc soil structure interaction analysis are to the supports
provided in Appendices 3A and 3G, respectively.

( *u'(t) } = time dependent acceleration
3.7.2 Seismic Systern Analysis vector of non support points

relative to the supports
This subsection applies to the design of

Seismic Category I structures and the reactor [hi) = mass matrix

pressure vessel (RPV). Subsection 3.7.3 applies
| to all Seismic Category I piping systems and [C] = damping matrix

equipment.
{K) = stiffness matrix

3.7,2.1 Seismic Analysis hiethods
( P (t) } = time dependent inertia force

Analysis of Seismic Category I structures and vector ( lhl) (u (t)) actings;

the RPV is accomplished using the response at non support pointsI

I spectrum or time history approach. The time-
history approach is made either in the time domain The manner in which a distributed mass,
or in the frequency domain. distributca.uiffness system is idealized into a

lumped mass, distribted stiffness system of
Either approach utilizes the natural period, Seismic Category I strtctures and the RPY is

O
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rT 3.8.1 CONCRETE CONTAINMENT interference with the containment wall reinforce-?O ment.
The containment structure is designed to house

the primary nuclear system and is part of the The foundation mat is shown in Figure 311.3 5.

containtnent system whose functional requirement
is to confine the potential release of radioac- The containment wall is a right, circular cyl-
tive material in the event of LOCA. This subsec- inder,2 m (6 feet,7 inches) thick, with an
tion describes the concrete containment struc- inside radius of 14.5 m (47 feet 7 inches) and
ture. Steel components of the containment that has a height of 29.5 m (96 feet,9 inches) mes-
resist pressure and are not backed by structural sured from the top of the foundation mat to the
concrete are discussed in Subsection 3.8.2. A bottom of the containment top slab. The main
detnled description of the containment system is reinforcement in the wall consists of inside and
presented in Subsection 6.2. outside layers of hoop and vertical reinforce-

ment and radial bars for shear reinforcement.
3.R.1.1 Description of the Containment

Details of the containment wall reinforcement
3.8.1.1.1 Concrete Containment are shown in Figure 311.31, and Table 311.31.

The containment is shown in Figures 3.81 Reinforcement is placed at major discontinu.
through 3.8 8. ities in the wrill including the intersection of

the wall and foundation mat, the vicinity of the
The structural system is a low leakage rein- wall intersection with the top slab, around

forced concretc structure with an internal steel major piping penetrations, the upper drywell
liner in the drywell and suppression chamber to equipment hatch and personnel airlock, the lower
serve as a leak tight membrane. The containment drywell equipment hatch and personnel airlock
is a cylindrical shell structure which is divided tunnels, and suppression chamber access hatch.

[_} by the diaphragm floor and the cactor pedestal
L into an upper drywell chamber, a lower drywell The arrangement of reinforcement around major

chamber and a suppression chamber. The top slab openings is shown in Figures 311.3 2 and 3113 3.
of the containment is an integral part of the
fuel pool with the pool girders rigidly connected The containment top slab is nominally 2.2 m
to the containment top slab and the reactor (7 fect. 2 inches) thick. The slab thickness is
building walls. The reactor building floors that increased to 2.4 m (7 feet,11 inches) bcneath
abut the containment are integrated structurally the fuel pool, stram dryer and steam separator
with the concrete containment. The containment pool, and around the drywell head opening.
foundation mat is continuous with the reactor
building foundation mat. The containment wall, The containment top slab main reinforcement
top slab, reactor building floor slabs and consists of a top and bottom layer of reinforce-
foundation mat are constructed of cast in place, ment. The top layer of reinforcement is ar-
conventionally reinforced concrete. ranged in a rectangular grid. The bottom layer

of reinforcement is arranged in a rectangular
The containment foundation mat is 5.5m (18 grid and then is bent near the containment wall

feet) thick. The foundation mat reinforcement into a radial pattern to avoid interference with
consists of a top layer of reinforcement, a the containment wall vertical reinforcement,
bottom layer of reinforcement, and vertical shear lloop reinforcement is provided in the area of
reinforcement. The bottom layer ef reinforcement the drywell head opening.
is arranged in a rectangular grid. The top layer
of reinforcement is arranged in a rectangular The arrangement of reinforcement for the
grid at the center of the mat and then radiates containment top slab is shown in Figure 311.3 4
outward in a polar pattern in order to avoid and Table 311.31.

O
b
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311.1.2 Containtorat uner Nte Boiler and Pressure Yessel Code, Division 2,
Section 111, Subsection CC.

The internal surface of the containment is
lined with welded steel plate to forrn a leaktight 311.2.3 General Design Criteria, Regulatory
barries. The liner plate is fabricated from Guides, and industr7 Standards
carbon steel except that stainless steel plate or
clad is used on wetted surfaces of the suppres- (1) 10 CFR 50, Appendit A ' General Design
slon chamber. Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants' Criteria

1, 2, 4,16 a n d 50. Conformance is
The liner plate is stiffened by use of discussed in Section 3.1.

structural sections and plates to carry the
design loads and to anchor the liner plate to the (2) U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
concrete, as shown Figure 3H.3 6. The liner Regulatory Guides. Regulatory Guide 1.136.
plate is thickened locally and additional Materials Construction and Testing of
anchorage is provided at major structural Concrete Containment.
attachments such as penetration sleeves,
structural beam brackets, the RPV pedestal and (3) Industry Standards
the SRV quencher support connection to the Nationally recognized industry standards
basemat, and the diaphragm floor connection to such as those published by the American
the containtnent wall. Society for testing and Materials (ASTM) and

the American National Standards Institute
The crection of tbc liner is performed using (ANS1) as referenced by the Applicable

standard construction procedures. The Codes, Standards, and Regulations are used.
containtnent wall liner and top slab liner are
used as a form for concrete placement. The liner 311.2.4 Containment iloundary
on the bottom of the suppression chamber and
lower drywellis placed after the foundation mat The jurisdictional boundary for application
concrete is in place. of Section 111, Division 2 of the ASME code to

the concrete containment is shown in Figure
311.2 Applicable Codes, Standards, and 3.812. The boundary extends to the:
Specifications

(1) Outside diameter of the containment wall
The design, f abrication, construction, from the foundation met to the containment

testing, and inservice inspection of the contain- top slab,
ment conforms to the applicable codes, standards,
specifications, and regulations listed below, (2) The foundation mat within the outside
except where specifically stated otherwise, diameter of the containment wall.

311.2.1 Regulations (3) The containment top slab from the drywell
head opening to the outside diameter of the

(1) Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, containment wall.
Energy, Part 50, * Licensing of Production
and Utilization Facilities.* (4) The intersection of the RPV pedestal on top

of the basemat.
(2) Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Title 10

Energy, Part 100, Reactor Site Criteria, (5) The intersection of the diaphragm floor with
(10 CFR 100), including Appendix A thereto, the containment wall.
*Scismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants.' The concrete containment pressure boundary is

limited to the cylindrical wall of the drywell
311.2.2 Construction Codes of Practice and wetwell, and the drywell top slab.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)

O
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The results of the data analyses, vibration 3.9 2 and are contained in the design
amplitudes, natural frequencies, and ruode shripes specifications and/or design reports of the-

are then compared to those obtained from the respective equipment. (See Subsection 3.9.'t.4 |
theoretical analysis. for interface requirements)

Such comparisons provide the analpts with Table 3.9 2 also presents the evaluation
added insight into the dynamic behavior of the models and criteria. 't he predicted loads or
reactor internals. The additional knowledge stresses and the design or allowable salues
gained from previous vibration tests has been for the most critical areas of each cornponent
utilized in the generation of the dynamic models are cornpared in accordance with the applicable
for seismic and loss of coolant accident (LCCA) code criteria or other limiting criteria. The
analpes for this plant. The models used for calculated results meet the limits,
this plant are similar to those used for the
vibration analysis of earlier prototype 11WR The design life for the AllWR Standard
plants. I'lant is 60 years. A T ' car design life is a

requirement for 1.9 plant components
3.9,3 ASMC Code Class 1,2, and 3 with reasonable n of meeting this
Components, Component Supports, and design life. I plant op: rational
Core Support Structures components et escept the reactor

vessel are dL *eplace able, design
3.9.3.1 Loading Combinations. tksign life not withsa The design life
Transients, and Stress Limits requitement allws =.or futbishmeat and |

repair, as appropriate, to assure the desig,
This section delineates the criteria for life of the overall p' at is achiewd. .n

'ng o f.t e m s,selection and definition of design limits and effect, esse ntialis ''

loading combination assoc! ted with normal components and equ( signed for a 60

Os
operation, postuisted accidents, and specified year design life, hiany vi th ..: components
seismic and other scactor building vi'iration are classified as AShtE Class 2 or 3 or Quality
(RI1V) events for the design of safet).related Group D. Applicants referencing the AllWR
ash 1E Code components (escept containment design will ident. these ash 1E Class 2,3 amd
components which are discussed in Section 3.6). Quality Group D muponents and provide the

analyses required by the ash 1E Code, Subsection
This section discusses the ash 1E Class 1,2 N il . These analysis will include the

and 3 equipment and associated pressure retaining appropriate operating sibration loads and for
parts and identifies the applicable loadings, the effects of mixing hot and cold fluids,
calculation methods, calculated stresses, and
allowable stresses, A discussion of major 3.9.3.1.1 plant Conditions

equipment is included on a component.by component
basis to pro.ide examples. Design transients and All events that the plant will or might
dynamic loading for AshtE Class 1,2, and 3 credibly experience during a scactor year are
equipment are covered in Subsection 3.9.1.1. evaluated to establish design basis for plant
Seismic related loads and dynamic analyses are equipment. These esents are divided into four
discussed in Section 3.7. The suppression plant conditions. The plant conditions
pool related RI1Y loads are described in Appendix described in the following paragraphs are
3D. Table 3.9 2 presents the combinations of based on event probability (i.e., frequency of
dynamic events to be considered for the desi n occurrence as discussed in SubsectionF

and analpis of all AllWR ash 1E Code Class 1,2, 3.9. 3.1.1.5 ) and correlated to service lesels
and 3 components, component supports, core for design limits defined in the ash 1E Boiler
support structures and equipment. Specific and pressure Vessel Code Section til as shown

loading combinations considered for evaluation of in Tables 1.91 and 3.9 2.
each specific equipment are derived from Table

OO
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g3.93.1.1.1 Normal condition

Norrnal conditions are any conditions in the
course of system startup, operation in the design
power range, normal hot standby (with condenser
available), and system shutdon other than upset,
emergency, faulted, or test!og.

3.9.3.1.1J t!pset Condition

An upset condition is any deviation fivm
normal conditions anticipated to occur often
enough that design should include a capability to
withstand the conditions without operational
impairment. The up'et conditions include system
operational transients (SOT) whleh result from
any single operato crror or control malfunellon,
from a fault in a system component requiring its
isolation from the system, from a loss of load or
power, or from an operating basis carthquake.
Ilot standby with the main condenser isolated is
an upset condition.

O

i

f
!
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(1) Stresses at all support elements and parts-() such as pump holddown and baseplate holddown
bolts, pump support pads, pump pedestal, andU

foundation are checked to be within the al-
lowable limits as specified in the ash 1E Code
Section lit, Subsectiot, NF.

(2) For normal and upset conditions, the
deflections and deformations of the supports
are assured to be within tbc clastic limits,
and to not exceed the values permitted by tbc
designer based on design verification tests.
This ensures the operability of the putnp.

(3) For emergency and faulted plant conditions,
the deformations do not esteed tbc values 5

permitted by the designer to ensure the h
operability of the pump. Elastic / plastic
analysis are performed if the deflections are
above the clastic limits.

3.9.3.5 Other AShtE Ill Component Supports

Tbc A$htE 111 component supports and their at-
tachments (other than those discussed in preced.
Ing subsection) are designed in accordance with
Subsection NF of the AShtE Code Section lil' up to

A the interface with tbc building structure. The
E building structure component supports are de.

signed in accordatice with the AISC Specificati a
for the Design, Fabrication, and Erection of
Structural Steel for 13ulldings. The loading
combinations for tbc various operating conditions 3.9.4 Control Rod Drhe System (CRDS)
correspond to those used to design the supported
component. Tbc component loading corrbloations A control rod drive system CRDS)in an ABWR
are discussed in Subsection 3.9.3.1. Active plant is equipped with an electro hydraulic fine
component supports are discussed in Srbsection motion control rod drive (PhlCRD) system, which
3.9.3.2. The stress limits are per AShtE 111, includes the control rod drive (CRD) mechanism,
Subsection NF and Appendix F. Tbc supports are the hydraulic control unit (llCU), the condensate
evaluated for buckling in accordance with AShf E supply system, and power for FhtCRD tuotor, and
111. extends inside RPV to the coupling interface

with the control rod blades.
' Augmented by the following: (1) application of
Code Case N-476, $upplement 89.1 which governs the 3.9.4.1 Descripthe information on CRDS
design of single angle members of AshtE Class 1,2,3
and htC linear component supports; and (2) when Descriptive information on the CRDs as well
eccentric loads or other torsionalloads are not as the entire control and drive system is con-
accommodated by designing the load to act through tained in Section 4.6.
the shear center or meet ' Standard for Steel
Support Design', analyses will be performed in 3.9.4.2 Applicable CRDS Design Specification
accordance with torsional analysis methods such

CRDS is desi ned to rneet the functional de.as: * Torsional Analysis of Steel hiembers, USS F

Steel hianual', Publication T114 2/83. sign criteria outlined in Section 4.6 and con-
,

(
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sists of the following: (2) factory quality control tests;

O
(1) fine motirsn control rod drive; (3) rive year maintenance life tests;

(2) bydraulic control unit; (4) 1.5X design life testt;

(3) bydraulic power supply (pumps); (5) operationaltests;

(4) clettric power supply (for rhtCRD motors) (6) acceptance tests; anct

(5) interconnecting piping; (7) surveillance tests.

(6) flow and pressure and isolation valves; and All of the tests except (3) and (4) are dis-
cussed in Section 4.6. A discussion of tests

(7) instrumentation and electrical controls. (3) and (4) follows:

Those components of the CRDS forming part of (3) rive Year hiaintenance Life Tests Four
the primary pressure boundary are designed control rod drives are normally picked at
according to ash 1E Code Section 111, Class 1 random from the production stock each year
requirements. and subjected to various tests under simu-

lated reactor conditions and 1/6th of the
The quality group classification of the service life cycles.

cornponents of t} e ChDS is outlined in Table 3.21
and they are designed te the codes and standards, Upon completion of the test program,
per Table 3.2 2, in accordance with their control rod drives must meet or surpass
individual quality groups, the minimum specified performance

requirements.
Pertinent aspects of the design and qualifica-

tion of the CRDS components are discussed in the (4) $X Design 1.lfe Tests When a signifi-
followleg locations: transients in Subsection icant design change is made to the com-
3.9.1.1, inulted conditions in Subsection ponents of the drive, the drive is sub-
3.9.1.4, seismic testing in Subse ction 3.9.2.2. jected to a series of tests equivalent is

1.5 times the service life cycles.
3.9.4.3 Design Loads, Stress Limits, and
Allowable Deformations 3.9.5 Reactor Pressure YesselInternals

The AShlE 111 Code components of the CRDh have This subsection identifies and discusses the
been evaluated analytically and the design load- structural and functional integrity of the major
ing conditions, and stress criteria are as given reactor pressure vessel (RPV) internals, includ-
in Tables 3.91 and 3.9 2, and the calculated ing core support structures,
stresses meet the Code allowable stresses. For
the non Code components, the ash 1E 111 Code re- 3.9.5.1 Design Arrangements

quirements are used as guidelines and experimen-
tal testing is used to determine the ChD perior- The core support structures and reactor
mance under all possible conditims as described vessel internals (exclusive of fucl, control
in Subsection 3.9.4.4 rods, and incore nuclear instrumentation) are:

3.9.4.4 CRD Performance Assurance Program (1) Core Support Structures

The CRD test program consists of these tests: Shroud;
.

(1) development tests; Shroud support (including the interr.at pump
deck);

O
I
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string of each mlaimum recirculation flow path is prior to plant startup. The method of assessing,

evaluated to assure that its use under all the loads, the method of string the actuators,'

analyced conditions will not result in and the setting of the torque and limit switches
degradation of the purop. The flow rate through will be specifically addressed. (See Subsection

: minimum recirculation flow paths can also be 3.9.7.3 for interface requirements).
1 periodically measured to verify that flow is in

accordance with the design specification. The in service testing of MOVs will rely on
i diagnostic tecniqus that are conslitent with

The safety related pumps are provided with the state of the art and which will permit an
instrumentation to verify that the net positive assessment of the performance of the valve under
suction head (NPSil)is greater than or equal to actual loading. MOVs that fall the acceptance

j the NPSH required during all modes of pump criteria, and art ' declared inoperable,' for
operation. These pumps can be disassembled fer stroke tests and leakage ratt can be
evaluation when the Code Section XI testing disauembled for evaluation. The Code provides

'
results in a deviation which falls within the criteria limits for the test parameters
' required action range.' The Code provides identified in Table 3.9 8.
criteria limits for the test parameters
indeotificd in Table 3.9 8. 3.9,6J.3 Isolation Vahe leak Tests

3.9.6J Inservice Testing of Safer).Related The leak tight integrity will be verified
Yahes for each valve relied upon to provide a

leak tight function. These valves include:
3.9.62.1 Check Yahes,

(1) pressure isolation valves valves that,

All ABWR safety related piping systems provide isolation of pressure differential
incorporate provisions for testing to demonstente from one part of a system from another or
the operability of the check valves under design between systems;

4, conditions. In. service testing will incorporate
i the use of advance non intrusive techniques to (2) temperature isolation valves . valves whose

periodically assess degradation and the leakage may cause unacceptable thermal
perforirance characteristics of the check vahes. loading on supports or stratific. tion in the
The Code Section XI tests will be performed, and piping and thermal loading on supports or
check valves that fall to exhibit the required whose leakage may cause steam binding of
performance can be disassembled for evaluation, pumps; aud
The Code provides criteria limits for the test
parameters identified in Table 3.9 8. (3) containment isolation valve . valves that

perform a containment isolation function
3.9.6JJ Motor Opersted Valves including valves _that may be exempted from

Appendix J, Type C, testing but whose
The motor operated valve (MOV) equipment leakage may cause lou of suppression pool

specifications require the incorporation of the water inventory,
results of either in. situ or prctype testing
with full flow and pressure or full differential Leakage rate testing of valves other than
pressure to verify the proper sizing and correct containment isolation valves will be in
switch settings of the valves. The applicant accordance with the Code Section XI. An exampic
referencing the ABWR design will provide a study is the fusible plug valves that provide a lower,

to determine the optimal frequency for valve drywell flood for severe accidects described in
stroking during in service testing such that S u b s e c tio n 9.5.12. The valves ate
unnecessary testing and damage la not done to the safety related due to the function of retaining
valve as a result of the testing. (See Subsection suppression pool water as shown in Figure
3.9.7.3 for interface requirements). 9.5 3. These special valves are noted here and

not in Table 3.9 8. The fusible plug vahe is a
The concerns and issues identified in nonreclosing pressure relief device and the Code

O Generic Letter 8910 for MOVs will be addressed requires replacement of each at a maximum of 5
year intervals. g'

,

E;

"
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3.9.7 Interfaces 3.9.7.3 Pump and Yahe Inservice Testing
Program

3.9.7.1 Reactor Internals Vlbration Analpls,
Menurtment and inspection Program Applicants refernelng the ABWR design will

provide a plan for the detailed pump and valve
The first applicant referencing the ABWR inservice testing and inspection program. This

design will provide, at the time of application, plan will
the results of the vibratica assenment program
for the ABWR prototype internals. These results (1) loclude baseline pre service testing to
will include the following information specified support the periodic in service testing of
in Regulatory Guide 1.20. the components required by technic'el

specifications. Provisions are included to |

R. G.120 Subiect distuemble and inspect the pump, check
valves, and MOVs within the Code and

C.2.1 Vibration Analynis safety related claulfication as necessary,
Program depending on test results. (Sce Subsection

C.2.2 Vibtation Measuremeat 3.96)
Program

C.2.3 Ittspection Program (2) Provide a Atudy to determine the optimal
C.2.4 Documentation of frequency for vahe stroting during I

!Results inservice testing. (See Subsection
3. 9.6. 2.2 )

NRC review and approval of the above
information on the first applicants docket will (3) Address the concerns and issues identified
complete the vibration usesstnent progravn in Generic Letter 8910; specificolly Ibe
requirements for prototype reactor internals. method of assessment of the loads, the

rnethod of siring the actuators, and the &
la addition to the information tebulated setting of the torque and limit switches. W

above, the first applicant referencing the ADWR (See Subsection 3.9.6.2.2)
design will provide the infortnation on tbc

i schedules in accordance with the applicable 3.9.7,4 Audit of Design Specificat. ton and

portions of position C.3 of Regulatory Guide 1.20 Design Reports
for non prototype internals.

Applicants referensing the ADWR dedgn will
Subsequent applicants need only provide the make available to the NRC staff design

information on the schedules in accordance with specification and der.ign reports required by
the applicable portions of position C.3 of ASME Code for vessels, pumps, valves and piping
Regulatory Guide 1.20 (Or non prototype systems for the putpose of audit. (See
internals. (See Subsection 3.9.2.4 for interface Subse ction 3.9.3.1)
requirements).

3.9,8 References
3.9.7.2 ASME Clan 2 or 3 or Quality Group
Components with 60 Year Design i.lfe 1. BWR Fuel Channel Mechanicaf Drtign and

Defectien, NEDE 21354 P, September 1976.
Applicants referencing the ABWR design will

identify ASME Class 2 or 3 or Qualuy Group D - 2. BlVR/6 he/ AssemNv Evaluation of ComNned
components that are subjected to loadings which Sa/c Shutdown Earthquakr (SSE) and
could result in thermal or 6ynamic istigue and Loss of. Coolant Accident (LOCA) Loadinp.
provide the analyses required by the ASME Code, NEDE 21175P, November 1976.
Subsection NB. These analyso will include the
appropriate operating vibration loads and for the 3. NEDE 24057 P (Clan Ill) and NEDE44057
effects of mixing hot and cold fluids. (See (Class 1) Assessment of Reutor Internals.
SubsectMo 3.9.3.1 for interface requirements). Vibration in BWR/4 and DWR/5 Flantr,,

Amendment 16 IW5
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( November 1977. Mao NEDO 24037 P, Amendment
k 1, December 1978, and NEDE.2 P 2405*

Amendment 2, June 1979.

4. Gcntral Electric Cornpany, Analytical Modri
for Loss of Coolant Analysis in Je cordance
with 10CFR$0, Appendix K, NEDE 20$v6P,
Proprietary Document, November 1975.

J. Bil'R Feedwater Noule ans! Control Rod Drin
Return Line Nouie Cracking. NUREG 0619,

6. Gen eral Ele c t ric En viron rn e n t al
Qualification Program, NED1' 243261 P,
Proprietary Document, January 1983.

7. Functional Capability Criterio for
Essentlal Mark H Piping, NEDO 21985,
September 1978, prepared by Battelle
Columbus Labote. tories for General Electric
Company.

B. Generic Criteria for High Frequency Cs, toff
of BilR Equiprncat, NEDO 25250, Proprietary
Docu nent, January 19NL

io
,
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where in order to evaluate the effects of water
table location variation (assuming nu soll'

e
coefficient of horirontal carth pressure failure) on structural response, three water\ Ko =

at rest at depth y table locations are consdered, namely, the

h3 htight of th; column of unsatuoted soil high, intermediate, and low vater tables. The=

above depth y high water table is the baie case which is
h2 height of the column of saturated soll located at 0.61 m (2 ft) below grade. The low=

above depti ) water table is taken to be 25.'l m (85 ft) which
is at the base of the reactor building

Using 0.55 for Ko, Eq (TA 4)hcomes foundation basemat. The latermediate water
table is assumed at 12.2 rn (40 ft) below grade

=0.7(yh1+ih;) (3A 5) which is at about the midheight of the reactor
cm

building embedment. Since the ground water may
Since the shear modulus is a futeti-a of the have more pronounced effects on soft sites, the

effective confining pressure which is, .n turn a UB profile with 45.7 m (150 ft) depth of soll
i function of the soil unit weight, the bedon of deposit is investigated for all three water

the ground water table affects the shett 2nodulvs tables defined above. The average shear wave
and the wave propagat!on velocity in the s&il. velocities of the UB profile having the water
Since the water is essentially incompressible and table located at 12.2 m (40 ft) and 25.7 m (85
nnnot resist shear, the presence of the water it) below grade are shown in Table 3A.3 5. The
has an impor, ant influence on the compressional water table level for other site conditions is
wave velocity but produces oily a minor effect on based on the basic high water table case which
the shear wave velocity. is at 0.61 m (2 ft) ticlow grade.

,

The effect of ground water on the C1 3A.3.4 Summary of Site Conditions
' properties is considered using the followN

procedure: The above discussions cover the range of site

(] ps ameters to terms of soil deposit depth, soil
V (a) Perform one dimensional deconsolution grCile and properties, and water table

analysis for the horizontal excitation Iva, on. Based on the GESSAR experience (Refs.
j component to obtain strain compatible shear 1 atr> 9 that the shallower soil depth in

modulus, G, corresponding to the induced gencip s uulted in higher structural response,
strain level. The corresponding shear wave # velm y profiles, except the IIR nad Eli
velocity, V , is then computed as profilen Weh are uniform rock profiles with

5
reto scr h),ib, are conside.. d for the 45.7 m

/G/r (~.,A -6) (150 ft; dal!w oil case, and only a limitedV =
s

soil selocity protnes need be censidered for
(b) Compute the cmresponding compressional wave other depths. For the deeper deposits of 01 m

velocity, V p, using t he f ollowing (200 f 0 and 91.5 m (300 ft) in der.h, it is
equation: sufficisnt to consider only the UB profile since

its shear wm velocity profile has the largest

p \s 1,p) (3A 7) variation with tepth Consequently, the effectsY =

of variation in soil properties with depth is^4g accounted for more representatively. The
where p is a f ois.mn's ratio. The lower bound minimum soil depth of 25.7 m (85 f t) is

p or the submerged soil below water table consihred for the UB and Vp4 profites whichof Y f
is the cr* essiona! wave velocity of water taken adequately cover the range of soil profiles-

'o be 1%) m/sec (4800 f t/sec). When the considered. As mentioned before, the water
of soilis smaller than 1463 m/sec, table variation is taken into account by the UByted Vp

an nent of soil Poisson's ratio is required so profile for the shallow deposit case. A total
that Int Vp <>f soil is equal to 1463 m/sec, of 14 site conditions are selected for seismic

analysis and are summarized in Table 3A.3 6.

O
M 'L3Amendmeru H
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Table 3A.3 5

Average Shear Wave Velocities in Layers
For Ull Pronle with Other Water Tables

KEER WATER TABLE LOCATION llELOW GRADE
DEITil (M/SEC)
M (nominah 1[h1 21.h1

0-9 352 352

'o U M2 M2

15-22.5 471 495

2 530 498 538

3 0- 45 $59 594

45-60 601 629

60-90 783 811

O
LAYEh WATER TAllLE LOCATION llELOW GRADE
DElill (IT/SEC)
II an rT si n

0-30 1155 1155

30-50 1450 1450

50 75 1545 1625

75-100 1634 1764

100-150 1834 1948

150-200 1970 2063

200-300 2569 2659

O
3A M
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Table 3A.3-6

! Site Conditions Considered
OYater Table at .61 m (2 ft) depth except noted)

SOIL
PROFILE SilEAR WAVE VE!X) CITY PROFILE
del'Til
bl.{ED l!B 1T2 D2 1T3 M M E U

l

IIRD85'" EllDS$*"VP4D3525.7 (85) UB1D85 -. --- -

45.7 (150) UB1D150 VP7D150 \T3D150 VP4D150 \T5D150 NT6D150 -~ --

UB2D150'
UB3D150"

61 (200) UB1D200 -- -- -- -- "" ~* ""

91.5 (300) UB1D300 - -- -- -- - "" ""

* Water Table a: 12.2 m (40 ft)

" Water Table at 25.7 m (85 ft)

'" These are uniform sites and have zero soil depth.

Naming System:

mDenn where

m : Velocity profile identifier

Dana Soil deposit depth in feet

O
Amendment 16
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3A.8 Analysis Models 3A.8.2 Reactor Building

h Foundction Models
3A.8.1 Reactor Building
Structural Models 3A.8 2,1 2 D Foundation Models

The structuial model of the reactor building This set of models consists of the models
complex including the reactor pressure vessel and for reactor building foundation for X and
internal components as described in Subsection Y directions. The model developed for
3.7.2.1.5.1.1 is used in SSI analysis. The model X direction is also applicable for the vertical
Figures 3.7 28 and 3.7 29 are also shown in this analysis. The model for X d:rection consists of
appendix as Figures 3A.81 and 3A.8 2 for easy the model for reactor building by itself and the
reference. models for the control and turbine buildings.

The control building model is described in The finite element mesh in the X Z plane
Subsection 3.7.2.1.5.1.2.1. Figure 3A.6 3 shows representing the excavated soil elements for the
the model used in SSI analysis. The model has 8 reactor building foundation is shown in Figure
lumped masses connected by massless beam 3A.8 5. This model consists of 162 four node
elements, plane strain elements. The strain compatible

equivalent linear soil properties obtained from
The turbine building model considered is shown the free field analysis are used for the soil

i in Figure 3A.8 4. It consists of two concentric finite elements.
lumped mass beam sticks representing the building
structures and the turbine generator pedestal. The foundation model of the reactor building
This simple representation is sufficient since below grade is shown in Figure 3A.8 6. This
the turbine building response is of no concern in model consists of 50 four node plane strain
this appendix but the effect of elements with the properties of concrete to
structure to structure interaction on the reactor represent the base slab and the side walls of
building response is. This effect can be the reactor building. The mass of the basemat
adequately accounted for by maintaining the is considered by using the concrete weight
turbine building foundation configuration and the density for ihe base sIab eIements.
building total mass as well as the building Consequently, the lumped mass at the base of
fundamental frequency in the simplified :nodel structural model != r odified to subtract the
representation. basemat mass. The side wall elements are

massless since the mass of all structural
in 2-D SSI analyses the structural model components is already included in the structural

properties (stiffness and mass) are converted model. The structural model is connected to the
into values corresponding to per unit foundation base slab by a rigid beam connecting Node 88 to
depth (dim;nsion in the third direction) to the Node 229 at the middle of the slab (see
maintain compatibility with the 2 D foundation Figure 3A.8 6).
model.

To properly transfer the rotation of the
in 3 D SSI analyses for the reactor building, stick model to the base slab (and vice ve:sa), a

the proper % of the outer walls represented by set of rigid beams are placed at the middle of
the outer stuk below the grade in Figure 3A.81 the slab connecting Nodes 220 through 238. The
are adiust< 'a subtract the properties of the stick repres:nting the outer walls of the
four.. aed outer walls. These walls, as reactor building is connected to the side walls
described in the following subsection, are by a set of rigid springs in horizontal
modeled as part of the finite element foundation directions to reflect the direct contact
model. Because of two planes of symmetry, the condition of the outside wall with the soil.
model properties and boundary conditions are The finite element mesh size selected for the
adjusted to correspond to the quarter model. modelis capable of transmitting seismic waves

e
!
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with frequencies up to 17 cps for UB soil profile 3A.8.2.2 3 D Foundation Model &
and beyond 25 cps for the stiffer soll sites for W
horizontal analysis, in the vertical direction By taking advantage of two planes of
this model is adequate for frequencies above 33 symmetry, the quarter model of reactor building
cps for all soil sites considered. foundation is constructed as shown in Figure

3A.811. The nodal points of the finite element
For the purpose of evaluating the mesh at different elevations are shown in

structure to structure effect on the reactor Figures 3A.8-12 through 3A.819. A total of 343
building response, the foondation of the control brick elements are used for modeling the
building is assumed to be rigid in this excavated soil in the embedded foundation
appendix, volume. One column of the soil is modeled (see

Figure 3A.812) along the height of the wall
The finite element mesh for the excavated soil outside of the excavated soit volume for the

for the control building foundation is shown in purpose of computing the dynamic soil pressure
Figure 3A.8 7. In this model, the embedment on the wall. The base slab is modeled with 49
depth is 12.2 m (.40 ft) and the width of the plate elements with the properties of concrete
foundation is 16 m (52.5 f t). The foundation (see Figure 3A.8 20). The exterior walls of the
model and the connection of the building stick building are also modeled with plate elements as
model to the foundation are shown in Figure shown in Figures 3A.8 21 and 3A 8 22.
3A.8 8. As shown in the figure, the base of the
stick model (Figure 3A.8 3) is connected to the The outer stick of the reactor building model
base slab by a set of rigid beams to maintain (Figure 3A.81) is connected to the base slab
rotation compatibility, and the side walls with rigid beam as shown in

Figure 3A.8 23. Note that the layout of those
The turbine building foundation is 106 m (348 rigid beams as shown is for the X-direction

it) wide with embedment depth of 18.3 m (60 ft). analysis. This is consistent with the beam
The foundation is assumed to be rigid for the stick model assumptions that only the walls
purpose of evaluating the structure to structure parallel to excitation direction provide shear
interaction effect on the reactor building. rigidity and a portion of the cross walls only
Figure 3A.8 9 shows the finite element mesh for contributes additional flexural rigidity.
the excavated soil elements. Different layouts of rigid beams are used for

the Y and vertical directions of analysis. The
The finite element mesh for the foundation is foundation model developed is adequate for

the same as that for the excavated soil shown in frequencies of analysis up to 17 cps in the
Figure 3A.8 9 except that the nodes on the horizontal direction and for the softest soil
foundation base are further linked together by case (UB). This frequency increases beyond 25
rigid beams and the Node 508 is linked to the eps for the medium soil cases VP3. For stiffer
structural model shown in Figure 3A.8 4. sites (VP5 and ilR) a foundation model with

coarser element size is used to reduce the
The 2 D reactor building foundation model for computer cost. The element size is chose to

Y direction is similar to the X direction model. ensure that its frequency transmissibility is
The foundation width is 56 m (184 ft) and the above 25 cps for the horizontal excitation. The
foundation depth in the third dimension is 59 m coarser model is capable of transmitting
(194 ft) for the Y direction. The connection of frequencies above 33 cps for the vertical
the stick model to the base and side walls are excitation for all site conditions and, thus, is
similar to those of the X direction model. The used for all vertical 3 D SSI analyses.
Y direction foundation model is shown in Figure
3 A .8 10. For this direction, no consiA:ation
for structure to structure interaction effect is
required, based on the 2 D analysis technique.

O
1A rs-2
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3A.8.3 Control Building Structural & outside wall with the soll. The finite element
Foundation Models mesh size selected for the modelis capable of

transmitting seismic waves with frequencies up
.

A beam consisting of seven lumpeI mass points to 33 cps for the horizontal and vertical
located at floor elevations interconaccted with analyses.
beams is developed. -The shear rigidity in the
direction of excitation is provided by the The 2 D control building foundation model for
parallel walls, The bending rigidity includes the Y direction is similar to the X direction
the cross wall contribution. In the vertical model. The foundation width is 56 m (184 feet)
direction a single mass point is used for each and the foundation depth in the third direction
slab and it is maintained. is 24 m (88 feet,7 inches) for the Y

direction. The connection of the stick model to
The 2D models for the control building the base and cross walls are similar to the base

foundation for X and Y directions were developed and side walls of the X direction model. The
for this analysis. The model for the X direction Y direction excavated toil m3d 1 is shown in
is also applicable for the vertical analysis. Figure 3A.8 26. The O Jirection foundation

model is shown in Figure 3A.8 27.
The finite element mesh in the X Z plane

representing the excavated soll elements for the
control building foundation is shown in Figure
3A.8 24. This model consists of 64 four node
plane strain elements. The strain compatiblei .-

equivalent linear properties obtained from thel

| -free field analysis are used for the soil finite
elements (see Appendix 3A.6 for additional
information on free field analyses).

The foundation model of the control building

d below grade is shown in Figure 3A.8 25. This
model consists of 22 four node plain strain
elements with the properties of concrete to
represent the base slabs and cross walls of the
control building. The mass of the control
building is considered by using the concrete
weight density for the base slab elements.
Consequently, the lumped mass at the base of the
structural model is modified to subtract the
basemat mass. The side wall elements are
massless since the mass of all structural
components is already included in the structural
model. The structural model is connected to the
base slab by a rigid beam connecting Node 1 to
Node 16 at the bottom of the slab (see Figure
3A.8 28).

To properly transfer the rotation of the stick
model to the base slab (and vice versa), a set of-
rigid beams are placed at the bottom of the slab
connecting Nodes 12 through Nodes 20. The stick
representing the walls of the control building
are connected to the cross walls by a set of
rigid springs in the horizontal directions to

,

| reflect the direct contact condition of the
f h, j
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3G.5.1 SSI Analytical Results (1) The floor response spectra at the various

( elevations for the various soll cases are
,

The maximum accelerations for the 3 cases are enveloped. Further more, the two horizontal

shown in Table 30.51. The maxirrum forces in response spectra at any elevation are
terms of shear, rooment and axial forces for the 3 enveloped to form the bounding horizontal

cases are show in Table 30.5 2. spectra.

To further assru the effect of the surrounding (2) A generic scale factor is applied to all floor
soils, floor response spectra at the basemat and at response spectra envelopes to account for
the controt room are compared. Figures 3G.51 and missing soil profiles for all dampings of
30.5 2 are the basemat response spectra in the X interest. The scaled SASSI envelope spectra

and vertical directions respectively. Figure 3G.5-3 are smoothed and peak broadened by +10%

and 3G.5 4 are the control room response spectra in as a minimum .
the X and strtical directions respectively.

The site envelope OBE floor response spectra of

Note that the eIfect of soil stiffness for the critical damping ratios of 2,3, and 5% are shown in
control building follows the same trend as the soil Figure 30.5 5 through Figure 30.M2 for the
stiffness effect for the reactor building. herirontal and vertical directions. The hopeuntal

response spectra are applicable to each of the two

3G.5.2 Site Envelope Seismic Loads For Control horizontal principal direetions. The vertical wall
Building Complex spectra are applicable to equipment located within

3m (10 ft) from the face of the exterior walls. For
The site-envelope seismic loads are established equipment located elsewhere, the appropiate slab

from the enwlopes of all SASSI analysis results for a spectra shall be used.

wide range of sites. The site-envelope seismic loads
obtained are applicable to the control buildiug and
other equipment housed inside the control bailding
at any site whose site characteristics meet the

L conditions defined in Section 3A.1 of Appendix 3A.

The site envelope seismic loads in terms of
maximum structural responses and floor response
spectra due to the 0.15g OBE condition in the
control building are presented. The 0.3g SSE loads
can be conservatively taken as two times the 0.15g
OBE loads.

3G.5.2.1 Maximum Structural Loads

The maximum accelerations, shears, and
moments along the control building walls due to the
X, Y, and Vertical excitations are shown in Table
3G.5 3. These loads represent the enieloped
responses of the 3 soil cases plus a scale factor to
account for the other soils cases that were analped
in the reactor building but not analyzed herein.

3G.5.2.2 Floor Response Spectra

The site envelope floor response spectra due to
the 0.15g OBE are obtained according to the
fouowing steps:

O
3G5-1
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Table 3G.51

S MAXIMUM ACCELERATIONS

X Direction

ACC ACC ACC ACC

NODE CB4X CB6X CB10X ENVEL
(g) (g) (g) (g)

1 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.14

2 0.12 0.15 0.16 0.16

3 0.14 0.16 0.17 0.17

4 0.16 0.19 0.19 0.19

5 0.18 0.21 0.22 0.22

6 0.22 0.27 034 034
7 0.26 032 0.44 0.44

Y Direction

ACC ACC ACC ACC
NODE CB4Y CB6Y CB10Y ENVEL

(g) (g) (g) (g)

'

1 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.14

2 0.12 0.15 0.16 0.16

3 0.13 0.16 0.18 0.18

4 0.14 0.17 0.21 0.21

5 0.15 0.19 0.23 0.23

6 0.16 0.21 0.27 0.27

7 0.18 0.27 038 038

Vertical Direction

ACC ACC ACC ACC
NODE CB4V CIMY CB10V ENVEL

(g) (g) (2) (g)

1 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.15

2 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.16

3 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.17

4 0.15 0.16 0.18 0.18

5 0.15 0.16 0.19 0.19

6 0.16 0.17 0.20 0.20

7 0.16 0.17 0.20 0.20

9
3G3-2
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Table 3G,5 2

MAXIMUM FORCES AND MONMENTS

X Direction

CB4X CB6X CB6X CB10X CB10X CB10X

E1151 NODE SIIEAR h1051EST SilEAR h10h1EST SIIEAR h1051EhT

(t) (tm) (t) (t-m) (t) (t. m)

1 1 4,550 79,700 3,850 64,100 2,830 47,500

1 2 4,550 51,900 3,850 41,100 2,830 30,300

2 3 4,060 29,000 2,580 27,200 1,240 23,700

3 4 3,450 16,100 2,170 18,300 967 21,000

4 5 699 13,000 582 15,900 208 21,100

5 6 2,020 3,240 2,470 3,970 3,220 5,420

6 7 729 0 891 0 1,220 0

Y. Direction

Cil4Y C114Y CB6Y CB6Y CB10Y CB10Y

ELEh! NODE SilEAR h1051EST SilEAR h1051EST SilEAR hlOhlEST

(t) (tm) (t) (t m) (t) (t.m)

1 1 5,660 %,000 4,980 92,800 4,260 86,600

1 2 5,660 62,200 4,980 63,900 4,260 62,400

2 3 4,970 33,700 4,650 38,200 3,500 43,100

3 4 3,520 18,200 3,850 22,400 3,240 28,600

4 5 2,160 10,400 2,260 12,600 2,490 17,600

5 6 1,390 2,310 1,940 3,290 2,670 4,570

6 7 519 0 738 0 1,030 0

.
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- Table 3G.5 3

DESIGN ACCELERATIONS, FORCES AND MOMENTS
FOR THE CONTROL BU'iLDING

Devation Vert. Acc. X Shear X Moment Y. Shear Y. Moment

(m) (g) (t) (t=m) (t) (t m)

8.20 - 0.22 6,825 119,550 8,490 144,000

2.15 0.24 6,825 77,850 8,490 95,850

3.50 0.26 6,090 43,500 7,455 64,650

7.90 027 5,175 31,500 5,775 42,000

1230 0.29 4,830 31,650 4,005 26,400

17.15 030 4,8.'K) 8,00 4,005 6,855

21.60 030 1,830 0 1,545 0

|

.O

L

n
U
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SECTION 311.3

TABLES

Table Illic Pagt

3H31 Rebar Used in Design Evaluation 3113 2
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p | directly into the reactor pressure vessel, to system design pressure. (See Subsection 5.4.7.1.3
( the drywell spray header or to the wetwell spray for further details.) In addition, automatic

header under degraded plant conditions when AC isolation occurs for reasons of maintaining water
power is not evallable from either ot ite or inventory which are unrelated to line pressure
offsite sources. The RiiR provides the phang and rating A low water level signal closes the RilR
valves which connect the FPS pipireg with the RilR containment isolation valves that are provided
loop C pump discharge piping. The manual valves for the shutdown cooling suction. Subsection
in this line permit adding water fro:n the FPS to 5.2.5 provides an explanation of the leak
the RilR system if the RFIR is not operable. The detection system and the isolation signals; sec |

primary means for supplying water through this subsection 5.2.5.2.1 (12) and Table 5.2 6. j
connection is by use of the diesel. driven pump in 1

the FPS. A backup to this pump is provided by a The R}{R pumps are protected against damage
connection on the outside of the reactor building from a closed discharge valve by means of
which allows hookup of the FPS to a fire truck automatic rninimum flow valves which open on low
pump. mainline flow and close on high mainline flow.

The vessel irt ection mode is intended to 5A.7.1.3 Design Rasis for Pressure Rellert

prevent core damage during station blackout after Capacity
RCIC has stopped operating, and to provide an
in. vessel core melt prevention mechanism during a The relief valus in the RiiR avstem are sired
severe secident condition. If the AC. independent on one of three basis:
water addition mode is not actuated in time to
prevent core damage, core melting and vessel (1) thermal telief only,
failure, then it covers the corium in the lower
drywell when initiated and adds water to (2) valve bypass leakage only,
containment, thereby slowing the pressure rise.

p (3) control valve failure and the subsequent
y The drywell spray mode prevents high gas uncontrolled flow which retults.

temperatures in the upper drywell and adds
additional water to the containment, which
increases the containment thermal mass and slows
the pressuritation rate. Additionally, the
drywell spray provides fission product scrubbing
to reduce fission product release in the event of
failure of the drywell head, if desired, the RliR
wetwell spray mode is also available for
operation.

Operation of the AC independe . water addition
mode is entirely manual. All of he valves which
must be opened or closed during fire water
addition are located within the saire ECCS valve
room. The connection to add water using a fire
truck pump is located outside the reactor
building at grade level.

5A.7.1.2 Design llasts for Isolation of RilR
System from Reactor Coolant System

The low pressure portions of the RilR system
are isolated from full reactor pressure whenever
the primary system pressure is above the RHR

J
Amendment 16 14181
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Table 6.11

ENGlhTERED SAFETY FEATURES COMPONEhT MATE!dALS (Continued)

Spectnestion

Cemnonent Egg Mg.itdg,) L6TM /ASME)

| RPCF

Same as RHR.A above.

RCIC

Same u RHR.A above.

Studby Liquid Conuol Purnp

Fluid Cylinder Forging Stainleu Steel SA182 f%t

Cylinder Head Vahe Plate $ttirJeu Steel SA240 T)pe W

Cover, and Stuffmg Box
Flange Plate

Cylinder Head Extension, Ear Stainleu Steel SA479 Type 304

Valve Stop, and Stuffeg
Box

Stufang Box Gited Torpng Stainlest Steel SA564 7)pe 630

and Plungers
Studs Bar Allo) Steel SA193 Grade B7

O Nuts Forpng Alloy Steel SA194 Grade 7

Standby Liquid Storage Tank

Tani Plate Stainless Steel SA240 Type 304

Fatting Forging Stainleu Steel SA183 Gr f%t

Pspe hpe Stainicu Steel SA312 Type 304

Welds Electrodes $ttialeu Steel FA 5 4 & 5.9,
T) pes 308,305L,316
316L

Containment Yeuel Plate Carbon Steel SA516 Gr 70

Plate $ttinicu Steel SA240 Type 34tL

Penetrations Forging Carboe Steel SA350 Gr 1J 1 or 2

Forpeg Stainteu Stcel SA1E2/F304L

Structural Steel Shapes Carbon Steel A 36

O hI4
Amthimtet }
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Table 6.1 1

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES COMPONENT MATERIALS (Continued)

Speellication
comr'ontal Eenn M11s.titj JAETM /ASM h

liVAC Ernergency Cooling Water System

lleat Exchanger Plate Carton Steel SA283 Gr A
Tube Copper Alloy SB75 C12200

Pump Casting Carton Steel SA216 Gr WCB
Casting Stalniets Steel SA351 Gr CIT

Yalves Casting Carbon Steel SA216 Gr WCB
Porging Carbon Steel SA105

Piping Seamless Pipe Carbon Steel SA106 Gr A
Welded Pipe Carbon Steel SA672 Gr B60

Reactor Building Cooling Water Systeni

llcat Exchanger Plate Carton Steel SA283 Gr B
Tubes Copper Alloy Note 1 |

Pump Casting Carbon Steel SA216 Gr WCC
Casting Stainicss Stcel SA351 Gr Cf3

Valves Casting Carbon Steel SA216 Gr WCB
Forging Carbon Steel SA105

Piping Seamless Pipe Carbon Steel SA106 Gr A
Welded Pipe Carbon Steel SA672 Gr B60

Reactor Senice Water System

Pump Casting Stainless Steel SA351 CF8M

Valves Casting Carbon Steel & SA216 Gr WCB
Rubber lining

Casting Stainless Steel SA351 CF3M
Casting Bronn SB5f4-C905(0
forging Stainless Steel SA182 Type 316L

Piping Seamless Pipe Carbon Steel & SA106 Gr A
Welded Pipe Polyethylene. SA672 Gr B00

lining

Note 1: Materials are site dependent

O
Amtodment if> El 7
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Influent and effluent lines of this group are 6.2.4.4 Test er,d inspections

O isolated by automatic or remote roanualisolati,,o
V valves located as close as possible to the Tbc containtnent isolation system is

containment boundary, scheduled to undergo per', odic testing during
reactor operation. The functional capabilities

6.2.43.2.4 Evaluation Against Regulatory of power operated isolation valves are tested
Guide 1.11 remote manually fror; the control room. By

observing position indicators and changes in the

instrument lines that connect to the RCPB and affected system operation, the closing ability
penetrated the containment have 1/4. inch orifices of a particular isolation valve is demonstrated.
and manual isolation valves, in compliance with
Regulatory Guide 1.11 requirements. Air testable check valves are provided on

influent emergency core cooling lines of the
6.2.433 Evaluation of Single Fallure HPCF and RilR systems whose operability is relied

upon to perform a safety function.
A single f ailure can be defined as a failure

of a component (e.g., a pump, valve, or a utility A discussion of testing and inspection of
such as offsite power) to perform its intended isolation valves is provided in Subsection
safety functions as a part of a safety system. 6.2.1.6. Instruments are periodically tested
The purpose of the evaluation is to demonstrate and inspected. Test and/or calibration points
that the safety function of the system will be are supplied with each instrument. Leakage
completed even with that single f ailure, integrity tests shall be performed on the
Appendix A to 10CFR50 requires that electrical containment isolation valves with resilient
systems be designed specifically agalast a single material seals at least once every 3 months.
passive or active failure. Section 3.1 describes
the implementation of these standards as well as 6 2.5 Combustible Gas Controlin
General Design Criteria 17,21,35,3B,41,44, Containment

O 54, $$ and $6.
V The atmospheric control system (ACS T31) is |

Electrical as well as mechanical systems are provided to establish and maintain an inert
designed to meet the single failure criterion, atmosphere within the primary centainment during

regardless of whether the component is required all plant operating inodes except during shutdon
to perform a safety action. Even though a com- for refueling or equipment maintenance and
ponent, such as an electrically operated valve, during limited periods of time to permit access
is not designed to receive a signal to change for inspection at low reactor power. The

state (open or closed) in a safety scheme,it is flammability control system (FCS T49) is
assumed as a single failure if ti.e system compon- provided to control the potential buildup of
ent changes state or fails. Electrically oper- oxygen from design basis radiolysis of water,
ated valves include valves that are electric- The objective of these systems is to preclude ,

ally piloted but air operated, as well as valves combustion of hydrogen and damage to essential
that are directly operated by an electrical de- equipment and structures,
vice. In addition, all electrically operated
valves that are automatically actuated can also 6.2.5.1 Design itases

b; manually actuated from the main control room.
Therefore, a single failure in any electrical Following are criteria that serve as the
system is analyzed, regardless of whether the bases for design: |

loss of a safety function is caused by a
component failing to perform a requisite (1) Since there is no design requirement for
mechanical motion or a component performing an the ACS or FCS in the absence of a LOCA and

unnecessary mechanical motion. there i; no design basis accident in the
ABWR that results in core uncovery or fuel
f ailures, the following requirements
mechanistic illy assume that a LOCA

6 M1
Ammendment 11
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producing the design basis hydrogen and backup purFe function need not mect this
crygen has occurred, criterion.

(2) The hydrogen generation from metal. water (10) Components of the AC s) stem inside the f
reaction is defined in Regulatory Guide 1.7. reactor building are prolected itom s

'
postulated missiles and from pipe whip, as

(3) The hydrogen and oxygen genera. tion from required to assure proper action as well as
radiolpis is defined in Regulatory Guide other dynamic eflects such as tornado
1.7. ruissiles and flooding.

r

(4) The ACS establishes an inert atmosphere (11) The AC splem isolation function has the b

thrcughout the primary containment following capability to withstand the dynamic effects 0

an outage or other occasions when the associated with the safe shutdown
containment has been purged with air to an earthquake without loss of function.
oxygen concentration greater than 3.5
percent. (12) The system is designed so that all

components subjected to the primary
(5) The ACS maintains the pr! mary containment containment atmosphere (inboard isolation

o9 pen concentration briow the maximum vahes) are capable of withstanding the
perrnissible limit per Regulatory Guidr 1.7 temperature and pressure transients
during normal, abnormal, and accident resulting from a LOCA. These components

conditions in order to assure an inert will withstand the humidity and radiation
atmosphere. conditions in the wetwell er drywell

following a LOCA.
(6) The ACS also maintains a slightly positise

pressure in the primary containment during (13) The ACS is nonsafety class except as
normal, abnormal and accident conditions to necessary to assure primary containment
prevent air (oxygen) leakage into the integrity (pe netr ations, isolation
inerted volumes f rom the secondary valves). The ACS and FCS are designed and
containment, and provides non. essential built to the requirements specified in
monitoring of the ox) gen concentration in Section 3.2.
the primary containment to assure a
breathable mixture for safe personnel access
or an inert atmosphere, as required.
Essential monitoring is provided by the (14) The ACS includes the nitrogen storage
containment atmospheric monitoring system tanks, vaporiters, valves and piping
(CAMS) as described in Chapter 7. carryiug nitrogen to the containment,

salves and piping from the containment to
'7) The drywell and the suppression chamber will the SGTS and llVAC (U41) exhaust line,

be mixed u::ilormly after the design basis noresafety oxygen monitoring, and all

| LOCA due to natural convection and molecular related instruments and controls. The ACS
' diffusion. Mixing will be further promoted does not include any structures housing or

by operation of the containment sprap. supporting the aforementioned equipment or
any ducting in the primary containment.

(8) The system is capable of controlling
combustible gas concentrations in the (15) The system is designed to f acilitate
containment atmosphere for the design bases l,criodic inspections and tests. The ACS
LOCA without relying on purging and without can be inspected or tested during normal
releasing radioactive material to the plant conditions.

environment.

(9) The systcm is designed to maintain an inert
primary containment after the design bases

I LOCA assuming a single actise failure. The

6LU
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n | oxygen concentration does not exceed 3.5 volume then be isolated. Penetrations through the
(j percent during corrnal opeistion. The actual nitrogen storage tank insulation are minimited

oxygen concentration shall not exceed five to reduce heat gain. The length of piping
volume percent during an accident when the through the insulation is maximited to the
hydrogen co1 centration is greater than four extcot practicable to reduce heat gain,
percent. The inert containment can be deinerted
to allow safe personnel access without breathing The drywell and wetwell atmospheric oxygen
apparatus in less than four hours. concentration will be less than 3.5% by volume |

within 24 hours after thermal power is greater

than 15% of plant rating. Twenty four hours of |
Each penetration and pipe carrying nitrogen la

operation above 3.5% oxygen by volume and 15%sloped as ascessary to prevent condensation
collection and line blockage and shall be power is allowed before a scheduled shutdown.
protected s gainst entry of debris. All piping outside the outboard primary

containment isolation vahes carrying nitrogen
All pipe volumes where liquid or very cold are protected from overpressuritation by relief

nitrogen could be trapped between closed valves vahen ducted to the atmosphere.
have relief valves. All relief valves exhaust
outside the reactor building. Means are provided 6.23.1.3 Nitrogen Makeup
to add nitrogen to the nitrogen storage tank
vapor space (to decrease tank pressure) and the (1) The nitrogen makeup equipment is sized to
liquid volume (to increar.e tank pressure). Tank maintain a positive pressure in the drywc!)
level and pressure indication are provided at the and wetwell during the maximum drywell cool
tank Means for startup full scale testing of down rate not caused by spray actuation.
the inerting and makeup portions of the system
without nitrogen injection to the containment is (2) Automatic addition of nittogen is
provided. During startup, the test discharges physically limited to less than the maximum
shall be temporarily piped away from the control drywell bleed capacity.,

t*) panel and storage and vapotiration equipment to
avoid excessive noise from the open disch rge. 6.23.2.4 Drpellilleed
$ trainers are provided in the liquid portion of
the makeup and inerting lines. Means are provi- Primary containment biced capability is
ded ;o feed the makeup circuit from either the provided in accorc'ance with Resulatory Guide 1.7
liquid or vapor portion of the nitrogen storage. and as an aid in cleanup following an accident.
Pressure is automatically maintained in the During normal plant operation, the bleed line
nitrogen storage tank during nitrogen discharge also functions,in conjunction with the nitrogen
by a circuit with another ambient heat cuhanger purge line to maintain primary containment
fed by a pressure control vahe. The inerting pressure at about 0.75 psig and oxygen
and makeup portions of the system do not rely on concentration below 3.5 percent by volume. This |
pumps to perform their function. Means are is accomplished by makeup of the required
provided to manually vent the tank vapor space to quantity of nitrogen into the primary
control pressure. Means are provided to drain containment through the makeup line or relieving
the st rage tank. The vessel bottom is sloped or pressure through the bleed line. The drywell
dished to facilitate this draining. bleed line is manually operable from the control

| room. Flow through the bleed line will be
Pressure relief for the nitrogen storage tank directed through either the SGTS or the'

is provided at 10 percent above the upper limit secondary containment ilVAC, and be monitored by
; of the normal range of operating pressures. the SGTS and SCHVAC flow and radiation
[ Rupture disks, set 20 percent above the upper instrumentation. All ACS primary containment
I limit but not higher than the design pressure of isolation valves are automatically closed when
| the vessel, are provided. Redundant pressure high radiation is detected in the exhaust flow.
' relief valves are provided so that protection is

immediately available should a disk rupture and The drywell bleed line is located abose an |

t

G
|
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elration which would be covered by post.LOCA the same time and made from the eme sheet
flooding for unloading the fuel. to provide uniformity of relief premre.

6.2J.2J Pressure Control (6) The rupture disks are capable of
withstanding full vacuum in the wetwell I

|(1) In general, during startup, normal, and tapor space without leakage.
abnormal operation, the wetwell and drywell
pressures is maintained greater than 0 psig (7) The piping material eerbon steel. The

i
to prevent leakage of air (oxygen) into the design pressure is 10.$ kg/cm g (150 (
primary containment from secor dary psi), and the design tencrature is
containment but less than the nominal 2 psig 171*C.
scram set point. Sufficitat margin is
provided such that norrnal containmect 6.2.5.2.7 Recombiner I

temperature and pressure fluctuations do not ,

cause either of the two limits to be reached (1) Two permanently installed recombiners are h
considering variations in initial located in secondasy containment. Each 5

containment conditions, instrumentation recombiner, as shown in Figure 6.2 40,
errors, operator and equipment response takes suction from the drywell, passes the

!time, and equipment performance. process flow through a heating section a
]reactor chamber, and a spray cooler. The

(2) Nitrogen makeup automatically maintains a gas is returned to the wetwell. !

$30 kg/m2 (0.75 psig) positive pressure !

to avoid leakage of air from the secondary (2) The recombiners are normally initiated on |

into the primary containment. high !ctels as determined by CAMS (if
hydrogen is not pre sent, oxy ge n

(3) The drywell bleed sizing is capable of concentrations are controlled by nitrogen
maintaining the primary containment pressure mak e u p).

less than 880 kg/m2 (1.25 psig) during
the maximum containment atmospheric heating 6.21.3 Design Daluation
which could occur during plant startup.

Tbc ACS is designed to maintain the
6.2J.2.6 O*erpressure Protection containment in an inert cond.ition except for

nitrogen makeup needed to maintain a positive
(1) The system is designed to passhely relieve containment pressure and prevent alt (0 )2

the wetwell vapor space pressure at 5.6 leakare from the secondary into the primary
kg/cm2g The system valves are capable containment.
of being closed from the main control room
using AC power and pneumatic air. The primary containment atmosphere will be

inerled with nitrogen during normal operation of
(2) The vent system is sized so that residual the plant. Oxygen concentration in the primary

core thermal power in the form of steam can containment will be maintained below 3.5 solume
be passed through the relief piping to the percent measured on a dry basis,

stack.
Following an accident, hydrogen concentration

(3) The initial driving force for pressure willincrease due to the addition of hydrogen
relief is assumed to be the expected from the specified design basis metal. water
pressure setpoint of the rupture disks. reaction. Ilydrogen concentration will also

increase due to radiolysis. Any increase in
(4) The rupture disks are constructed of b>drogen concentration is of lesser coc;ern

stainless steel or a material of similar because the containment is inerted. Due to
corrision resistance. dilution, additional hydrogen moves the

operating point of the containment atmosphere
(5) A number of rupture disks are procured at farther from the envelope of flammability.

O
6,24
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TABLE 6.2 7 (Continued)

COSTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INTORMATION
i

FLOth! ABILITY CONTROL SYSTIh1

Wlve No. T40 ROLA *!a9-f901D T49 TV01A T49ft02D

$10t l'is 6.240 6.240 6.240 6.240
<

Appl 6caMe llants ODC M ODC M ODC % ODC %

11 eld DW ATMOS DW ATMOS DW ATMOS DW ATMOS

lane Sire d' 4' 4' 4'

ESF Yes Yes Yes Yu

laskape Class (a) (a) (4) (4)

,. tacesion O O O O

'
,

- Type C lask Tess Yes Yes Yes Yes

bhe Type Gate Osie Gate Osle
;

Operator Motor Mo'or Motor Motor'

Prt Actuation Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec.

See. Actuation Manral Manent Manual Manual

Normal Postilen $ hut $ hut $ hut Shut
:

Shutdown Position shut shut $ hut $ hut

Post Ate Pesition Open Ofen Open Open

Por Fall Positson - As is As is As is As is

I
Cont.Im Sit A,K A.K A.K A.K

Closure Tinw (see) < 30 < 30 < 30 < 30

Pwr Source (Div) 1 11 1 11

.

O'

6.2 50.33
Amendment 16
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TABLE 6.2 7 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VAIXE INFORMATION

l'IAhthiABILITY CONTROL SYSTDI (Continuedi

Vabe No. 144fv6A T44tWD T44tWA T44TFD

Eidt11g 6.2-40 6.240 6.240 6.240

Appl 6cnMe Basis GDC M ODC M GDC M ODC M

11ond DW A1NOS DW ATNOS DW ATN05 DW ATMOS

line $ lee 6' 6' 6' 6'y
.

ESF Yes Yes Yes Yes

tankage Ct it (a) (a) (a) (a)

R

h 144 st6on O O O O
w

Type C lask Test Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yahe Type Gate Gate Gate Gate

Operator Motor Motor Motor Motot

Prt Actuation Dec. Dec. Dec. Dee,

fwe. Actuation Manual Manual Manual Manual

Normal Position Shut Shut Shut $ hut

Shutdown Position Shut Shut Shut Shut

Post Aec Poillion Open OPen Open OPen

Pwr Fall Posliion As is Asis Asis Asis

#
Cont. lso, Sig. A.K A.K A.K AK

Closurv Tinw (see) < 30 <M < 30 <M

Pet Sovree (Div) 1 11 1 !!

O
6.2 50M

Arnendment 16
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Table 6.3-4

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF LOCA ANALYSES

|

GE PROPRIETARY prmided under separate cover

O

;

O
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6.7 lilGil PRESSURJ NITROGEN GAS during an SSE. The bottles are also coscred by

O SUPPLY SYSTEM a heavy steel plate, which serses as a baerier
to potential missiles.

6.7.1 Functions Flow rate and ckpacity requirements are
The high pressure nitrogen gas supply s) stem divided into an initial requirement and a

, is divided into two independent divisions, with centinuous supply. An initial requirement for
j cach division containing a safety.related each ADS SRY provides for actuations of the

emergency stored nitrogen supply. The essential valve against dryuell pressure. Fifty gallon4
stored nitrogen supply is Safety Class 3, Seismic accurnulaters supplied for each main steam ADS
Category 1, designed for operation of the maiu SRY actuator fulfill Ihe sie ani valve
steam S/R valve ADS function accumulators, requirement. The continuous supply is didded

it.to valcty and nonsafety portions.

The function of the nonsafety.related, makeup Compressed nitrogen at a rate adequate to
nitrogen gas supply system is: make up the nitrogen leakage of each serdced

valve is provided by the safety portion. T his

(1) relief function accumulators of main steam
assumes an air leakage rate for each vahe of a

S/R valves, scfh for a period of at least seven days. The
essential system with associated lines, tabes

(2) pneumatically operated valves and and fittings ere classified as Safety Class 3,
instruments inside the PCV. Seismic Category 1.

(3) leak detection system radiation monitor The uonsafety portion provides compreoed

calibration nitrogen at a rate adequate to recharge the ADS
SRV accumulotcu. The conessential system has

_

(4) ADS function accumulators to compensate for two pressure control sahes to depressurire the

O the leakage from main steam S/R solenoid nitrogen gas from the AC system. One is to
valves during normal operation depressurire to 200 psi for the SRV accumulators

and the other is to depressurire to 100 psi for

6.7.2 System Description other pneutnatic uses.

Nitrogen gas for the essential sptem is The continuous supply portion of the
suppRd from high pressure nitroca gas storage pneumatic system, extending som the AC system
bottles. Nitrogen gas for the nonessential to the isolation valve prior to the coential
makeup system is supplied from the nitrogen pas system is not safety related.
evaporator via the makeup line to the atmospheric
control (AC) system. The essential system is Nonsafety piping and valves of the symm are

separated into two disisjons. There arc tieline* des:gned to ANSI B31.1, Power Piping Code, and

between the nonessential and each division of the the requirements of Qualit) Group D of
essential system. Each ticline has a motor Reculatory Guide 1.26. Pressure vessels and
operated shutoff valve. For details, see Figure heat exchangers are designed to ASME Section

6.71 and Table 6.71. Ylli, Division 1.

Each division of the essential systern has ttu System design pressure is 200 psig with the
bottles. Normally, outlet valves from five s.i system design temperature at 1500F.
the ten bottles are kept open. Each division
has a pressure cons! valve to depressurire the 6,7.3 . System Evaluation

nidogen gas from the bottles.
Vessels, piping and fittings of the safety

The bottles are mechanically restrained to portion of the s> stem are designed to Seismic
preclude generation of hiph. pressure missiles

O
)m
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Category l, ASME Code IE. Class 3, Ouality Group isolation valves in order to verify thrit
C and Quality Assurance B requirements, except le n k tight ne s s. Operation of vahes and
for the piping and valves for the containment and associated equipment useJ to switsh frc..n the #-

drywell 9enetrations which are designed to nevafety to safety nitrogen supply , tan bc
Seismic Category 1, ASME Code 111, Class 2, test.d to assure operationa' integrity by matinal
Ouality Group B and Quality Assurance B actuation of a switch located in the control'

requirements, room and by observation of associated position
indication lights. Feriodic rests of the ch(ck

The ess#al higl pressut, nitrogen gas valves and accumulators shall t e ec.Wcted to
supply is sepstated into tw o independent assure valve operability
divisions, with eacs divisin sapable of.

supplying 100% of tbc requir ments of the 6,7.5 Instrumentattori Require nents
division being services. Each division is
mechanically and electrically separated from the A pressure sensor is provided for the safety
other. The syr. tem satisfies the components * nitrogen sur ply, and an alarm signals low
nitrogen demands during all plant operation nitrogen pressure..

conditions (normal through faulted).
~

A ternote manual switch and open closed
Safety grade portions of the high pressure poshion lights are provided in the control room |

nitiogen gas supply system are capable of being fo'r valve operation and position indication.
| isolated from the nonsafety parts and retaining

their function during LOCA and/or seismic cverats
! undet which any nonsafety parts may be damaged.

Pipe routing of Division 1 t.nd Division 2
nitrogen gas is kept separated by enough space so
that a single fire, equipment dropping 3ccident,
strike from a single high energy whipping pipe,
jet force from a single broken pipe, internally
generated missile or wetting equipment with
spraying water cannot pment the other division
f rom accomplishing its safety function.
Separation is accomplished by spatial separation
or by a reinforced concrete barrier, to ensure
separation of each pneumatic air division from
any systems and components which bloug to the
other pneumatie air division.

6.7,4 Inspection and Testing Requiretuents

Periodic insenice inspection of components,
in accordance with ASME Section XI, to ensure the
capability and integrily of the system is
mandatory. Nitrogen quality shall be tested
periodically to assure compliance with ANSI
M C 11.1.

The nitrogen isolation valves are capable of
being tested to assure their operational
integrity by manual attuation of a switch located
in the control room and by observation of
associated position indication lights. Test and
vent cennections are provided at the con;ainment

O
AmeMment 13 r> N
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A f).3 ONS11E POWER SYSTi31'i u 1.1.2.1 Powee ceaters

V
8.3.1 AC Power Systems Power for 430V auxiliaries is supplied from

load centers consisting of 6.9 kV/450V transfor-
83.1.1 Description mten and souciated rnetal clad switchgear, Fig-

urt 8.3 3. Thctst are sbree 480 VAC con Class 16
The auxiliary electric p w guem includes load centers ubich are respectively and

three independent Clau 1E AC ciuteic power 95- individually fed frotn Division I,11 and lit
tems for nuclear safety related loads. The prio. 6.9KV Clan IE bues. Isolation breakers are
cipal elements of the satiliary AC electric power providt:d between tbc Class 1E and non Class 1E
systems are shown on the single line diagratos buses lo addition to normal overcurrcot
(St.D) in Figure 8.31, 2, 3, 4 and 5. tripping M tbe isolation breskes, rene ,

selective interlocking is provided betweer each
Each Class 1E division has ri dedicated diesel isolation breaker and its upstream Class 1E feed

generator, which automatically starts in case of breaker. If fault current flows in tbt
a level tr p and/or lon of voltage on the divi- non Class 1E bus, it is sciato by the Class IE
; ion's 6.9 kV bus. Each 6.9 kV Class 1E bus current device for the isolation breaker and a
feeds it's associated 480V unit substation trip blocking 6ipnal is sent to the upstream
through a 6.9 kV/ 480/277V load center trans- Class 1E feed bresker. This blocking losts for
former. about 75 milliseconds. This allows the

isolation breakir to trip in its normal ,

5 See Subsection 8.3.4.9 for interf ace instantaneou; tripping time of 35 Jo 50 m
*

S regiurements, milliseconds, if the magnitude of the f ault
current is high enough. This anures that the

83.1.1.1 Medium Voltage Power Distribution fault current has been terminated before the
System Class IE upstream breaker is free to trip. For

O fault currents of lesser magnitude, the blocking

V AC power is supplied and utilized at 6.9 kV delay will time out without either breaker
for motor loads larger tbsn 300 KW and transform- tripping, but the isolation breaker will
ed to 480 V for smalle: loads. Tbc 480V system esentually trip and alup before the upstream
is further transformed into lower voltages as re- breaker. This e Jer of tripping is assured by
quired for instruments, lighting, and controls. the coordination between the two breakers
The 6.9 kV system includ . normal and alternate provided by long time pickup, long time delay
preferred power supply feeders. and instantaneous pickup trip det. ice

characteristics. This coordination it carried
Class 1E AC power loads are divided into three through to the non Class IE load breakers so

divisions (Divisions I, !!, and 111), c.ich fed that for a load fault the load breaker would |
from an independent 6.9 kV Clan IE bus. During normally trip without the bus isolation breaker
ormal operation, Division 1, Division 11 and Di- tripping. ,

vision !!! loads are fed from an offsite normal
preferred power supply. Tripping of tbc Class 1E feed breaker is

normal for faults which occor on tbc Cia s 1E
Standby AC power for Class 1E buses is sup- bus or its Class 1E loads,

plied by diesel generators at 6,9 kV and distri-
buted by tbc Class 1E powtr distribution r>ystem. Class 1E 480V load centers supplying Class 1E
Division 1,11 and 111 buses are automatically loads are arranged as independent radial sys-
transferred to the diesel generators when the nor- tems, with each 480V bus fed by its own power
mal preferred power supply to these buses is transformer. Each 480V Class 1E bus in a divi-
lost. sion is physically and electrically independent

of the other 480V buses in other divisions.
83.1.1.2 La Voltage Powtr Distribution
System The 480V unit substation breakers supply mo-

tot control centers and 460V motor loads up to

C

D1Amendment 16 ;
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and including 300KW, Switchgear foi the 480V
load centers is of it door, metal enclosed type
with drawout circuit breakers. Control power is
from the Class 1E 125 VDC power system of the
same division.

83.1.1.2.2 Motor Centrol Centers

The 480 MCCs feed motors 90KW and smaller,
control power transformers, process beaters,
motor operated valves and other small electri.

) cally operated auxiliaries, including 480-120V
and 480 240V transformers Class 111 motor
control centers are isolated in separate load
groups corresponding to divisions established by
the 480V ur't substations.

Starters fer the control of 460V motors smal-
ler than 90KW are MCC mounted, across the line
magnetically operated, air break type. Cheuits

! leading from the electrical penetration asu:m.
| blies into the containment area have a fuse in
| series with the circuit breakers as a backup pro-

tection for a fault current in the penetration in
the event of circuit breaker overcurrent or fault
protection failure.

83.1.13 120/240V Distribution System O
Individual transformers and distribution

panels era located in the vicinity of the loads
requiring; l'.J/240V power. This power is used for
lipting,120V receptacles and other 120V loads.

83.1.1.4 Instrumeni Power Supply Systems

!
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9.1 FUEL STORAGE AND HANDLING (3) The biases between the calculsed results andp) experimental results, as well as the uncertainty(
The new fuel storage vault stores a 407c core load involved in the calculations, are taken into

of new fuel assemblies. The fuelis stored in the new account as part of the calculational procedure to
fuel storage racks in the vault which are located as assure that the specific k,gglimit is met.
close as practicable to the spent fuel storage pool
work area to facilitate handling during fuel The new fuel storage racks are purchased
preparation. The new.fuelinspection stand is close equipment. The purchase specification for these
to the new-fuel storage vault to minimize fuel racks will require the vendor to provide the g
transport distance, information requested in Question 430.180 on g

criticality analysis and the inadvertent placement of a *

Spent fuel removed from the reactor vessel must fuel assembly in other than prescribed locations. See
be stored underwater while awaiting off site transfer. Subsection 9.1.6.1 for interface requirements.
Spent fuel storage racks, which are used for this
purpose, are located at the bottom of the fuel storage 9.1.1.1.2 Storage Design

pool under sufficient water to provide radiological
shielding. This pool water is processed through the The new fuel storage racks presided in the new fuel
fuel pool cooling and fuel pool and w etwell cleanup storage vault provide storage for 40% of one full core
(FPWCU) system to provide cooling to the spent fuelload,
fuelin storage and for maintenance of fuel pool
water quality. The spent fuel pool storage capacity is 9.1.1.1.3 Mechanical and Strvetural Design

270% of the reactor core.
The new fuel storage racks contain storage space

Tbc new fuel and spent fuel storage racks are the for fuel assemblies (with channels) or bundles
same high density design. The new fuel racks can be (without channels). They are designed to withstand
used for either dry or submerged storage of fuel. all credible static and seismic loadings. The racks are

p The design of the spent fuel racks will be described, designed to protect the fuel assemblies and bundles

V information on the new fuel racks will only be from excessive physical damage which may cause the
presented when the design is different. The detailed release of radioactive rnaterials in excess of 10CFR20
analysis of the rack design is contained in Subsection and 10CFR100 requirements, under normal and
9.1.2. abnormal conditions caused by impacting from cither

fuel assemblies, bundles or other equipment.
9.1.1 New Fuel Storage

The racks are categorized as Seismic Category 1.
9.1.1.1 Design Bases See Subsection 9.1.2.1.3 for additional discussion of

design bases and analysis.
9.1.1.1.1 Nuclear Design

9.1.1.1A Thermal.llydraulle Design
A full array of loaded new fuel racks is designed to

be subcritical, by at least 5% t.k. See Subsection 9.1.2.1.4.

(1) Monte Carlo techniques are ernployed in the 9.1.1.1.5 Material Considerations
calculations performed to assure that k does

gg

not exceed 0.95 under all normal and ab* normal See Subsection 9.1.2.1.5.

conditions.
9.1.1.1.6 Dynamic and Impact Analysis

(2) The assumption is made that the storage array
is infinite in all directions. Since no credit is The new fuel storage racks are purchased
taken for neutron leakage,the values reported equipment. The purchase specification for the new e

as effective neutron multiplication factors are, fuel storage racks will require the vendor to perform 6
in reality, infinite neutron multiplication confirmatory dynamic analyses. The input excitation 3
factors. for these analyses will utilize the horizontal and

/' vertical response spectra provided in new Figures

A m nd m t.: 16 9.11
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9.115 and 9.126. (The SSE response is two times normal and abnormal storage conditions equal to or E

the OBE response). less than 0.95 in the new fuel storage racks. To &
ensure design criteria are met, the following normal

Verticalimpact analysis is required because the and abnormal new fuel storage conditions were

fuel assembly is held in the storage rack by its own analyzed:,

$ weight without any mechanical holddown devices.
R Therefore, when the downward acceleration of the (1) normal positioning in the new fuel array, and

storage rack exceeds Ig, contact between the fuel
'

ast:mbly and the storage rack is lost. Horizontal (2) eccentric positioning in the new fuel array

impet analysis is required because a clearance crists
between the fuel assembly and the storage rack walls. The new fuel sprage area will eccommodate fuel

(kg < 135 at 20 C in standard core geometry) with
See Subsection 9.1.6.2 for interface requirements. no safety implications.

| 9.1.1.1.7 (Deleted)
9.1.13.2 Structural Design

9.1.1.2 Facilities Description (New Fuel (1) The new fuel vault contains one or more fuel
Storage) storage racks which provides storage for fuel a

maximum of 40% of one full core fuelload.

(1) The location of the new fuel storage vault in the
reactor building as shown in Section 1.2. (2) The new fuel storage racks are designed to be

freestanding (i.e., no supports above the base). ,

(2) The new fuel storage racks are top entry racks
designed to preclude the possibility of criticality (3) The racks include individual solid tube storage

under normal and abnormal conditions. The compartments which provide lateral restraints

upper tieplate of the fuel element rests against over the entire length of the fuel assembly. |

the module to provide lateral support. The '

lower tieplate sits in the bottom of the rack, (4) The weight of the fuel assembly or bundle is
which supports the weight of the fuel. supported axially by the rack lower support.

(3) The rack arrangement is designed to present (5) The racks are fabricated from materials used for
accidentalinsertion of fuel assemblies or construction are specified in accordance with the

bundles between adjacent racks. The storage latest issue of applicable ASTM specifications.

rack is designed to provide accessibility to the
fuel bail for grappling purposes. (6) Lead.in guides at the top of the storage spaces

provide guidance of the fuel during insertion.

(4) The floor of new fuel storage vault is sloped to
a drain located at the low point. This drain (7) The racks are designed to withstand, while
removes any water that may be accidentally and maintaining the nuclear safety design basis, the

unknowingly introduced into the vault. The impact force generated by the vertical free fall

drain is part of the floor disin subsystem of the drop of a fuel assembly from a height of 6 feet.

liquid radwaste rystem.
(8) The rack is designed to withstand a pullup force

(5) The radiation monitoring equipment for the of 1717 kg (4000 lb) and a horizontal force of

new fuel storage areas is described in Section 454 kg (1000 lb). There are no readily definable
horizontal forces in excess of 1000 lb and, in tne

7.1.
event a fuel assembly should jam, the maximum

9.1.13 Safety Evaluation lifting force of the fuel handling platform
grapple (assumes limit switches fail) is 3000 lb.

9.1.13.1 Criticality Control
(9) The new fuel storage racks require no periodic

The design of the new fuel storage racks provides special testing or inspection for nuclear safety

for an effective multiplication factor (kd) f r both purposes.

O
911.1
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9.1.1.3.3 Protection Feature of the New Fuel

[_ Storage Facilities
s

The new fuel storage vault is housed in the reactor
building. The vault and reactor building are Seismic
Category I natural phenomena such as tornadoes,
tornado missiles, floods and high winds. Fire
protection features are described in Subsection 9.5.1
and Appendix 9A.

The storage rack structure is designed to withstand
the impact resulting from a falling weight. Tests using
a simulated fuel bundle have been conducted to verify
that the rack casting can withstand the impact form a
bundle dropped from a maximum allowable height
above the array. Procedural fuel handling
requirements and equipment design dictate that no
more than one bundle at a time can be handled over
the storage racks and at a maximum height of 6 feet
above the upper rack. Therefore, the racks cannot be
displaced in a manner causing critical spacing as a
result of impact from a falling object.

The auxiliary book on the reactor burding crane
can traverse the fulllength of the refueling floor.
This book is used to move new fuel from the entry
point into the reactor building, up the main

! equipment hatch to the refueling floor and from' there to the new fuel storage vault. This hook can
move fuel to the new fuelinspection stand and
rechanneling area at the end of the spent fuel storage
pool.

New fuel can also be carried from the new fuel
vault to the inspection stand or spent fuel pool using
the fuel. handling platform. During positioning of
new fuelinto the new fuel racks with either the main
crane auxiliary book or the refueling platform, the
fuel grapple is always above the upper fuel rack
casting and the grapple interfaces only with the fuel
bundle bail and can not engage the fuel rack. Thus,
the transfer devices used for new fuel handling to the
new fuel vault cant ut impose uplift loads on the rack
castings.

Should it become necessary to move ruajor loads
along or over the pools, administrative controls
require that the load be moved over the empty
portion of the spent fuel pool and avoid the area of
the new fuel storage vault. The shipping cask will
not be lifted or moved above the new fuel vault
because of their relative locations on the refueling
floor.

9.11.2Arnendment 16
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compatible with the environment of treated water above the base). the support structure alsoO and provides a design life of 60 years, provides the required dynamic stability.

9.1.2.2 Facilities Description (Spent Fuel (3) The racks include individual solid tube storage
Storage) compartments, which provide lateral restraints

over the entire length of the fuel assembly or
(1) The spent fuel storage racks provide storage in bundle,

the reactor = building spent fuel pool for spent
fuel received from the reactor vessel during the (4) The racks are fabricated from materials used for
refueling operation. The spent fuel storage construction and are specified in accordance
racks are top entry racks designed to preclude with the latest issue of applicable ASTM
the possibility of criticality under normal and specifications at the time of equipment order,
abnormal conditions. The upper tieplate of the
fuel elements rests against the rack to provide (5) Lead in guides at the top of the storage spaces
lateral support. The lower tieplate sits in the provide guidance of the fuel during insertion.
bottom of the rack, which supports the weight
of the fuel. (6) The racks are designed to withstand, while

inaintaining the nuclear safety design basis, the
(2) The rack arrangement is designed to prevent impact force generated by the vertical free. fall

accidental insertion of fuel assemblics or drop of a fuel assembly from a height of 6 feet,
bundles between adjacent enodules. The
storage rack is designed to provide accessibility (7) The rack is designed to withstand a pullup force
to the fuel bail for grappling purposes, of 4000 lb and a horizontal force of 1000 lb.

There are no readily definable horizontal forces
(3) The location of the spent fuel poolis shown in in excess of 1000 lb and in the event a fuel

Section 1.2 assembly should jam, the maximum lifting force
of the fuel. handling platform grapple (assumes

Oi limit switcbes fall)is 3000 lb.|'
9,1.2.3 Safety Cvaluation .'

- (8) The fuel storage racks are designed to handle
9.1.22.1 Criticality Control irradiated fuel assemblies. The expected

radiation levels are well below the design levels.

The spent fucisosage racks are purchased
- equipment. The purcAase specification for the spent The fuel storage facilities will be designed to
fuel storage racks nll require the vendor to provide Seismic Category I requirements to prevent -

j the information requested in Question 430.190 oro earthquake damage to the stored fuel.
,

$ criticality analyrds of the spent fuel storage includingi
! ' - the uncertainity veh and associated probability and -The fuel storage pools have adequate water

value. See Subsection shielding for the stored spent fuel. Adequate
confidencelevel for the K[ents.9.1.6.3 for interface nquirel shielding for transporting the fuelis also provided.

Liquid level sensors are installed to detect a low pool!E _

water level, and adequate makeup water is available

_

9.1.2.3.2 iltactural Design and Material
Compatibliity Requirements to assure that the fuel will not be uncovered should a

leak occur.
(1) The spent fuel pool racks provide storage for

? - 270% of the reactor core. Since the fuel-storage racks are made of
l. _

noncombustible material and are stored under water,
' (2)L The fuel storage racks are designed to be there is no potential fire hazard. The large water

supported above the pool floor by a support volume also protects the spent fuel storage racks from
structure. The support structure allows potential pipe breaks and associated jet impingement
sufficient pool water flow for natural con- loads,

vection cooling of the stored fuel. Since the
|: -

modules are freestanding (i.e., no supports Fuel storage racks are made in accordance with the
'

latest issue of the applicable ASTM specification at
!
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the time of equipment order. The storage tubes are
permanently marked with identification traceable to
tbc material certifications. The fuel storage tube
assembly is compatible with the environment of
treated water and provides a design life of 60 years,
including allowances for corrosion.

Regulatory Guide 1.13 is applicable to spent fuel
storace facilities. The building containing the fuel
storage facilities, including the storage racks and
pool,is designed to protect the fuel from damage
caused by:

(1) natural events such as carthquake, high winds
and flooding, and

(2) mechanical damage caused by dropping of fuel
assemblies bundles, or other objects onto
stored fuel.

9,1.2.4 Summary of Radiological Considerations

By adequate design and careful operational
procedures,the safety design bases of the spent fuel
storage arrangement are satisfied. Thus, the
exposure of plant personnel to radiation is
maintained well below published guideline values.
Further details of radiological considerations,
including those for the spent fuel storage
arrangement, are presented in Chapter 12.

The poolliner leakage detection system and water
level monitoring system are discussed in Subsection
9.1.3. The corrective action for loss of heat removal

[ capability is in Subsection 9.1.3. The . . iation
tronitoring system and the corrective action forw

excessive radiation levels are discussed in
Subsections 11.5.2.1.2.1 and 11.5.2.1.3.

9 I'2'
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9.1.3 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup The FPC system cools the fuel storage pool by

9 System transferring the spent fuel decay beat through
two 6.55 x 106 Blu/br beat exchangers to the

]- 9.1.3.1 Design Bases reactor building closed cooling water system
(RCW). Each of the two beat exchangers is de-
signed to transfer one half the system design
beat load. The system utilizes two parallel 250

The fuel pool cooling and cleanup (FPC) system m /br gumps to provide a system design flow of
3

500 m /br. Each pump is suitable forshall be designed to remove the decay beat from
the fuel pool, maintain pool water level and continuous duty operation. Tbc equipment is

] quality and remove radioactive materials from the located in the reactor building.

pool to minimize the release of radioactivity to-

the environs. Tbc system pool water temperature is m6in-
tained at or below 125'F. The decay beat

The FPC system sball: released from the stored fuel is transferred to
the RCW. The residual beat removal system (RHR)

(1) minimize corrosion product buildup and shall can supplement the FPC system to remove tbc
control water clarity, so that the fuel additional beat generated should the reactor be

R assemblies can be efficiently handled under- defueled beyond the design basis 35% batch.

water;
Fuel storage pool water is circulated by

(2) minimize fission product concentration in means of overflow through skimmers around the
the water which could be released from tbc periphery of the pool and a scupper at the end
pool to the reactor building environment; of the transfer pool. The overflow is collected

in the fuel pool drain tanks and the flow passes
(3) monitor fuel pool water level and maintain a through the beat excbangers and filter deminera-

water level above the fuel sufficient to liters and back to the pool through the

9 provide shielding for normal building occu- diffusers.
pancy;

Clarity and purity of tbc pool water are
(4) maintain the pool water temperature below maintained by a combination of filtering and ion

125 F under normal operating condi. exchange. The filter demineralizers maintain

tions. Tbc temperature limit of 125 F total corrosion product metals at 30 ppb or less | eis set to establish an acceptable environ- with pH range of 5.6 to 8.6 at 250F for compat. g
ment for personnel working in the vicinity ibility with fuel storage racks and other equip-
of the fuel pool. The design basis normal snents. Conductivity is maintained at less than
beat load from spent fuel stored in the pool 1.2 pS/cm at 25 C and chlorides less than :

is the sum of decay beat of the most recent 20 ppb. Each filter unit in the filter demi- F
35% batch plus the beat from the previous 4 neralizer subsystem has adequate capacity to
fuel batches. The RHR system will be used maintain the desired purity level of the pools

j to supplernent the FPC system under the under normal operating conditions. The flow
maximum load condition as defined in rate is designed to be approximately that
Subsection 9.1.3.2. required for two complete water changes per day

for the fuel transfer and storage pools. The
9.1.3.2 System Description maximum system flow rate is twice that needed to

maintain the specified water quality.

The FPC system (Figures 9.11 a and b, and
9.12) maintains the spent fuel storage pool The FPC system is designed to remove
below the desired temperature at an acceptable suspended or dissolved impurities from the
radiation level and at a degree of clarity following sources:
necessary to transfer and service the fuel
bundies. (1) dust or other airborne particles; i

O :
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(2) surface dirt dislodged from equipment control room and a local panel. Pump low suc-
immersed in the poc.l; tion pressure automatically turns off the

pumps. A pump low discharge pressure alarm is
(3) crud and fission products emanating from the indicated in the control room and on the local

reactor or fuel bundles during refueling; panel. The circulating pump motors can be
powered from the diesel generators if normal

(4) debris from inspection or disposal opera- power is not available. Circulating pump motor
tions; and loads are considered nonessentialloads and will

be operated as requiicd tinder accident
(5) residual cleaning chemicals or flush water. eonditioes.

A post strainer in the effluent stream of the The water level in the spent fuel storage
filter demineralizer limits the migration of pool is maintained at a height which is suffi-
filter material, The filter holding element can cient to provide shielding for normal building
withstand a differential pressure greater than occupancy. Radioactive particulates removed
the developed pumr head for the system. from the fuel pool are collected in filter de-

mineralizer units which are located in shielded
The filter demineralizer units are located cells. For these reasons, the exposure of plant

separately in shielded cells with enough clear. personnel to radiation from the FPC system is
ance to permit removing filter elements from the minimal. Further details of radiological
vessels. considerations for this system are described in

Chapter 12.
,

Each cell contains only the filter deminera-
|
! lizer and piping. All valves (inlet, outlet, The circulation patterns within the reactor

recycle, vent, drain, etc.) are located on the well and spent fuel storage pool are established
outside of one shielding wall of the room, by placing the diffusers and skimmers so that
together with necessary piping and headers, particles dislodged during refueling operations
instrument elements and controls. Penetrations are swept away from the work area and out of the
through shielding walls are located so as not to pools,
compromise radiation shielding requirements.

Check valves prevent the pool from siphoning
The filter demineralizers are controlled from in the event of a pipe rupture.

a local panel. A differential pressure and
conductivity instruments provided for each Heat from pool evaporation is handled by the
filter demineralizer unit indicate when backwash building ventilation system. Makeup water is
is required. Suitable alarms, differential provided through a remote-operated valve.
pressure indicators and flow indicators monitor
the condition of the filter demineralizers. 9.1.3.3 Safety Evaluation

System instrumentation is provided for both The maximum possible heat load is the decay
automatic and remote-manual operations. A low- heat of the full core load of fuel at the end of
low level switch stops the circulating pumps when the fuel cycle plus the remaining decay heat of
the fuel pool drain tank reserve capacity is the spent fuel discharged at previous refuel-
reduced to the volume that can be pumped in ings; the maximum capacity of the spent fuel |
approximately one minute with one pump at rated storage pool is 270% of a core. The temperature
capacity (250 m /hr). A level switch is of the fuel pool water may be permitted to rise3

provided in the fuel pool to alarm on high and to approximately 140*F under these condi I
low level. A temperature element is provided to tions. During cold shutdown conditions, if if

appears that the fuel pool temperature will |display pool ternperature in the main control #exceed 125 F, the operator can connect theroom,
FPC system to the RHR system. Combining the ca.

The circulating pumps are controlled from the pacities enables the two systems to keep the

9.1 -1
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water temperature below 125 F. The RilR system
/~N will be used only to supplement the fuel pool A makeup water system and pool water level

V cooling when the reactor is shut down. The instrumentation are provided to replace
reacter will not be started up whenever portions evaporative and leakage losses. Makeup water
of the RilR systems are needed to cool the fuel during normal operation will be supplied from
pool. The connecting piping from the fuel condensate. The suppression pool cleanup system
storage pool to the RFIR system is designed can be used as a source of makeup water in case
Seismic Category I and can be isolated, assuming of failure of the normal makeup water system.
a single active failure, from the remainder of
the fuel pool system. Connections from the R11R system to the FPC

system provide a Seismic Category 1
These connections may also be utilized during safety related makeup capability to the spent

emergency conditions to assure cooling of the fuel pool. The FPC system from the R11R
spent fuel regardless of the availability of the connections to the spent fuel pool are Seismic
fuel pool cooling system. The volume of water in Category 1, safety related.
the storage pool is such that there is enough
heat absorption capability to allow sufficient From the foregoing analysis, it is concluded
time for switching over to the RiiR system for that the FPC system meets its design bases.
emergency cooling.

9.1.3A Inspection and Testing Requirements
The 140 F temperature limit is set to assure

| hat the fuel building enviroument does not No special tests are required because,t
exceed equipment environmental limits, normally, one pump, one heat exchanger and one

filter demineralizer a aperating while fuel is
The spent fuel storage pool is designed so stored in the pool. The spare unit is operated

that no single failure of structures or equipment periodically to handle abnormal heat loads or to
will cause inability to: (1) maintain irradiated replace a unit for servicing. Routine visual
fuel submerged in water; (2) re establish normal inspection of the system components,instrumen.

[mV') fuel pool water level; or (3) remove decay heat tation and trouble alarms is adequate to verify
from the pool. In order to limit the possibility system operability,
of pool leakage around pool penetrations, the
pool is lined with stainless steel. In addition 9.1.3.5 Radiological Considerations

to providing a high degree of integrity, the
lining is designed to withstand abuse that might The water level in the spent fuel storage
occur when equipment is moved about. No inlets, pool is maintained at a height which is suffi-
outlets or drains are provided that might permit cient to provide shielding for normal building
the pool to be drained below a safe shielding occupancy. Radioactive particulates removed
level. Lines extending below this level are from the fuel pool are collected in filter-
equipped with siphon breakers, check valves, or demineralizer units which are located in
other suitable devices to prevent inadvertent shielded cells. For these reasons, the exposure
pool drainage. Interconnected drainage paths are of plant personnel to radiation from the FPC
provided behind the liner welds. These paths are system is minimal. Further details of
designed to: (1) prevent pressure buildup behind radiological considerations for this and other |
the liner plate; (2) prevent the uncontrolled systems are described in Chapters 11,12, and
loss of contaminated pool water to other rela- 15.

tively cleaner locations within the containment
or fuel bandling area; and (3) provide liner leak
detection and measurement. These drainage paths
are designed to permit free gravity drainage or
pumping to the eq lipment drain tank.

9.15Amendment 16
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9.1A Light Lead Handling System fuel bundle drop. htaximum deflection limitations are
(Related to Refueling) imposed on the main structure. to maintain relative

.

stiffness of th: platform. Welding of the platforms is
9.1.4.1 Design Bases in accordance with AWS D141 or AShiE Boiler and

Pressure Vessel Code Section IX. Gears and bearing
The fuel-handling system is designed to provide a meet AGMA Gear Classification Manual and ANSI

safe and effective means for transporting and B3.5. Materiais used in construction of load bearing
handling fuel from the time it reaches the plant until members are to ASTM specifications. For personnel
it leaves the plant after post irradiation cooling. Safe safety, OSilA Part 1910-179 is applied. Electrical
handling of fuelincludes design considerations for equipment and controls meet ANSI Cl, National
maintaining occupational radiation exposures as low Electric Code, and NEhtA Publication No. ICS1,
as practicable during transportation and handling. MG1.

Design criteria for major fuel handling system The auxiliary fuel grapple and the main telescoping
equipment are provided in Table 9.12 through 9.14, fuel grapple have redundant lifting features and an
which list the safety class, quality group and seismic indicator which confitms positive grapple
category. Where applicable, the appropriate ASME, engagement.
ANSI, Industrial and Electrical Codes are identified.
Additional design criteria are shown below and The fuel grapple is used for lifting and transporting
expanded further in Subsection 9.1.4.2. fuel bundles, it is designed as a telescoping grapple

that can extend to the proper work level and,in its
The transfer of new fuel assemblies between the -fully retracted state, still maintain adequate water

uncrating area and the new fuelinspection stand shielding over fuel.
and/or the new fuel storage vault is accomplished
using 5 ton auxiliary hook on the reactor building in addition to redundant electricalinterlocks to
crane equipped with a suitable grapple, preclude the possibility of raising radioactive material

out of the water, the cables on the auxiliary hoists
|. The 1,000 pound auxiliary hoist on the reactor incorporate an adjustable, removal stop that will jam
| building crane is used with an auxiliary fuel grapple the hoist cable against some part of the platform
l to transfer new fuel from the new fuel vault to the structure to prevent hoisting when the free end of the

fuel storage pool. From this point on, the fuel will cable is at a preset distance below water level.
cither be handled by the telescoping grapples on the
refueling platform or auxiliary hoist. Provision of a separate cask pit, capable of being

isolated from the fuel storage pool, will eliminate the

.
.

potential accident of dropping the cask and rupturing
The refuelinp platform is Seismic Category I from the fuel storage pool. Furthermore, limitation of the

a structural standpoint in accordance with 10CFR50, travel of the crane handling the cask will preclude
Appendix A. The refueling platform is constructed transporting the cask over the spent fuel storage pool. }
in accordance with a quality assurance program that
ensures the design, construction and testing 9.1.4.2 System Description
requirements are met. Allowable stress due to safe
shutdown earthquake (SSE) loading is 120% of yield Table 9.15 is a listing of typical tools and servicing
or 70% of ultimate, whichever is least. A dynamic equipment supplied with nuclear system. The
analysis is performed on the structures using the following paragraphs describe the use of some of the
response spectrum method with load contributions major tools and servicing equipment and address
resulting from each of three directions acting safety aspects of the design where applicable.
-simultaneously being combined by the RMS
_ procedure. Working loads of the platform structure Subsection 9.1.5 provides the data that verifies the
are iri accordance with the AISC Manual of Steel ABWR Standard Plant heavy load handling systems
Construction. All parts of the hoist systems are and satisfies the guidelines of NUREG-0612.

designed to have a safety factor of at least ten, based
on the ultimate strength of the material. A 9.1.4.2.1 Spent Fuel Cask

: redundant load path is incorporated in the fuel hoists
so that no single component failure could result in a Out of ABWR Standard Plant scope.
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9.1.4.2.2 Overhead Bridge Cranes 9.1.4.23.2 New FuelInspection Stand

9.1.4.2.2.1 Reactor Building Crane The new fuelinspection stand (Figure 9.1-4) serves
as a support for the new fuel bundles undergoing re.

The reactor b,ilding crane is a seismically analyzed ceiving inspection and provides a working platform

piece of equipment. The crane consists of two crane for technicians engaged in performing the inspection.

girders and a trolley which carries two hoists. The
runway track, which supports the crane girders, is The new fuelinspection stand consists of a vertical

supported from the reactor building walls at eleva- guide column, a lift unit to position the work platform
tion 34,600. The trolley travels laterally on the cwne at any desired level, bearing seats and upper clamps

girders carrying the main hoist and auxiliary hoist. to hold the fuel bundles in position.

The reactor building crane is used to move all of 9.1.4.2.33 Channel Bolt Wrench

the major components (reactor vessel head, shroud
head and separator, dryer assembly and pool gates) The channelbolt wTench (Figure 9.15)is a manu-

as required by plant operations. The reactor build- ally operated device approximately 3.76 meters (12 ft)

ing crane is used for handling new fuel from the re- in overalllength. The wrench is used for removing
and installing the channel faster,er assembly while the

| actor building entry hatch to new fuel storage, thenew fuel inspection stand and the spent fuel pool. It fuel assembly is held in the fuel preparation machine. ,,

also is used for handling spent fuel cask. The The channel bolt wrench has a socket which mates

principal design criteria for the reactor building and captures the channel fastener capscrew.

crane are described in Subsection 9.1.5.
9.1.4.23.4 Channel llandling Tool

9.1.4.23 Fuel Senicing Equipment
The channel. handling tool (Figure 9.16) is used in

The fuel servicing equipment described below has conjunction with the fuel preparation machine to
been designed in accordance with the criteria listed remove, install and transport fuel channels in the
in Table 9.1-2. Items not listed as seismic Category spent fuel pool. \
1, such as hoists. tools and other equipment used for
servicing shall either be removed during operation, The tool is cornposed of a handling bail, a
moved to a location where they are not a potential lock / release knob, extension shaft, angle guides and

hazard to safety related equipment, or seismically re- clamp arms which engage the fuel channel. The
strained to prevent them from becoming missiles, clamps are actuated (extended or retracted) by manu-

ally rotating lock / release knob.

9.1.4.23.1 Fuel Prep Machine
The channel handling tool is suspended by its bail

Two fuel preparation machines (Figure 9.13) are from a spring balancer on the channel handling boom

| mounted on the wall of the spent fuel pool and are located on the spent fuel pool periphery. |
used for stripping reusable channels from the spent
fuel and for rechanneling of the new fuel. The ma- 9.1.4.23.5 Fuel Pool Vacuum Sipper

chines are also used with the fuelinspection fixture
to provide an underwater inspection capability. The fuel pool vacuum sipper (Figure 9.1-7) pro-

vides a means of identifying fuel suspected of having

Each fuel preparation machine consists of a work cladding failures. The fuel pool Vacuum sipper con-

platform, a frame, and a movable carriage. The sists of a fuelisolation container, fluid console, moni-

frame and movable carriage are located below the toring console with program controller and beta de-

| normal water level in the spent fuel pool thus provid- tector and the inter connecting tubing and cables.

ing a water shield for the fuel assemblies being han- The suspected fuel assembly is placed in the isolation

died. The fuel preparation machine carriage has a container. A partial Vacuum is established in the gas

permanently installed up travel stop to prevent rais- volume above the fuel assembly. The fission product

ing fuel above the safe water shield level. gas leakage is sensed by the L:ta detector and moni-
toring console.

O
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9.1.4.23.6 General Purpose Grapple A radiation hardened portable underwater closed
3 circuit television camera is provided. The camera(y

The general purpose grapple (Figure 9.18)is a may be lowered into the teactor vessel and/or spent

handling tool used generally with the fuel. The grap- fuel pool to assist in the intpection and/or mainte-
ple can be attached to the jib crane to handle fuel nauce of these areas.

during channeling.
A general purpose, plastic viewing aid is provided to

9.1.4.23.7 (Deleted) float on the water smface to provide better visibility.
The sides of the viewing aid are brightly colored to
allow the operator to observe it in the event of filling
with water and sinking. A portable, subtnersible. type,
underwater vacuum cleaner is provided to assist in re-
moving crud and miscellaneous particulate matter
from the pool floors or reactor vessel. The pump and
the filter unit are completely submersible for ex-
tended periods. The filter ' package * is capable of

E
being remotely changed, and the filters will fit into a
standard shipping container for offsite burial Fuelg
pool tool accessories are also prosided to meet servic-
ing requirements. A fuel sampler is prodded. This is
to be used to detect defective fuel assemblies during
open vessel periods while the fuel is in the core. The
fuel sampler head isolates individual fuel assemblies
by sealing the top of the fuel channel and pumping
water from the bottom of the fuel assembly, through
the fuel channel, to a sampling station, and returning

9.1.4.23.8 Refueling Platform the water to the primary coolant system. After ag ' soaking * period, a water sample is obtained and is
ty Refer to Subsection 9.1.4.2.7 for a description of radiochemically analyzed to determine possible fuel

j the refueling platform, bundle leakage.

9.1.4.23.9 Channel llandling Boom 9.1.4.2.5 Reactor Vessel Servicing 1:quipment

A channel handling boom (Figure 9.110) with a The essentiality and safety classifications, the quality

spring loaded balance reelis used to assist the oper- group, and the seismic category for this equipment
ator in supporting a portion of the weight of the are listed in Table 9.13. Following is a description of

channel as it is removed from the fuel assembly. The the equipment designs in reference to that table.
boom is set between the fuel preparation machines.
With the channel bandling tool attached to the reel, 9.1.4.2.5.1 Reactor Vessel Service Tools

the channel may be conveniently moved between the
fuel preparation machines. These tools are used when the reactor is shut don

and the reactor vessel head is being removed or rein-

9.1.4.2.4 Servicing Aids stalled. Tools in this group are:

General area underwater lights are provided with Stud Handling Tool
a suitable reflector for illumination. Suitable light
support brackets are furnished to support the lights Stud Wrench
in the reactor vessel to allow the light to be posi-
tioned over the area being serviced independent of Nut Runner

the platform. Local area underwater lights are small
diameter lights for additionalillumination. Drop Stud Thread Protector

lights are used for illumination where needed.
Thread Protector Mandrelm

|9162
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Bushing Wrench service. The pedestals have studs which engage three
evenly spaced stud holes in the head flange. The

Seal Surface Piotector flange surface rests on replaceable wear pad made of
kluminum.

Stud Elongation Measuring Rod
When resting on the pedestals, the head flange is

Dial Indicator Elongation Measuring Device spproximately 3 ft above the floor to allow access to
the seal surface for inspection and O. ring replace.

Head Guide Cap ment.

RIP Impeller / Shaft Assembly Tool The pedestal structure is a carbon steel weldment
coated with an approved paint. It has a base with bolt

Impeller Storage Rack, holes for mounting it to the concrete floor.

The tools are designed for a 60 year life in the speci- A seismic analysis was made to determine the sels-
fied environment. Lifting tools are designed for a mic forces imposed onta the pedestals, floor anchors,
safety factor of 10 or better with respect to the ulti- using the floor response spectrum method. The strue-
mate strength of the material used. When carbon ture is designed to withstand these calculated forces
steel is used, it is either hard chrome plated, and rneet the requirements of AISC.
parkerized, or coated with an approved paint per
Regulatory Guide 1.54. 9.1.4.2.5.5 llead Stud Rack

9.1.4.2.5.2 Steamline Plug The head stud rack is used for transporting and
storage of eight reactor pressure vessel studs. It is

The steamline plugs are used during reactor suspended from the reactor building crane book when
refueling or servicing; they are inserted in the steam lifting studs from the reactor well to the operating
outlet nozzles from inside of the reactor vessel to floor.
prevent a flow of water from the reactor wellinto the
main steamline during servicing of safety relief The rack is made of aluminum to resist corrosion
valves, main isolation valves, or other components of and is designed for a safety factor of 5 with respect to
the rnain steamlines, while the reactor water levelis the ultimate strength of the material.
at the refueling level. The steam line plug design
provides two seals of different types. Each one is in- The structure is designed in accordance with the
dependently capable of holding full head pressure. ' Aluminum Construction Manuar by the Aluminum
The equipment is constructed of corrosion resistant Association,

materials. All calculated safety factors are 5 or
better. The plug body is designed in accordance with 9.1.4.2.5.6 Dryer and Separator Strongback
the ' Aluminum Construction Manuar by the Alumi-
num Association. The Dryer and Separator Strongback is a lifting

desice used for transporting the steam dryer or the
9.1.4.2.53 Shroud llead Stud Wrench shroud head with the steam separators between the

reactor vessel and the storage pools. The strongback
This is a hand held tool for tightening and loosen. is a cruciform. shaped I. beam structure, which has a

ing the shroud head studs. It is designed for a hc.ok box with two hook pins in the center for engage-
60-year life and is made of aluminum for easy han- rnent with the reactor building crane sister hook. The
dling and to resist corrosion. Calculations have been strongback has a socket with a pneumatically oper.
performed to confirm the design. ated pin on the end of each arm for engaging it to the

four lift eyes on the steam dryer or shroud head.
9.1.4.2.5.4 IIcad floiding Pedestal

The strongback has been designed such that one
Three pedestals are provided for mounting on the book pin and one main beam of the cruciform will be

refueling floor for supporting the reactor vessel head capable of carrying the totalload and sc that no single

j and strongback/ carousel during periods of reactor

O
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component failure will cause the load to drop or (4) Storace without RPV Head: During reactor op

9 swing uncontrollably out of an essentially level atti- eration, the carousel is stored on the refueling

tude. The safety factor of alllifting members is 10 or floor,
better in reference to the uhimate breaking strength
of the materials. The strongback, with its lifting components,is

designed to meet the Crane hianufacturers As-
The structure is designed in accordance with 'The sociation of America, Specification No. 70. The

hianual of Shell Construction * by AISC. The com- design provides a 15% impact allowance and a

pleted assembly is proof tested at 125% of rated safety factor of 10 in reference to the ultimate
load, and all structural welds are magnetic particle strength of the material used. After completion
inspected after load test. of welding and before painting, the lifting as-

sembly is proof load tested and allload affected
9.1.4.2.5.7 Ilead Strongback/ Carousel welds and lift pins are magnetic particle in-

spected.

The RPV head strongback/carouselis an inte-
grated piece of equipment consisting of a The steel structure is designed in accordance

cruciform shaped strongback, a circular monorail with the Manual of Stect Construction by AISC.

and a circular storage tray. Aluminum structures are designed in accor-
dance with the Aluminum Construction Manual

The strongback is a box beam structure which has bythe Aluminum Association.
a book box with two hook pins in the center for en.
gagement with the reactor senice crane sister book. The strongback is tested in accordance with
Each arm has a lift rod for engagement to the four American National Standard for overhead hoists
lift lugs on tl.e RPV head. The monorailis mounted ANSI B30.16, Paragraph 16-1.2.2.2 and such that

on extensions of the strongback arms and four addi- one hook pin and one main beam of the struc-
tional arms equally spaced between the strongback ture is capable of carrying the total load, and so

arms. The monorail circle matches the stud circle of that no single component failure will cause the

9 the reactor vessel and it serves to suspend stud load to drop or swing uncontrollably out of an
tensioners and nut handling devices. The storage tssentially level attitude. The AShtE Boiler and
tray is suspended form the ends of the same eight Pressure Vessel Code, Section IX, Welder Qual-

arms and surrounds the RPV flange. A manifold is tfication is applied to all welder structures,
mounted underneath the book box for distributing
hydraulic and pneumatic pressures to equipment &culatory Guide 134
traveling on the monorail. The head
strongback/ carousel serves the following functions: General compliance or alternate assessment for Reg-

ulatory Guide 1.54, which provides design criteria for
(1) Liftine of Vessel Head: The strongback, when protective coatings, may be found in Subsection 6.1.2.

j suspended from the Reactor Building crane
main book, will transport RPV head plus the 9.1.4.2.6 In Vessel Servicing Equipment

carousel with allits attachments between the
reactor vessel and storage on the pedestals. The instrument strongback attached to the RBC |

auxiliary hoist is used for servicing the local power

(2) Tensioninc of Vessel Head closure: The car- range monitor (LPRht), source range monitor
ousel, when supported on the RPV head on the (SRht), and intermediate range monitor (IRht) dry
vessel, will carry tensioners, its own weight, the tubes should they require replacement. The
strongback, storage of nuts, washers, thread strongback initially supports the dry tube into the
protectors, and associated tools and equipment. versel. The incore dry tube is then decoupled from

the strongback and is guided into place while being
(3) Storace with RPV Head: The carousel, when supported by the instrument handling tool Final

stored with the RPV head holding pedestals, incore insertion is accomplished from below the reac-
carries the same load for (2) above, tor vessel. The instrument handling tool is

O
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attached to the refueling platform auxiliary hoist and
is used for removing and installing LPRM fixed
incore dry tubes as well as handling the SRM and
IRM dry tubes.

The auxiliary platform provides a reactor flange
9.1.4.2.7 Refueling Equipment level working surface for in vesselinspeuion and

reactor internals servicing, and permits servicing
Fuel movement and reactor senicing operations access for the full vessel diameter. Typical operations

are performed from platforms which span the to be performed are inservice inspections. No
refueling, senicing and storage cavities. The reactor hoisting equipment is prosided with this platform, as
building is supplied with a refueling platform for fuel this function can be performed from the refueling
movement and senicing, and an auxiliary platform platform or auxiliary platform. The platform operates
for senicing operations from the vessel flange level. on tracks at the reactor vessel flange level and is low-

cred into position by the reactor building crane using
9.1.4.2.7.1 Refueling Platform the dryer / separator strongba , The platform weighs

approximately 4,000 lbs. ar > icatures 5 ft wide work
The refueling platform is a gantry crane, which is areas and motorized travel, The platform power is

used to transport fuel and reactor components to and supplied by a cable from the refueling floor elevation.

from pool storage and the reactor vessel. The
9.1.4.2.7.3 fuel Assembly Sampler

| platform spans the spent fuel pool on bedded tracksin the refueling floor. A telescoping mast and
grapple suspended from a trolley system is used to The fuel assembly sampler (Figure 9.111) provides

lift and orient fuelbundles for placement in the core a means of obtaining a water sample for radiochemi-

or storage rack. Control of the platform is from an cal analysis from fuel bundles while installed in the

operator station on the refueling floor, core. The fuel assembly sampler conshts of a sam-
pling station, two sampling chambers and intercon-

A position indicating system and travellimit com- necting tubing. The sampling chambers are lowered

puter is provided to locate the grapple over the over four adjacent assemblics and samples are ob-
vessel core and prevent collisions with pool obstacles. tained of the water in the fuel channels.
Two auxiliary hoists of 480 kg and 500 kg capacity
(approximately 1,000 lbs.), one gnain and one auxil- 9.1.4.2.8 Storage Equipment

iary monorail trolley mounted, are provided for
incore senicing. The grapple in its fully retracted Specially designed equipment storage racks are pro-

position prosides sufficient water shielding over the vided. Additional storage equipment is listed on
active fuel during transit. Tbc fuel grapple hoist has Table 9.15. For fuel storage racks description and

a redundant load path so that no single component fuel arrangement, see Subsections 9.1.1 and 9.1.2.

failure will result in a fuel bundle drop. Interlocks
on the platform: (1) prevent hoisting a fuel assembly Defective fuel assemblies are placed in special fuel

over the vessel with a control rod removed;(2) pre- storage containers, which are stored in the equipment

vent collision with fuel pool walls or other structures; storage rack, both of which are designed for the de-

| (3) limit travel of the fuel grapple;(4) interlock grap- fective fuel. These may be used to isolate leaking or

pie book engagement with hoist load and hoist up defective fuel while in the fuel pool and during ship-

| E power; and (5) ensure correct sequencing of the ping. Channels can also be removed from the fuel

$ transfer operation in the automatic or manual tuode, bundle while in a defective fuel storage container.

9.1.4.2.7.2 Auxillary Platfortn The fuel pool sipper may be used for out of core
wet sipping at any time, They ne used to detect a de-
fective fuel bundle while circulating water through the
fuel bundle in a closed system. The ball on the con-
tainer head is dedgad not to fit into the fuel grapple.

|
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9.1.4.2.9 Under Reactor Vessel Servicing 9.1.4.2.10.1 Arrival of Fuel on Site

( Equipment
V The new fuelis delivered to the plant on 71atbed

The primary functions of the under reactor vessel truck or railcar. The new fuelis delivered to the re-
senicing equipment are to: (1) remove and install ceiving stations in the reactor building through the
control rod drives;(2) install and remove the neutron rail and truck entry door. There, the incoming new
detectors; and (3) remove and install RIP Motors. fuelis unloaded, inspected, and prepared for use.

Table 9.14 lists the equipment and tools required for
senicing. Of the equipment listed, the equipment 9.1.4.2.10.2 Refueling Procedure

handling platform and the CRD handling equipment
are powered pneumatically. A general plant refueling and senicing sequence di-

agram is shown in Figure 9.1 12. Fuel handling pro-
Tbc CRD handling equipment is designed for the cedures are showm in Figures 9.113 and 9.114 and

removal and installation of the control rod drives described below. Typical reactor building layouts are
from their housings. This equipment is used in con- shown in Section 1.2 and component drawings of the

junction with the equipment handling platform. It is principal fuel handling equipment are shown in Fig-
designed in accordance with OSHA 1910.179, and uses 9.13 through 9.1 11.
American Institute of steel Construction, AISC.

When the reactor is sufficiently cooled, the drywell

I The under vessel platform provides a working head and vessel head are removed by the reactor
surface for equipment and personnel performing building crane and placed in their respective storage
work in the under vessel area. It is a polar platform areas. The reactor building crane and cruciform-
capable of rotating 360 . This equipment is designed shaped strongback will be used to handle the RPV
in accordance with the applicable requirements of head and attachments. The sitongbac'- is desig.ned so

OSHA (Vol 37, No. 202, Part 1910N), AISC, that no single component fa0ure will cause the load to
ANSI C 1, National Electric C de, drop or swing uncont ollably out of nn essentially hor-

irontal attitude.

O The spring reelis used to pull the incore guide
d tube seal or incore detector into the incore guide The strongback attaches to the crane sister hook by

tube during incore senicing. means of an integral hook box and two hook pins.
Each pin is capable of carrying the rated load. Each

The water seal cap is designed t prevent leakage main beam of the cruciform is capable of carrying the

of primary coolant from incore detector housings rated load.

during detector replacement. It is designed te indus-
trial codes and manufactured from corrosion resis- On both ends of each leg are adjustable lifting rods,

tant material. suspended vertically to attach the lifting legs to the
RPV head. These are for adjustment for even

The incore flange seal test plug is used to deter- four point load distribution and allow for some flexi-
mine the pressure integrity of the incore flange bility in diametrical location of the lifting lugs on the
O ring seal. It is constructed of corrosion resistant head.

material.
The maximum potential drop height is at the point

9.1.4.2.10 Fuel llan6tng Tasks where the head gets lifted vertically from the vessel
and before moving it horizontally to the head storage

The fuel handling and transfer system prosides a pedestals,
safe and effective means fortransporting and han-
dling fuel from the time it reaches the plant untilit The shroud h-ad load and the steam dryer load will

leaves the plant after post irradiation cooling. The both be lifted w a the dryer / separator strongback.

following subsections describe the integrated fuel
transfer system which ensures that the design bases This strongback is a cruciform shape with
of the fuel handling system and the requirements of box-shaped at the four ends. Each socket box has two

Regulatory Guide 1.13 are satisfied. compartments to accommodate the two different lug
spacings on the dryer and on the shroud head,

b
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Pneumatically operated lifting pins will penetrate the receiving station within the reactor building. The
sockets to engage the lifting lugs. crates are unloaded from the transport vehicle and ex-

amined for damage during shipment.
Each of the above strongbacks are load tested at

125% rated lud. At this test, measurements are The crate dimensions are approximately 32 X 32 X
taker, before test ?oad, under test load an<l after re- 216 inches. Each crate contains two fuel bur.dlcs sup-

leasing load, to vedfy that deflections are within ac- ported by an inner metal container. Shipping weight
ceptable limits. A magnetic particle test of structural of each unit is approximately 3000 lbs. The receising

welds is performed aften the load test to assure cruc- station shallinclude a separate area where the crate

turalintegrity, cover and the inner metal container can be removed
from the crate. Both inner and outer shipping con-

A seal exists around the vessel opening to seal the tainers are reusable. Handling during uncrating is ac-

drywell from the reactor well. Water is pumped into complished by use of the reactor building cranct The
the reactor well. Once the reactor wellis filled, the inner container is tilted to a position which is almost

dryer and separatar are remosed and transferred to vertical, while the fuel bundles are unstrapped and re-

| the!r storage areas within the D/S pit using the moved from the container with the reactor building

dryer / separator strongback. The tools are used in crane. They are then transported to storage in the
these and subsequent 7eactor servicing operaticns new fuel storage racks located in the new fuel storage

are listed in Table 9.1-2. Once access to the core is vault or to the new fuelinspection stand located on

possible, the refueling platform can relocate and the refueling floor.
move assemblies to and from the pool storage racks.
Simultaneously, RIP, CRD hydraulic system, and the The actualinspection of the new fuelis normally
neutron monitoring system may be serviced from deferred until all the reusable contaiaers are emptied

- beneath the vessel. and the area around the new fuel vault cleared. At
l that time, the indisidual fuel bundles are removed

| During refueling.the refueling platform transfers from the vault, inserted in the new fuel inspection

the spent fuel from the core to the spent fuel pool, stand, dimensionally and visually intpected, and re-

The spent fuel assembly is placed in the fuel turned to the storage vault to await assembly with
preparation machine, whre its channelis removed channels. The new fuelinspection stand accommo-
and fitted to the new fuel bundl; previously placed in dates two fuel assemblies at one time.

the machine. During channeling, the spent fuel
bundle is placed in the storage racks by the refueling 9.1.4.2.10.2.1.2 Channeling New Fuel

platform. The refueling platform then places
another new fel bundle in the fuel preparation New fuelis unloaded from the new fuel vault and
machine for channeling. transported to the fuel racks in the spent fuel pool. |

| Usually, channeling new fuel is done concurrently
When refueling and servicing are completed, the with dechanneling spent fue: 'Jwo fuel preparation

steam separator assembly is replaced in the vessel, machines are located in the spent fuel pool, one used |

the steamline plugs removed and the steam dryer re- for dechanneling spent fuel and the other to channel

turned to the vessel. At this point, the gates are in- new fuel, The procedure is as follows: Using the
| stalled, isolating the reactor well from the other refueling platform, a spent fuel bundle is transported |

pools. The reactor wellis then drained to the main to the fuel prep machine. The channelis unbolted
condenser. With the reactor well empty, the vessel from the bundle using the channel boh wrench. The

and drywell heads are replaced. channel handling toolis fastened to the top of the _

'

channel and the fuel prep machine carriage is lowered

9.1.4.2.10.2.1 New Fuel Preparation removing the fuel from the channel. The channelis
then positioned over a new fuel bundle located in fuel

[
9.1. t.2.10.2.1.1 Receipt and inspection of New prep machine No. 2 and the process reversed. The

Fuel channeled new fuelis stored in the pool storage racks
ready for insertion into the reactor.

The incomir.g new fuel will be delisered to a

|9m
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9.1.4.2.10.2.1.3 Equipment Preparation Each stud is tensioned and its out loosened in a

O'
wriu of two to three passes. Finally, when the nuts

Another ingredient in a successful refueling outige are loose, chey are backed off using a clat runnet until
is equipment and new fuel readiness, Equipment cfJy a few threads engage. The out is hand rotated
long lying dormant must be brought to liic. AH tools, free frcta tle stud and the nuts er,d washer 5 are
grapples, slings, strongbacks, stud tenslocers, etc., placed in the racks provided for them on the carousel.
will be given a thorough inspection and o} arational When all the nuts and washers are removed,abe
check, and any defective (or well worn) parts will be vessel stud protectors and vessel head guide caps are
replaced. Air hoses on grapples will be ebecked. installed.
Crane cables will be routinely inspected. All neces-
sary maintenance will be performed to preclude Nem, the head, strongback and carousel are trans-
cutage extension due to equipment failure, ported by the Reactor Building eranc to the head

holding pedestals on the refueling floor. The head
9.1.4.2.10.2.2 Reactor Shutdown holding pedestals keep the vessel head elevated to fa.

cilitate inspection ar.d 0 ring replacement.
The reactor is shut down according to a pres,cribed

procedure. During cooldown, the reactor pressure The studs in line with the fuel transfer gates are re- |
vesselis vented and filled to above flange level to inowd from the vessel and placed in the rack pro-
promote cooling. vided for ll rm. Tbc loaded rsck is transported to the ,

refueling Door for storage. Removal of these studs
9.1.4.2.10.2.2.1 Drpell llead Removal provides 4 pa3 for fuel movement.

Immediately after cooldown the work to remove 9.1.4.2.10.23.2 Dryer Remo ut
the dr>well heed can begin. The drywell head will be
attached by a quick disconnect rnechaaism. To The dryer separator strongback is lowered by the
remove the head, the quick disconnect pins are with- reactor building crane and attsched to tbc dryer lift-
drawn and stored separately for reinsertion wheti the ing lugs. The dryer is lifted from the reactor vessel

and transported underwater to its storage location in |
head is replaced. The drywell head is lifted b) .1

| reactor buildi: g crane to its storage space on the th, D/S pit adjacent to the reactor well.
refueling floor. The drywell seal surface protector is
installed before any other activity proceeds in the re- 9.1,4.2.10.2.3.3 Separator Armmal
actor well area.

In pra.paration for the separator removal, the
9.1.4.2.10.2.2.2 Reactor Well Servicing steamline plugs are instilled in the four main steam

nozzles. The sapprator is then unbolted from the
When the dr>well head has been removed, several shroud usirg shroud head bolt wrenches. When the

pipe lines are exposed. These lines pencoate the re- unbolting is accomphshed, the dryer separator
actor well through openings. The piping must be re- strongback is lowered into the vestel and attached to
moved and the openings sealed. There are abo vari- the separstor li' ting lugs. The separator is lifted from
ous vent openings which must be made watertight. the reactor wssel and transported underwater to the

storage location in the D/S pit adjacent to the reactor |
Water levelin the vessel is now lowered to flange well.

' levelin preparation for head removal.
9.1.4.2.10.23.4 Fuel Assembly Sampilng

9.1.4.2.10.2.3 Reactor Vessel Opening
During reactor operation, the core offgas radiation

9.1.4.2.10.2.3.1 Vesselllead Removal level.is raonitored. If a rise in offgas activity has been
noted,the reactor care may be sampled during shut,

j Tht, combination head strongback and carousel down to Iccate any leaking fuel assemblics. The fuel
stud tensioner is transported by the Reactor Building sample isolates up to a 4. bundle array in the core,

l crane and positioned on the reactor vessel head, This stops water circulation through the bundles and
allows fission products to concentrate if a bundle is,

I
.

defective. After 10 minutes, a water sample is taken

Amendment 16 9168
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for fission product analysis. If a defective bundle is hoist and auxiliary hoist prevent hoisting of a fuel as-

| found,it is transferred to tbc spent fuel poc! and sembly over the core with a control rod withdrawn;
stored in a special defective fuel storage container to inteslocks also prevent withdrawal of a blade with a

| minimize background methity in the spent fuel pool. fuel assembly over the core attached to either the fuel
grapple or auxilisry hoists. Interlocks block travel

9.1A110.2A Refucitog and Reactor Servicing over the reactor in the startup mode.

| The gate isolating the spent fuel pool from the The refueling platform contains a system that indi-
reactor well is removed, thereby interconnecting the cates position of the fuel grapple over the core. The

| pool areas. The refueling of the reactor can now readout,in tbc local control room, matches the core

begin. arrangement cellidentification numbers. The posi-
tion indicator is accurate within 1/5 inch, relative to

9.1 A.2.10.2A.1 F efueling actual position, and minimizes jogging required to
correctly place the grapple over the core,

During a nordnl o' ' age, approximately 25% of the
feelis removed ti sm M tcsubt wel,25% of the To move fuel, the fuel grapple is aligned over the
fuelis shuffled in the core (generally I i m pefipheral fuel nssembly, lowered and attached to the fuel
to conter locations) ar.J 25% new fi ,1is installed, bundle ball. The fuel bundle is raised out of the core,

The actual fuel handlieg Mppt * , h the refueling moved through the refueling slot to the spent fuel |
platforta. It is used as the priacipal means of pool, positioned over the storage rack and lowered
traruportin3 uel assernbbes between the reactor well into the rack. Fuelis shuffled and new fuelis movedf
and the spent fuel pool:it also serves as a hoist and from the spent fuel pool to the reactor vesselin the |
tr6nsport dsvice it provides an operator with work same manner,

surfa:e for almost all the other senicing operations.
The platfor n travels on track extending along each 9.l A.2.10.2.5 Vessel Closure

j sid; of the reactor well and spent fuel pool and
supports the refueling grapple auxiliary hoists. The The following steps, when perfortned, will return
grapple is suspended from a trolley that cim traverse the reactor to operating condition. The procedures
the width of the platform. are the reverse of those described in the preceding

sections. hiany steps are performed in parallel and
The refueling platform has two 480 kg (1/2 ton) not as listed,

auxiliary hoists. One hoist normally can be used with
appropriate grapples to handle control rods, guide (1) Core verification the core position of each fuel
tubes, fuel support pieces, sources and other assembly must be verified to assure the desired
internals of the core. The auxiliary boist San also core configuration has been attained. Underwa-
serve as means of handling other equipment within ter TV with a video tape is utilized. Cable op-
the pool. A second auxiliary hoist is mounted on the tional.

platform trolley.
(2) FMCRD tests the control rod drive timing,

The platforrn control system permits friction and scram tesu are performed as re-
va 'able speed, simultaneous operation of all three quired.

platform motions. Maximum speeds are:
(3) Replace separator.

(1) bridge 66 fpm (20 m/ min)
(4) Bolt separ ator and remove four steamline plugs.

(2) trolley 33 fpm (10 m/ min)
(5) Replace st tarn dryer.

(3) grapple hoist 39 fpm (12 m/ min)
(6) lostall gp

A single operator can control all the motions of the
platform regt. ired to handle the fuel assemblies (7) Drain reai tor well.
during refueling. Interlocks on both the grapple

(8) Remove o.ywell seal surface covering; open
drywef vents.

f9 t-6 9Amendmeni 16
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O yoke are attached to the head and secured and the

V (9) Replace vessd studs. closure nuts are disengaged. The cask is next raised
and transferred into the cask pit.

(10) Install teactor vessel head.
The cask is moved to a position over the center of

(11) Install vessel head piping and insulation. the :ask pit and slowly lowered into the cask pit until
it rests on the cask pit floor.

(12) Hydro test vesselif required.
The cask lifting yoke is lowered until disengaged

(13) lastall drywell head; lesi check. from the cask trunnions and the closure head lifted
off the cask. The closure head and yoke are movect

(14) Install shield plugs. into the cask washdown pit for storage. The canal
gates between the ca.;k pit and tiie spent fuel pool are |

| (15) Stow gates. removed and spent fuel transfer from the storage
racks to the catk is started.

(16) Elyturi tests the reactor is returned to full
power operation. Power is increased gradually Spent fuelis transferred underwater frov storage in
in a series of steps unit the reactor is operating the spent fuel pool to the cask using the telescoping
at rated power. At specific steps during the ap- fuel grapple mounted on the refueling platform.
proach to power, the incore flux monitors are When the cask is filled with spent fuel, the gate be-
calibrated. tween the cask pit and the spent fuel poolis replaced |

The closure head is replaced on the cask and the lift
9.1.4.2.10J Departur9 of fuel from Site yoke engaged with the cask trunnions. The loaded

cask is raised, transferred to the cask washdown pit,
Tbc empty cask arrives at the plant on the special and slowly lowered to the pit floor.

flatbed railcar or truck. The personnel shipping bar.
77 rier and transfer impact structure are removed from The cask is checked by heakh physics personnel and

V the large casks and stored outside the rail entry door. decontamination is performed in the cask washdown
Health physics personnel check the cask exterior to pit with high pressure water sprays, chemicals and
determine if decontamination is necessary. Decon- han] scrutibing as required to clean the cask to the
tamination, if required, and washdown to remove level required for transport. Cooling connections are
road dirt,is performed before removal of the cask available in the cask washdown pit in the event cool-
from the transport vehicle. The R/B equipment ing is required during decocamination aethities. The'

entry airlock door is opened and the cask with its remaining closure nuts are replaced and tightened
transport device moved into the building. The rail Smear tests are performed to verify cleaning to offsite
car of truck is blocked in position. transportation requirements.

The airlock door is closed and the cask is inspected The cleaned cask is lowered from the refueling floor
for shipping damage. to the reactor building entry lock onto eask skids with

the reactor building crane and mounted on the trans.
The cask cooling system of the transport vehicle is port vehicle. The cask cooling system of the transport

_

disconnected. The cask yoke is removed from its vehicle is connected to the cask and the cask internal
'

storage position on the flatbed and attached to the pressure and temperature are monitored. When they
cask trunnions. The yoke engagement, car brakes are at equilibrium conditions, the cask is ready for
and wheel blocks und clearances for cask tilt and lift shipment. The personnel barrier and impact struc-
are checked. The cask is tilted to the vertical posi- ture are eplaced. The reactor building airlock facility
tion with combined main hoist lift and trolley move- doors are opened and the cask and transport device
ment. With the cask in a sertical position, the cask is are moved out of the reactor building.
lifted approximately 5 ft off the transport device skid
mounting trunnions to clear the upper coolant duct. 9.1.43 Safety Evaluation of Fuelllandling
Tbc cask is moved up to the refueling floor and then System
into t'he cask washdown pit and slowly lowered to the

p floor of the pit. Closure head lifting cables on the
V
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Safry upects (evaluation) cf the fuel ser icing the grapple is disengaged, the position of the upot
equipment are discussed in Subsection 9.1.4.2.3 and part of the fuel bundle can be observed usi m, &
safety aspects of the refueling equipment are dis- television. W
cussed throughout Subsection 9.1.4.2.7. In addition,
a following summary tafety evaluation of the In addition to the snain boist on the trc& s, there

fuel handling system is provided below, are two auxiliary hoist on the Molley. T!;se three |
hoists are precluded from operating sW1taneously

The fuel prep machine removes and installs chan- because control power is availabk (0 only one of
nets mith all parts remaining underwater. Mechani- them at a tin.e. The two auxilian hoists have load
cal stops prevent the carriage from lifting the fuel cells with icterlocks which pren the hoints form
bundle or assembly to height where w>ter shielding moving anghing as heavy as a fW bundle.
is not sufficient. Irradiated channels, as well as small
parts such as bolts and springs, are stored underwa. The two auxiliary hoists have electricalinterlocks
ter. The spaces in the channel storage rack have which prevent the hfting of their loads higher than a
center posts which prevent the loading of fuelbun- specified limit. Adjustable snechanicalja.n simps on
dies into this rack. the cables back up these interlocks.

There are no nuclear safety problems associated
with ti,e handling of new fuel bundles, singly or in
pairs. Equipment and procedures prevent an accu +
mutation of more than two bundles ic sny location.

| The refueling platform is designed to prevent it l'urther, a series of watertight gates are provided
form topplinginto the pools during a SSE. Redun- such that the cask never exceeds the 30.ft drop design

dant safety interlocks, as well as limit switches, arc criteria. The cask is moved to the cask pit and gated

prcnided to prevent accidentally running the grapple off a.nd the cask pit filled with water . Only then is
into the pool walls. The grapple utilized for fuel the spent fuel pool ennnected to the cask pit and the
movement is on the end of a telescoping mast. At f 911 fuel transfer begun. When the cask is loaded, the
rettaMion of the mast, the grapple is sufficiently spent fuel poolis gated closed and the cask removal
16 .et surface, so there is no chance of raising procedure reversed. A cask decontamination pit area
aI nembly to the point where it is inadequately is provided.
sh, .:d by water. The grapple is hoisted by tedun-
dant cables inside the mast, and is lowered by grav- Light loads such as the blade guide, fuel support
ity. A digital readout is displayed to the operator, casting, control rod or control rod guide tube weigh
showing him the exact coordinates of the grapple considerably less than a fuel bundle and are adminis-

tratively controlled to eliminate the movem 3nt of any |
over the core,

light load over the spent fuel pool above the elevatien
The mast is suspended and gimbated from the trol- required for fuel assembly handling. Thus, the kinetic

ley, near its top, so that the mast can be swung about energy of any light load would be less than a fuel
the axis of platform travel, a order to remove the bundle and would have less damage induced. Sec.
grapple from the water for senicine and for storage, ondly, to satisfy NUREG 0554, the equipment han- |diing components over the spent fuel pool are

The grapple has two independent hooks, each op- designed to meet the single failure proof criteria.
erated by an air cylinder. Engagement is indicated to
the operator, laterlocks prevent grapple disengage- The spent fuel storage racks are purchased
ment until a ' slack cable * signal from the lifting equipment. The purchas- specification for these r

cables indicates that the fuel assembly is seated. The racks will require the s todor to provide the ii
'

slack cable indication is also used to detsrmine if a information requested in Oi estion 430.192 pertaining
fuel bundle is lodstd in a position other than its to load drop analysis. See Subsect on 9.1.4.3 for
normal, seated position in the core, interface requirements,

g la Jdition to the slack cable signal, the elevation in summary, the fuel handling system complies with

i of the grapple is continuously indicated. Also, after General Design Criteria 2,3,4,5,61, and 63, and ap-
plicable portions of 1Mi'R50.'

i__
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! The safety evaluation of the new and spent fuel When the unit h received at the site,it is inspected
j j., storage is presented in Subsections 91 L3 ac t to ensure no damage has occurred during transl or

9.1.23. storage. Prior to use and at periodi;intervah, each
piece of equipment is again tested to ensure the

: 9.1.4.4 Inspectiot. and Testing Requ!rements electrical and/or mechanical functions are opera-
i tional.
; 9.1.4.4.1 laspection

Passive units, such as the fuel storage racks, are vi.?

Refueling and senicing equipment h subject to the sually trapected prior to use, j
'

strict coctroh of quality assurance, incorporating the j

requirements of federalrrgulation 30CTR$0, Appen. Fuel. handling and vessel servicitig equipment
Idix B. The fuel storage racks and refueling platform preoperational tests are describ?d in Subsection.

have an additional set of engineering specified ' qual. 14.2.12.

; ity requirements' that identify features which require
specific OA verification of compliance to drawing 9.1.4.5 Instrumentation Requirtments

,

requirements. |
9 l.4.5.1 Refueling Platform 1

For components classified as American Society of 1!

Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section lit, the shop The refueling platform has a LY.Z position 1

operation must secure and maintain an ASME *W indicator system that informs the operator which core '

stamp, which requires the submittal of an acceptable fuel cell the fuel grapple is accessing. Interlocks and
.'

ASME quality plan and a corresponding procedural control room monitor are prmided to prevent the fuel
manual. grapple from operating in a fuel cell where the con-

trol rod is not in the proper orientation for refueling.
;

Additionally, the shop operation must submit to
.

frequent ASME audits and component inspections Additionally, there is a series of rnechanically acti-
by resident state code inspectors. Prior to shipment, vated switches and relays that provides monitor indi.'

cvery cornponent inspection item is reviewed by OA cations on the operator's console for grapple limits,
supenisory personnel and combined into a summary hoist and cable load conditions, and confirmation that

product quality checklist (POL). By hsuance of the the grappl 's hook is either engaged or releaseJ.
POL, verification is made that all quality require.
ments have bcen confirmed and are on record in the A series of load cells is installed to provide auto-
product's hit,torical file. matic shutdown whenever threshold limits are ex.

cceded for either the fuel grapple or the auxiliary
9.1.4.4J Testing hoist units.

Qualification testing is performed on refueling and 9.1.4.5.2 Fuel Support Grapple
senicing equipment prior to multi unit production.
Test specifications are defined by the responsible Although the fuel support grapple is not essential to
design engineer and may iaclude sequence of opera. safety,it has an instrumentation system consisting of
tions, loud capacity and life cycles tests. These test mechanical switches and indicator lights. This syr, tem
actinties are performed by an independent test engl. provides the operator with a positive indication that
necting group and,in many cases, a full design - the grapple is properly aligned and oriented and that
review of the product is coeducted before and after the grappling mechanism is either extended or re.
Ibc qualification testing cycle. Any design changes tracted.
affecting function, that are made after the compte.
tion of qualification testing, are requalified by test or 9.l.4.53 Other
calculation.

Refer to Table 9.15 for additional refueling and
Functional tests are performed in the shop prior to - senicing equipment not requiring instrumentation.

the shipment of production units and generallyin.
clude cicettical tests, leak tests, and sequence of op- 9.1,4.$.4 Radiation Monitoring
crations tests.

O The radiation monitoring equipment for the fuel
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handling area is discussed in Subsectior. !!.5.2.1.2.1.
E The fuel area ventilation exhaust radiation
& mordtoring is discussed in Subsection 11.5.2.1.3.

|
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All major handling equipment compoi. .nts: cords are available. Qualification load and
O) cranes, hoist, refueling platform etc., will be performance toting, including nondestructive(
'

prosided with an operating instruction and main- examination (NDE) and dimensional inspection on
tenance manual for reference and utilization by heavy load handling equipment will be performed
operations personnel. }{andling equipment operat. prior to OA acceptance. Tests may include load
ing procedure will comply with the requirements capacity, safety overloads, life cycle, sequence
of NUREG 0612 Subsection 5.1.1(2). of operations and functional areas.

1

The operational programs for maintenance and When equipment is received at the site it will |
servicing are described in Subsection 9.1.5.6. be inspected to ensure no damage has occurred i

!during transit or storage. Prior to use and at
9.13J Safety Evaluations periodle intervals each piece of equipment will |

be tested again to ensure the electrical and/or |
The crancs, hoists, and related lifting de- mechanical functions are operationalincluding

vices used for handling heavy loads either sa- visual and,if required NDE inspection,
tisfy the single f ailure proof guidelines of
NUREG-0612 Subsection 5.1.6, including NUREG- Crane inspections and testing will comply
0554 or evaluations are made to demonstrate com- with requirements of ANSI B30.2 and NUREG 0612,
pliance with the recommended guidelines of Sec. Subsectien 5.1.1(6).
tion 5.1, including Subsection 5.1.4 and 5.1.5.

9.133 Instrumentation Requirements
The equipment handling components over the

fuel pool are designed to meet the single faibre The majority of the heavy load handling
proof criteria to satisfy NUKEG-0554. Redundant equipment is manually operated and controlled
safety interlocks and limit switches are provided by the operator's visual observations. This
to prevent transporting heavy loads by RB crane type of operation does not necessitate the need
over any spent fuel storage area. for a dynamic instrumentation system.g

(]\ A transportation routing study will be made of Load cells may be installed to provide auto-
all planned heavy load handling move 6 to evaluate matic shutdown whenever threshold limits are ex.
and minimire safety risks. ccedad for criticalload handling operations to

prevent overloading.
Safety evaluation of related light loads and

refueling handling tasks in which heavy load 9.13.6 Operational Responsibilities

equipmen is also used are covered in Subscetion
9.1.43. Critical heavy load handling in operation of

the plant shallinclude the following documented
9.13.4 Inspection and Testing program for safe administration and safe

implementation of operations and control of
licavy load handling equipment is subject to heavy load handling systems:

the strict controls of Quality Assurance (OA),
incorporating the requirements of Federal Regu- (1) lleavy Lord llandling System and Equipment
lation 10Cl~R50, Appendix B. Components defined Operating Procedures.
as essential to safety have an additional set of
engineering specified 'Ouality Requirements * that (2) fleavy Load llandling Equipment Maintenance
identify safety related features which require Procedures and/or Manuals,

specific OA verification of compliance to
drawing / specification requirements. (3) licasy load flandling Equipment inspection and

Test Plans; NDE, Visual, etc.

Prior to shipment, every lifting equipment
component requiring inspection will be reviewed (4) Heavy Load llandling Safe Load Paths and
by OA for compliance ar.d that the required re. Routing Plans.

b\
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(5) QA Program to Monitor and Assure
implementation and Compliance of licasy lead
liandling Operations and Controli,.

(6) Operator Qualifications. Training and
Control Program.

9.1.6 Interfaces

9.1.6.1 Nt* Fuel Storage Racks Criticality Analysis

Tbc applicant referencing the ABWR design
shall provide the NRC confirmatory criticality
analysis as required by Subsection 9.1.1.1.1.

9.1.6.2 Dynamic and Impact Analyses of New fuel
Storage Racks

The applicant referencing the ABWR design
shall provide the NRC confirmatory dynamic and
impact analyses of tbc new fuel storage racks. See
Subseetion 9.1.1.1.6.

9.1.63 Spent fuel Storage Racks Criticality
Analpls j

The applicant referencing the ABWR design
'

shall provide the NRC confirmatory critically
analysis as required by Subsection 9.1.23.1.

9.1.6.4 Spent Fuel Racks lead Drop Analpis

The applicant referencing the ABWR design
sball provide the NRC confirmatory load drop
analysis as required by Subsection 9.1.43.

9.1.7 References

1 General Electric Standard Application for
Reactor fuel, (NEDE.24011.P.A, latest approved

revision).

9.10
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v/ Table 9,1 1

DEFINITION OF TERMS

A F1 w area through bundles = 15.353 in. ).
b

-
3

A Arbitrary area used in bundle friction correlation = 10 in.'
'

L

C Specific heat of water = 1.0 Blu/lb "F.
p

g Gravitational constant 32.2 ft/sec

li , Head loss through bundle (ft 110),
t 7

h Effective depth of cold water over entrance point into bundle = 13.5 ft in this example
g

3
1 Intercept in t versus t correlation = 63.45 lb/ft .

M Slope of r versus t correlation = 0.0145 lb/ft F.

r Density of water = 62.00lb/ft (at 100 F).

O Heat evohitien rate from bundle - 68,000/3/40 Illu/sec.

O o
U t inlet water temperature (1(0 F).

\'b
\'el c ty of water through bundle (ft/sce).

,

|

O
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gTable 9.12

FUEL SERVICING EQUll' MENT

Essential Safety

Component Classin. Classin. Quality Selsmic

No. Ideetincallon cation cation Group Category

(a) (b) (c) (d)

1 Tuel Prep Machine NE O E N/A

2 New ruelInspection Stand PE 2 E N/A

3 Channel Bolt Wrench NE O E NA

4 ( . .annel llandlin: Tool NE O E NA

5 Tuel Pool Vacuum Sipper b e. O E NA

6 Genital Purpose Grapple NE O E NA

7 DeletrJ
g

! 8 Refueling Platform PE 2 E I

9 Channel llandling Machine NE O E NA

E2tta:

(a) NE = Non Essential
PE = Passive Essential

Other(b) O =

ASME Code Section 111 Class 2(c) B =

ANSI B31,1D =

Electrical Codes ApplyE =

IndustrialCode AppliesI =

(d) NA = No Selsmic Requirements
Class iI =

O
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Table 9.1 10(]
SINGLE FAILURE PROOF CRANES

1. Reactor building crane

! 2. Refueling platform erane
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o 9.2 WATER SYSTEMS (3) Tbc UHS is sired so that makeup water is not

h required for at least 30 days following an {f9.2.1 Station Service Water System accident and design basis temperature and ,
chemistry limits for safety related equi centt **

The functions normally performed by tbc are not exceeded.
station service water system are performed by the
systems discussed in Subsection 9.2.11. (4) The UHS is desiped to perform its safety

function during periods of adverse site
9.2.2 Closed CoolingWater System conditions, resulting in maximum water

consumption and minimum cooling capability.
The functions normally performed by the closed

cooling water system are performed by the systerns (5) The UHS is desiped to withstand the most
discussed in Subsections 9.2.11,9.2.12,9.2.13, sesere natural phenomenon or site related
and 9.2.14 event (c. g., SSE, tornado, hurricane, flood,

freeting, spraying, pipe whip, jet forces,
9.2.3 Demineralbed Water Makeup missiles, fire, failure of non. Seismic Category 1

Sy stem equipment, flooding as a result of pipe failures
or transportation accident), and reasonably

The functions normally performed by tbe demin- probable combinations of less severe
eralized water inateup system are performed by phenomena and/or events, without irnpairing
the systems discussed in Subsections 9.2.8,9.2.9 and its safety function.

9.2.10.
(6) The safety related portion of the UHS shall be

9.2.4 Potable and SanitaryWater designed to perform their required cooling
Systems function assuming a single active failure in any

mechanical or electrical system.

(' Out of ABWR Standard Plant Scope. See Sub-
section 9.2.17.3 for interface requirements. (7) The UHS is desiped to withstand any credible ,

single failure of man made structural features n
5

9.2.5 Ultimate Heat Sink without impairing its safety function.

This subsection provides a conceptual desip of (8) All safety related beat rejection systems shall
tbc ultimate beat sink (UHS) as required by be redundant so that the essential cooling
1KcR$2. The interface requirements for the function can be performed even with tbc
UHS are part of the design certifhtion. complete loss of one division. Single failures of

passive compocents in electrical systems may
9.2 5.1 Safety Design Bases (Interface lead to tbc loss of the affected pump, valve or

Requirements) other components and tbc partial of complete
loss of cooling capability of that division but not

(1)Tbc UHS is designed to provide sufficient of other divisions,
7f cooling water to the reactor service water

(RSW) system to permit safe shutdown and (9) The UHS and any pumps, valves, structures or*

cooldown of the unit and maintain the unit in a other components that remove beat from safety

safe shutdown condition. The UHS systems sball be desiped to Seismic Category l

temperature is provided in Table 2.0-1, and ASME Code, Section 111, Class 3, Quality
Assurance D, Quality Group C,IEEE 279 and

(2)ln the event of an accident, the UHS is IEEE 308 requirements,

desiped to provide sufficient cooling water to
the RSW system to safely dissipate the heat for (9) The safety related portions of the UHS shall be

that accident. The amount of heat to be mechanically and electrically separated,

removed is provided in Tables 9.2-4a,-4b and
4c. (10) The UHS is desiped to include the capability

for full operational testing.

9.21
Amendment 16
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9.23.2 Power Generation Design flases 9.2JJJ Spra) Pond Pump Structure

(laterface Requirements)
The spray pond pump structure houses the RSW

The Ulls is designed to remove the heat load pumps and associated piping and salves. See
of the RSW system during all phases of norrnal Subst etion 9.2.15. The pump structure is located on

plant operation. These heat loads are presided in the edge of the spray pond. OpeninFs are presided
Tables 9.2 4a 4b and 4c. Ilowever,it is not a in front of the pump structure to allow pond water to

requirement that the Ull5 temperature be flow into the wet pits where the pump suctions are

,g$ assumed to be the matimum temperature for all located. Each pump is located in its own bay. A re.
3
O? operating modes during normal plant operations. tuovable screen is placed at the entrance of each bay,

9.233 Sptem Description (Conceptual Design) The purnp structure is designed to provide
adequate net positive suction head for the pumps.

The UllS is a spray pond which setses the
safety related functions of providing cooling water llVAC equipment maintains necessary conditions

and acting as a beat sink for the RSW sptem for proper operation of tbc equipment in the pump

during accident conditions. The spray pond also structure,

serves as a beat sink during normal operation by
accepting the heat load of the RSW system. 9.2JJ.4 System Components

(

KE There are no other heat loads associated with Tour spray networks are prosided. During normal
j

&{ the spray pond in addition to tbe RSW sptem, plant operation, two of tbc networks are in
operation. When the beat load is increased during

9.233.1 General Description cooldown, shutdown or accident, the RSW return E

water will be sent to all four networks. Network ?

The UHS is a hip.hly reliable, Seismic Category header piping is sired for proper flow rates to all

I spray pond that presides that at. ad:quate source norrles in the network. Piping is sloped to allow

of coohng water is :.vailable at all times for reactor compete drainage of the networks and network
operation, shutdown cooldown and for accident supply piping to rninimite corrosion and prevent
mitigation. The RSW sptem (Subsection 9.2.15) freezing.

receives cooling water from the Ull5 and returns
the water to the spray pond via the spray networks. The spray norries are of corrosion resistant

runterials and designed to provide good thermal

9.233.2 Spray Pond Description performance while minimizing drift loss. The sptem
is designed so that the pressure drop across the

The spray pond is of Seismic Category I design, nozzles for proper spray performance is achieved for

excavated below grade and sized for a water all anticipated modes of RSW system operation. The
rJes are designed to be resistant to clogging.

E volume adequate for 30 dan of cooling under -

& design basis conditions.
A cold weather bypass line is provided for tie

The pond is lined to minimize scepage. The RSW return line to allow bypassing the sr.ay

pond is provided with a Seismic Category I networks and returning the heated water dim..ly u.

overflow weir to accommodate normal water level the pond.

fluctuations and an cmergency spillway to limit the
maximum water levelin the pond during manmum Makeup water to the spray pond is supplied sia

precipitation conditions. the power cycle beat sink makeup line. A rnakeup
water valve is provided which is controlled by a level

l Four spray networks are artanged in the pond detector in the spray pond to maintain proper water
,

| to provide cooling for the RSW return water. The inel. The makeup water valve can also be operated

networks and their supply piping are suspended remotely when desired to maintain desired water

above the pond surface on reinforced concrete level or quality, i
|

Columns. 1

O
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O A blowdown weir and line are provided which shall obtain and use conservative site specific desip

U conducts blowdown to the power cycle beat sink meteorological datiin the detailed design of the
blowdown line Blowdown from the spray pond spray pond.

occurs to remove excess water from precipitation
and to maintain water quality centrol. 9.233.2 Spray Pond Water Requittments

9.2.5.4 System Operation (Conceptual Design) The applicant referencing the ABWR design shall
determine the water requirements used in selecting

9.:.$.4.1 Normal Operation spray pond desip volume and used in the pond ther.
mal pertortnance analysis. These requirements

Normally, the RSW has one purnp per division include:

in operation. The RSW return water from each
division is collected into a header and sent to the (1) Evaporation Due to Plant Fleat Load

Ulls where it is sent to two of the four networks.
The operators enay change tbc operating RSW (2) Natural Evaporation
pumps and the U115 networks when desired.

(3) Drift less
During operation without spray pond

blowdown, the concentration of scale. forming (4) Seepage ,
A

constituents in tbt water would increase due to
evaporation impairing beat exchanger perfor- (5) Sedimentation &

*

mance. Also, biofouling snay occur under some
conditions. To prevent these adverse conditions (6) Water Quality

7, from occurring, chemical addition equipment is
= > provided and blowdown may be increased by (7) Minimum Water 1.evel for Operation

!ncreasing the makeup rate. Sufficient sprny pond
water inventory is provided such tbat 9.2 $.6 Evaluation of UllS Perfonnance

% scale. producing agents, such as calcium sulfate, do (laterface Requirements)
not reach concentrations that might cause scaling
during tbt 30 day post accident period when no The applicant referencing the ABWR desip shall

makeup or blowdown is assumed. analyze the Ulls performance to assure that Ulls is
adequate for 30 days of cooling without makeup or

9.2.5.4.2 Cold Weather Operation blowdown and that the cooling water temperature
does not exceed the desip limit for design basis beat

The spray pond is designed to perform its input and site conditions.
safety function with an initial ice layer on the pond
surface. During icing conditions, RSW system 9.2.5.7 Safety Evaluation (laterface Requirements)

return flow to the pond is initially sent to the cold
weather bypasses. These b> passes direct the waren 9.2.5.7.1 Dermal Performance
water toward the ends of the pond under any ice
that may be present to allow the return water to The applicant referencing the ABWR desip shall
ciwulate and mix with the water in tbc pond. Any demonstrate by analysis that the UHS is capable of

ice layer present on the pond surface will melt, providing cooling water within the design tempera.
Once a hole is formed in the ice layer, a return ture limit for at least 30 days for the design basis

path for spray water is available and the spray event using conservative meteorology and
networks may be used if needed. assumptions.

9.2.5.5 Spray Pond nermal Performance 9.2.5.7.2 Effects of Severe Natural Events or

(Conceptual Design) Site.Related Events

9.2.$.$.1 Design Meteorology The applicant referencing &c ABWR desip shall
demonstrate by analysis that the UHS is capable of

7
i The applicant referencing the ABWR design fulfilling its safety function concurrent with any of
(

9M2
Amendme nt 16
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the fouowing events: SSE, tornado, flood, drought, 9.2.9 Makeup Water Splem (Condensate)
transportation accident, or fire.

9J.9.1 Design Bases
9.2J.7.3 Frrezing Considerations

(1) The makeup water. condensate system
The applicant referencing the ABWR design (MUWC) shall provide condensate quality

shall demonstrate by analpis that the UllS is de. water for botb notmal and emergency
signed for operatic ns under any freer.ing conditions operations when required.

that may occur.
(2) The MUWC sptem shall provide a required

9.23.8 Conformance to Regulattiry Guide 1.27 water quality as fouows:

n

The applicant referencing the ABWR design Conductivity (u S/cm) s 0.5 a: 25 C
sbau demonstrate that the UllS meets all applica. Chlorides, as Cl(ppm) r 0.02 ,

ble requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.27. pil 5.9 to 8.3 at 25 C
Conductivity and pit limits sbau be applied after

g
9.23.9 Instrumentation and Alarms correction for dissolved CO,. (The above litnits

,
shall be met at least 90% of the time.)=

UllS low water level (if applicable) and high
water temperature are provided and alarmed in the (3) The MUWC system shall supply water for the
contrel room. Ulls surfac0 water temperature uses shown in Tab!: 9.21.

indication is provided (if it can differ appreciably
from the bulk ternperature)in the contiol room. (4) The MUWC sptem is not safety rclated.

UHS makeup and blowdown volumes (if (5) The condensate storpge tank shall have a
applicable) are indicated by flow totalizers located capacity of 2,110 m . This capacity was
in the makeup and blowdown lines. determined by the capacity required by the uses

shown in Table 9.2 2.

9.23.10 Tests and lospections
(6) All tanks, piping and other equipment shall be

The applicant referencing the ABWR design made of corrosiottesistant materials,

sbsll prepare and perform a preoperational test
program and tests during normal operations in (7) The llPCF and RCIC instrumentation, which
accordance with the requirements of Chapter 14, initiates the automatic switebover of liPCF and

RCIC suction from the CST beader to the
9.2,6 Condensate Storage Facilities suppression pool, shall be designed to
and Distribution Systern safety.pade requirements (including instauation

with necessary seismic support).

The functions of the storing and distribution
of condensate are described in Subsection 9.2.9. (8) The instrumentation is mounted in a safety

grade standpipe located in the reactor building
9.2.7 Plant Chilled Water Systems secondary containment. With no condensate

flowing, the water level is the same in both the

The functions of the plant chilled water CST and the standpipe. A suitable correction

system are performed by the systems described in will be made for the effect of flow upon water

Subsections 9.2.12 and 9.2.13. levelin the standpipe.

9.2.8 Makeup Water Syste n 9.2.9.2 Sptem Description

(Preparation)
The MUWC P&tD is sbon in Figure 9.2 4 This !

UOut of ABWR Standard Plant scope. See system i ludes the foDowing:
Subsection 9.2.17.2 for interface req' irements.

O
9113
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(1) A condensate storage tank (CST)is pron!.O ed, it is of concrete construction with a
stainless steel lining. The volume is shows in
Table 9.2 3.

(2) The following pumps take suction from the
CST:

(a) RCIC pumps

(b) CRD pumps

(c) }IPCFpumps

(d) SPCU pumps

O

O
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(~T normally closed to flow can be (cr,ted to ensure() operability and lategrity of the system.

Flow to the various systems is balanced by
means of snanual valves at the indi+1 dual takeoff
points.

9.2.11 Reactor llullding Cooling Water
System

0.2.11.1 Dettgn linses

9.2.11.1.1 Safety Design Bases

(1) The reactor building cooling water (RCW)
system shall be designed to remove heat from
plant auxillaries which are required for a
safe reactor shutdown, as well as those
auxillaries whose operttion is desired

q following a LOCA, but not essential to safe

Q shutdown.
|

| The heat removal espacity is based on the
heat removal requirement during LOCA with
the maximum ultimate heat sink temperature,
95oF. As shown in Table 9.2 4, the heat
removal requirement is higher during other
plant operation modes, such as shutdown at 4
hours. Ilowever, the RCW system is not
designed to remove this larger amount of
heat when the ultimate heat sink is at the
maxircum temperature.

(2) The RCW system shall be designed to perform
its required cooling functions following a
LOCA, assuming a single active or passive
failure.

(3) The safety related portions and velves
isolating the nonnfety related portions of

|

!G)
|
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f3 evaporator. If the temperature of the chilled heat eschtnger.

V water drops below n specified level, the
controller automatically adjusts the position of 9.2.14.2 System Description

the compressor inlet guide vancs. Flow switches
prohibit the chiller from operating unless there 9.2.14.2.1 General Dncription

is water flow through both evaporator and
condenser. The TCW system is illustrated on Figure

9.2 6. The system is a single loop splem and
9.2.14 7urbine llulldingCoolingWattr System untists of one surge tank, one che mical .

addition tank, two pumps with a capacity of g

9.2.14.1 Design Bases 29,00 gpm each, two heat exchangers with heat E

removal capacity of 130 x 106 Blu/h each. &

9.2.14.1.1 Safety Design llates (connected in parallel), and associated coolers,
piping, valves, controls, and instrumentation.

The turbine building cooling w,ter (TCW) Heat is removed from the TCW system and
system serves no safety function cod has no transferred to the non. safety related Ausbinc
safety design basis, service water sptem (Subscction 9.2.16).

7, There are no connections between the TCW A TCW sptern sam;le is periodically taken

{ system and any other safety.related sptems. for analysis to assure that the water quality
meet 6 the chemical specifications.

9.2.14.1.2 Powee Generation Design liases
9.2.14.2.2 Component Description

(1) The TCW sptem provides corrosion. inhibited.
demineralized cooling water to all turbine Codes and standards applicable to 'bc TCW
island auxiliary equipment listed in Table sptem are listed in Table 3.21. The sptem is

A 9.2 11. designed in accordance with quality group D

Q specifications.
(2) During power operation, the TCW system

operates to proside a continuous supply of The chemical addition tank is located in the
cooling water, at a maximum temperature of turbine building in close proximity to the TCW
1050 F, to the turbine island auxiliary r,ystem surge tank,
equipment, with a service water inlet
temperature not exceeding 950F. T.se TCW pumps are 100% capacity coch and are

constant speed electric motor drisen, horizontal
(3) The TCW system is designed to permit the centrifugal pumps. The three pumps re

maintenance of any single active component connected in perallel with common suction and
without interruption of the cooling discharge lines.
f un c tion.

The TCW beat exchangers are 1009 capacity |

(4) Makeup to the TCW systern is designed to each and are designed to have the TCW water
permit continuous system operation with circulated on the shell side and the power cyle
design f ailure leakage and to permit heat sink water circulated on the tube side,
expeditious post. maintenance system refill The surface area is based on normal heat load.

(5) The TCW system is designed to have an The 'ICW surge tank is an atmospheric carbon

atmospheric surge tank located at the steel tank located at the highest point in the
highest point in the system. TCW system. The surge tank is provided with a

level control valve that controls makeup water
(6) The TCW system is designed to have a higher addition.

pressure than the power c' a heat sink
water to ensure teakage 8 'he TCW Those parts of the TCW system in the turbine a

{x system to the po*er cycle t.;.a siak in the building are located in areas that do not y
event a tube leak occurs in the TCW sptem contain any safety related systems. All *

s
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safety related systeros in the turbine building
e are located in special areas to prevent any
k damage from non safety related systems durint,
& seismic events. Those parts of the TCW system

outside the turbine building are located away
from nny safety related systems.

9.2.14.2.3 Splem Opention

During corrnal power operation, one of the
two 50% capacity TCW system pumps circulate

1

{

O

|
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9.2.17 It.terfaces

(* 9.2.171 Ultimate llent Sink Capability

Interface requirements pertaining to ultimate
heat sink capability are delineated in Subsection
9.2.5 as follows:

Subsection Ittit

9.2.5.1 Stfety Design Bases

K 9.2.5.2 Power Generation Design Bases

R
'

9.2.5.6 Evaluation of UHS Performance

9.2.5.7 Safety Evaluation

9.2.5.8 Conformance to Regulatory
Guide 1.27

9.2.5.9 Instrumentation e Alarms

9.2.5.10 Tests and Inspections

9.2.17.2 Makeup Water System Capability

The raw water treatinent and preparation of
the demineralized water is sent to the snakeup
water system (purified) described in Subsection
9.2.10.

The makeup water preparation system shall be
located in a building which does not contain any
safety related structures, systems or
components. If the system is not available,

h demineralized water can be obtained from mobile
0 equipment. The system shall be designed so that

any failure in the system, including any that
cause flooding, shall not result in the failure
of any safety related structure, system or
component.p
9.2.17.3 Potable and Sanitary Water System

The potable and sanitary water system shall
be designed with no interconnections with systems

E having the potential for containing radioactive
& materials. Protection shall be provided through

the use of air gaps, where necessary. (See
Subsection 9.2.4).

O
V
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TABLE 9.24b

REACTOR BUILDING COOLING WATER
DIVISION B

rmrcacy
Normal (IDCA) (Sup-

. _

Operating Mode / Operating Shutdown at 4 Shetdown at 20 Hot Standby. Hot Standby prenton Pcol
Components Conditions hours boers (no loss of AC) (loss of AC) etM C

ESSEhTLAL }! cat now liest flow liest flow IIcat flow Ileat flow fleat flow

(Note 1)
Emergency Die. 123 1,013 12,5 1,013- - - - - - -

sel Ocnerator D

RilR ileat 23.0 5,284 R$.9 5,2M102.4 5,280 32.8 5,264- - - -

Exchanger D

ITClicat 6.6 1,233 635 1,232 6.6 1,233 6.6 - 1,233 6.6 1,233 9.0 1,233

Exchanger D

Others (euen. 3.0 N3 3,45 828 33 N3 3.0 N3 3.6 9d1 44 N3

tial)(Note 2)

NON.ESSEhTLAL

RWCU IIcat 19.1 m D - W 19.1 M 19.1 W: - - -

Exchanger

Inside Dr>well 5.0 1,114 5.76 1,298 5.0 1,114 5.0 1,114 2.2 1,114 - -

. (Note 3)

Othen (non. 3.2 680 2.4 660 3.2 680 3.2 680 0.3 40 40-

essential) .

(Note 4) -

Totallmad -%8 4,674 1203 9,998 51.0 9,954 MB 4,674 67.2 10,330 111.9 8 712

NOTES:

(1) Heat x 1$ Brup.; flow x g/m, sums may not be equal due to rounding.

(2) HEC 1Ytefrigerator, rwm coolers (FPCpump, RHR. HPCS, SGTS, FCS, CAbfS), HPCS cMRHR m otor
andmechanicalsealcoolers.

(3) Drywell(B) and RIP coolers,

(1) Reactor Building sampling coolers; LC1Y sump coolers (in drywell and reactor building), RIP
AfG sets and RH'CUpump coolers.

O
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TABLE 9.2 4c

hREACTOR BUILDING COOLING WATER

DIVISION C

Dnergency

Normal (IDCA) (Sup.

Operating Mode / Operating Shetdown at 4 Shetdown at 20 11o4 Standby llot Standby pression Pool

Components Conditions bours been (no loss of AC) Ooss vf AC) at 97 C

ESSEhB C }leat ibw }{ cat Ih lleat now Ile.at now fleat now ileat now

(Note 1)
ILnergency Die- - - - - - - - 123 1,013 12,5 1,013

sel Generator B

- - 23.0 5,2M R$.9 5,1M102 4 5,280 32 3 5,2MRilR ileat - -

Exchanger B

Others (cuen- 44 1A59 44 1,230 49 1A59 44 IA59 49 13!? $3 1A59

taat)(Note 2)

NO%ESSENT1d

Others (non. 23 9 1,970 23.9 1,160 13 9 1,970 23 9 1,970 03 176 0.7 154

cuential)

(Note 4)

Total lad 28.3 3A29 13045 7,674 61 6 E.713 28.3 3A27 40.9 7,932 1486 7,910

NOTES:

6(1) He.7t x 10 Btu /h; flow x g/m, sums may not be equ.- due to rounding.

(2) HEC 11' refrigerator, room coolers motor coolers, and mechanical seal coolers for RHR and
HPCF.

(3) instrument and service air coolers, CRD pump oil cooler, radwaste components, HSCR
condenser, and turbine building sampling coolers.

O
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TABLE 9.24d

- DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS FOR REACTOR
BUILDING COOLING WATER SYSTEM COMPONENTS

RCW Pumps
RCW (A)/(B) RCW (C)

Discharge Flow Rate 5,720 gpm/ pump 4,840 gpm/ pump

Pump Total Head 82 psig 75 psig

Design Pressure 200 psig 200 psig

Desip Temperature 1580F 1580F

RCW Heat Exchangers
RCW (AT/(B) RCW (C)

68x10 BTU /h 63x10 BTU /h |6 6Capacity

RCW Surge Tanks . g
on '

*1 Capacity Equal to 30 days of normalleakageg
.

Desip Preasure Static Head

Desip Temperature 1580F

RCW Chemical Addition Tanks

Design Pressure 200 psig

Design Temperature 1580F

RCW Piping

Desip Pressure 200 psig

Design Temperature 15SOF '

-

,

v
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93.103 Safety Evaluation ir.jection system may be added later in plant life. The !
amount of zine in the reactor water will be less than

The oxygen injection system is not required to 10 ppb during nornal opercation,# assure any of the following conditions.

I
(1) integrity of the reactor coolant pressure

boundary; 93.11.2 Safety Evaluation

(2) eapabillt) to shut down the reactor and The injection system is not necessary to ensure:
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, or

(1) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
(3) ability to prevent or mitigate the consequences boundary;

of events which could resrJt in potential offsite]- exposures. (2) the capability to shut dowti the reactor; or

Consequently, the injection system itself is not (3) the capability to prevent or mitigate the
safety.related. The high pressure oxygen storage consequences of events which could result in
bottles are located in an area in which large amounts potential offsite crposures.
of burnable materials are not present. Usual safe
practices for handling high pressure gases are
followed.

3 93.10.4 Tests and Inspections
M 93.11.3 Test and Inspections

The oxygen injection system is proved operable
by its use during normal operation. The system The zine injection system is proved operable
valves may be tested to ensure operability from the after installation. Zinc injection would not be
rnin controt room, performed when the plant is in cold shutdown.

During these periods, the system could have

9 93.10.5 Instrumentation Application mainten:.nce or testing performed.

The oxygen storage bottles have pressure gages 9.3.11.4 Instrumentation
which willindicate to the operators when a new
bottle is required. A flow element willindicate the instrumentation would be provided so that the

oxygen gas flow rate at all times. The gas flow injection of zine solution would be stopped
regulating valves will have position indication in the automatically if feedwater flow stops. The zine
main control room. injection rate would be manually adjusted based on

zine concentration data in the reactor water.
Tbc oxygen monitors are discussed in

Subsection 93.2.

9.3.11 Zine lajection System

9.3.11.1 Design Bases

Provisions are made to permit installation of a

3 system for adding a zine solution to the feedwater.
E Piping connections (Figure 10.4-7) for a bypass loop

around the feedwater pumps and space (Figure
1.2 25) for the zine addition equipment are prodded.
if experience shows it to be necessary, a zine

93 D1
Amendment 16
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G 9.4 AIR CONDITIONING (3) The outside design conditions for the control
V HEATING COOLING AND toom HVAC system are 115 F during the

VENTILdlON SYSTEMS summer and 40 F during the winter.

9A.1 Control Building HVAC 9.4.1.1.3 System Description

The control building heating, ventilating and The control room is heated, cooled and pressurized
air. conditioning (HVAC) system is divided into two by a recirculated air system with filtered outdoor air
separate systems. A HVAC system for the control for ventilation and pressurization purposes. The
room equipment on the top two floors. Plus a recirculated air and the outdoor air will be mixed and
HVAC system for essential electrical and heat ex- drawn through a filter section, a heating coil section,
hanger equipment. and a coeling coil section. Under normal conditions,

sufGcient air is supplied to pressurize the control room
9.4.1.1 Control Room Equipment HVAC and exfiltrate to pressurize the control building.

9.4.1.1.1 Design Basis The control building HVAC P&lD is shown in
Figure 9.41. The control room flow rate is given in

(1) The control room (HVAC) systein is desiped Table 9.4 3, and the system component descriptions
with sufficient redundancy to ensure operation are given in Table 9.4 4. The control building
under emergency conditions assuming the recirculation unit consists of a prefilter section, a high
single failure of any one active component, efficient section, an electric heater, a cooling coil, two

50% capacity supply fans.
(2) Provisions are made in the system to detect and

limit the introduction of altborne radioactive
materialin the control room. Two 50% capacity return exhaust fans draw air

from the electrical area, corridors, control room,
(3) Provisions is made in the system to detect and computer room, office areas, and the HVAC equip.O remove smoke and radioactive material from ment room. This air is returned to the air condition.

the control room, ing unit during normal operations. Modulating damp-
ers in the return duct work to the fans are controlled

(4) The HVAC system is designed to provide a by a pressure controller to maintain the required
controlled temperature environment to ensure positive pressure. The controller is located in the
the continued operation of safety related equip. electricJ cquipment area. During smoke removal
ment under accident conditions. mode, both fans are turned on and the air is

discharg:d to atmosphere.
(5) The HVAC system and components are lo-

cated in a Seismic Category I structure that is An emergency recirculation system consisting of an
tornado-missile and flood protected. electrical heating coil, a prefilter, HEPA filter, char.

coal adsorber, and HEPA filter with a booster fan,is
9.4.1.1.2 Power Generation Design Basis provided parallel to the normal rnixed outdoor and

return air path to the supply conditioning units. The
|(1) The HVAC system is designed to provide an charcoal adsorber will be 6 inches deep as a minimum,

environment with controlled temperature and The system is normally on standby for use only during
humidity to ensure both the comfort and safety high radiation. A radioactivity monitoring system
of the operators. The nominal design condi- monitors the building intakes for radiation. The
tions for the control room environment are radiation monitor allows the control room operator to
75 F and 50% relative humidity. select the safest intake. The makeup air for

pressurization can be diverted through the HEPA and
(2) The system is designed to permit periodic in. charcoal adsorbing system before distribution in the

spection of the principal system components. control room areas.

Smoke detectors in the control room and the con-
trol equipment room exhaust systems actuate anI

~
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alarm on indication of smoke. Dampers must be po- The safety related isolation valves at the outside air

sitioned through a remote manual switch to allow the intakes are protetted from becoming inoperable due

exhaust air fans to exhaust 100% of the conditioned to freering, icing, or other emironmental conditions.

air.
For information on fire protection and smoke

The HVAC equipment space is physically sepa- removal methods for the control building IIVAC

rated into divisional roon.s. Each divisional room system see subsections 9.5.1.1.5 and 9.5.1.1,6.

consists of an air intake room and an air exhaust
9.4.1.1.5 Inspection and Testing Requirementsroom.

9.4.1.1.4 Safety Evaluation Provisions are made for periodic tests of the out-
door air cleanup fans and filters. These tests include

The control building HVAC system is designed to determinations of differential pressure across the

maintain a habitable environment and to ensure the filter and of filter efficiency. Connections for testing,

operability of components in the control room. All such as injection, sampling and monitoring are prop-

control room HVAC equipment and surrounding erlylocated so that test results are indicative of per-
structures are of Seismic Category I design and oper- formance,

able during loss of the offsite power supply.
The high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters

The ductwork which services these safety functions may be tested periodically with dioctyl phthalate
is termed ESF ductwork, and is of Seismic Category smoke (DOP). The charcoal filters may be periodi-

I design. ESF ducting is high pressure safety grade cally tested with freon for bypasses.

ductwork designed to withstand the maximum posi-
tive and/or negative pressure to which it can be sub- The balance of the system is proven operable by its

jected under normal or abnorm 0 conditions. Galva- use during normal plant operation. Portions of the

nized steel ASTM A526 or ASi A527 is used for system normally closed to flow can be tested to
outdoor air intake and exhaust ducts. All other ducts ensure operability and integrity of the system.
are welded black steel ASTM A570, Grade A or
Grade D. Ductwork and hangers are Seismic Cate- 9.4.1.1.6 Instrumentation Application

gory 1. Dolted flange and welded joints are qualified
per ERDA 76-21. The area exhaust fan is started manually and the fan

discharges the air to atmosphere.

Redundant components are provided where neces-
sary to ensure that a sing!c failure will not preclude A high radiation signal automatically starts the out-

adequate control room ventilation. door air cleanup system, closes the normal air inlet
damper and closes the exhaust air dampers.

A radiation monitoring system is provided to
detect high radiation in the outside air intake ducts. A temperature indkating controller senses the tem-

A radiation monitor is provided in the control room perature of the air leaving the air cleanup system.

to monitor control room area radiation Icsels. These The controller then modulates an electric heating coil

monitors alarm in the control room upon detection to maintain the leaving air temperature at a preset

of high radiation conditions. Isolation of the control limit. A limit switch will cause an alarm to be actu-
room and initiation of the outdoor air cleanup unit ated on high air temperature. A moisture sensing
fans are accomplished by the following signal.n element working in conjunction with the temperature

controller measures the relative humidity of the air

(1) high radiation in the inside a'.r intake duct, entering the charcoal absorber,

and
Differential pessure indicators show the pressure

(2) manualisolation. drop across the prefilters and the HEPA filters. A
differential pressure irdicating switch also measures

Under normal conditions, sufficient air is supplied tne pressure drop across the entire filter train. The

to pressurire the control room and exfiltrate to pres- switch causes an alarm to be actuated if the pressure

surize the control building. drop exceeds a preset limit. A flow switch in the out-

O
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door air cleanup system fan discharge duct automati- the beater and demisters. The heaters and demisters

p cally starts the standby system and initiates an alarm are put into systems to regulate the relative humidity

Q on operating fan failure, of the air as it enters the ESF filter train. Since the
control room air handling units are designed to

The electrical equipment area and the control maintain the control room temperature and humidity
room area return exhaust fans start automatically within limits, additional controls are not necersary for
when the air conditioning unit is started. Each fan the ESF fiher train.
inlet damper is open automatically. The exhaust
dampers to the conditioning unit are opened 9.4.1.1.8 Standard Review Plan 6.5.1 Compliance

automatically. Status

Differential pressure indicating controllers The control room ESF system complies with SRP

| modulate dampers in the return air ducts to maintain 6.5.1, Table 6.5.11. The only exceptions are for heater

space positive pressure requirements. and moisture separator instrumentation requirements.
Since these components are not necessary for the
ABWR design, no instrumentation has been supplied
to monitor their operation. Relative humidity and
temperature of the inlet air is maintained by the
control room air bandling system.

9.4.1.2 Essential Electrical and Reactor Building
Cooling Water Equipment IIVAC

9.4.1.2.1 Design Basis
The cooling unit starts automatically on a signal

from the temperat u e indicating controller installed (1) The HVAC system is designed with sufficient
in the HVAC too.. The controller modulates a redundancy to ensure operation under

p three way chilled water valve to maintain the space emergency conditions assuming the failure of

V conditions. any one active component.

During winter, the electric unit heaters are cycled (2) The HVAC system is designed to provide a
by temperature indicating controller switches, controlled temperature environment to ensure
located within the filter rooms and the air handler the continued operation of safety related
rooms. equipment under accident conditions.

The supply and return air duct work has manual (3) The HVAC system and components are located
balancing dampers provided in she branch ducts for in a Seismic Category I structure that is
balancing purposes. The dampers are locked in tornado-missle and flood protected,
place after the system is balanced.

9.4.1.2.2 Power Generation Design Basis
9.4.1.1.7 Regulatory Guide 1.52 Compliance Status

(1) The HVAC system is designed to provide an
The control room ESF filter treins comply with environment with controlled temperature during

all applicable provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.52, normal operation to ensure the comfort and
Section C except as noted below, safe y of plant personnel and the integrity of the

essenu.d electrical and RCW equipment.
The revisions of ANSI N509 and N510 listed in

Table 1.8 21 are used for ABWR ESF fliter train (2) The system is designed to facilitate periodic
design; the Regulatory Guide references older inspection of the principal system components.
resisions of these star.dards.

The control room ESF fliter trains are in
compliance with the system design criteria except for

Amendment 16 941.2 |
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(3) Design outside air temperature for the heat
exchanger building HVAC system are 115 F
during the summer and -40 F during winter.

9.4.1.2.3 System Description

The essential electrical HVAC system is divided
into 3 subsystems with each subsystem sening a des-
ignated area. Each Subsystem serve as essential elec-

| trical heat exchanger equipment HVAC for divisionsA, B, C, and D.

The control building essential eletrical HVAC
system flow rates are given in Table 9.4 3, and
system component descriptions are given in Table
9.4-4.

9.4.1.2.3.1 Safety Related Subsystem 1

Subsystem i specifically serves:

(1) Safety related battery room 1,

(2) Essential chiller room A,

(3) RB cooling water pump and heat exchanger
room A,

(4) HVAC equipment room,

(5) Safety related electrical equipment room.

(6) Passages,

(7) Non-essential battery room,

(8) Non essential electrical equipment rooms.

|9.4 L3
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('N Recirculation unit for subsystem 1 consists of a (4) HVAC equipment room,

Cl prefilter section, a high efficient filter section, an
electric heater, a cooling coil, and two 50Tc capacity (5) Safety.related electrical equipment room,

supply fans.
(6) Passages,

(7) SGTS equipment at EL 7200 in CB.
Two 50% capacity return exhaust faa discharge to

the atmosphere. Recirculation unit for Subsystem s 3 consists of a
prefilter section, a high efficient filter section, an
electric heater, a cooling coll, and two 50% capacity

9.4.1.23.2 Safety Related Subsystem 2 supply fans.

Subsystem 2 specifically senes:
Two 50% capacity return exhaust fans discharge

| (1) Safety related battery rooms 2 and 4, to the atmosphere.

*

(2) Essential chiller room B,

(3) RCW pump and heat. exchanger roorn B, 9.4.1.2.4 Safety Evaluation

(4) HVAC equipment room, The essential electrical HVAC system is designed to
ensure the operability of the essential electrical equip-

(5) Safety related electrical equipment room, ment, and to limit the hydrogen concentration to less O

than 2% by volume in the battery rooms. All 6

(() Passages, safety.related HVAC equipment and surrounding
structures are of seismic category I design and
operable during loss c'the offsite power supply,g

Recirculation unit for Subsystera 2 consists of a The ductwork which senices these safety functions

prefilter section, a high efficient filter section, an is termed ESF ductwork, and is of Seismic Category I

electric heater, a cooling coil, and two 507c capacity design. ESF ductingis high pressure safety grade
supply fans. ductwork designed to withstand the maximum positive

and/or negative pressure to which it can be subjected
under normal or abnormal conditions. Galvanized
steel ASTM A526 or ASTM A527 is used for outdoor

Two 50% capacity return exhaust fans discharge to air intake and exhaust ducts. All other ducts are
the atmosphere. welded black steel ASTM A570, Grade A or Grade

D. Ductwork and hangers are Seismic Category 1.
Bolted Flange andwelded joints are qualified per
ERDA 76-21.

9.4.1.2.3.3 Safety.Related Subsystem 3
Redundant components are presided where neces-

Subsystem 3 specifically serves: sary to ensure that a single failure will not preclude
adequate heat exchanger building ventilation.

(1) Safety-related battery room 3,
9.4.1.2.5 Inspection and Testing Requirements

(2) Essential chiller room C,
Provisions are made for periodic tests of Ibe out-

(3) RCW water pump and heat exchanger room C, door air cleanup fans and filters. These tests include
determinations of differential pressure across the
filter and of filter efficiency. Connections for testing,
such as injection, sampling and monitoring are prop-

i-__m
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erly located so that test results are indicative of per-
formance.

The balance of the system is proven operable by its
use during normal plant operation. Portions of the
system normally closed to flow can be tested to
ensure operability and integrity of the system.

9.4.1.2.6 Instrumentation Application
|

The area exhaust fans are started manually and the I

fans discharge the air to atmosphere. |
|

A temperature indicating controller senses the
temperature of the air leaving the air cleanup system.
The controller then modulates an electric heating
coil to maintain the leaving air temperature at a
preset limit. A limit switch will cause an alarm to be

,

actuated on high air temperature.
!

| | The essential electrical return exhaust fans start

| automatically when the air conditioning unit is
| started. Each f an inlet damper is open

automatically. The exhaust dampers are closed
automatically and the return air dampers to the
conditioning unit are opened automatically.

For information on fire protection and smoke
removal methods for the heat exchanger building
HVAC systems, see Subsections 9.5.1.1.5 and
9.5,1,1.6.

The chiller room cooling unit starts automatically
on a signal from the temperature indicating control-
ler installed in the chiller room. The controller mod-
ilates a three way chilled water valve to maintain the
space conditions.

During wir.ter, the electric unit heaters are cycled
by temperature indicating controller switches, lo-
cated wi'hin the filter rooms and the air handler
rooms.

O
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9.4.2 Spent Fuel Pool Area Ventilation high potential radioactivity. The TBvS design is

/O System based on supplying air from the turbine budding

V periphery (outer walls) both above and below
The spent fuel pool area ventilation system is part the operating floor and ventilating areas radially

of the reactor building ventilation system described inwards towards the return / exhaust air inlet
in subsection 9A.5. points located below the operating floor in

equipment rooms, the coudenser area and under

9.4.3 Auxiliary Area Ventilation System the building roof. The main stairwells that are
designed for personnel evacuation routes are

The auxiliary area ventilation system is part of the pressurized to prevent infiltration of smoke
reactor building ventilation system described in Sub. from other turbine building areas, during a fire

section 9.4.5. situation.

9.4.4 Turbine Island Ventilation System (4) The TBVS is designed to minimize exfiltration
by maintaining a slightly negative pressure by

The turbine island ventilation system consists of exhausting 10% more air than is supplied to the

the turbine building ventilation system (TBVS) and turbine building.

the electrical building ventilation system (EBVS).
(5) Exhaust air from potentially high airborne

9AA.1 Design Bases contamination turbine building areas or
component vents is collected, filtered and

9AA.1.1 Safety Design Bases discharged to the atmosphere through the
turbine building compartment exhaust (TBCE)

The TBVS and EBVS do not serve or support any system.

safety function and have no safety design bases.
(6) Exhaust air from other (Iow potential airborne

9AA.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases contamination) turbine building areas and

,Q component vents, except tube oil areas,is either

V (1) The TBVS and EBVS are designed to supply exhausted to the atmosphere through a medium

filtered and tempered air to all turbine island efficiency filter or, is returned to the supply air

spaces during all modes of normal plant unit and mixed with outside air.

operation, including plant startup and
shutdown. The systems are also designed to (7) Exhaust air from the tube oil areas is exhausted
maintain inside air temperatures above 60*F to the atmosphere without filtration. O

and below the following upper design limits: E
'

(8) All turbine building exhaust air is directed to the
GeneralTurbine Building Areas: IN F plant vent stack where it is monitored for
Condenser Cornpartment: 110 F radiation prior to being discharged to the

,

n Resin Tank Room: 110 F atmcephere,

& Steam Tunnel: 120 F

Moisture Separator Compartments: 120 F (9) Upon high radiation alarm from the plant vent
ElectricalBuilding Areas: IN F stack radiation monitoring system, the operator

will shutdown the plant, investigate and take

(2) The EDVS is designed to provide independent corrective action.

supply and exhaust ventilation to the electrical
switchgear, chillers and air compressor rooms, (10) The TBVS is designed to provide for local air
and independent exhaust for the gas turbine recirculation and cooling in high beat load areas

generator and boiler rooms. The ventilation using local unit coolers. A minimum of 50%
exhaust for these areas is discharged directly to standby cooling capacity is provided in areas
atmosphere. Recirculation from clean areas is where a loss of cooling would interfere with

provided for as appropriate. plant power generation objectives.

(3) The TBVS is designed to direct air flow from
( areas of low potential racioactivity to areas of
k

9 02
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9.4.4.2 Description the energy used for either cooEng ba, the chilled water
system or heating by the auxiliary boiler sptem.

_

| 9.4.4.2.1 YBYS General Description On extreme outside air temperature conditions
The TBVS air flow diagram is shown on Figure (either high or low), the outside air intake dampers

9,4 2a; the system instruments and controls are are at their minimum position. Maximum inside air,
illustra.ed on Figure 9.4 2b; equipment design as available from the building clean and low potential

parameters are listed in Table 9.4 5. airborne contamination areas only, is redrculated by
the TBVS exhaust / return (as to the supply air inist

The turbine buildini; supply air units, main exhaust plenum.

fans, equipment compartment exhaust fans, fi)(ets,
and control panels are located la the HVAC The TBS fans are started by handswitches located

equipment rooms at elevation T.M.S.L 30.3m, and on local control panels. The supply fans are
the floor above. The tube oil area exhaust fans are interlocked with the TBVS exhaust fans and TBVS
located in the vicinity of tube oil reservoir room. compartment exhaust fans to ensure that the exhaust

Individual urut coolers and unit heaters are located fans are running before a supply fan is stuted.

in the areas that they serve.
The TBS air handling heating and cooling coil

Potentially high contamination exhaust air is always operating duties are rnodulated by temperattire
discharged to the atmosphere. Exhaust air form controllers located ht the coib air outlet,

clean and low potential airborne contamination areas
is either discharged to atmosphere or recirculated. The TBS fans cre started by handswitqhes located

I
on a local control panel.

All turbine building ventilation systems and
subsystems that are required to sustain normal plant 9.4.4.2.1.2 Turbine Hullding Exhaust (THE) System

operation are provided with redundant fans on
automatic standby,. The air dran by TBE fans from the building c'can

and low potential contamination areas is filtered
9.4.4.2.1.1 Turbine Building Supply (THS) System through medium efficiency particulate filters (bag

type) and citber exhausted through the monitored
The TBS system consists of outside air intake vent stack or returned to the TBVS supply pienum to

louvers; return and exhaust air modulating dampers mix with outside air.
with minimum outside air damper position; low and
high efficiency filters; hot water heating coll; chilled The TBE system is provided with three 50%
water cooling coils, and three 50% capacity constant capacity fans downstream of the fiber train. Two fans

volume supply fans, are normally in operation and one is on automatic
standby,

Two out of three fans are normally operated to
supply filtered and,if required, temperature adjusted A filter bypass is provided to allow smoke purging
air to alllevels of the turbine building. The third faa from turbine building in case of fire. All three TBE

is a standoy unit, which starts automatically upon fans can be operated simultaneously to provide
failure of either operating fan. Each supply fan is maxirnum smoke removal,is desired.

provided with pneumatically operated inlet vanes,
that maintain a constant air flow rate, and The TBVS exhaust fans are provided with inlet

pneumatically operated isolation shutoff dampers. vanes and isolation dampers. A pressure differential
controller automatically adjusts the blade pitch of the

The TBS runs with 100% outside air during normal operating fans to maintain the desired negative
plant operation whenever outside air temperature is pressure in the turbine building. Failure of one
moderate enough to contribute to maintaining operating exhaust fan automatica!!y starts the standby

suitabh inside air conditions at the minimum fan and associated contiols. The TBVS exhaust fans

operating cost. The TBVS modulates the return, are interlocked with the TBVS supply fans, as noted -

*

| exhaust and outside air dampers to maximize inside earlier.
,

air temperature conttol by outside air, and minimize ,

4
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9.4.4.2.13 Turbine Building Compartment Ethaust exchanger areas, condensate centrol station, RFP

9 (TBCE) System power supply room, demineraliter room and
filtermaintenance area, TCW pump area, SJ AE and

The TBCE system consists of two 1009 recombiner rooms, upper level abose the turbine
.

capacity exhaust fans, one common medium operating Door. The unit coolers are supplied withI

efficiency filter unit and associated controls. One fan chilled water from the chilled water system.

is normally in operation, and the other one on
automatic standby. The system also includes a 100% Temperature controls for the unit coolers and
capacity filter bypass duct for purging smoke in case electric unit beaters are located in the unit inlet air
of fire. path or installed nearby.

Except when smoke removal is required, air
exhausted from the building high potential airborne 9.4.4.2.2 EUVS General Description

contamination compartments and equipment vents is
i

filtered through a medium efficiency filter (bag type) The EBVS schematic diagram is shown on
before it is released to the atmosphere through the Figure 9.4 2c.

plant vent stack.
9.4.4.2.2.1 Electrical Ilullding Ventilation System

The two exhaust fans are provided with inlet
Vancs and isolation dampers. An air now controller The electrical building ventilation system is
automatically adjusts the inlet vanes of the operating provided with two 100G capacity air supply fans and
fan to maintain a cot.stant system exhaust at Oow two 100% capacity exhaust fans.
rate. In the automatic mode, loss of flow from the
operating fan starts the standby fan and associated The ventilation air supply draws outside air
controls, through air louvers, control dampers, low efficiency

fihers, and chilled water coils, and discharges directly
9.4.4.2.1.4 Turbine Building Lube Oil Arra Exhaust into the switchgear, chiller, gas turbine generator,
(TilLOE) System auxiliary boiler and air compressor rooms. Ducmork9 and bypass dampers are prosided to allow

The TBLOC system includes two 1009 recirculation of ventilation air fros Je switchgear
capacity fans, isolation dampers and exhaust and chiller rooms.
ductwork. The TBLOE fans discharge the exhaust
air dirsctly to the atmosphere through the plant vent The ventilation exhaust system exhausts air directly
stack. One fan is der.igned to rantinuously exhaust at to atmosphere through shutoff dampers and outside
a constant volemetric flow nte from the tube oil locvers.
process and storage rooms and rooms having
electro. hydraulic fluids. Supply ai to these rooms is 9.4.4.2.2.2 EllVS Unit Coolers and Electric t! nitt

delivered by the TUVS supply fans. A bypass duct is lleaters
provided around the lube oil exhaust fans for purging
high temperature combustion products and limiting Localized unit coelers and/or electric unit heaters
room pressurization in rase of fire in one of the are provided as required in the chiller, air compressoi
rooms. and gas turbine generator rooms. The unit coolers

are supplied with chilled water from the chilled water
9.4.4.2.1.5 TBVS Unit Coolers and Electrie Unit syst e m.

IIcaters
Temperature controls for the unit coolers and elec.

Localized unit coolers and electric unit heaters tric unit heaters are located in the unit inlet air path
are provided as required in the following rooms: or installed nearby.
condenser compartments, condensate pump room,
heater drain pump rooms, filter valve room,
demineralizer pump and vahe rooms, TCW heat

Ameomen 16 u>
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9.4.4.3 Evaluation Controls and instrumentation for the TBVS and
EDVS includes:

The TBS and EBVS have no safety design bases
and serve no safety function. (1) heating and coolig remperature indicators and |

controls for the antering mixed air and

|
The TBVS is design:d to maintain air flows from recirculated air; |

low airborne radioactivity potential areas to areas of
higher potential radioactivity. Ventilation system (2) locallow and high r,emperature switches and |
releases are monitored at the plant vent in alarms for hentet and cooled air supply with
compliance with GDC 60 and 64. Where a system is summary panel trouble alarm to the control
provided with a redundant fan, failure of an room computer; |
operating fan automatically starts the standby fan to
maintain continuity of ventilation. (3) differential pressure indicators, differential |

pressure switches, and high alarm for the air
The exhaust air from tt.e TBYS is monitored for filters; I

radioactivity prior to discharge to the plant vent. |

Upon detection of high radiatics, alarms are (4) air flow indicator and control for each supply |
annunciated locally and in the main control room, fan; and
Refer to Section 11.5 for a description of the ,

l radiological monitoriy system. (5) air flow failure switch and alarm for each ex. | l
haust fan, with summary panel trouble alarm to

| Evaluation of the TBVS and EBVS wub respect to the control room computer. |
fire protection is discussed in Subsection 5 5.1,

9.4.4.4 Tests and inspections

i

All major components are testeo and inspected as
separate components prior to instat!ation, and as in-
tegrated systems after installation, to ensure design
performance. Ductwork system air flows are mea-
sured and adjusted to meet design requirements
within + / 10%, and allinstruments are calibrated to
the design setpoints. The systems are
preoperationally tested in accordance with require-
ments of Chapter 14.

Periodic inspections and measurements include air
flows, water flows, air and water temperatures, filter
pressure drops, controls positions, to verify the
systems condition, and ensure operability and
integrity of the systems for normal plant operation.

9.4.4.5 Instrumentation Application

All control actuations, indicators, and alarms for

| normal plant operation are located in local control
i |

panels in the TBVS and EBVS equipmeat areas.
Any one or more alarms at a local control panel will
be retransmitted to the main control room at a singJe

alarm.

94 & l
Amendment 16
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Tahie 9A-5
N

N
m

E TURitINE ItUII. DING VENT 11ATION SYST'EM -
!! EQUII' MENT LIST * 5,$

!:e2.gE
Turbine Building TR Clear; Area TR Equipament TB Lebe 011 Leedenseee Funey*

Air Sepply Reters/Eshowst Cemepartneewt Euheest Enheest Ares Recirt,UmM 3
Item TRV-F-1 A thre C THV-F-2A thew C TBV-F-24A & -245 TRV-F-4A & B T1BV-F-8A thre C

Type Built-op unit Central statb Build-up unit Fan Centml station
air handler air hamfler

.

.i Number of units 1 3 1 2 3-50% cach

! Flow rate (cfm) 201pW) 98,'XX)/ unit 16p1) 7400 30,000

Fan:
Type Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifegal Centrifugal

,

i No. of fans per unit 3 1 2 1 1

i No.of r.mning fata 2 2 1 1 2

| Static press (in.w g. , 6 5 15 1

j Motor IIP 150 125 H) 3

i
i IIcating coils- None Nnne None

No. of banks per unit 1 - 1 - -

Capacity, each (Btu /hr) 11pM),000 - 350,000 - -

| Cooling enils- None None Nonc

j No. of I anks per unit 6 - - -

Caprity each(Bru/hr) 1,5twipW) - - - 900,000'

|

| Prefilters: None None None

| Type, size (ft) Glass, roil - - - -

.

| Capacity (cfm) 210/100 - - - -

ASIIRAII 52 cff. 35 % - - - -
'

NoneFilters-
Type, size (ft) . Iligh eft Bag type, Hag type. - Mediem eff g

7 Capacity (cfm) 201.t WN1 98,?MN1/ unit 16,01F) - 30.0n0 g
{gg ASIIItAII52 cff. 85 % ML 90 % - 85 %

W %

*Resgw nse toQuestenn 4V1242C

_. _ _ _ _ _ _
. _ - . . - . - __ . _ _ __
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g *W
; TURIIINE ilUILIIING VENTIIATION SYSTEM - $
y

EQUIPMENT LIST (Omtinued)E c.,

IIcater Drain Pump IIcater Drain 1%mp Filter Pump sad Demineraliwr Pewsp Rep Power Sepply y5

P-I A Area Recirt. P-1H Arra Recire. Valve Area Recire. and Valve Area Area R: eire, m
3

Unit Unit Unit Recire. Unit Unit

Item TBV-F-9A thru C TEV-F 9D thre F TBV-F-10 A thru C TEV-F-12A thru C TBV-F-1.M thru C

Type Central station Central station Central <tation Central station Central station

air handler air handler air handler air handler air handler

Number of units 3-50% each 3-50% each 3-50% cach 3-50 7- 3-5rrJ.

Flow rite (cfm)/ unit 79WI 7pH 3,03) 5,100 1,07'

Fan:
Type Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal Centri' ur.at

No. of fans per imit I 1 1 I f

' ' 2 2
No. of rtmning fans 2

Static press (in.wg)
Motor IIP

IIcating coils: None None None None None

No. of banks per unit - -
- -

-

Capacity, each (Bru/hr) -
-

-
-

-

Cew>iing coils
No.of bank' per unit
Capacity, cad-(nru/hr) 210pW) 2109 0 927U 154.000 32,500

Filters:
Medium eff Medium eff Medium eff Medium eff Medium eff

Type, sire (ft)
Capacity (cfm) 7AD) 7pn 3,0s0 5.100 1.ff75

ASIIRAE 52 eIT. 85 % 85 % A5% 85 % 85 %

tf

k
?e

5

O O O
|
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! Table 9.4-5> m !
! - !! g
| - E TURRINE RUILDING VENTIIATION SYSTEM - :s !

i ! EQUIPMENT LIST (Continued) j

! E - 'h [c
| TCW Heat Fxhenger Ceedesser Casept. SJAE A Area MAE R Area DresleeruNuer A tm 9

Area Retire. AreaIsvel2 Mairestaties Redrculaden RedreuPaden p {
'

F Unit Recire. Unit Unit Unit Unit :s !~

.
Itese TRV-F-14 A t~ars C T'5V-F-154 thru C TBV-F-17A thre C TIT-F-17D thre F W-F-154 thru C I

3

i

Type Central station Central station Central station Central station Central stMion+

; air handler air handler air handler air handler air handler

i Number of units 3-50% each 3-50% each 3-50% cach 3-50 % 3-50 %
! Flow rate (cfm)/ unit 4,83) 14,300 13/N10 13,000 1,550'

i

i Fan:

| Type Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal Cennifugal
i No. of fans per imit I 1 1 1 1 [

f- No. of running fans 2 2 2 2 7
[

j Static press (M.w.g.) -
|

|- Motor IIP j
i i
i IIcatmg cods: None None None None None- j
I No.of banks per unit - - - - -

}
j: Capacity, each (Utu/ r) - - - -

[h
! f'

Cooling coils- I

No. of banks per unit [
Capacity,each (Bru/hr) 146,000 431J100 3%JW10 3%JUtv) 46,400

!
Filters: *

Type, sire (ft) Medium cfT Medium cfT Medium eff Medium eff M . ilium cf '
Capacity (cfm) 4fr0 14.300 13.000 13,000 1,5M

ASIIRAE 52 cfT. 85 % 85 % 85 % 85 % 85 % !,

i i:
. . >

?
y{5 ?
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Table 9.4-5 9>
R Eg
} TURBINE BUILDING VENTIIATION SYSTEM - :s j

@h
#,;; EQUIPMENT LIST (Continued)

5
Condeser Compt. TOV Pump Area Turbine Aren "IEVS & RHYS -

AreaIsvet3 Recirentation Retirestation Steam te flot Water [
Recist. Unit Unit Unit flest Excheneer Q

Item TBV-F-19 A thru C TBV-F-2fM thru C TBV-F-21 A thru C TEV-E-Of A & 18

Type
Central station Centrat station Central statirm She!! and tube

air handler air handler air handler

Number of units 3-50% each 150% cach 3-50 % 2-ItT)% each |

Ibw rate (cfm)/ unit 14fXY) 7p N) 17JMY) 21p1)JN10 twn/h

Fan:
Type Cen#rifegal Centritwgal Centrifugal -

No. of fans per unit 1 1 1 -

No.of running fans 2 2 2 -

Static press (in.w.g.)
Motor IIP

IIcating coilt None None None -

No. of banks per unit - - - -

"'apacity, each (Btu /br) - - - -

Cooling coils
No. of banks per unit
Capacity, each (Utu/hr) 421pW) 210PV) 514J1M) -

Filters-
Type, sire (ft) Medium eff Medium eff Medium eff -

Capacity (cfm) 14# N1 7F N) 17A)) -

, ASIIRAE $2 eff. 85 % 85 % 85 % - y
*

a
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- 9.5 OTHER AUXILIARY SYSTEMS
|

9.5.1 Fin Protection System
e

i

t

.

l

$

GE PROPRIETARY. provided ur. der separate cover
(locludes pages 9.51 through 9.51.7)

Egg- AmendmCEl
,

9.51 16

9.51.0 16

9.51.0.1 16
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'
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9.5.2 Communications System

GE PROPRIETARY . provided under separate cover
(Ineludes pages 9.5 2 through 9.5 2b)

Egg Amendment

93 2 16

9% 6

9.$2b 16

O
Amendment 16 9.52 25
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GE PROPRIETARY. provided under separate cover
(includes pages 9.5 3 through 9.5 3.4)

East Amendment4

9.53 6
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9.5.4 Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage>

and Transfer System

l

|
.

i

l
1
i
,

l

!

N

>

GE PROPRIETARY. provided under separate cover
(includes pages 9.5 4 and 9.5 4.2),

Eggg Amendment

9.5-4 16
,

9.5-4.1 16
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,
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1

|
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9.5.5 Diesel Generator Cooling Water System
'

and Transfer System

GE PROPRIETARY . provided under separate cover
(includes pages 9.5 5 and 9.5 5.1)

EAR ^mendment
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GE l'Rol'RIETARY . provided under separate cover
(includes pages 9.5 6 and 9.5 6.1)
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p 9.5.7 Diesel Generator Lubrication System
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(includes par,es 9.5 7 and 9.5 7.1)
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9,5J Diesel Generator Combustion Air :

O Intake and Exhaust System
'

i
i

i.

!

GE PROPRIETARY . provided under separate cover
(includes pages 9.5 8 and 9.5 8a)
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p The portions of the flooder pipe that extend 9.5.12.5 Instrumentation Requirtments

V from the steel liner in the lower drywell meet
the requirements of ASME Class 2 piping The LDF operates au'.omatically in a passise

manner during a severe accident scenario thatcomponents.
involves a core melt and vessel failure. No

An ANSI B16.5 stainless steel weld neck flange operator action is required; therefore, no
(or equi <alent) is used at the interf ace betweer. instrumet.tation is placed upon the system. An
the flooder pipe and the fusible plug valve. The inadvertent opening or leak would be detected by
flooder pipe is made of the same material as the the lower drywellleak detection system and the
blowdown vent pipe or of a stainless steel supp ession pool water level instrumentation
material that is compatible for welding to the which would result in plant shutdown.
blowdown vent pipe.

During severe accidents. operation of the LDF
The fusible plug is requircJ to epen fully is confirmed by other instrument readings in the

when the outer metal temperature of the valve containment. These instruments include those ~

reaches 2600C during a severe accident and to which would record the dr>well temperature
pass a minimum of 10.51/sec with 375 mm of water reduction and the lowering of supptession pool
above the valve inlet, water level.

A plastic cover on the valve outlet seals the 9.5.13 Interfaces
valve from the intrusion of moisture that could
cause corrosion of the fusible metal material. 9.5.13.1 Contamination of the DG Combustion
The plastic cover has a melting point below Air intake
1300C a nd gi e nt e r than 70'C and is
required to melt completely or offer minimal Measures shall be taken to restrict
resistance to valve opening when the opening contaminating substances from the plant site

p temperature is reached. which may be available to the diesel generator
air intakes. See Subsection 9.5.8.1.()

9.5.12.4 Testing and inspection Requirements
9.5.13.2 Use of Communication System in

The ability of the LDF to mitigate sescre Emergencies
accidents by passing sufficient water to cover
and quench the postulated corium in the drywell Procedure for use of the communication
is confirmed by PRA analysis (Appendix 19D). system shall be provided. See Subsection

9.5.2.4
No testing of the LDF system will be required

during normal operation. During tefueling 9.5.13.3 Maintenance and Testing Procedure for

outages, thr. following surveillance would be Communication Equipment

required:
Maintenance and testing procedures for the

(1) During each refueling outage, verify that plant communication shall be provided. See
there is no leakage from the fusible plug Subsection 9.5.2.5.
valve flange or outlet when the suppression
pool is at its maximum level. 9.5.13.4 Use of Portable lland Light in

|(2) Once every four refueling outages, lower
suppression pool water level or plug the The portable sealed beam battery powered hati
flooder pipe inlet and replace two fusible light (used by the fire brigade and other per ,

plug valves. Test the valves that were sonnel during an emergency to achieve a plant E
removed to confirm their function. This shutdown)is out of ABWR standard design scope. O

practice follows the precedent set for It is an interface requirement that the appli-
in service testing of standby liquid control cant design will comply with the BTP CMEB 9.51,

F system (SLCS) explosive valves in earlier position C.5.g(1) and (2). Applicant will sup-
boiling water reactors. plement this subsection accordingly as appli-

cable.

931M
Amendment 16
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93.133 Vendor Specific Design of Diesel 93.13.7 i' ire Rating for Penetration Seals

Generator Auxiliaries
The applicant referencing the AllWR design

The vendor specific diesel generator support shall provide 3. hour fire rated penetration
systems (i.e., the D/G fuel oil system, the D/G seals for all high energy piping or, as a y

cooling water system, the D/G starting air minimum, state those conditions when such seals s
*

$ system, the D/G lubrication system, the D/G cannot be provided and what will be installed as

! combustion air intake and exhaust sptem) shail a substitute. The detail design shall proside
be reviewed for differences in Jesign with those completely equivalent construction to tested
discussed in Subsections 9.5.4 through 9.5.8, wall assemblies or testing will be required,
respectively. A discussion of such differences
shall be provided, 93.13.8 Diesel Generator Requirements

Specific NRC requested informat;on lists as (1) the diesel generator opetotin procedures
follows: for a particular dicsci enric make and p

model shall require loading of the engine up g
;-
y (1) Type of fuel transfer pump, to a minimum of 40G of full load (or lower

*

load per manufacturer's recommendation) for*

(2) Prodsion for stick gauges on fuel tanks, I bout after up to 8 hours of continuous
no load or light load operation.

Description of engine cranking desires,

f ((3)
1

(2) selection of diesel generator shall include'

4) Duration of cranking cycle and number of prudent component design with dust tight
engine revolutions, and enclosures. Construction guidelines shall h

*

includ e pr ovisions f or minirnizin g 0

.. fh (5) Lubrication system design criteria and accumulation of dust and dirt into
protective features. e quipme nt.==

93.13.6 Diesel Generator Cooling Water Splem (3) the diesel Fenerator operating procedure
Design I' low and lleat Remosal Requirements shall include prosisions to avoid as much as

possible or otherwise restrict the no load
|

A table shall be prosided which identifies or low load operation of the engine / e

e the design flow and heat removal requirements for generator for prolonged periods of time; or 'g

N the diesel generator cooling water system. It operate the engine at nearly full load *

shallinclude the design heat removal capacities following escry no load or low load (20G or*

of all the coolers or heat exchangers in the less) operation lasting for a period of 30
minutes or more.system,

Specific NRC requested information lists as 93.13.9 Applicant fire Protection Program
follows:

The following areas are out of the AllWR

p (1) Type of jacket water circulating purnps Stan jard Plant design scope, and shall be
/ (i.e., motor driven or others), included in the applicant fire protection

|

program, ,

| ;-
' (2) Type of ternperature sensors,

&(1) Main transformer
(3) Expansion tank capacity,

j E
(2) Equipment entrylxk

& (4) NPSil of jacket water circulating pump, and
(3) Fire protection pumphouse

(5) Cooling water loss estimates.

O
9M6

Amendment 16

l
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(4) Ultimate heat sink

@ The applicant's fire protection program sball
{ comply with the SRP Section 9.5.1, with ability

to bring the plant to safe shutdown condition
following a complete fire burnout without a need
for recovery.

9.5.13.10 HVAC Pnssurt Cuteulations

$ The applicant referencing the ABWR design
& shall provide pressure calculations for the smoke

control mode of the HVAC sptems as described in
Subsection 9.$.1.1.6.

i

9.5.13.11 Plant Security Systems Criteria

The design of the security system shall i
'include an evaluation of its impact on plant

operation, testing, and maintenance. This
evaluation shall assure that the security
restrictions for access to equipment and plant
regions is compatible with required operator
actions during all operating and emergency modes
of operation (l.c., loss of offsite power, access
fer fire protection, health physics, maintenance,
testing and local operator). In addition, thisp),

( e evaluation shall assure that:

(a) There are no areas within the Nuclear Island
where communication with central and
secondary alarm stations is not persible:

(b) Portable security radios will not interfere
with plant monitoring equipment:

(c) Minimum isolation zone ano protected area
illumination capabilities cannot be defeated
by sabotage actions outside of the protected
area; and,

(d) Electromagnetic interference from plant
equipment startups or power transfers will
not create nuisance alarms of trip security
access control systems.

O
V

Amendment 16 9kl07
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9A.2 ANALYSIS CRITERIA
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'O io.2 r ,si e oe er ier reeuced fa,te, than that shown in rigu,e 1o.21. i
1
1

10.2.1 Design Bases 10.2.1.3.2 Turbine control valve

10.2.1.1 Safety Design Bases During any event resulting in turbine contr01
valve fast closure, turbine inlet steam flow will not be

The turbine generator (T.0) does not serve nor reduced faster than that shown in hgure 10.2 2.
support any safety function and has no safety design
basis. The turbine generator is, however, a potential The turbine control valve steam flow shutoff
source of high energy missiles that could damage rate, upon a step reduction to zero in pressure ,

safety related equipment or structures. The turbine regulation flow demand (no resulting bypass steam
'

is designed to minimize the possibility of failure of a flow demand), will be within the region shown in
turbine blade or rotor. Turbine integrity is discussed Figure 10.2 3. Any single control s} stem failure or
in Subsection 10.2.3. The effects of potential high turbinegenerator event will not cause a faster steam
energy missiles are discussed in Chapter 3. flow reduction than that shown in Figure 10.2 3

without initiating an immediate reactor tilp.
10.2.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases

The turbine control valves are capable of full
Power Generation Desien Basis One . The T.O is stroke opening and closing times not greater than 7
intended for base load operation. The gross seconds 4r adequate pressure control performance.
generator outputs at reference guaranteed reactor
rating and valves wide open (VWO) operation are 10.2.1.3.3 Automatic Load Maneuvering Capability
given on the heat balances shown on Figures 10.12
and 10.13, respectively. Within the automatic load foliowing region of

the power / flow operating map (Figure 15.0Jt), sicae.

[ Power Generation Desien Basis Two . The T.G flow will automatically respond to a load demand step

| ( load change characteristics are compatible with the as follows:

| instrumentation and control system which coordi.
nates T.G and reactor operation. .(1) For positive load demand signal changes less'

than 10 percent NBR, power change rates are
Power Generation Desien Basis Three . The T.G is limited only by the respoose rates of the reactor,
designed to accept L sudden loss of fullload without
exceeding design overspeed. (2) For positive load demand signal chenges greater

than 10 percent NBR, the resulting first 10
Ecwer Generation Desien Basis Four . The T.C is percent NBR thermal power change may be at 1 .

designed to permit periodic under load testing of percent NBR/second, with t_he balance of the
'

steam valves important to overspeed protection, power change taking place at rates up to 15
_

- emergency overspeed trip circuits, and several other percent NDR/ minute (0.15 perceu
trip circuits. -NBR/second). This is accon plished oy

permitting the load demand signC to iridally
Power Generation Desi.g hsis Five . The failure step upwards 10 percent, followd oy a 15
of any single component will not cause the rotor percent NBP/ minute ramp.
speed to exceed the design speed.

(3) For negative load demand signal changes, rates
10.2.1.3 Functional Umitations imposed by the are not limited.

L Design or Operational Characteristics of the Reactor

1.
Coolant System 10.2.2 Description

10.2.1.3.1 Turbine Stop Valve - 10.2.2.1 General Description

During an event resulting in turbine stop valve - The turbine. generator consists of an 1800 rpm j
fast closure, turbine inlet steam flow will not be

10.2 1Amendment 16
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turbine, moisture separator / reheaters, generator, 10.2.2.2 Component Description
exciter, controls, and associated subsystems.

The MSRs, MSR drain tanks, stator water
The turbine consists of a double flow, high- coolers, and stator water demineralizer are designed

pressure unit, and three double flow low pressure to ASME Section Vill. The balance of the T G is
units in tandem. The high pressure unit has a single designed to Turbine Manufacturer's Standards.

stage of steam extraction. Moisture separation and
reheati%g of the high pressure turbine exhaust steam Main Stoo and Control Wives Four high pres-

it, performed by four combined moisture separator / sure main stop and control valve chests admit steam

reheaters (MSRs). Two MSRs are located on each to the high pres.,ure (HP) turbine. The primary
side of the T G centerline. The steam passes function of the main stop valves is to quickly shut off

through the low pressure turbines, each with four the steam flow to the turbloc e 4 6 emergency con-

extraction points for the four low pressure stages of ditions. The primary function of ti:e control valves is
feedwater heating, and exhausts into the main to control steam flow to the terbins in response to

condenser. In addition to the external moisture the turbine control system.

separator /rcheaters, the turbines are designed to
separate water from the steam and drain it to the The main stop valves are operated in an open-
next lowest extraction point. closed mode either by the emergency trip, fast acting

valve for tripping, or by a small solenoid valve for
The generator is a direct driven, three phase,60 testing. The discs are totally unbalanced and cannot

liz,1800 rpm synchronous generator with a water open against full differential pressure. A bypass is
cooled stator and hydrogen cooled rotor, presided to pressurize the below seat areas of the

four valves. Springs are designed to close the main
The turbine generator uses a digital monitoring stop valve in approximately 0.20 second under the

and control system which, in coordination with the emergency conditions listed in Subsection 10.2.2.5.

turbine steam bypass and pressure control system,
controls the turbine speed, load, and flow for startup Each stop valve contains a permanent steam
and normal operations. The control system operates strainer to prevent foreign matter from entering the
the turbine stop valves, control valves, and combined control valves and turbine,

intermediate valves (CIVs). Turbine generator su-
penisory instrumentation is prosided for operational The control valves are designed to ensure tight

analysis and malfunction diagnosis. shutoff. The valves are of sufficient size, relative to
their cracking pressure, to require partial balancing.

Automatic control functions are programmed to Each control salve is operated by a single acting,
protect the nuclear steam supply system through ap- spring closed servomotor opened by high pressure

propriate corrective actions (see Section 7.7). fire resistant fluid supplied througi. a servo valve.
The control valve is designe to cl" a in approxi-d

| T-G accessories inchide the bearing lubrication mately 0.20 second.

oil system, electrohydraulic control (EHC) system,;

The llP turbineturning gear, hydrogen and CO, system, seal oil Hich Prenure Turbine -'

system, stator cooling water system, exhaust hood receives steam through four steam leads, one from

spray system, turbine gland scaling system, and each control valve our!ct. The steam is expanded

turbine supenisory instrument (TSI) system, axially across several stages of stationary and moviag
blades. Steam pressure immediately downstreara of

The T G unit and associated piping. valves, and the first stage is used as a load reference sig .al for
controls are located completely within the turbine reactor control. Extraction steam from the turbine
building. There are no safety related systems or supplies the last stage of feedwater heating. IIP
components located within the turbine building, Turbine exhaust steam is collected in eight cold
hence any local failure associated with the %G unit reheat pipes, four at each end of the turbine. Most
will not affect any safety related equipment. Failure of the exhaust steam is routed to the MSR inlet, but

of T-G equipment can not preclude safe shutdown of part of it is diverted and supplies the next to last
the reactor coolant system. stage of feedwater heating.

O
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A to ensure that they are functioning satisfactorily. Power Generation Desien Basis Two . The TBS is

(") Periodic tests and inspections may be performed in designed to bypass steam to the main condenser
conjunction with maintenance outages. during plant startup and to permit a normal manual

cooldown of the reactor coolant system from a hot

10.4.3.5 Instrumentation Application shutdown condition to a point consistent with initia-
tion of residual heat removal system operation.

10.43.5.1 Gland Steam Condenser E.shausters
Power Generation Desien Basis Three The '!BS is

10.43.5.1.1 Pressure designed,in conjunction with the reactor sptems, to
provide for a 40 perce it electrical step. load reduc-

Gland steam condenser exhaustes suctiot pres- tion without reactor trip. The sy.,tems will also allow

sure is continuously monitored and reported to the a turbine trip but without lifting the main steam
main control room and plant computer. A low relief and safety valves,

vacuum signal actuates a main control room annun-
clator. 10.4.4.2 Description

10.43.5.1.2 level 10.4.4.2.1 General Description

Water levels in the gland steam condenser drain The TBS is shown in Figute 1031, Main Steam

leg are monitored and makeup is added as required System. The TBS consists of a three valve chest that
to maintain loop sealintegrity. Abnormalloads are is connected to the main steam lines upstream of the
annunciated in the main control room, turbine stop valves, and of three dump lines that

connect separately each regulating vahe outlet to one
10.43.5.2 Sealing Steam lleader condenser shell. The system is designed to bypass 33

percent of the rated main steam flow directly to the
Scaling steam header pressure is monitored and condenser. The sptem and its cornponents are shown

reported to the ruain control room and plant com- in Figures 10.410 an<l 10.411.

(a) puter.11eader steam temperature is also measured
v and recorded. The turbine bypass system,in combination with the

reactor systems, provides the capability to shed 40
10.4A Turbine Hypass System percent of the turbine-generator rated load with out

reactor trip and without the operation of relief and
The turbine bypass system (TBS) provides the safety valvc* A load rejection in excess of 40 percent

capability to discharge main steam from the reactor is expected to result in reactor trip but without
directly to the condenser to minimize step load operation of any steam relief and safety valve.

reduction transient effects on the reactor coolant
system. The system is also used to discharge main 10.4.4.2.2 Component Description

steam during reactor hot standby and cooldown op-
erations. One valve chest is provided and houses three

individual bypass valves. Each bypass valve is an
10.4.4.1 Design Bases angle body type valve operated by hydraulic fluid

pressure with spring action to close. The valve chest
10.4.4.1.1 Safety Design Bases assembly incides hyd< taic supply and drain piping;

three hydraulic accumt its, one for each bypass
The TBS does not serve or support any safety valve; servo valves; fast acting servo valves; and, valve

function and has no safety design basis, position transmitters.

10.4.4.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases The turbine bypass valves are provided with a
separate hydraulic fluid power unit. The unit

Power Generation Desien Basis One The TBS has includes high pressure D.uid pumps, filters, and heat

the capacity to bypass 33 percent of the rated main exchangers, liigh pressure hydraulic fluid is
steam flow to the main condenser. provided at the bottom valve actuator and drained

(D
U
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baek to the fluid reservoi.. Sparger piping The turbine bypass system vahes and piping con.
distributes the steam within the condenser, form to the applicable codes as referenced in Chap-

ter 3.
10.4.4.23 System Optration

10.4.43 Evaluation
The turbine bypass valves are opened by a signal

received from the steam bypass and pressure regula- The TBS does not serve or support any safety
tion system wnenever the actual steam pressure function and has no safety design basis. There is no
exceeds the preset steam pressure by a small margin. safety related equipment in the vicinity of the TBS.
This occurs when the amount of steam generated by All high energy lines of the TBS are located in the
the reactor cannot be entirely used by the turbine, turbine building.
This bypass demand signal causes fluid pressure to
be applied to the operating eyhnder which opens the The effects of a malfunction of the turbine bypass i
first of the indhidualvalves. As the bypass demand system valves and the effects of such a failure on |

increases, additional bypass valves are opened other systems and components are evaluated in
dumping the steam to the condenser, The bypass Chapter 15.
valves are equipped with fast acting servo valves to
allow rapid opening of bypass valves upon turbine 10.4.4.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements

, '

trip or generator load rejection.l
Before the system is placed in service, all turbine'

The bypass valves automatically trip closed bypass valves are tested for operability. The steam
whoever the vacuum in the main condenser falls lines are hydrostatically tested to confirm leaktight-
below a preset value. The bypass valves are also ness. Pipe weld joints are inspected by radiography ,

closed on loss of electrical power or hydraulic system per ASME !!I, Class 2 requirements upstream and 'j
pressure. The bypass valve hydraulic accumulators ANSI B31.1 downstream of the valve chest. The
have the capability to stroke the valves at least 3 bypass valves may be tested while the unit is in
times should the hydraulic power unit fail. operation. Periodic inspections are performed on a

rotating basis within a preventive maintenance i

When the reactor is operating in the automatic program in accordance with manufacturer's recom-

| load following mode, a 10% load reduction can be mendations.
accommodated without openicg the bypass valves,'

and a 25% load reduction can be accommodated 10.4.4.5 Instrumentation Applientions
with momentary opening of the bypass valves. These
load changes are accomplished by change in reactor Main steam pressure is measuud in the equaliz-
recirculating flow without any control rod motion. ing header by electronic pressure transmitters. Each

transmitter supplies a signal to a corresponding
When the plant is at nro power, hot standby or pressure regulator. Under normal conditions the

initial cooldown, the system is operated manually by regulator output signal that has been selected by the
the control room operator. The measured main operator will be transmitted to the steam bypass and
steam system pressure is then compared against, and pressure regulator system. If, however, the error
regulated to, the pressure set by the operator, detection circuitry detects failure in one of the

signals, the valid signalis used and an annunciator is
The turbine bypass control system can malfunc- activated to warn the operator of the failed regulator

tion in either the open or closed mode. The effects output.
of both these potential failure modes on the NSSS
and turbine system are addressed in Chapter 15.0. If loput to the system also includes load demand
the bypass valves fail open, additional heat load is and load reference signals from the turbine speed

placed on the condenser. If this load is great load control system. The steam bypass and pressure

enough, the turbine is tripped on high high con- regulation system uses these three signals to position

denser pressure. Ultimate overpressure protection the turbine control valves, the bypass valves, and the

for the condenser is provided by rupture discs. If the reactor recirculation flow control valves. A complete

bypass valves fait closed, the relief valves permit description of the control system is included in
controlled cooldown of the reactor. Chapter 7

O
10 MAmendment 3
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: - 11.5 PROCESS AND EFFLUENT
RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING ANDd SAMPLING SYSTEMS

113.1.1J Radiation hionitors Required for i
The process and effluent radiological Plant Operation

nionitoring and sampling systems are provided to
allow determination of the content of radioactive The main objective of this radiation monit.'

materialin various gaseous and liquid process oring is to provide operating personnel with
and effluent streams. The design objective and measurements of the content of radioactive
criteria are based on the following requitecnents: material in all effluent end important process

streams. This allows demonstration of
(1) Radiation instrutnentation required for compliance with plant normal operational

safety and protection, technical specifications by providing gross
radiation level monitoring and by collection of

(2) Radiation instrumentation required for halogens and particulates on filters (gaseous
monitor and plant operation, effluents) as required by Regulatory Guide

1,21. Additional objectives are to initiate
11.5.1 Design Bases discharge valve isolation on the offgas or

liquid radwaste systems if predetermined release
11.5.1.1 Design Objecthes rates are exceeded, and to provide for sampling

at certain radietion monitor locations to allow
| 11.5.1.1.1 Radiation blonttors Required for determination of specific radionuclide content.

Safety and Protection -
The procen radiation monitoring systems also

The main objective of this radiation monitor. provides the following design objectives:
ing is to initiate appropriate protective action
to limit the potential release of radioactive (1) hionitors gaseous effluent streams

O. materials from the reactor vessel and primary and
secondary containment if predetermined radiation (a) Plant off gas discharge
levels are exceeded in major process / effluent

| streams. Another objective is to provide control (b) Offgas system area exhaust
room personnel with an irdication of the
radiation levels in the major process /efiluent (c) Radwaste building ventilation exhaust
streams plus alarm annunciation if high radiation
levels are detected. (d) Turbine gland steam and mechanical

vacuum pump releases.
The process radiation monitoring system

provides the following design objectives: (2) bionitors liquid efiluent streams

(1) hiain steamline tunnel area radiation (a) Radwaste effluent racioactivity
monitoring;

(b) Drywell sumps drain radioacthity
(2) Reactor building heating, ventilating, and

air conditioning (HVAC) exhaust air rad-
iation monitoring; (3) hionitors gaseous process streams

(3) Fuel handling area HVAC exhaust air rad- (a) Off gas pre treatment sampling
iation monitoring;

j (b) Off gas post treatment sampling

j (1) - Control building HVAC air suply rediation
monitoring; (c) Carbon bed vault gross gamma radiation'

levels

(5) standby gas treatment system off gas

O radiation monitoring

Amendment 16 1151
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(4) Monitors liquid process streams (10) Register full scale output if radiation
detection exceeds full scale

(a) Reactor building closed cooling water
intersystem radiation leakage (11) Use instrumentation with sensitivities and \

ranges compatible with anticipated
11.5.1.2 Design Criteria radiation levels.

11.5.1.2.1 Radiation Monitors Required for The applicable General Design Criteria of
Safety 10CFR$0, Appendix A are 2,4,13,20,21,22,

23, 24, and 28 as specified in Section 7.6.2.2.
The design criteria for the main steamline and The process radiation safety related sub-

containment ventilation exhaust plecum radiation systerns shall meet the design requirements for |
monitoring includes the following functional Safety Class 2, Seismic Category 1, systerns
requirements: along with the quality assurance requirements of

10CFR$0, Appendix B.
|(1) Withstand the effect of natural phenomena

(e.g., earthquakes) without loss of 11.5.1.2.2 Radiation Monitors Required for 1

capability to perform their functions; Plant Operation

|(2) Perforra the intended safety functions in the The design criteria for operational radiation
environment resulting from normal and monitoring shall include the following
abnormal conditions (e.g., loss of HVAC and functional requirements:
isolation events)

(1) Provide continuous indication of radiation
| (3) Meet the reliability, testability, indepen- levels in the main control room

dence, and failure mode requirements of
[ engineered safety features (2) Provide warning of increasing radiation

levels indicative of abnormal conditions by
(4) Provide continuous output in the main alarm annunciation

control rcom
(3) Insof ar as practical, provide self- |

|(5) Pcrmit checking of the operational monitoring of components to the extent that
availability of each channel during reactor power failure or component malfunction
operation with provisions for calibration causes annunciation and discharge valve

i function and instrurnent checks isolation channel trip |

| (6) Assure an extremely high probability of (4) Monitor a sample representative of the bulk |
accomplishing safety functions in the event stream or volume

| of anticipated operational occurrences
(5) Incorporate provisions for calibration, and

|(7) Initiate prompt protective action prior to functional checks
exceeding plant technical specification

i limits (6) Use instruments with sensitivities and
ranges compatible with anticipated

| (8) Provide warning of increasing radiation radiation levels
levels indicative of abnormal conditions by

I alarm annunciation (7) Register full scale output if radiation
detection exceeds full scale.

| (9) Insof ar as practical, provide self-
monitoring of components to the extent that The radiation system that monitors discharges
power failure or component malfunction from the gaseous and liquid radwaste treatment

| causes annunciation and channel trip system shall have provisions to alarm and to
initiate automatic c!osure of the waste

Amendment 16 !!$2
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A discharge valve on the affected treatment system is visually displayed on the affected radiation

(') prior to exceeding the normal operation limits monitor. A high high or inoperative trip in the
specified in technical specifications as required radiation monitor results in a channel trip
by Regulatory Guide 1.21. which is provided to the reactor protection

system (RPS) and to the leak detection and
The applicable General Design Criteria of isolation system (LDS). Any two out of four ,

10CFR50, Appendix A, are 60,63, and 64 in channel trip results in initiation of main
accordance with the Standard Review Plan for steataline isolation valve closure, reactor
Section 11.5 (NUREG 0S00). scram, main condenser mechanical vacuum pump

(b1VP) shutdown, and h1VP line discharge valve
11.5.2 System Description closure. A high trip actuates a htSL high

control room annun cintor common to all
11.5.2.1 Radiation hionitors Required for Safety channels. High and low trips do not result in a

channel trip. Each radiation monitor visually
Information on these monitors is presented in displays the measured radiation level.

Table 11.5-1 and the arrangements are shown in
Subsection 7.6.1.2. 11.5.2.1.2 Reactor Building IIVAC Radiation

hionitoring
11.5.2.1.1 hiain Steamline (htSL) Radiation
hionitoring This subsystem monitors the radiation level

in the reactor building ventilation system
This subsection monitors the gamena radiation exhaust duct. A high activity level in the

,

level exterior to the main steamlines in the htSL ductwork could be due to fission gases from a
tunnel. The normal radiation level is produced leak or an accident.
primarily by coolant activation gases plus
smaller quantities of fission gases being The system consists of four redundant instru-

p uansported with the steam, in the esent of a ment channels. Each channel consists of a

Q gross release of fission products from the core, digital gamma sensitive Gh1 detector and a
the monitoring channels provide trip signals to control room radiation monitor. Power is
the leak detection and i'olation system. supplied to each channel, A, B, C, and D

monitors from vital 120 Vac Divisions 1, 2, 3
The htSL rr<liation monitors consists of four and 4 respectively. A two pen recorder powered

redundant instrument channels. Each channel from the 120 Vac instrument bus allows the
consists of a local detector (gamma senitise ion output of any two channels to be recorded by the

chamber) and a control room radiation monitor use of selection switches. The detectors are
with a trip auxiliary unit. Power for channels located adjacent to the exhaust ducting upstream
A, B, C, and D monitors is supplied from vital of the ventilating system isolation vahes.
120 Vac divisions 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectisely.
All four channels are physically and electrically Each radiation monitor has four trip circuits:
independent of each other. two upscale, one downscale and one inoperative

similar to htSL radiation monitors.
The detectors are physically located near the

main steamlines (htSL) just downstream of the out-,

board main steamline isolation valves in the'

stream tunnel. The detectors are geometrically
arranged and are capable of detecting significant
increases in radiation level with any number of
main steamlines in operation. Table la.5-1 lists
the location and range of the detectors.

! Each radiation monitor has four trip
|

circuits: two upscale (high high and high), one
dowriscale (low), and one inoperative. Each trip

115 3
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A high high or inoperative /downscale trip in
the radiation monitor results in a channel trip
which is provided to LDS. Any two out of four
channel trips will result in the initiation by
LDS of the standby gas treatment system (SGTS)
and in the isolation of the secondary containment
(including closure of the containment purge and 11.5.2.1.3 Fuelllandling Area Ventilation
vent valves and closure of the reactor building Ethaust Radiation
ventilating exhaust isolation valves).

This subsystem monitors the off gas radiation
The high high trip will initiate an alarm in level in the fuel handling area ventilation

the control room common to all channels, exhaust duct. The system consists of four
channels which are physically and electrically

I A downscale inoperative trip is displayed on independent of each other. Each channel
the radiation monitor and actuates a control room consists of a digital gamma senitive Ght detector
annunciator common to all four channels. and a control room radiation monitor. Power for

channels (A, B, C, and D) is supplied from the
The high radiation trip is provided and vital 120 Vac divisions 1, 2, 3 and 4

actuates a control room annunciator common to all respeetively,
channels.

Each radiation monitor has four circuits: two
upscale, one downscale and one inoperative
similar to the blSL radiation monitors. This

Each radiation monitor will display the subsystem performs the same trip functions as
measured radiation level. those described in Subsection 11.5.2.1.2 for the

reactor building IIVAC exhaust radiation
11.5.2.1.2.1 (Deleted) monitoring.

11.5.2.1.4 Standby Gas Treatment Radiation
hionttoring

This subsystem monitors the off gas radiation
leselin the SGTS exhaust duct to the stack
using four channels.

Two ionization chamber detectors are
physically located downstream of the exhaust and
heat ternoval fans and dampers on the exaaust
duct to the stack. Two other scintillation
detectors are used during off gas sampling of
the gas exhaust to the stack.

Amendment 16 11.5 4
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Tbc subsystem consists of four instrumented - inlet air, from any source, but the design will
.

channels.- Each channel consists of a detector provide . isolation of intake of leakage from*

and a main control room radiation monitor. accident sources escaping from other plant
buildings.

Power for the channels is supplied from the
non.lE vital 120Vac source.

Each radiation monitor has four trip circuits:
two upscale, one/ inoperative and one downscale.
All trips are displayed on the appropriate
radiation monitor and each actuates a common main
control room annunciator for high high, high and
low / inoperative indications. Each radiation channel consists of a digital

gamma sensitive GM detector and a radiation
11.5.2.1J Control Building HVAC Radiation monitor which is located in the control room.
Monitoring

Each radiation monitor has four trip
Tbc control building HVAC radiation circuits: two upscale, one/ inoperative and one

monitoring subsystem is provided to detect high downscale. All trips are displayed for the
radiation level in the normal outdoor air supply, appropriate radiation monitor and each actuates
automatically close the outdoor air intake a control room annunciator.
dampersand the exhaust dampers, and initiate
automatically the outdoor air cleanup system in
the emergency recirculation air supply loop. The

O. emergency recirculation fans shall be started and
area exhaust fans stopped on high radiation.

The radiation monitors for-cach of the
control building HVAC systems consist of four
redundant channels to monitor the air to the
building. Each radiation monitor is physically
separated and powered from separate vital 120 Vac
divisional power busses. Failure of one channel
will not cause isolation of the HVAC system.

Also, another channel is provided to monitor
for radioactive contamination in the air that is
being supplied to the control room complex
downstream from the supply fansi The detector'is
located at the common HVAC duct that supplies the
air to the various areas in the controlbuilding.
Power to this monitor is provided from the non.1E
dtal 120 Vac bus.

The monitors shall meet the requirements for
Class IE components to provide appropriate
r elia bilit y. The system will warn of the
presence of significant air contamination in

Amendment 16 1155
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11.5JJ Radiation Monitors Required for Plant The radiation level output by the monitor can
Operation be directly correlated to tbc concentration of

tbc noble gases by using semiautomatic vial
Information on these monitors is presented in ampler panel to obtain a grab sample. Tc draw

Table 11.51. a sample, a serum bottle is inserted into a
sampler holder; the sample lines are evacuated;

ll.5JJ.1 Off gas Pretreatment Radiation and a solenoid. operated sample valve is opened
Monitoring to allow offgas to enter the bottle. The bottle

is then removed and the sample is analyzed in
This subsystem monitors radioactivity in the the counting room with r, multichannel gamma

condenser offgas at the discharge of the delay pulse height analyzer to determine the concen-
pipe after it has passed through the offgas tration of the varions noble gas radionuclides.
condenser and moisture separator. The monitor A correlation between the observed activity and
detects the radiation level which is attributable the monitor reading permits calibration of the
to the fission gases produced in the reactor and monitor.
transported with steam through the turbine to the
condenser. Il $JJJ Off gas Post. Treatment Radiation

Monitoring
A continuous sample is extracted from the

offgas pipe via a stainless steel sample line. This system monitors radioactivity in the
it is then passed through a sample chamber and a offgas piping downstream of the offgas system
sample panel before being returned to tbc suction charcoal adsorbers and upstream of the offgas
side of the steam jet air ejector (SJAE). The system discharge vahe. A continuous sample is
sample chamber is a stainless steel pipe which is extracted from the offgas s) stem piping, passed
internally polished to minimize plateout. It can through the offgas post treatment sample panel
be purged with room air to check detector for monitoring and sampling, and returned to the
response to background radiation by using a offgas system piping. The sample panel has a
three way solenoid operated valve. The valve is pair of filters (one for particulate collection
controlled by a switch located in the main and one for halogen collection) in parallel
control room. The sample panel measures and (with respect to flow) with two identical

|
indicates sample line flow. Two ionization scintillation detectors. Two radiation monitors

i chamber detectors are positioned adjacent to the in the main control room analyze and visually
vertical sample chamber and are connected to display the measured gross radiation level.
radiation monitors in the main control room.

Power is supplied from 120 Vac instrument bus
for radia: ion monitor and detector and for the
sample and vital sampler panels. The sample panel shielded chambers can be

purged with room air to check detector response
Tbc radiation monitor has four trip circuits: to background radiation by using solencid valves

two upsacle (bigh high and higb), one downscale operated from the control room. The sample
; and one inoperative. panel measures and indicates sample line flow.

A solenoid operated check source for each '

The trip outputs are used for clarm function detector assembly operated froro the control room
only. Each trip is visually displayed on the can be used to check operability of the gross
radiation monitor and actuates a control room radiation channel,
annunciator: offgas high high, offgas high, and
offgas downscale/ inoperative. High or low sample Power is supplied from a 120 Vac instrument
line flow measured at the sample panel actuates a bus to the radiation tron: tors and to the two pen
main control room offgas sample high low flow
annunciator.

I

|

| O
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p recorder. A 120 Vac local bus supplies the
sample panel.

Each radiation monitor has four trip circuits:
two upscale (high high and high), one downscale
(low) and one inoperative. Each trip is visually
displayed on the radiation monitor. The trips
actuate corresponding main control room
annunciators: offgas post treatment high high
radiation, offgas post treatment high radiation,
and offgas post treatment downscale/ inoperative.

Iligh or low sample flow measured at the sample
panel actuates a main control room offgas vent
pipe sample abnormal flow annunciator.

A trip auxiliary unit in the control room
takes the high high and downscale trip /inoper-
ative outputs to initiate closure of the offgas
system discharge and bypass valves. The
high high trip setpoints are determined so that
valve closure is initiated prior to exceeding
technical specification limits. Any one high
upscale trip initiates closure of offgas system
bypass line valve and permits opening of the

n treatment line valve,

A vial sampler panel similar to tbc pre-
treatment sampler panel is provided for grab
sample collection to allow isotopic analysis and
gross monitor calibration.

11.5.2.2.3 Carbon Bed Vault Radiation
Monitoring

The carbon vault is monitored for gross
gamma radiation level with a single instrument
chtunel. Tbc channel includes a digital sensor
and converter, and a radiation rnonitor. The
radiation monitor is located in the main control
room. The channel provides for sensing and
readout of gross gamma radiation over a range of

6six logarithmic decades (1 to 10 mR/br).

| The monitor has one adjustable upscale trip
circuit for alarm and one downscale trip for
instrument trouble. Power is supplied from 120
Vac instrument bus.

O
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113.2.2.4 Plant Vent Discharge Radiation With the exception of the radweste system
Monitoring effluent, the streams monitored normally contain

only background levels of radioactive
This system monitors the plant vent discharge materials. Increases in radiation level may be

for gross radiation level during normel plant indicative of heat exchanger leakage or
operation and collects halogen and particulate equipment malfunction.
samples for laboratory analysis. Also, this
system utilizes a high range radiation monitor
that measures fission products in plant gaseous
effluents during and following an accident. A
representative sample is continuously extracted
from the ventilation ducting through two
isokinetic probes in accordance with ANSI N13.1
at>d passed through the containment ventilation
sample panels for monitoring and sampling, and
returned to the sentilation ducting. Each sample
panel has a pair of filters (one for particulate
collection and one for halogen collection ) in
parallel (with respect to flow) for continuous
gaseous radiation sampling. The gross radiation
detection assembly consists of a shielded
chamber, beta. gamma sensitive GM tubes, and a
check source. The extended range detector
assembly consists of an ionization chamber which
copld measure radiation levels up to 113.2.23.1 Radnste Emuent Radiation
10 mci /cc. A radiation monitor in the main Monitoring
control room analyzes and visually displays the
measured radiation level. This subsystem continuously monitors tbc

radioactivity in the radwaste effluent prior to
The sample panel shielded chambers can be its discharge,

purged with room air by using two solenoid salves
operated from the control room to check detector Liquid waste can be discharged from the
response to background radiation. thus checking sample tanks containing liquids that have been'
operability of the gross radiation channel. processed through one or more treatment systems

such as evaporation, filtration, and ion
| Power is supplied from 120 Vac local bus for exchange. Prior to discharge, the liquid is
I the radiation monitor and for the sample panel. cxtracted from the liquid drain treatment

process pipe, passed through a liquid sample
The radiation monitor initiates trips for panel which contains a detection assembly for

| Arm indications on high high, high, and lowgross radiation monitoring, and returned to the
radiation from each detector assembly. Also, the process pipe. The detection assembly consists
sampled line is monitored for high or low flow of a scintillation detector mounted in a
indications and alarming. shielded sample chamber equipped with a check

source. A radiation monitor in the control room
Table 11.5 2 prese ts the gaseous and airborne analyzes and visually displays the measured

monitors for the e;1uent radiation monitoring gross radiation level.
system.

The sample panel chamber and lines can be
113.2.23 Liquid Process and Emuent drained to allow assessment of background

| Monitoring buildup. The panel measures and indicates
sample line flow. A solenoid operated check

| These subsystems monitor the gamma radiation source operated from the control room can be
levels of liquid process and effluent streams, used to check operability of the channel.

O
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/3 | Based on acceptable radiation levels, The trip signals are annunciated in the

V discharge is permitted at a specified release radwaste building control room and in the snain

rate and dilution rate. control room.

The radiation monitor has four trip circuits. Each radiation monitor visually displays the
Two upscale trips (high high and high), one radiation level and supplies an output signal to
downscale trip, and one inoperative trip, the computer.

The two upscale trips and the low downscale
inoperative trip actuate annunciators in the main
control room and in the radwaste building control
room. Table 11.$.3 describes the liquid monitors
used for process radiation monitoring.

11.5.2.2.5.2 Reactor Building Cooling Water
Radiation Monitoring

This subsystem consists of three channels: one
for each RCW A, B and C loop for monitoring
intersystem radiation leakage into the reactor
building cooling water system,

( Each channel consists of a scintillation
detector which is located in a well near the RCW'

beat exchanger exit pipe. Radiation detected
from the three channels are multiplexed and fed
into a common process radiation monitor. This
monitor provides individual channel trips on high
radiation level and downscale/ inoperative
indication for annunciation in the control room.
Power to the monitors is provided from the non lE
vital 12D Vac source.

11.5.2.2.6 Radwaste Building IIVAC Radiation
Monitoring 11.5.2.2.7 Ofigas Area Exhaust Radiation

Monitoring System

This subsystem monitors the radwaste building
ventilation discharge to the stack, including This subsystem monitors the off gas vent
radwaste storage tank vents, for gross radiation discharge in the turbine building equipment
level. Tbc system consists of two redundant areas for gross radiation levels. The
instrument channels, each channel has a local monitoring is provided by four channels (two
detector, a converter, and a main control room redundant sets). Two redundant channels monitor
radiation mo:.itor. Power is supplied to each radiation in the equipment area air exhaust duct
channel by the 120 Vac instrument bus. and the other two redundant channels monitor the

radiation in the SJAE area air exhaust duct.
Each channel uses a digital detector located

Each radiation monitor * two trip adjacent to the monitored exhaust duct. The
, ion and outputs from each set of detectors arecircuits: one for upscale (. -

one for downscale/inoperati- multiplexed and then fed into two separate
a

11.5-9Amendment 16
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process radiation monitors for display, recording are monitored for radioactivity releases in
and annunciation. Each monitor provides alarm accordance with Criterion 64 of General Design
trips on radiation high and on radiation low Criteiia,10CFR50, Appendix A, as follows:
(downscale/ inoperative).

113.2.2.8 Turbine Gland Condenser and Yacuum
Pump Oligas Radiation Monitoring

This subsystem monitors the off gas releases
to the stack from the tutbine gland seal system
and from the steam condenser vacuum pump. The
off gas releases are continuously sampled and
monitored for noble gas by a scintillation

'

detector. The output signal is multiplexed and
then fed to a shared radiation monitor in the ;

main control for display, recording and I
annunciation. This monitor provides alarm trips |

| on radiation high and radiation low |

| (downscale/ inoperative). |

A grab sample of the off gas is provided for
laboratory analysis. Also, samples of halogens
and particulates are collected on filters for
periodic analysis.

|
1 A gamma source check is provided for chann 1

calibration purposes. ,

11J.2.2.9 Drpell Sumps Drain Line Radl; tion
Monitoring

I
This subsystem monitors the radiation levelin j

the liquid waste that is transferred in the drain i

line frorn the drywell LCW and HCW sumps to the |
radwaste system. One monitoring channel is '

provided for the drain line from each st.np. Each
channel uses an ionization chamber which is

| located on the drain lice from the sump. The
| output from each sensor is multiplexed and then
' fed into a shared process radiation monitor for
,

display, recording and annunciation.
|

The radiation monito provides four trip
circuits: two upscale (radiation high high and
high), one downscale and one intneratise. The

! high high signal is used to close the outboard
isola: ion valve in its respective crain line.j

|
All trips are annunciated in the mali. control

| room.

11.5.3 Effluent Monitoring and Sampling
|

| All potentially radioactive effluent materials

O
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O (1) liquid releases are monitored for gross (1) Off. gas post treatment
V gamma radioactivity;

(2) Reactor building containment liVAC air
(2) solid wastes are monitored for gross gamma exhaust,

radioactivity; and
(3) Fuel handling area air exhaust.

(3) gaseous releases are monitored for gross
gamma radioactivity. (4) Drywell Sump Liquid Waste drain

11.53.1 Itasis for Monitor Location Selection

Monitor locations are selected to assure that 11.5.4.2 Implementation of General Design
I all effluent materials comply with regulatory Criteria 64

requirements as covered in Regulatory Guide 1.21.
Radiation levels in radioactive and poten.

11.53.2 Expected Radiation 14sels tially radioactive process streams are monitored
for radioactivity reLases. These include: |

Expected radiation levels are wi.hin the
ranges specified in Tables 11.5 2 and 11.5 3. (1) Main steamline;

11.533 Instrumentation (2) Off. gas pre treatment and post. treatment;

The process radiation monitors used for (3) Carbon bed vault;
measuring radioactivity are listed in Table
11.5 1. (4) Intersystem leanage into reactor building

cooling water.

O Grab samples are analyzed to identify and
| V quantify the specific radionuclides in effluents 11.5.43 Ilasts for Monitor Ination Selection

and wastes. The results from the sample analysis'

are used to establish clationships between the Monitor locations are selected to assure
gross gamma monitor readings and concentrations compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.21 in that

|
or release rates of radionuclides in continuous sample points are located where there is a
effluent releases. minimum of disturbance due to fittings and other'

physical characteristics of the equipment and
11.53.4 Setpoints compor nts. Sample nonles are inserted into

the flow or liquid volume to ensure sampling the
The radiation level trip setpoints f or bulk volume of pipes and tanks. In the case of,

i actuation of automatic control features that both liquid and gas flow, care is taken to
l initiate actuation of isolation valves, dampers assure that individual samples are actually

or diversion valves are specified in the plant representative of the effluent mixture. A more
tech,ical specifications as indicated in Table detailed discussion is gisen in ANSI N13.1.
11.5-1.

11.5.4.4 Expected Radiation levels

| Expected radiation levels are listed in Tables
11.5A Process Monitoring and Sampling 11.5 2 and 11.5 3.

11.5.4.1 Implementation M General Design 11.5.4.5 Instrumentation
Criterion 60

The process radiation monitors used for
All potentially significant radioactive dis- measuring racCoactivity are listed in Table

charge paths are equipped with a control system 11.5-1.

[V]
to automatically isolate the discharge on indi-
cation of a high radiation level. These include:

i

115 10 1
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Grab samples are analyzed to identify and (4) control building HVAC

O quantify the specific-radionuclides in process
streams.- The results from the sample _ analysis (5) reactor building cooling water system -
are used to establish relationships between the
gross gamma monitor readings and concentration (6) SGTS
and radionuclides in the process streams.

(7) turbine building equipment area off gas
113.4.6 Setpoints

(8) offgas pretreatment; and
The radiation trip set points for the various

. .

monitort are listed in Table 11.51. (9) carbon bed vault.

11.5.5 Calibration and Maintenance The following monitors include built in check
sources and purge systems which can be operated

113.5.1 Inspection and Tests from the main control room:
'

During reactor operation, daily checks of (1) offgas post treatment;
system operability are made by obsening channel
behavior. At periodic intervals during reactor (2) plant vent discharge;
operation, the detector response of each monitor
provided with a remotely positioned check source (3) liquid waste discharge
will be recorded together with the instrument
background count rate to ensure proper functinn. (4) offgas vent.
ing of the monitors. Any detector whose re.
sponse cannot be verified by observation during (5) radwaste building exhaust
normal operation or by using the remotely posi-

_

tioned check source will have its response
checked with portable check source. A record
will be maintained showing the background
radiation level and the detector response. 11.5.5.2 Calibration

~ The system has electronic testing and cai The continuous radiation monitor calibration
brating equipment which permits channel testmg is according to certified National Bureau of
without relocating or dismounting channel compo. Standards of commercial radionuclide standards,
nents. An internal trip test circuit adjustable and is accurate to at least + or 15%. The
over the full range of the readout meter is used source detector geometry during primary cali-
for testing. Each channel is tested at least bration is identical to the sample detector geo-
setniannually prior to performing a calibration metry in actual use. Secondary standards which
check Verification of channel operation and were counted in reproducible geometry during the
trip function will be done at this time if it can primary calibration are supplied with each con-
be done without jeopardizing plant safety. The tinuous monitor for calibration after installa.
test will be documented, tion. Each continuous monitor is calibrated

during plant operation or during the refueling
The following monitors have alarm trip outage-if the detector _ ls not readily ac.

circuits which can be tested by using test cessible. A calibration can also be performed
~

signals or-portable gamma sources; by using liquid or gaseous radionuclide stan-
dards or b_y analyzing particulate iodine or gas-

(1) main steamline; cous grab samples vith laboratory instruments.

(2) reactor building HVAC; The offgas pretreatment monitor shall respond
to a gross gamma signal obtained from the

(3) fuel handling area HVAC; periodic analyses of grab samples. The readout

_' units shall be mR/hr per mci /sec.
,

Amendment 16 11$11
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The following monitors respond to a gross which would affect the calibration, a recall.
gamma signal obtained from the periodic analyses bration is perforrned at the completion of the a

of grab samples to read the rate in counts / min work.

(1) off gas post treatment; 11.5.5.4 Audits and Verifications

(2) plant stack discharge; Audits and verification during normal plant
operation are out of scope for the Standard ABWR
Plant.

(3) radwaste effluent; and

(4) gland steam condenser and vacuma pump
off gas

The following rnonitors are calibrated to read
the gross gamma dose rate in mR/hr:

(1) main steamline;

(2) reactor building HVAC;

(3) fuel handling area IIVAC;
6

(4) carbon bed vault;

(5) control building HVAC.

(6) off gas system area exhaust; and

(7) radwaste building IIVAC exhaust.

11.5.5.3 Maintenance

| All channel detectors, electronics, and

recorder are seniced and maintained on an annual
basis or in accordance with manufacturers
recommendations to ensure reliable operations.
Such maintenance includes cleaning, lubrication,

'
and assurance of free movement of the recorder in
addition to the replacement or adjustment of any
components required after performing a test or
calibration check. If any work is performed

Amendment 16 113-12
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TABLE 11.51

PROCESS AND EFFLUENT RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEMS

Unscale Setoolnt

11onitored No. Detector Sample Line Channel Warning ACF
Process of Ist or Detector Ranee Alarm Ida Ssalt

Chan. hestion
Atl1

af:rv Related Monitors

6110 mR/hr above full technical 6 dec, logMain steam. 4 GSIC Immediately
line downstream power specification

of plant main background,
steamline below trip
isolation
valve

Reactor 4 S/C Exhaust duct 0.01 to above back- technical 4 dec, log

building upstream of 100 mR/hr pound, specification
HVAC exhaust ven- below trip

tilation
isolation
valve

Control 4 S/C Intake duct 0.01 to above back, technical 4 dec. log

building upstream of 100mR/hr pound, specification
HVAC intake venti- below trip

lation isola-
tion valve

Standby gas 2 S/D SGTS exhaust 0.01 to above back- technical 4 dec, log

treatment air duct 100 mR/hr ground, specification
system downstream below trip

2 IC of exhaust up to 105 above back. None - 6 dec. log

and heat re- uCi/cc ground
moral fans
and dampers

Fuel 4 S/C Locally above 0.1 to 103 above back. 4 dec. log

handling operating mR/hr ground, technical
area floor below trip specification

t

O
Amendment 16 115-13
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TAllLE 11.51

PROCESS AND EFFLUENT RADIATION 2!ONITORING SYSTEMS
(Continued)

L%ealetietydnt

Monitored No. Detector Sample Une Channel Warning ACT
Procean of L3g or Detector Range A1ACIn lid Sulf

Chan. Lexation

Dill s

B. Monitors Required for Plant ODUMi2D

6
Redwaste 1 S/D Sample lhe 10 to 10 above back- None $dec. log
liquid als- counts / min pound,
charge to below trip
canal

6
e Reactor 3 S/D RCW lix 10 to 10 above back. None 5 dec. log

building line exit counts / min pound
cooling water
system

6
Offgas 2 GM B Sample line 10 to 10 above back- technical $dec, tog
charcoal counts / min pound, specification
vault exhaust below trip

6
Offgas 1 D/S Sample line 1 to 10 at tech spec None 6 dec. log
charcoal mR/hr reprt level
vault inlet

6
Charcoal 1 D/S On Charcoal 1 to 10 atmvc None 6 dec. log
vault vault mR/hr backpound

6
Plantstack 1 GM B Sample line 10 to 10 at quarterly None 5 dec. log
discharge counts / min tech spec

level
5

1 IC Sample line up to 10 above back. None 6 dec los
mci /cc pound,

below tripc

Radwaste 2 GM D Exhaust ducts 0.01 to 100 above back- None 4 dec. log
building mtt/hr pound,
w at below trip

9
Amendment 16 11.$ 14
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TABLE 11.51

O;

PROCESS AND EFI'LUEN r RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEMS
(Continued)

Lt sente Ectnolgtp ,

I !
,

i Monitore4 No. Detector Sample une Channel Warning ACI'

Fractaa of Ing or Detector Bangt Alarm Iris Sca!t I
'

] Chan. Location

Atli,

B. Monitors Recuired for Plant Oneration
1

Off-gas Area 4 $/C r_thaust duct 0.01 to 100 above back. None 4 dec. log

exhaust mR/hr ground

4

; Dr>well 2 IC Drain line 0.01 to 100 above back. Technical 4 dec. los
! sump area from LCW & mR/hr ground specification

llCW sumps >

.

i Turbine 1 S/C Sample line up to 105 atxwe back. None 6 dec. log

Gland pCi/cc ground

Con?caser &

O.
,

Vacuum4

Pump Off.ps

! Ig

C Autornatic Controf Function
u,a Digital Sensor and Converter
GM.B Beta Scensitive GM Detector
GSIC Gamma Sansitive lon Chamber
IC lon Chamoer
S/C Digital Gamma Sensitive GM Detector

S/D Scintillation Detecter'

;I

O:
113 15Amendment 16
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gTAllLE 11.5 2

PROCESS RADIATION MONITORING SYS1TM
(GASI:OUS AND AIRilORNE MONITORS)

Principal
Radiation Configu. Radlonuclide* l'xpette d Alartns
hionitor ration _ 11pt Sensithiry Etngt Meatured ActivitF' &,Irla

Offgas Offline Particu- 0 25 rptn/pCi/ 10 10 ' Kr45' 5 rps low flow1 f

3charcoal la:e em epm INOP/ low
vault exhaust Filter, liigh

lodine liigh liigb
Filter,
DGM

010 1(/' Noble gas -1(o mR/hr INOP/ lowOffgas Adjacent D/S 1.0 mR/hr
charcoal to mR/hr fiaion pro- liigh
vault inlet sample ducts liigh liigh

chamber

0 fhiain Steam- Adjacent GSIC 3 x 1010 39 10' Coolant -100 mR/hr INOP
line Radia- to steam Amp /R/hr mR/hr activation low
tion lines gases liigh

liigh liigh

O
0 fCharcoal Offline D/S 10 , 39 ' Noble gas Negligible low

vault mR/hr liigh

Offgas vent Offline D/S 250 cpm /pCi/ 10 10 ' Kr45' -2 x 10 2 tow tjow1 f
3exhaust em cpm mR/hr INOP

liigh
liigh liigh

Reactor Offline S/C 0.01 mR/hr 0.01 100 noble gas ~ 2 : 10 2 INOP/
building ilVAC mR/hr snR/hr lew
air exhaust liigh

liigh liigh

10 106 Kr45* -5 eps liigh/ Low1hiain stack Offline Particu- 250 epm /pCi/
3off gas late em epm flow

filter, INOP/ low
iodine liigh
filter, liigh liigh
B Ght

Sensitivity based upon this radionuclide.*

| * * Ltpected activitics o'c estimatcd based on existingplants.

Amendment 16 11116
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TA11LE 11.5 2

PROCESS RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM
(GASEOUS AND AIRBORNE MONITORS)(Continued)

Principal
Radiation Conngu. Radlonuclides Diected Alarms
Monitor ration . Ing Sensitivitt kanne Mtasurtd AethitW & Trim

Main Stack Ofnine IC 2x10 up to 10' Xc 133' 2 10'3 liigh/ Low4

(High Range) mci /cc mci /cc mci /cc flow
INOP/lew
liigh
liigh liigh

Radwaste Offline BGM 0.01 mR/hr 0.01 100 Kr 65 2 x 10 2 gg ,
*

building mR/hr mR/hr INOP
ventilation liigh
discharge to
main stack

I
Glandstea n Offline S/D 1 cps /10 10 to 10 ' Cs-137' - $ cps Dowmeale

condenser and mci /cc counts / min INOP
mechanical liigh
pump liigh liigh

Control Bldg- Offline S/C 0.01 mR/hr 0.01 100 Kr 85' Negligible INOP/lligh

O 11VAC Air mR/hr low
Intske

f
Standby Oas Offline S/D 1ept/10 10 10' Cs.137' -Seps INOP/iligh

lowTreatment & mci /cc counts /rgin
- 2 x 10',Exhaust IC 6 x 10' g up to 10 Cs 137'

'

mci /cc mci /cc mci /cc

to C5137' ~ 2 x 10'I INOP/iligh10('I
*I

FuelHandling Offline $/C 2.8 x 10

Area Exhaust mR/hr 10 mR/hr mR/hr 1.ow

Sensitivity based upon this radionuclide.*

Opccted actidties are estimated and are based on exstingplants.**

Amendmern 16 llS17
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gTAllLE 11.4 3

PROCESS RADIATION MONITORING SYSTI31 (LIQUID MONITORS)

IYincipal
Radiation Configu. Radlonuclides I:rgutted Alanus
Montier ration - Ins EUIEt MuttuIrd AethitM L1dm

Radwaste efnuent Inline Gamma- 10 106 Cs 137' -10 cps liigh/h>w
radiation momtor Scint epm Co-(o liigh liigh

Reactc,r building Inline G amma- 10 106 Cs 137' -40 cps INOP/lew
cooling water Seint epm Co-60 liigh
system radiation
anonitor

Drywell $ ump Inline IC 0.01 to 100 Gross < 1.5 x 10'2 liigh liigh/
Drain mR/h: Gamma mR/hr Isolate

liigh
14w/!NOP

Sensitin.) baseJ upon Usis radionuclidc.*

Erpected activitics are estimated and are based on exstingplants."

O
Amendment 16 11 4 l!
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TAllLE 11.5 4.

h', ,t
RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS SUhth1 Ally Ol' LlQUID PROCESS SAh1PLESy- :.

Grab Sample Senstthity
Samole Ikserietion frecuenn Anahnh kGhal htIPcit

1. Reactor Coolant

filtrate Daily (a) Gross gamma 104 Evaluate reactor water ac-
thiry

Crud Daily (a) Gross pmma 104 Evaluate crud aethity
'

1 Filtrate Weekly O') 1131,1133 10 7 Evaluate fuel cladding
integrity

- Crud and filtrate Weekly Gamma spectrum 5 x 10 7 Determine radionuclides
present in system

2. Reactor water cleanup Biweekly Gross gamma 10 6 Evaluate cleanup
system efficiency

[ 3. Condenser demineraliter

Influent Monthly Gross gamma 104 Evaluate carryover
Ef0uent Monthly Gross gamma 10 6 Es aluate demineralizer

performance

4. Condensate atorage tank Weekly Gross $ 7 104 Tank inventory

5. Tuel pool filter -
demineraliter

inlet and outlet Periodically Gross 6 y 104 Evaluate system perform-
ante

6. Waste collector tank Periodically Gross S y 10-6 Evaluate system perform-
ance

7. Floor drain collector Periodically Gross $ y 10+ Evaluate sptem perform-
tank ance

8. Chemical waste tank Periodically Gross S y 10-6 Evaluate sptem perform-
ance

0
- Amendment 16 11 5-19
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TAllLP 11.5 4

RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS SUhthiARY OF LIQUID PROCESS SA51PLES
(Centinued)

Grab Satuple Senstthity
Statple Descritition [ngv. tan An|Llula uCl/ml hirngit

9. Evaporator tiottoms Teriodically Gross /-7 104 Comparison of aethity
with that determined
t>y drum tcadings

| 10. Evaporator distillate Periodically Gross / y 104 Evaluate evaporator per-

tanks (2) formance

(0) Daih meansfht times per nrcL.

(b) Performed morefrequently ifincrcase noscJ on daily gamma count.

l

hTAllLE 11.5 5

RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS SUhthiARY OF GASEOUS PROCESS SAh1PLES

Sample Sensithity
Samnie Description Freuvenn Anah1h pCl/ml hirpnit

1. Containment atmosphere Periodically Gross a & B 10 11 Determine need for respi-

(dr>well) and prior to Tritium ratory equipment
entry

2. Offgas monitor sample Weekly Gamma spectrum 10'10 Determine offgas activit)

3. Offgas vent sample Weekly Gross g(a) 10'11 Determine offgas system
1 131 @ ) 10 10 cleanup
Gamma spectrum 10 10

_

(0) On paniculatefiber,

(b) On charcoalcanridge.

I

O
Amendment 16 11120
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TAllLE 11.5 6

RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS SUhth1ARY OF LIQUID EITLUENT SAh1PLES

Sample Sensitivity
Sample Iberiotion l'rtcuenn AnP1nts uCl/rul Purpne

1. Detergent drain tanks Batch (a) Gross A 10'7 Ef0uent discharge record

Gamma spectrum

2. Liquid rad *aste Weekly ') Ba/La.140 and 5 x 10-7 Ef0uent discharge record0
effluent 1 131

Composite of all Monthly Gamma spectrum 5 x 10 7

tanks discharged Tritium 10 5
Grou alpha 1(r7
Dinohrd gas (C) 10 $

Ourterly Sr/F9/90 10'8

3. Circulating w ater Weekly grab Gron B 10-7 Ef0uent discharge record

decant line of Tritium 10'$ (bacLup sample)

continuously
cellected
proportional
sampleg

b

f0) If tank is to be dischargcd. analysts mill be performed on each batch. || tank is not to be
dischcTcd, analyscs sillbe perfonncdpcnodically to cvaluate equipment perfonnance.

(b) Typical batch of an crage tricasc. All viher samples are proponional composites.

(c) ||no dischaic etcnt occurs dunny the ucci., ficquency shall be so adjusted

i
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TAllLE 11.5 7

RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY OF GASEOUS EITLUENT SAMPLES

Sample Senstthity
Samole Deserlotion Freauenev Ang!nla oCl/ml M nit'

1. Reactor Building exhaust Weekly Gross g (a) 10 11 Ef0uent record
plenum 1131(b) and 10 10

Ba/L4140

|
Monthly Gamma spectrum (a) 10 10

Quarterly Sr,89 and 90(a) 30 11
Gross alpha (a) 10 11

1133 and 135(b) 10 10

| Tritium 10 6

2. Radwaste building exhaust As above As above Effluent record

3. Gland Steam Condenser As above As above Elauent record
I and vacuum pump off ps

e
ful On paniculate filter.

(b) On charcoalconridge.

|

O
|
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13.6.3 Interfaces

SAFEGUARDS INFOIO1ATl0N Provided under separate cover,
(Includes pages 13.6 2 through 13.6 2.2)t

O
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A SECTION 15.2
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ILLUSTRATIONS (Continued)

Unne litle Ears

13.2 12 Lou of All Feedwater now 15.2 41 |

.
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15.2.4.5. Therefore, the radiological exposures
noted in Subsection 15.2.4.5 for Type 2 caposure ,

. The MCPR for this event is above the safety cover these consequences of this event."

i limit. Therefore, this event does not have to be
I analyzed for a specific core configuration. 15.2.3 TurbineTrip i

t

15.2.23.2.3 Generator Load Rejection with 15.23.1 Identification of Causes and frequency ,

Fallure of All B) pass Valves Classification j

1 Figure 15.2 5 shows that, for the case of all 15.2.3.1.1 Identification ot Causes
bypass valves failure, peak neutron flux reaches ,

about 185% of rated, and average surface heat A variety of turbine or nuclear system
1 flux reaches 102.3% of its initial value. The malfunctions will initiate a turbine trip. Some
,

' MCPR for this event is right at the safety limit examples are moisture separator and hester drain
and meets the criteria for moderate frequent tank high levels, large vibrations, operator
incidents. The event should be analyzed for a lockout, loss of control fluid pressure, low
specific core configuration. condenser vacuum and reactor high water level. ;

.

15.2.2.4 Barrier Performance After the main turbine is tripped, turbine
bypass valves are opened in their fast opeLing

,

4 15.2.2.4.1 Generator Load Rejection mode by the SBAPCS As presented in Subsection
15.2.2.1.1, any single failures can only cause'

Peak pressure at the SRVs reaches 82.7 one bypass valve fail to open on demand. Only ,

2Kg/Cm g. - The peak, vessel bottom pressure multiple failures can cause all bypass valves
th fall to open on demand.

reaches 84.7 Kg/cm'g, belo$g. e transientpressure limit of 96.7 Kg/Cm
15.2J.1.1 Frequency Classification

15.2.2.4.2 Generator Lead Rejection with

,L O Failure of One Bypass Vahr 15.2.3.1.2.1 Turbine Trip

Peak pressure at the SRVs reaches 83.6 This transient is categorized as an incident<

2Kg/Cm g. The peak vessel pressure at the of moderate frequency. In defining the
bottom of the vessel reaches 65.8 Kg/Cm'g, frequency of this event, turbine trips which
below the pressure limit, occur as a byproduct of other transients such as

loss of condenser vacuum or rc)ctor high level
15.2.t.43 Generator Load Rejection with trip events are not included, liowever, spurious
failure of All Hypass V2hes low vacuum or high level trip signals which

cause an unnecessary turbine trip are included
Peak pressure at the SRVs reaches 85.6 in defining the frequency. To get an accuratey

Kg/Cm g. The peak nuclear system pressure event.by event frequency breakdown, this type ofy
j reaches 87.7 Kg/Cm g at the bottom of the division of initiating causes is required.
! vessel, below the pressure limit.

15.2.3.1.2.2 Yurbine Trip with railure of One
'

15.2.2.5 Radiologleal Consequences Bypass Yahe

While the consequences of the events This event is conservatively considered as an
identified previously do not result in any fuel incident of moderate frequency
f ailures, radioactivity is nevertheless
discharged to the suppression pool as a result of 15.2J.1.23 Turbine Trip with Failure of All
SRV actuation. However, the mass input, and Bypass Yahes

hence activity input, for this event is much less
than those consequences identified in Subsection This disturbance should be categorized as a

O 13.2 5AmeMment 16
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limiting fault. Frequency is as follows: maintain pressure for restan jeposes;

Trequency. <6.4x10 / plant year (5) put the mode switch in the startup position |

before the reactor pressure decap to <59.8
2 i

Frequency Basis: As presented in Subsection Lg/cm g; I
15.2.2.1.2.3, the failure rate of the bypass is )
0.0048. Combining this with the turbine trip (6) secure the RCIC operation if auto initiation
frequency of 1.22 esents/ plant year yields the occurred due to low water lever;
frequency of OWA/ plant year. The ADWR design 1

reduces this frequency by at least a factor of (7) monitor controi rod drive positions and the | 1

100. However, criteria for moderate frequent SRNMS; l

incidents are conservatively applied.
(8) investigate the cause of the trip, make

15.23.2 Sequence of Escots and Sptems repairs as necessary, and complete the scram
Operation report; and

15.23.2.1 Sequence of Esents (9) cool down the rector per standard procedure
if a restart is not intended.

15.23.2.1.1 Turbine Trip
!!.2J.2J Sptems Operation

Turbine trip at high power produces the
sequence of events listed in Table 15.2 6. 15.23.2.2.1 Turbine 'Irlp

15.23.2.1.2 Turbine Trlp with rallure of one All plant control sptems maintain normal
flypass Yahe operation unless specifically designated to the

contrary.
Turbine trip at high power with failure of one

bypass valves produces the sequence of events Turbine stop valve closure initiates a
listed in Table 15.2 7. reactor scram trip via poshion signals to the

protection system. Credit is taken for
15.2.3.2.1J Turbine Trip with failure of All successful operatiori of the seactor prolution
Bypass Yahes sptem.

Turbine trip at high power with failure of all Turbine stop valves closure initiates a trip
bypass vahes produces the sequence of events of four RIPS, thereby reducing the core flow. j
listed in Tab!c 15.2 8.

The pressure relief splem which operates the
15.2 3.2.1.4 Identification of Operator Actions relief vahes independently when splem pressure

exceeds relief valve instrumentation setpoints
The operator should: is assumed to function normally during the time

period analyzed.
(1) verify auto transfer of buses supplied by

generator to incoming power (if automatic !!.23.2.2.2 Turbine Trip with fallure of One
transfer does not occur, manual transfer Ilypass Vahe
must be made);

Same as Subsection 15.2.3.2.2.1, except that

(2) monitor and maintain reactor water level at a failure of one bypass valve is assumed.
required level;

15.23.2.23 Turbine Trip with failure of All
(3) check turbine for proper operation of all Ilmass Yahes

auxiliaries during coastdown;
Same as Subsection 15.2.3.2.2.1, except that

(4) depending on conditions, initiate normal
operating procedures for cooldown, or

13 MAmendment 15
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(' electrical power for operation. Each division
( also has its own cooling water supply, diesel

generator and room cooling spiem. For the
shutdown cooling function each division has its
own suction line from and return line to the
RPV. Thus each of the three R}iR divisions it
completely independent of the other divisions in
its shutdown tooling function. The RitR system
reduces the primary system tempeinture to
$1.70C within 24 hours of plant sheldown.

Normally, in evaluating component failure
sonsiderations associated with RilR system
shutdown cooling mode operation, active pumps,
valves or instrumentation would be assumed to
fail. If the single active failure criterion is
applied to the R11R system, one of the three RllR
divisions would be inoperable. Ilowever, the two
operable R}|R divisions could achieve cold
shutdown to 1000C within 36 hours after reactor
shutdown.

Failure of offsite power is another case which
could affect the shutdown cooling function. The
plant will have two independent offsite power
st pplies. If both offsite power supplies are

/^ lost, each RilR division has its own diesel
()g generator which will permit operating that

division at its rated capacity. Application of
the single activt failure criterion would still
leave two R HR divisions operational.

The RilR system description and performance
evaluation in Subsection 5.4.7 describes the
models, assumptions and results for shutdown
cooling with two RilR divisions operational.

15.2.10 References

1. F. G. Brutshscy, et al., Brhavior of lodine
in Reactor IVater During Plant Shutdown and
Startup, August 1972 (NEDO 10585).

| 2. 11. Creway, V. Nguyen, and P. Stancavage,
Radiological Accident The CONACO.1 CODE,
December 1981 (NEDO 21101).
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251.4 $3.1.6.1 20 3.1 1

251.5 53.1.63 20 3.1 1

2$1.6 53.2.1 20 3.1 1

251.7 53.2.1.1 20 3.1 1

53.2.1.2
53.2.13
53.2.1.5

251.8 533 20 3.1 1

251.9 533.1.1.1 20 3.1 1

251.10 533.2 20 3.1 1

251.11 533.6 20 3.1 1

251.12 3.1.2.5.2.1 2033 3

251.13 3.5.1.1.13 2033 3

251.14 3.5.4.1 2033 3

251.15 3.63 2033 3

Materials 252.1 4.5.1.1(1) 20 3.1 1

Application 252.2 4.511(2) 20 3.1 1

2323 4.5.2.2 20 3.1 1

252.4 4.5.23 20 3.1 1

252.5 4.5.2.4 20 3.1 1

252.6 4.5't.5 20 3.1 1

252.7 5.23.2.2 20 3.1 1

252 8 5.23.23 20 3.1 1_

f 252.9 5.233.1 20 3.1 1

252 8 5.23.23 20 3.1 1

252.10 5.23 4.1.1 20.3.1 1

252.11 5.23.4.23 20 3.1 1

LOAD Quality 260.1 17.0 20 3.8 8

Assurance 200.2 17.0 20 3.8 8
r 21)3 17.0 20 3.8 8

.

EMEB Seismic and 271.1 3.10.1 3 20 3.5 5

Dynamic 271.2 3.10.1 3 20 3.5 5

Load
Qualification

ECEB Chemical 281.1 5.1 20 3.1 1

Technology 281.2 5.23.2.2 20 3.1 1

2813 5.23.2.2 20 3.1 1

281.4 5.23.2.2 20 3.1 1

2S1.5 5.23.2.2 20 3.1 1

2S1.6 5.23.2.2.2 20 3.1 1

281.7 5.23.2.23(4) 20 3.1 1

2S1.8 5.23.2.23(13) 20 3.1 1

2S1.9 6.4.9.2 20 3.1 1

281.10 Cbap. 5 20 3.1 1

2S t.11 9.13 20 3.7 7

i

V
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281.12 9.13 20 3.7 7

2S1.13 11.1 20.3.7 7

281.14 11.5.2 20 3.7 7

281.15 10.4 20 3.11 11

2St.16 10.4.6 3 20 3.11 11

281.17 10.4.7 20 3.11 11

281.18 10.4 20 3.11 11

SPL11 Auxiliary 410.1 3.5.1 2033 3
Systems 410.2 3.5.1 2033 3

4103 3.5.1.1 2033 3

410.4 3.5.1.1 2033 3

410.5 3.5.1.1 2033 3 |

410.6 3.5.1.1 2033 3 |

410.7 3.5.1.1 2033 3 |
410.8 3.5.1.1 2033 3 l

410.9 3.5.1.1 2033 3 |

410.10 3.5.1.2 2033 3

410.11 3.5.1.2 2033 3

410.12 3.5.1.2 2033 3

410.13 3.5.1.2 2033 3

410.14 3.5.1.2 2033 3

410.15 3.5.1.2 2033 3

410.16 3.5.1.4 2033 3

410.17 3.5.2 2033 3

410.18 3.5.2 2033 3

410.19 3.5.2 2033 3

410.19a 3.6.1 2033 3

410 20 3.6.1 2033 3

410.21 3.6.1 2033 3

410.22 3.6.1 2033 3

410.23 3.6.1 2033 3

410.24 3.6.1 2033 3

410.25 3.6.1 2033 3

410.26 3.6.1 2033 3

410.27 3.6.1 2033 3

410.28 3.6.1 2033 3

410.29 3.6.1 2033 3

410.29a APP 31 2033 3

41030 3.11 2033 3

41031 9.13 20 3.7 7

41032 9.13 203.7 7

41033 9.13 20 3.7 7

41034 9.13 20 3.7 7

41035 9.13 20 3.7 7

41036 9.13 20 3.7 7

41037 9.13 20 3.7 7

41038 9.13 203.7 7

Amendment 11 20113
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43030 6.2 20 3.2 2

43031 6.2 203 2 2

43032 6.2 20 3.2 2

43033 6.2 20 3.2 2

43034 6.2 20 3.2 2

0035 6.2 20 3.2 2

43036 6.2 20 3.2 2

43037 6.2 20 3.2 2

43038 6.2 20 3.2 2

43039 6.2.4 20 3.2 2 >

4M.40 6.2 20 3.2 2

430 41 6.2 20 3.2 2

4M.42 6.2 20 3.2 2

430 43 6.2 20 3.2 2

430 44 62 20 3.2 2

430.45 6.2 20 3.2 2

4M 46 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.47 6.2.53 20 3.2 2

430 48 6.26 20 3.2 2

0049 6.2.6 20 3.2 2

430.50 6.2.6 20 3.2 2

430.51 6.2.6 20 3.2 2

Q]
,

4M.52 6.2.6 20 3.2 2

430.53 6.2.6 20 3.2 2

430.54 6.4 20 3.2 2

430.55 6.5.1 20 3.2 2

4M.56 6.53 20 3.2 2

430.57 6.7 20 3.2 2

430.58 15.7 3 20 3.2 2

430.59 10.1 20 3.10 10

430.60 10.2 20 3.10 10

430.61 10.2.2.2 20 3.10 10

430.62 10.2 203.10 10

430 63 10.2.2.4 20 3.10 10

430.M 10.2.2.4 20310 10

430.65 10.2 203.10 10

430.66 10.2 203.10 10

430 67 103.2.1 20 3.10 10

430M 1033 20 3.10 10
l 430.69 103 203.10 10

4M.70 103 203.10 10

|
430.71 10.4.1 20 3.10 10

'

430.72 10.4.1 20 3.10 10

430.73 10.4.1 20 3.10 10

4M.74 10.4.2 20.3.10 10

430.75 10.4.2 20 3.10 10

430.76 10.4.2 203.10 10

430 77 10.4.2 203.10 10

h,O 430.78 10.4.2 20 3.10 10

Amendment 14 20118
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430.79 10.4.2 20 3.11 11

430.80 10.4 3 20 3.11 11

430.81 10.43 20 3.11 11

430.82 10.4 3 20 3.11 11

430.83 10.4 3 20 3.11 11

430.64 10.4.4 20 3.11 11

430.85 10.4.5 203.11 11

430.86 10.4.7 20 3.11 11

430.87 Chap 10 203.11 11

430.88 Chap 10 20 3.11 11

430.89 10.4.7 20 3.11 11

430.90 10.4.7 20 3.11 11

430.91 thru 430.153 not used
430.154 11.2 20 3.13 13

430.155 11.2 203.13 13

430.156 11.2 20 3.13 13

|
430.157 11.2 203.13 13

! 430.158 11.2 20 3.13 13

430.159 11.2 20 3.13 13

430.160 11.2 20 3.13 13

430.161 11.2 20 3.13 13

430.162 11 3 20 3.13 13

C).163 11.3 20 3.13 13

430.1tA 11 3 20 3.13 13

430.165 11 3 20 3.13 13

430.166 11 3 20 3.13 13

430.167 11 3 20 3.13 13

430.168 11 3 20 3.13 13

430.169 11.4 20 3.13 13

430.170 11.4 20 3.13 13

430.171 11.4 20 3.13 13

430.172 11.4 20.3.13 13

430.173 11.4 20 3.13 13

430.174 11.4 20 3.13 13

430.175 11.4 203.13 13

430.176 11.4 20 3.13 13

430.177 9.1 203.15 15

430.178 9.1 20 3.15 15

430.179 9.1 203 15 15

430.180 9.1 20.3.15 15

430.181 9.1 20.3.15 15

430.182 9.1 20 3.15 15

430.183 9.1 20 3.15 15

430.184 9.1 20 3.15 15
1 430.185 9.1 20 3.15 15

430.186 9.1 20 3.15 15

| 430.187 9.1 20 3.15 15

! 430.158 9.1 203 15 15

430.189 9.1 20 3.15 15

| Amensment 16 D 1 10
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430.190 9.1 203.15 51

430.191 9.1 20.2.15 15

430.192 9.1 20 3.15 15

430.193 9.1 203.15 15

430.194 9.1 20 3.15 15

430.195 9.1 20 3.15 15

430.196 9.1 20 3.15 15

430.197 9.1 20 3.15 15

430.198 9.1 20 3.15 15

4.10.199 9.1 20 3.13 15

430.200 9.1 20.3.15 15 |

430.201 9.2 203.15 15

430.202 9.2 203.15 15

430.203 9.2 203.15 15

430.204 9.2 203.15 15 i

430.205 9.2 203.15 15

430.206 9.2 20 3,15 15

430.207 9.2 20 3.15 15

430.208 9.2 20.3.15 15

430.209 93 203.15 15 !

430.210 93,6.7 20 3.15 15

430.211 93,6.7 20 3.15 15

430.212 93,6.7 203.15 15

O 430.213 93,6.7 20 3.15 15

430.214 93,6.7 20 3.15 15 ,

430.215 93 203.15 15

430.216 93,6.2,6.7 20.3.15 15

530.217 93 20 3.15 15

430.218 93 203.15 15

430.219 93 203.15 - 15-
430.220 93,6.7 20 3.15 15

430.221 93 20 3.15 15

430.222 93 20 3.15 15

430.223 93 20 3.15 15

430.224 9.3 203.15 15

430.225 93 20 3.15 15

430.226 93 203.15 15,

4.10.227 1A 203.15 15-

430.228 3.4 203.15 15

430.229 3.4 203.15 15
430,230 3.4 203.15 15

430.231 3.4 20 3.15 15

430.232 3.4 20 3.15 15

430.233 3.4 20 3.15 15

| 430.234 3.4 203.15 15

430.235 3.4 20 3.15- 15
,
'

430.236 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.237 9.4 20.3.15 15 :
430 238 9.4 203.15 15 i

4.10.239 9.4 20 3.15 15 -!

Amendment 16 2011,10
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430340 9.4 20.3.15 15

4M.241 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.242 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.243 9.4 20 3.15 15

4M.244 9.4 20 3.15 15

4M.245 9,4 20 3.15 15

4M.246 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.247 9.4 203.15 15

430.248 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.249 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.250 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.251 9.4 30 3.15 15

430.252 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.253 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.254 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.255 9.4 20 3.15 15

430136 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.257 9.4 20 3.15 15

430,258 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.259 9.4 20 3.15 15
430,260 9.4 20 3.15 15

4M.201 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.262 9.4 20 3.15 15

4M.263 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.264 9.4 20.3.15 15

430.265 9.4 20 3.15 15

430.266 9.54,9.5,5,
9.5.6,9.5.7,

9.5.8 20 3.16 16

430.267 9.5.4,9.5,5,
9.5.6,9.5.7,

9.5.8 203.16 16

430368 9.5.4,9.5,5,

| 9.5.6,9.5.7,

9.5.8 203.16 16

430.269 9.$.4,9.5,5,
9.5.6,9.5.7,

9.5.8 203.16 16

430.270 9.5.4,9.5,5,
9.5.6,9.5.7,

9.5.8 20 3.16 16

430.271 9.5.4,9.5.5,
9.5.6,9.5.7,

9.5.8 20.3.16 16

. 430.272 9.5.4 20 3.16 16

| 430.273 9.5.4 20 3.16 16

430.274 9.5.4 203.16 16,

| 430.275 9.5.4 203.16 16

430.276 9.5.4 203.16 16

430.277 9.5.5 20 3.16 16

O
Amendment 16 211"I11
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430.278 9.5.5 20 3.16 16

430.279 9.5.5 203.16 16

430.280 9.5.5 20 3.16 16

430.281 9.5.5 20 3.16 16

430.282 9.5.5 203.16 16

430.2 9 9.5.5 203.16 16

4M.2S4 9.5.5 203.16 16

430.2S5 9.5.6 203.16 16

430.286 9.5.6 203.16 16

430.287 9.5.6 20 3.16 16

430.2SS 9.5.6 20 3.16 16

430.239 9.5.6,9.5.8 20 3.16 16

430.290 9.5.7 203.16 16

430.2 il 9.5.7 20 3.16 16

430.292 9.5.7 20 3.16 16

430.293 9.5.7 203.16 16

430.294 9.5.7 20316 16

430.295 9.5.8 20 3.16 16

430.2 % 9.5.8 203.16 16

430.2'n 9.5.8 20 3.16 16

430.298 9.5.8 203.16 16

430.299 9.5.8 203.16 16

430315 9.5.1 20 3.16 16

430316 9.5.1 203.16 16

O 430317 9.5.1 203.16 16

430318 9.5.1 20 3.16 16

430319 9.5.1 203.16 16

430320 9.5.1 203.16 16

430321 9.5.1,9.53 203.16 16

430322 9.5.1 20 3.16 16

430323 9.5.1 20 3.16 16

430324 9.5.1 203 16 16

430325 9A3 203 16 16

430326 9A.4 20 3.16 16

430327 9.5.1 203.16 16

430328 9.5.1 203 16 16

430329 9.5.1 203.16 16

430330 9.5.1 203.16 16

430331 9.5.1 203.16 16

430332 9.5.1 20316 16

430333 9.5.1 20 3.16 16

430334 9A 4 203.16 16

430335 9A.4 20 3.16 16
'

430336 9.5.1 20 3.16 16

430337 9.5.1 203.16 16

430.338 9A.4 20 3.16 16

430339 9A.4 203 16 16

430.M0 9.5.1 20316 16

430 341 9A.5 203.16 16

430.112 9A.5 20 3.16 16

O
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430.M3 5.4.6,6.2.4,83.2
9.2.6,93.1,9.4.1
9. 5,9.4.6,9.4.7
9.4.B

SELS Power (35.1 8.1.2.1 20 3.8 8

Systems 435.2 Chap 8 20 3.8 8
4353 8.1.2.1 20 3.8 8

435.4 8.23 20 3.8 8

435.5 8.23 205.8 8
*

435.6 83.1.1.4.1 20 3.8 8

435.7 83.1.1.4.2.2 203.8 8
435.8 83 20.3.8 8
435.9 83.1.1.4.23 20 3.8 8
435.10 83.1.1.4.2.4 203.8 8

435.11 83.1.1.5.1 20 3.8 8
435.12 83.1.1.5.2 20 3.8 8

435.13 83.1.1.6.4 20 3.8 8

435.14 83.1.1.7 203.8 8

435.15 83.1.1.7 20.a.8 8

435.16 83.1.1.7 20 3.8 8
435.17 83.1.1.7 203.8 8 t
435.18 83.1.1.7 203.8 8

435.19 83.1.1.7 20 3.8 8

435.20 83.1.1.7 20 3.8 8

435.21 83.1.1.8.2 20 3.8 8
435.22 83.1.1.8.5 20 3.8 8

455.23 83.1.2.1 20 3.8 8
435.24 83.1.2.1 20 3.8 8
435.25 83.1.1.23 20 3.8 8

435.26 83.1.2.2 203.8 8

435.27 83.1.2.2 20 3.8 8

435.23 83.1.2.4 20 3.8 8
435.29 83.13.1 20 3.8 8

43530 Chap 8 20 3.8 8

43531 83.1.4.1.2 20 3.8 8
43532 83.1.43.1 20 3.8 8

43533 83.1.4.2.2.2 20 3.8 8

35.M 83.1.4.2.2.4 20 3.8 8

43535 83.1.4.23.1 20 3.8 8
43536 83.1.4.23.2 20 3.8 8
43537 83.2.1 20 3.8 8

43538 83.2.1 20 3.8 8
43539 83.2.1 20 3.8 8
435.40 83.2.1 20 3.8 8
435.41 83.2.1.2 203.8 8
435.42 83.213 20 3.8 8
435.43 83.1.133 20 3.8 8

435.44 83.2.2.1 203.8 8

435.45 833.1 20 3.8 8

Arnandment 16 20.14 D
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Standard Plant REV. B

NRC* Review Question SSAR Response RAl**

Q Branch Aru Number Subsection Subsection letter

435.46 Table 831,23 20 3.8 8

435.47 Figure 831 203.8 8

435.48 Figure 83 2 20 3.8 8

435.49 Figure 83-3 20 3.8 8

435.50 Figure 834 203.8 8

435.51 Figures 83 5, 20 3.8 8
6,7,8

435.52 Figure 8.3-7 20 3.8 8

435.53 Figure 83 8 203.8 8

435.54 Table 3.21 20 3.8 8

435.55 8.2.1.1.8.9 203.8 8

435.56 Chap 8 203.8 8

435.57 Chap 8 20 3.8 8

435.58 Chap 8 20 3.8 8

435.59 Chap 8 20 3.8 8

435.60 83.1.2.1 20 3.8 8

435.61 Chap 8 20 3.8 8

435.62 Chap 8 20 3.8 8

SRXB Reactor 440.1 4.6 203.2 2

Systems 440.2 4.6.23.2.2 203.2 2

440 3 . 4.6.1.2 203.2 2

440.4 4.6 20 3.2 2

440.5 4.6 20 3.2 2

O 440.6 4.6 20 3.2 2

440.7 4.6 203.2 2

440.8 4.6 20 3.2 2

440.9 4.6 20 3.2 2
'

440.10 4.6.23.1 20 3.2 2

440.11 - 4.6 20 3.2 2

440.12 4.6 20 3.2 2

440.13 5.2.2 20 3.4 4

440.14 5.2.2 20 3.4 4

440.15 5.2.2 203 4 4

440.16 5.2.2 20 3.4 4

440.18 5.2.2 20 3.4 4

440.19 5.2.2 20 3.4 4

440.20 5.2.2 20 3.4 4

440.21 5.2.2 20 3.4 4
,

|' 440.22 5.1 203.4 4

| 440.23 5.2.2 203.4 4
'

440.28 1.8 203.4 4

440.29 5.2.2 203,4 4

L 44030 4.6 20 3.4 4

| 44031 4.6 20 3.4 4

l 440.17 5.2.2 20 3.4 4

44032 4.6 20 3.4 4

44033 4.6 203.4 4

44034 5.4.1 20.3.4 4

44035 5.4.1 20 3.4 4

O
Amendment 16 20.1 1.14
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Sundard Plant nrv.n

NRC' Review - Question SSAR Response RAl"
Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection letter

44036 5.4.1 20 3.4 4

44037 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

44038 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

44039 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.40 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.41 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.42 SA.6 203.4 4

440.43 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.44 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.45 5A.6 2')3.4 4

440.46 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.47 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.48 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.49 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.50 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.51 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.52 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.53 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.54 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.55 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.56 5.4.6 203A 4

440.57 5.4.6 203A 4

440.58 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.59 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.60 5.4.7 203.4 4

440.61 5.4.7 203.4 4

440.62 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.63 54.7 203.4 4

440.64 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.65 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.72 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.73 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.74 5.4.7 203.4 4

440.75 63 20 3.6 6

440.76 61 20 3.6 6

440.77 63 20 3.6 6

440.78 63 20 3.6 6

440.79 63 20 3.6 6

440.80 63 20 3.6 6

440.81 63 20 3.6 6
440.82 63 20 3.6 6

440.83 63 20 3.6 6

440.84 63 20 3.6 6

440.85 63 20 3.6 6

440.86 63 20 3.6 6

440.87 63 20 3.6 6

440.88 63 20 3.6 6

440.89 63 20 3.6 6

440.90 63 20 3.6 6
440.91 63 20 3.6 6

O
Ame : 16 20.1 1.15
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Review Question SSAR Response RAl**NRC*
Branch Aru - Number ' Subsection Subsection Latter -

440.92 63 20 3.6 6

440.93 63 20 3.6 6
- 440.94- 63 20 3.6 6

440.95 63 20 3.6 6
440.96 63 203.6 6
440.97 63 203.6 6
440.98 63 20 3.6 6

440.99 63 203.6 6
440.100 63 203.6 6

440.101 93.5 20 3.6 6
440.102 93.5 20 3.6 6

440.103 93.5 203.6 6.
440.144 93.5 203.6 6
440.105 93.5 20 3.6 6
440.106 93.5 20 3.6 6
440.107 93.5 203.6 6

440.108 Chap 15 203.6 6
440.109 Chap 15 20 3.6 6

440.110 Chap 15 20 3.6 6

440.111- Chap 15 20 3.6 6
440.112 Chap 15 20 3.6 6

440.113 Chap 15 20 3.6 6
440.114 - Chap 15 20 3.6 6

440.115 Chap 15 20 3.6 6

440.116 Chap 15 20 3.6 6

'

PRPB Meteorology 451.1 2.0 2033 3

431.2 2.4 2033 3

SPLB Effluent 460,1 11.1 20 3.7 7

Treatment 460.2 11.1 203.7 7

460 3 11.1 20 3.7 7

460.4 11.1 203.7 7

460.5 11.5 203.7 7

PRPB Radiological 470.1 15.5.2 20 3.1 1

Report 470.2 15.6.2 203.1 1

4703 15.6.4.5.1.1- 203.1 .1
470.4 15.6.5.5 20 3.1 1

470.5 15.6.5 20 3.1 1

470.6 15.7.5 20 3.1 1

470.7 15.7 20 3.1 1

470.8 15.7 203.1 1

470.9 15.7 20 3.1 1

470.10 15.7 20 3.1 1

...O
Amendment 16 20.1 1.16

..
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NRC* Review Question SSAR Response RAl** 4

Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection Letter

PRPB Radiation 471.1 12.1.1.2 20 3.7 7

Protection 471.2 12.1.2.2.1 20 3.7 7

4113 12.1.2.2.2 20 3.7 7

471.4 12.1.23 20 3.7 7

471.5 12.1.2 3 203.7 7

471.6 12.1.2 3.2 20 3.7 7

471.7 12.1.23 2 20 3.7 7

471.8 12.2 20 3.7 7

471,9 11.1 20 3.7 7

471.10 12.1.2.23 20 3.7 7

471.11 123 20 3.7 7

471.12 11.1 20 3.7 7

471.13 12.2.2 20 3.7 7

471.14 12.2.2 20 3.7 7

471.15 Chap.12 20 3.7 7

471.16 Chap.12 20 3.7 7

471.17 12.2 20 3.7 7

471.18 Chap.12 20 3.7 7

471.19 12.2 20 3.7 7

471.20 Chap.12 20 3.7 7

471.21 123 20 3.7 7

471.22 Chap.12 20 3.7 7

471.23 123.13 20 3.7 7

471.24 123 20 3.7 7

471.25 12 3 20 3.7 7

471.26 123 20 3.7 7

471.27 12 3 20 3.7 7

471.28 Chap.12 20 3.7 7

471.29 123 20 3.7 7

47130 Chap.12 20 3.7 7

47131 12.2.2.1 203.7 7

47132 Chap.12 20 3.7 7

47133 123 20 3.7 7

47134 123.5 20 3.7 7

47135 Chap. ;2 20 3.7 7

47136 12 3 203.7 7

47137 123 20 3.7 7

47138 12 3.1 20 3.7 7

47139 Chap.12 20 3.7 7

471.40 123 20 3.7 7

471.41 123 20 3.7 7

471.42 12.2 20.3.13 13

LHFB Human Systems 620.1 Chap.18 203.14 14

Interfaces 620.2 18.5 203.14 14

6203 18.5 20 3.14 14

620.4 18.5 20 3.14 14

620.5 Chap.18 20 3.14 14

620.6 18.5,18A 20 3.14 14

620.7 18.5 20 3.14 14

O
2011.17

Amendment 15
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NRC* Rey;cw Question SSAR Response RAl**
- Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection htter

620.8 Chap.18 203.14 14

620.9 1&A,18D 20 3.14 14

620.10 18.4,183 203.14 14

620.11 183,18.5 20 3.14 14

620.12 18.5 203.14 14

620.13 Chap.18 203.14 14

620.14 18.5 203.14 14

620.15 18.5 20 3.14 14

620.16 Chap.18 20 3.14 14

620.17 Chap.18 20 3.14 14

620.18 Chap.18 203.14 14

620.19 Chap.18 203.14 14

620.20 Chap.18 203.14 14

620.21 Chap.18 203.14 14

620.22 18.4 20 3.14 14

620.23 Chap.18 203.14 14

620.24 Chap.18 20 3.14 14

620.25 18.4 203.14 14

620.26 18.4 20 3.14 14

620.27 18.4 20 3.14 14

620.28 Chap.18 203.14 14

620.29 Chap.18 20 3.14 14

62030 Chap.18 203.14 14
- 62031 18.5 203.14 14

.

62032 Chap.18 203.14 14

62033 Chap.18 203.14 14

62034 Chap.18 20 3.14 14

62035 Chap.18 20 3.14 14

62036 Chap.18 203.14 14

62037 Chap.18 20 3.14 14

LHFB Human Factors 621.1 Chap.19 203.14 14

Analysis 621.2 Chap.19 20 3.14 14

6213 Chap.19 20 3.14 14

621.4 Chap.19 203.14 14

621.5 Chap.19 20 3.14 14

621.6 Chap.19 20 3.14 14

621.7 Chap.19 203.14 14

621.8 Chap.19 20 3.14 14

621.9 Chap.19 20 3.14 14

621.10 Chap.19 20 3.14 14

621.11 Chap.10 203.14 14

RES Probabilistic 725.1 App.19D 20 3.9 9

Risk 725.2 App.19D 20 3.9 9
Asse , ment 7253 App.19D 20 3.9 9

7253 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.4 App.19D 203.9 9

725.5 App.19D 20 3.9 9
- 725.6 App.19D 20 3.9 9

Amendment 16 20.1118
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NRC* Review Question SSAR Response RAl"
Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection Letter

725.7 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.8 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.9 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.10 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.11 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.12 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.13 App.19D 203.9 9

725.14 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.15 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.16 App.19D 20 3.9 9 -

725.17 App.19D 203.9 9

725.18 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.19 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.20 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.21 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.22 App.19D 20 3.9 9
|
1 725.23 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.24 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.25 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.26 App.19D 20 3.9 9
,

725.27 App.19D 20 3.9 9|
725.28 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.29 App.19D 203.9 9

72530 App.19D 20 3.9 9

72531 App.19D 20 3.9 9

72532 App.19D 20 3.9 9

72533 App.19D 20 3.9 9

7253.t App.19D 20 3.9 9

72535 App.19D 20 3.9 9

72536 App.19D 20 3.9 9

72537 App.19D 20 3.9 9

72533 App.19D 20 3,9 9

72539 App.19D 20 3.9 9
l 725.40 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.41 App.19D 203.9 9

725.42 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.43 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.44 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.45 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.46 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.47 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.48 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.49 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.50 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.51 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.52 App.19D 20 3.9 9

| 725.53 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.54 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.55 App.19D 20 3.9 9

725.56 App.19D 20 3.9 9

Ame ne - 20.1 1.19
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NRC* Redew Question - SSAR Response RAl**
- -- Branch Arsa Number Subsection Subsection letter

725.57 App.19D - 20 3.9 9
725.58- App.19D 20 3.9 9

. 725.50 App.19D 20 3.9 9-
725.60 App.19D 203.9 9
.72541 App.19D 20 3.9 9
725,62 App.19D 20 3.12 12

725.63 App.19D 20 3.12 12

725.64 App.19D 20 3.12 12

725.65 App.19D 20 3.12 12

725.66 App.19D 20 3.12 12

725.67 App.19D 20 3.12 12

725.68 19.4 3.2.1 203.12 12

725.69 App.19D 20 3.12 12

725.70 App.19D 203.12 12

725.71 App.19D 20 3.12 12

725.72 App.19D 20 3.12 12

725.73 App.19D 20 3.12 12

725.74 App.19D 20 3.12 12

725.75 App.191 203.12 12

725.76 App.191 203.12 12

725.77 App.191 203.12 12

725.78 App.191 20 3.12 12

725.79 App.191 203.12 12

725.80 App.191 203.12 12

'O..
725.81 App.191 20 3.12 12

725.82 App.191 203.12 12

725.83 App.191 20 3.12 12

725.84 App.191 - 20 3.12 12

725.85 App.19J 203.12 12

725.86 App.19J 203.12 12

725.87 App.193 203.12 12 j
725.88 App.19J 203.12 12

725.89 App.19J 203.12 12

725.90 App.19J 203.12 12

725.91 App.19J 203.12 12

725.92 App.19J 20 3.12 12

725.93 App.191 203.12 12

725.94 App.19J 20 3.12 12

RSGil Safeguards 910.7 13.6.1 203.7 7

910.8 . 13.6 3.7 20 3.7 7

910.9 13.6 3 203.7 7

910.10 13.6 3.7 20 3.7. 7
910.11 13.633 203.7 7

910.12 13.6 3.4 203.7 7

910.13 13.6 3.6 20 3.7 7-

910.14 13.6 3 20 3.7 7

910.16 13.6 203.7 7

O
Amendment 16. 20.1 1.20
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Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection letter

910.17 13.6 3.7 20 3.15 15

910.18 13.6 ;$3.15 15

910.19 13.6 20 3.15 15

910.20 13.633 20 3.15 15

910.21 13.6 3.4 20 3.15 15

910.22 13.6 3.4 20 3.15 15

910.23 13.633 20 3.15 15

910.24 13.6 3.6 20 3.15 15

910.25 13.6 3 203.15 15

!

|
1
.

O

9
,

Arnendr.icnt 16 20.1 1.21
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TABLE 20,1 1

.O
IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS FOR NRC REVIEW QUESTIONS

Questlon
ID Number Redew Area. Branch Annlicable SRP Sectiona

| 100 Miscellaneous Responsible None
Proj:ct

,

Director' ate

210 Mechanical EMEB 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.6.2,
Engineering BTP MEB 31,3.9.1,3.9.2,

3.93,3.9.4,3.9.5,
3.9.6, 5.2.1.1, 5.2.1.2

220 Structural ESGB 33.1,33.2,3.4.2,3.53,
Engineering 3.7.1,3.7.2,3.73,3.7.4,

3.8.1,3.8.2,3.83,3.8.4,
3.8.5

230 Seismology ESGB 2.5.2

231 Gcology ESGB 2.5.1,2.530t

240 Hydrologic ESGB 2.4.1,2.4.2,2.43,2.4.4,
Engineering 2.4.5, 2.4.6, 2.4.7, 2.4.8,

2.4.9, 2.4.10,2.4.11, 2.4.12,
| BTP HGEB.1,2.4.13,2A.14 |

241 Geotechnical ESGB 2.5.4, 2.5.5
Engineering

250 1nsenice EMTB 5.2.4, 5.4.2.2, 6.6,
inspection 10.23

251 Component EMTB 3.5.13,53.1,53.2,
Integrity BTP MT23 5 2,5.4.1.1,

6.2.7

252 Matcrials EMTB 4.5.1,4.5.2,5.23,
Application BTP MTED f 2,533,5.4.2.1, ;

6.1.1,103.6 i

| |

260 Quality LOAB 17.1, 17.2 !
A nurance 1

270 Emironmental SPLB 3.11
- Qualification

O
Amendment 16 20.1 2
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TABLE 20.1 1

IDENTIFICATION NUMDERS FOR NRC REVIEW QUESTIONS (Continued)

Qtiestion
ID Number Review Area I!Iansh Aeolicable SRP Sections

,

271 Seismic and Dynamic EMEB 3.10

lead Qualification

280 Fire Proteetion ECEB 9.5.1, BTP CMEB 9.5.1

281 ChemicalTechnology ECEB BTP MTEB 5 3,5.4.8,
BTP MTED 6-1,6.1.2,
93.2,93.4,9.5.1,
BTP CMEB 9.51,10.4.6,
10.4.8

290 Emironmental ESGB Environmental Report
Engineering

310 RegionalImpact ESGB Emironmental Report
Analysis

311 Mte Analysis FSGB 2.1.1,2.1.2,2.13,
2.2.1 2.2.2,2.23,

|
3.5.'. 5, 3.5.1.6

320 Antitrust and PTSB None

Economic Analysis

410 Auxiliary Systems SPLB 3.4.1, 3.5.1.1,
3.5.1.2. 3.5.1.4, 3.5.2,
3.6.1, BTP ASB 3-1,
5.2.5, 5.4.11,6 7,
9.1.1,9.1.2,9.13,9.1.4,
BTP ASB 91,9.1.5,9.2.1,
9.2.2, 9.2.4,
9.2.5, BTP ASB 9-2,
9.2.6,93.1,933,
9,4.1,9.4.2,9.43,
9.4.4,94.5,-

10.4.5,10.4.7,
BTP ASB 10-2, 10.4.9
BTP ASB 10-1

,

SRXB 4.6,93.5

ECEB 9.23

O
Amendment 16 20 1-3
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TABLE 20.1 1

IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS FOR NRC REVIEW QUESTIONS (Continued),

Question
ID Number Review Arta Branch Annilcable SRP Sections

420 lastrumentation SICB 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5,p.
and Contrel Systems 7.6, 7.7

430 Power Systems SELB 8.1,8.2,83.1,83.2,
StCB 9.5.2,9.53

SPLB 9.5.4, 9.5.5, 9.5.6,
9.5,7,9.5.8,10.2,
103,10A.1,10.4.4

' 440 Reactor Splems SRXB 5.2.2, BTP RSB 5 2,
5.4.6, 5.4.7, BTP RSD 51,
5.4.12,63, BTP RSB 6-1,
15.1.1 15.1.4, 15.1.5,
15.2.1 15.2.5, 15.2.6,
15.2.7, 15.2.8,15.3.1 15 3.2

0- 1533153 4,15.4 A 15A.5
15A 6,15.5.1 15.5.2,15.6.1,
15.6.5, 15.8

450 Accident Evaluation SPLB 6A,6.53

PRPB App. A to 15A.8,
Appendix A to 15A.9,
15.6.2,15.63,15.6A,,

j Appendix A to 15.6.5
l Appendix B to 15.6.5

Appendix C to 15.6.5
Appendix D to 15.6.5
15.7A,15.7.5

ECEB 6.5.2, 6.5.4

SRXB Aprendix A to 15.1.5

451 Meteorology PRPB 23.1,23.2,233,
23A,23.5

.

O
'

Amendment 16 20.1-4
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TABLE 20,1 1

IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS FOR NRC REVIEW QUESTIONS (Continued)

Question
ID Number Review Area Brsneh Apol! cable SRP Sections

460 Effluent SPLB 6.5.1,10.4.2,10.4 3,

Treatmeat 11.1,11.2,113,11.4,
BTP ETSB 113, BTP ETSB 115,
11.5,15.73

470 Radiological PRPB Emironmental Report
impact

471 Radiation Protection PRPB 12.1,12.2, 123,12.4,12.5

l 4S0 Containment SPLB 6.2.1,6.2.1.1 A,
1 Systems 6.2.1.1.B. 6.2.1.1.C,
| 6.2.1.2,6.2.13,

6.2.1.4, 6.2.1.5,
BTP CSB 6-1,6.2.2,6.23,
BTP CSB 6 3,6.2.4
UTP CSB 6 4,6.2.5,
BTP CSB 6-2,6.2.6

490 Fuels SRXB 4.2

491 Physics SRXB 43, BTP CPB 431,
15.4.1, 15.4.2, 15.4 3,

15.4.7, 15.4 S. 15.4 9

492 Thermal. SRXB 4.4

Hydraulics

610 Operator LHFB 13.2.1

Licensing

620 Human Systems LHFB 18,18.1, 18.2

Interfaces

621 Iluman Reliability LHFB 18, 18.1, 18.2

Analysis

630 Licensee LPEB 13.1.1,'.3.1.2 13.13,

Oualifications 13 4, 13.5.1

( LHFB 13.2.2,

|
640 Procedures and LHFB 13.5.2,14 2'

Systems Review

O
1

'
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TABLE 20.1 1-

IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS FOR NRC REVIEW QUESTIONS (Continued)

Question
ID Number Jteview Area Branch Apolleable SRP Sections

720 Reliability and PRPB None
Risk Assessment

725 Probabilistic Risk
Assesment RES None

730 Generic issues None

810 Emergency Planning PEPB 13.3

|910 Safeguards RSGB 13.6

Abbmlations

ECEB Chemical Engineering Branch
EMED Mechanical Engineering Branch

O EMTB Materials Engineering Branch
ESGB Structural and Geosciences Branch

LHFB Human Factors Assessment Branch
LPEB Performance Evaluation Branch'

LOAB Ouality Assurance Branch

PEPB Emergency Preparedness Branch
PRPB Radiation Protection Branch
ITSB Policy Development and Technical Support Branch

RES Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
RSGB Safeguards Branch

SELB Electrical Systems Branch
SICB instrumentation and Control Systems Branch
SPLB Plant Systems Branch
SRXB Reactor Systems Branch

O
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20.2.1 Chapter 1 Questions

. 420.116
'

| The fourth paragraph seems to imply that all three systems are needed to mitigate a LOCA. Is that
aecurate7 (1.2.2.4.8.1.2)

430.227

Regarding TMl Action item til.D.1.1 (NUREG 0737) concerning the integrity of systems outside
containment likely to contain radioactive material for pressurized water reactors and boiling water reactors,
provide information on the following items: (IA.234)

430.227a

Clarify whether the systems that require periodic leak testing listed in ABWR SSAR Subsection 1A.2.34
loclude systems unique to the ABWR design. loclude such systems if they are not currently included in
Subsection 1A.234. Also, include containment and reactor coolant sampling systems to the above list.

430.227b

Since ABWR SSAR Section 5.2.5 discusses leak detection methods outside primary containment which
include secondary containment, turbine building and steam tunnel, rewrite Subsection 1A.234 to include all
the areas mentioned above (current write up refers to secondary containment only).

430.227c

..O SSAR Subsection 1A.234 states that alllines which pass outside the secondary containment contain
leakage control systems or loop seals and that these systems are discussed in SSAR Section 6.53. However,
these systems, particularly, the loop seal systems for the secondary containment penetrations, are not discussed
in the 6SAR Section 6.53. Discuss the above systems.

430.227d

SSAR Subsection 1A.234 indicates that under certain circumstances an affected line associated with a
system may not be isolated from the secondary containment as part of corrective action. Explain under what
circumstances this will be the case.

430.227e

Explain what the words ' augmented Class D systems' mean in relation to the purchase of pressure
boundary components of radioactive waste systems (See ABWR SSAR Subsection 1A.234) to assure their
capability to provide integrity.

440.28

In SSAR Table 1.819,it is stated that branch technical position RSB 5 2 is applicable for AB%%.
How does the AEWR design comply with BTP RSB 5 27

+

'
j

|
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420.9

Identify the topical reports that will be prosided to support any aspects of the design that are substantially
different relathe to designs presiously reviewed by the staff, Subjects addressed in these
topical reports should include but not necessarily be limited to the following:

Methodology, basis, and acceptance criteria for qualifying electronic and fiber optic systems and equipment
to the design basis radiation emitonment, including in environments normally considered ' mild * for insulation
matcrials. (App 31)

420.84

|
| _ What EMI coupling protection is to be provided for the I&C systems and how will its effectiveness for

specific installed conditions be verified? (Examples of standards such as FCC docket 20780, Part 15, Subpart J,
' Class A Computing Devices' have been identified by industry for computing devices as a source limitation for |

radiated and conducted noise. Also ANSI C63.121984 ' Recommended Practice on procedures for Control of (
System Electromagnetic Capability,'is available as a design guidance tool.) Address these effects, possible |

'

limitations, and the criteria and standards to be used by GE in the ABWR design for safety systems equipment.
(App 31)

430.228i

Criteria for the design basis for protection from external Gooding should conform to Regulatory Guide -
1.102, * Flood Protection for Nuclear Power Plants' as well as Regulatory Guide 1.59, '' Design Basis Floods for
Nuclear Power Plants', Modify the statement in ABWR SSAR Section 3.4 to include the commitment to meet
this Regulatory Guide. (3.4)

,

_

430.229

Flood protection analysis is provided for the reactor building and control building only. The ABWR SSAR
scope includes structures, systems and components important to safety in this area. However, portions of other -
structures,within the scope of the plant specific applicant may house systems and components important to safety
(for example, the pumps associated with the ultimate heat sink). The SSAR therefore needs to specify as
interface criteria flood protection design criteria for these systems, structures and corr.ponents similar to those
identified for internal and external Gooding for the systems, components and structures within the ABWR SSAR
scope. (3.4.1)

430 230

ABWR SSAR Subsection 3.4.1.1.1 references Figure 1.2 2 (which presumably includes a reference to Figure
1.2 2a). This section should also reference Figures 1,2 4 through 1.2 7 which provide a more complete view of
safety related components located below the design Good level Additionally, these figures should be modified to
show the location of all watertigtt doors used to provide compartment separation and the location of raised sills
for which credit is taken. (3.4.1)

430.231

Section 3.4.1.1.2 references Gooding from a feedwater line break in the steam tunnel, with data for the
evaluation provided in Chapter 15.1. However, the evaluation is not provided in ABWR SSAR Section 3.4.1.
Provide the flood analysis for this high energy line break. (3.4.1)

|O
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430.232

Your response to Question Nos. 430.73 and 430.55 (submittal dated February 28,19%) states that the worst
possible Dood (circulating water sptern failure) that can affect the turbine buil'ing would result in a flood level
slightly higher than grade and that all plant safety related facilities are prctected against site surface water
intrusion (external Gooding). Explain how all structures, systems and components (SSC) important to safety are
protected against site surface water intrusion resulting from the above flood level. Also, considering access
openings and penetrations below design Good level between the reactor building and turbine bui| ding (See
ABWR SSAR Table 3.442), explain how the SSC important to safety located in the reactor building are protected
from flooding inside the turbine building. (3.4.1)

430.233

Discuss how SSC important to safety are protected against flooding that may result from failure of
non-safety related plant equipment and components located outdoors (e.g., condensate storage tank). (3A.1)

430.234

Identify the safety classification (seismic category, quality group) for allinstrumentation used to alert the
operator on flood situation for performing timely correctht actions. (3 4.1)

430.235

Provide Gooding analyses for applicable plant areas to demonstrate that safety related equipment and
components of the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system and saferprelated SSC in the fuel handling area will not
be adversely affected by any postulated flooding; include Gooding analysis for the radwaste and service buildings
in so far as they relate to other structures which house SSC important to safety. Also, prosiJe details to
demonstrate that there is no uncontrolled leak path of radioactise liquid from the radwaste building under
conditions of the worst case internal Good (3.4.1)

435.54

With regard to the classification of structures, can.ponents, and sptems in Table 3.21; item R1'DC Power
Supply Nuclear Island' and item R2 * Auxiliary AC Power System" are ser) gencral in their present form. We
base therefore determined that Table 3.21, items R1 and R2, should te expanded to include the following list of
items. Please incorporate these items into Table 3.21 adding any additionalitems necessary to make it a
complete list.

R1 DC Peer Sur>nh Nuclear Island

125 volt batteries, battery racks, battery chargers, and distribution equipment

Control and power cables (including underground cable system, cable splices, connectors and terminal blocks)

Conduit and cable trays and their supports

Protectise relays arid conuol panels

Containment electrical penetration auemblies

Motors

O
N245Araendment t6
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[] R2 Audliarv AC Power Sistem
'%)

6900 volt switchgear

480 volt load centers

4S0 volt rnotor controf centers

120VAC safety related distribution equipment, including inverters

Control and power cables (including underground cabl system, cable splices, connectors and terminal blocks)

Conduit and cable trays and their supports'

Containment electrical penetration assemblies

Transformers

Motors
(
'

Load sequencers
1

! Protective relays and control panels

Vahr operators

[] * Raceway installations containing Class IE cables and other raceway installations required to meet seismic
V Category 1 requirements (those whose failure during a seismic event may result in damage to any Class IE or

other safety related system or components).

1

l

1

lh
\,.
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n 9.2 4a,4b and 4e represent the minimum flow requirements at the inlet of each component. Also,

id specify the maximum allowable RCW temperature at the inlet of each component under different
operating conditions. (9.2.11)

410.62

Clarify whether availability of only cat division of the RCW system is sufficient to provide
cooling water to the drywell coolers and the RIP coolers (SSAR Tables 9.2 4a and 4b list only
Division A and B servicing above. Further Table 9.2-4b lists only the Drywell B cooler as being
serviced by Division B). (9.2.11)

410.63

Regarding the HVAC Normal Chilled Cooling Water System, provide information on the following:
(9.2.11)

a) Compliance with GDC 2 for safety related components (i.e., physical location for complying with
the GDC).

b) Compliance with Position C2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29 for the non safety related portion.

c) Automatic features to provide cooling water to the equipment serviced by the system in the event
of its failure on loss of offsite power (specify the system that will provide cooling water in
the above situation).

d) Description of the turbine building cooling water systen. which provides condenser cooling (refer
to SSAR Section 9.2.12.2) if it is within the ABWR scope. Otherwise, identify it as an3

,,v) interface requirement.

410.64

Regarding the llVAC Emergency Chilled Cooling Water system, provide information on the following:
(9.2.13)

a) Compliance with GDC 2 for safety related portion (i.e., physical location for complying with tbc
G DC).

b) Compliance with Position C2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29 for the non safety related portion,if
there is any such portion.

c) Compliance with GDC 4.

d) System active component failure analysis.

420.107

Describe procedural controls considered adequate to control the keylocked SLCS. (9.3.5.2.1)

420.117

Describe interlocks and indications used to prevent injection of the testing mode demineralized
water instead of boron. (9.3.5.1.1)

h)d
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430.177

ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.1.1.1, Nuclear Design, states that sinec no credit is taken for neutron leakage, the
value for effective multiplication factors are really infinite neutron multiplication factors. ABWR SSAR Section
9.1.1.3.1, Criticality Control, statea that k for both normal and abnormal storage conditions will te less than or

77
equal to .95, flowever, the same section s'tates that the new fuel storage area will accommodate fuel with a k <

#'

1.35 with no safety implications. Resolve this discrepancy. (9.1.1)

430.178

ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.1.1.6, D)mamic Analysis, refers to ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.2.1.6, which does not
exist. Proside the results of a dynamic analysis of the new iuel storage system. (9.1.1)

430.179

ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.1.1.7, impact Analysis, also refers to a nonexistent ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.2.1.7.
Provide impact analysis for impact loads up to and including a fuel assembly and its carrying fixture. (9.1.1)

430.180

l
i Provide details of assumptions :.nd input parameters used in the criticality analysis for new fuel storage.

( Include information such as number of racks, their material (c. g., stainless steel ?), number of fuel assemblies
'

per rack, neutron absorbing material and its placement, placement of fuel assemblics (center to-center distance
between rows and within rows), and effect of spacing on k in normal dry condition or wben completely floodedg
with water. Also, clarify whether the spacing is sufficient to ensure a k of 0.98 or less under optimum
moderator conditions (foam, small droplets, spray or fogging) as described in NP Section 9.1.1. Clarify whether
the racks are designed to preclude inadvertent placement of a fuel assembly in other than prescribed locations.

(9.1.1)

430.181

Flow is the new fuel protected from internally generated missiles and the effects of moderate or high energy
piping or rotating machinery in the sicinity of the vault housing the new fuel storage racks. (9.1.1)

430.18

Provide information on how the design of the new fuel storage facility complies with GDC 61,' Fuel Storage
and llendling and Radioactisity Control? Identify the ventilation system provided to handle possible release of
radioactivity resulting from accidental damage to the luel (note that ABWR SSAR 7.1 does not describe the
radiation monitoring equipment for the new fuel storage area as stated in ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.1.2). (9.1.1)

430.183

Provide sufficient information and drawings to determine that the failure of non seismic systems and
structures in the vicinity of the new fuel storage facility can not cause an unacceptable increase in kg.(9.1.1)

430.184

Dem:astrate that the analped impact of a fuel assembly, including its associated handling tool, dropped
from a height of 6 feet bounds the range of all possible load drops from all possible heights. For additional
guidance on the required bounding analysis, see SRP Section 9.1.2, item III.2.e.(9.1.2)

!
,

l
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O C0.185
V

Proside sufficient information and drawings to determine that the failure of non. seismic systems and

structures in the sicinity of the spent fuel storage facility can not cause an unacceptable increase in kg.(9.1.2)

430.186

Proside drawings and information pertaining to spent fuel transfer canal capability of the fuel transfer canal
or other provisions to prevent a dropped shipping cask frc>m causing an unacceptable loss of pool water.(9.1.2)

C0.187

Clarify whether there is a) an interconnecting fuel transfer canal capable of being isolated from the fuel pool
and adjacent cask loading area, and b) any high energy piping or rotating machinery in the sicinity of the fuel
storage pools. Also, clarify whether the racks are designed to preclude inadvertent placement of a fuel assembly
in other than prescribed locations.(9.1.2)

430.188

Describe the function of the containment pool mentioned in ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.2.1.5. (9.1.2)

430.129
,

What is the seismic category of the gates in the pools? (9.1.2)

430.190
p
b Instead of uferring to a specific GE proprietary report on criticality control for spent fuel storage (see

ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.23.1), preside details of assumptions and input parameters used in the criticality
analysis of the spent fuel storage. Also provide the uncertainty value and associated probability and confidence
level for the k v
in the pool, ceid7 .alue determined by the anahsis. Include information such as number of fuel assemblics storeder to-center spacing htween f' el assemblies, material of the racks, neutron absorber used and itsu

placing, and k for the above condition when the storage is fully loaded and flooded with non borated water.g
(9.1.2)

430.191

List the specifk previsions included in the design of the spent fuel pool to comply with GDC 63,' Monitoring
Fuel and Waste Storage" (e.g., pool liner leakage detection, water level monitoring and radiation monitoring
systems). Identify the corrective actions on detection of loss of decay he't removal capability or excessive
radiation levels. Note that for radiation monitoring systems, additionally referencing ABWR SSAR Subsections
11.5.2.1.2.1 and 11.5.2.13, if they are applicable,in ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.1.2.4 is sufficient. (9.1.2)

430,192

Proside the results and conclusions of the load drop analysis which considers dropping of one fuel assembly
and its associated handling tool from a height at which it is normally handled above the spent fuel storage racks.
ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.1.43 does not discuss complian:e with GDCs 61 and 62; therefore, discuss the above
compliance for the light load handling system. (9.1.4)

/*
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430.193

A * slack cable * signal (ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.43)is not considered sufficient indication of a fully seated
assembly. Discuss whether positive vertical position indication will also be presided. (9.1.4)

430.194

ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.1.4.2.2.1, Reactor Building Crane, indicates that the crane can be used to move
new fuel to the spent fuel pool and is also used to bandle the spent fuel cask over the spent fuel pool and results
of a failure modes and effects analysis demonstrating the adequacy of controls and interlocks to prevent
compromising criticality or radiological safety. (9.1.4)

430.195

Clarify whether the system design includes interlocks (1) to ensure correct sequencing of the transfer
operation in the automatic or manual mode, and (2) to prevent the refueling platform and the fuel bandling
platform moving in the transfer area during operations of the transfer system so that the transfer system will not
be adversely affected by the presence of citber platform. (9.1.4)

430.196

ABWR SSAR Tables 3.21 (page 3.2 2S) and 9.12 differ in seismic classification identification for some fuel
senicing equipment. Correct the discrepancy as appropriate.

(9.1.4)

430.197

Proside an enlarged legible version of ABWR SSAR Figure 9.112,' Plant Refueling and Senice Sequence'.

(9.1.4)

430.198

ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.4 is confusing on the following details: (9.1.4)

(a) ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.1.4.2.3.7 and 9.1.4.2.3.8 refer to a fuel bandling platform; but it is not described
anywhere under that caption. It is not clear wbat constitutes the fuel bandling platform and whether it is
distiact from the refueling platform.

(b) ABWR SSAR Table 9.1 10 refers to three single. failure. proof cranes: the reactor building crane, refueling
bridge crane and fuel bandling jib crene. ABWR SSAR Subsections 9.1.4.2.7.1 and 9.1.43 refer to the auto-
matic refueling machine (a gantry crane) and tbc spent fuel bandling crane it is not clear which of the
above descriptors mean the same load bandling device.

(c) Different subsections in ABWR Section 9.1.4 refer to the fuel storage pool, reactor building fuel storage
pool, fuel pool and spent fuel pool, it is not clear whether all the above descriptors mean the spent fuel
pool. Provide clarification on all the above. Also, provide layout drawings for all the storage pools,
including tbc upper pool and the transfer canal.

430,199

include the single. failure proof characteristics of all crancs used in light load bandling ( note that ABWR
SSAR Subsection 9.1.4.1 mentions only boists on the refueling platform). (9.1.4)

O
20 2-lO
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430.200-

ABWR SSAR Subsection 7.6.1 does not provide an evaluation of the radiation monitoring equipment for
the refueling and service equipment as stated in ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.1.4.5.4. Provide the above
information. If it is covered by some other radiation monitoring systems (c. g., area radiation monitoring system
and/or process and effluent monitoring system or both), include reference to those systems and the applicable
SSAR Sections in SSAR subsection 9.1.4.5.4. (9.1.4)

430.201

The interface criteria of ABWR SSAR Section 9.2.15 does not include the required interface criteria for the
design of the potable and sanitary water system. To meet the requirements of GDC 60, the design of this system
should not allow for interconnections between the potable and sanitary water system and systems having the
potential for containing radioacthc materials. Protection should be provided through the use of air gaps. where
necessary. Add these design criteria, as interfaces, under ABWR SSAR Section 9.2.15. (9.2.4)

430.20t

Include the following interfaces besides what have been already specified for ensuring the uhimate heat sink
(UHS) capability:(1) Design to accommodate single failures of passive components in electrical systems. (2)

;- Protection of safety.related portions from adverse emironmental conditions including those resulting from piping
failures. (3) Time duration of UHS cooling capability availab!!ity. (9.2.5,9.2.15)

430 203

The ultimate heat sink heat load requirements are identified by reference to ABWR SSAR Table 9.2 4.
This set of three tables (9.2 4a,9.2 4b and 9.2 4c) identifies heat loads for each of the three reactor building

O cooling water divisions. These tables do not consider the case of a reactor shutdown at 4 hours after a blowdown
to the main condenser. Inclusion of the above may require a highar heat load dissipation capability for the UHS
than what has been currently estimated (sce GE's response to Question No. 440.73). Revise the tables as
appropriate considering the above case and prov:de the heat load requirements based on the revised tables for the
ultimate heat sink (c. g., the sum of the heat loads for all three dhisions,2 of 3). Are there additional heat loads
associated with the UHS not carried by the reactor building cooling water system? (9.2.5)

430.204

The requirements of 10CFR52 include the need for a conceptual design for systems not considered to be
within the design scope of a standard nuclear power plant. No such conceptual design has been included as part
of the ABWR SSAR for either the UHS or the interfacing senice water system. Proside conceptual designs for
the UHS and the interfacing senice water system v.2.5)

430.205:

The make up water preparation system is identified as outside the scope of ABWR standard plant. This
system should meet the requirements of Position C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29. Provide an interface requirement
that the failure of the make.up water preparation system will not result in the failure of any safety.related
structure, system or component. (9.2.8)

430.206

Clarify how the turbine building cooling water (TCW) system meets Regulatory Guide 1.29, Position C.2
with respect to seismic requirements for non safety.related systems that due to their failure during seismic events

,
.

may adversely impact structures, systems or components important to safety. (9.2.14)

|
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430.207

For the TCW system, provide information on th; following items: (9.2.14)

(a) Effect of any system component failure including rupture of the atmospheric surge tank on structures,
systems or components important to safety.

(b) Required total cooling water flow and available cooling water flow; total heat output by turbine building
auxiliary equipment and available capacity of the TCW beat exchangers.

(e) Power cycle heat sink to which the heat from the TCW system is rejected.

430.208

The system diagrams lack sufficient detail to ascertain whether or not connections between the TCW system
and safety related water systems exist. Proside assurance that no such connections to safety related systems are
provided or identify such connections and the isolation capabilities provided. Isolation capabilities should include

| the use of equipment that is at least Quality Group C and Seismic Category 1. (9.2.14)

430.209

Only ABWR SSAR Sections 6.2 5 and 6.7 discuss the Atmospheric Control System (ACS) and liigh Pres-
sure Nitrogen System (HPINS); therefore, correct SSAR Section 9.3.1 which refers to the wrong SSAR sections
for discussion of the above systems. Also, provide information on the following items for the ACS:

(a) Clarification on applicability of system design criteria 9,10, and 11 (protection against single active
component failure, missiles, dynamic effects due to piping failures, tornadcemissiles, flooding and seismic
events) to all non safety class system components (e.g. nitrogen storage tanks, vapori2 cts, applicable valves
and piping, and instrumentation). (For these criteria, see SSAR Subsection 6.2.5.1). Specify,if some of the
Ngn bases for the ACS identified in Subsection 6.2.5.1 are applicable only for the safety-related
cov nents of the system, correct the subsection as appropriate.oj

!

| b) Justification for location of the inboard primary containment isolation valves outside the containment, which
is a deviation from GDC 56,' Primary Containment Isolation. "The affected lines are (1) 2 inch N, makeup
lines to the drywell and wetwell, (2) 22 inch purge suction lines to the drywell and wetwell(used fo'r primary

|
containment inerting or de inerting and connected to a common 16 inch N, supply line), and (3) 2 inch and
22 inch purge exhaust lines from the drywell and wetwell. We find your r'esponse to Question Nos. 430.35'

and 430.4.*: does not include justincation for deviation from GDC 56 rquirements for the above lines nor
deviat.4ns from GDC 56 or 55," Reactor Coolant pressure Boundary Penetrating Containment"
requirements for other applicable lines. Include justincation for deviations from applicable GDC for other

. lines listed in ABWR SSAR Tabic 6.2 7.

(c) SSAR Subsection 6.2.5.2.7, which discusses the Flammability Control System (FCS), does not provide suffi-
cient details for us to conclude that the system complies with the requirements of TMI Action item II.E.4.1,
' Dedicated Hydrogen Penetrations" of NUREG 0737. Therefore, include the system in Table 3.21 and
provide details such as; how long after LOCA and at what concentration level of hydrogen the recombiner
has to be activated;line sizes as related to flow requirements; and duration of recombiner operation. Also,
identify interface requirements for referencing applicants with regard to the external recombiners (e.g.

| development of procedural provisions to assure availability of possibly shared portable hydrogen
recombiners between sites on a timely basis and coordination of surveillance programs in accordance with|

SRP 6.2.5 acceptance criterion 11.12).

O
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(d) ABWR SSAR Tables 6.2 7 and 6.2 8 give a line size of 4 inches and 6 inches respecthtly for the FCS returnO line; Table 6.2 7 and Figure 6.2-40 show location of FCS primary containment inboard isolation vahts inside
the containment and outside the containment respectively; SSAR Sections 6.2.5.2.7 and 19.A.2.12 indicate
portae ad permanently installed recombiners, respectively. Resolve all the above inconsistencies. Also,
of the location of all the primary containment isolation valves for the system is outside the containment,
justiry the deviation from the ODC 56 requirement for the system inboard isolation valves. (93.1)

0 0.210

Clarify which portions of the high pr6ssure nitrogen gas supply system (nitrogen storage bottles, system
piping including tic lines between safety related divisions and non safety related dhision, valves, instrumentation
and controls) are safety related. (93.1,6.7)

,

430.211

ABWR SSAR Figure 6.7-4 shows only one motor operated isolation vaht on each of the tie lines between
each safety related dhnion and the common non safety related dhhion of the high pressure nitrogen gas supply
system (MO F012A and B) The tie piping portlan between the two isolation valves is presumably
non safety related. Explain how essential nitrogen demand will be met during a situation when there is a pipe
rupture is one safety related division (initiating event), single active component failure in the other safety related
division (c. g., isolation valve on the applicable tie line is open) and a pipe break in the non safety related portion
of the tie lines (if there is such a portion). Alternately, provide two safety related automatic isolation valves in
series on each tic line. (93.1,6.7)

430.212

Provide an FMEA for the Nitrogen Gas Supply System, (93.1,6.7)

430.213

Indude the nitrogen gas supply system in the ABWR System classification summary Tatile 3.21. (93.1,6.7)

430.214

Contrary to what has been stated in ABWR SSAR Subsection 6.7.1, there is only one non safety related
continuous nitrogen supply portion common to the two essential supply divisions (See Figure 6.71). Correct
Subsection 6.7.1 as appropriate and discuss the effect ofloss of nitrogen supply via tbc non safety related portion
to all the equipment and components identified in SSAR Section 6.7.1 (c. g., Pneumatically operated valves and
instruments inside the primary containment vessel) during permal operation. Clarify whether the pneumatic
accumulator which provides the backup operating gas for the main steam isolation valve (See SSAR Subsection
5.4.5.2)is safety-grade for each valve. If not, justify the design. (93.1,6.7)

430.215
Y

Provide enlarged and legible piping and instrumentation diagram for instrument air and senice air systems
(SSAR Figures 93-6 and 93 7), which clearly indicate all the components served, safety and non safety related
portions, and isolation provisions between the safety and non. safety related portions; a table showing instrument '

air consumption during normal plant operation. Explain the statements in SSAR Subsections 9.3.6.1.1 and
3

9.3.7.1.1 which indicate that the containment penetrations (secondary containment penetrations) for the '

instrument air and senice air systems are equipped with sufficient isolation valves to satisfy single failure criterion
(the SSAR figures do not indicate this). Under the " Location' column for item P.4 (Instrument /Senice Air
Systems), Sub item 5 of ABWR SSAR Table 3.21 (Page 3.2 33), include turbine building radwaste building and

O
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senice building since some of the components of these systems are located in these buildings. Also identify the
design feature of safety related air operated valves outside the containment to handle the loss of air supply by the j

non safety related instrument air sptem during plant operation. (93.1,93.6,93.7) ;

430.216

Discuss the specific features provided (e.g. pre and after filters associated with compressors, particle sire.
dryer) for ensuring that air or nitrogen supplied by each of the applicable systems to components important to
safety (e.g., MSIV's; SR\"s; scram valves which are located outside the containment) meet the quality
requirements (clean, dry and oil free) of ANSI MC 11.1 1976 standards. In this context, the staff finds GE's justi-
fication for limiting particle size to 5 microns in the air stream at the instrument (the particle size is mentioned
only for the instrument air sptem)instead of 3 microns as required by the above standards unsatisfactory (see
Generic Letter 8814 ' Instrument Air Supply System Affected Safety Related Equipment *). Note that the staff
will accept higher than 3 microns only if the larger size is supported by supplier's data for all the safety related
equipment or components that are supplied compressed air or nitrogen for their operation and there is assurance
that the larger size will not cause any equipment or component degradation with aging. Also, discuss how all the
above sptems meet the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.683,'Preoperational testing of Instrument and Control
Air Systems. *loclude the atmospheric control system sinre it supplies nitrogen for safety related components sia
the non essential portion of the nitrogen gas supply svuem during normal power operation. Include the senice
air system since it supplies air to safety related cc.nponents inside containment during refueling. Identify applica-
ble interface requirements for all the :atrogen er air supply systems with regard to fluid quality and
preoperational testing requirements. (6.22.,6.7,93.1)

430.217

Provide description and figures showing how the four compressed gas systems (atmospheric control, nitro-
gen gas supply, instrument air, and service air systems) are interconnected. Include isolation capabilities,if
applicable, between the essential divisions of nitrogen gas supply system, and instrument air and senice air uys-
tems.

430.218

Clarify whether the instrument air sptem supplies backup air to the nitrogen consumers located insice the
primary containment during normal plant operation when the nitrogen gas supply pressure drops below the
specified setpoint. If so, justify supply of backup air instead of backup nitrogen inside the containment during
normal operation when containment has to be maintained inert. (93.1,93.6)

430.219

Clarify whether both air compressors of the senice air system operate simultaneously whenever the demand
for senice air exceeds 50 percent of the peak air consumption. (93.1,93.7)

430.220

Compressed air or nitrogen supply systems designed to supply fluid to equipment or components located
inside the containment for their operation at no morelhan design basis accident peak containment pressure will
not be able to perform their intended function at higher containment pressures which may result under degraded
core conditions. This,in turn, may compromise the operation of the subject components. Addrets the above
concern as it relates to the design of compressed air and nitrogen gas systems. (6.7,93.1)

O
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6 0.221
1

Proside system P&lD for radioactive drain transfer splem, which clearly show the safety related portions of
the system and the primary containment isolation valves. Provide a description of the loop seal design for the
secondary containment penetrations for the system which includes (but is not ilmited to) sunivability under
various modes of reactor conditions (e.g. transients, accidents) and safety classification (seismic category and
Quality group). Also, provide design and expected Gow capacitics and surnp capacities. (933,93.8) i

430.222

Provide information regarding the effects of blockage in any portion of the drain system, including potential
overflow paths. (933,93.8)

430.223

Are the level switches for guh sump of the radioactive drain transfer system (e.g. ECCS pump rooms, fuel
handling area, steam tunnel) redundant and safety related. Do the level switches annunciate an alarm and
provide levelindication in the control room in case of rising water level? If they are not designed as stated above,
justify the design. Also, include the sump level switches in ABWR SSAR Table 3.2 l under ' Radioactive Drain
Transfer Sptem*. Further, identify which flow transmitters located in the secondary containment under * Leak
Detection and Isolation System"in SSAR Table 3.21 are non safety.related. (933,93.8)

430.224

ABWR SSAR Subsection 93.S.2.1 indicates that the capacity of the nonsafety related radioactive drain
transfer system,in conjunction with the placement of safety related equipment on raised pads or grating,
precludes the adverse consequences of flooding on safety related equipment and components. However, SSAR

O Subsection 3.4.1.1.2 states that the ABWR design does not take any credit for operation of the drain sumps to
provide Good protection. Resolve the above inconsistency, realizing that the drain transfer system has to bc
safety related is its operation is to be credited for flood protection cisafety related equipment and components.
(933,93.8)

430.225

Identify the system design features and their safety classification (i.e. seismic category, qua'ity group)
provided to prevent backDooding of safety related equipment rooms (e.g. ECCS equipment rooms). (933,93.8)

430.226

Provide an interface requirement for the drainage systems for non radioactive liquid waste prohibiting an)
conditions to the radioactive drain transfer sptem. (933,93.8)

430236

. Since the senice building is a nonsafety related structure, justify its inclusion in the list of locations of some4

electrical modules and cables performing a safety.related function and some safety related valves and dampers of
the HVAC systems. Also, justify nonsafety quality group classification for *other safety related valves and
dampers' for HVAC systems (see ABWR SSAR Table 3.21, Page 3.2 29). (9.4)

,
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430.237

Explain the words 'high efficient section* occurring in SSAR Subsection 9.4.1.13, second paragraph. If the
above words mean }{ EPA filter, include it in SSAR Figure 9.41, and prmide a table listing compliance status
including justification for non-compliance with each of the applicable guidelines identified in Positions C.1 and
C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.140 for control building normal ventilation exhausts. (9.4)

430.238

Clarify whether (1) the two redundant safety related trains of the control room equipment 11VAC system
are totally independent and whether each has 100 percent capacity and (2) the three subsystems of the essential
electrical 11VAC system (SSAR Subsection 9.4.1.23) are totally independent so that failure of any one subsystem
uill not compromise the availability of the remaining two subsystems. Also, explain what Essential Chiller Room
C (SSAR Subsection 9.4.1.23) means since the 11ECW system presumably has only two safety.related chiller

trains. (9.4.1)

430.239

Provide complete system P&lDs including safety classification changes (i.e., seismic category and quality
group) for the control building liVAC system (i.e., SSAR Sections 9.4.1.1 and 9.4.1.2). The P&lDs should show
among 06er things (1) monitors located in the system intakes that are cable of detecting radiation and smoke,(2)
capability for isolation of nonessential portions by two automatically actuated dampers in series and (3) provisions
for isolation of the control room upon smoke detection at the air intakes. Also, proside complete flow diagrams
for all modes of control building ilVAC system operation (i.e., normal, accident, smoke / toxic gas removal)
showing among ob.er things flow rates and component description tables for the building flVAC system (SSAR,

Figure 9.4-1 is illegible in parts and is also incomplete). (9.4.1)

430.240

SSAR Subsection 9.4.1.13 states that the emergency recirculation system includes an electric heating coil
whereas SSAR Figure 9.41 shows only a hot water system connection to a heaticg coil. The above figure
additionally si'ows three HECW dhisions whereas SSAR Subsection 9.2.13 mentions only two FIECW dhisions.
Resolve the abo'/c inconsistencies. Also, clarify whether the normal recirculation unit and the hot water system
are safety related, shee their availability during the emergency mode of operation is sital to maintaining proper
emironmental conditiens in the control room and at the saiety grade Glter train (Note that there is no description
of the hot water system te the SSAR. This should be provided). (9.4.1)

430.241

Clarify whether the system air intakes are presided with tornado taissile barriers. (9.4.1)

430.242

For the turbine building ventilation system, proside (1) complete system P&lD including safety classincation
changes and isolation and monitoring devices,(2) complete system flow diagrams showing description tables.
Also, identify the correcthe operator action following annunciation of alarms upon detection of high radiation in
the building ventilatu,n exhaust (9.4.4)

430.243
I

For the reactor building ventilation system, provide the following:

O
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430.243
p

Complete system P&lDs locluding safety classification changes, isolation and monitoring devices for
secondary containment (e.g., radiation monitors in the secondary containment ventilation ethaust, spent fuel pool
and essentlal equipment :oota area cabaans), essential electrical equipment, essential diesel generator, drywell
purge and reactor interna.l .emp control panel room IIVAC subsystems.l

430.243b

Some of the SSAR figures (e.g., Fpures 9.4-3,9.4-4) have illegible portions; there is no figure in the SSAR
for the mainstearn/fetdwater tunnel llVAC subsystem; SSAR r;we 9.4 3 for secondary containment ilVAC
subsystem does not show senicing of rooms housing redysdant equipment for some essential systems; and the
figures do not specify flow rates. Proside enlarged and legible size complete now diagrams showing flow rates
among other things for each subsystem (for guidance in cotitents for requested response, see GESSAR il llVAC
system now diagrams provided in the GESSAR !! SAR).

430.243c

Component description tables for each subsystem.

430.243d

FMEA for each subsystem.

430.243e

Description of isolation desite. locluding safety classification, redundancy and source of power to the

(d~'N devices for all nonsafety related llVAC subsystems that interface with safety related structures, systems and
components (SSC) (e.g., secondary containment ilVAC subsystem, drywell purge supply / exhaust subsystem).

430.243f

Specific design characteristics for meeting GDC 4 requirements for safety.related IIVAC subsystems.

430.243g

Table listing compliance status with each of the applicable guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.140, Positions
C.! and C.2 including justification for non. compliance for the normal ventilation exhausts from the secondary
containment and drpell purfe subsystems (SSAR Subsection 9.4.5.1.2 refers to filters in the secondary
containment normal ethaust system, but does not discuss what kind these are).

430.243h

Discussion of smoke removal operation for applicable }!VAC subsystems including how the affected area
| will be isolated from other unaffected plant areas. Also, include the impact of applicable llVAC subsystems in

safe or alternate shutdown capability for a fire event in a plant area seniced tiy one of the applicable subsystems.

(o
'
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430.244

ABWR Subsection 9.4.5.4.2 states that each divisionalllVAC system conshts of two power supply fans, two
exhaust fans, and two recirculation units. Ilowever, SSAP Pigure 9.4 4 shows only one recirculation unit per
division. Also, the figure shows three llECW divisions supplying, chilled water to the respective didsion room
coolers; but SSAR Section 9.2.13 describes only two divisionr, for the llECW system. Resohe the abose
discrepancies realizieg that the safety.related support systems for three diesel generators have to be completely
independent of c;ch other. (9.4.5)

430.245

Confirm that each supply and exhaust fan (of the coential cicettic equipment room IIVAC System)
mentioned above is a 1(0% capacity fan. (9.4.5)

430.246

Discuss how the essential electric equipment IIVAC subsystems meets GDC 17 ' Electric Power Systems' as
it relates to the protection of essential electrical components of the subsystem from failure due to the
accumulation of dust and particulate rnaterials (see SRP Section 9.4.5, Acceptance Criterion 11.4 for required
contents of response to this item). (9.4.5)

430.247

Subsection 9.4.5.4.5 does not discuss temperature control. Provide a discussion of the rnethod and
instrumentation provisions for ternperature control. (9.4.$)

430248

Provide a discussion of the means used for rtaintaieing the rooms cooled by the essential electrical
equipment ilVAC system at positive pressure. (9.4.5)

430249

Provide assurance that the air intale elevation for the essential diesel generator llVAC system is greater
than 20 feet above grade or discuss the methods for protecting electrical panels from dust and particulate
materials. (9.4.5)

430.250

ABWR SSAR Subsection 9 4.5.5.2 states that the two supply fans for each of the three diesel generators take
air from the outside and distribute it to the diesel generators. Clarify whether there is a common header for all
the diesel generators for intake air, if there is, justify such a design. (9.4.5)

430.251

Provide drawings for the dr>vell purge supply / exhaust system and a discussion of the intr. faces to the
secondary containment ilVAC system and to the standby gas treatment system. (9.4.5)

430.2!2

Discuss the sensor location and actuation setpoint for the exhaust radiation monitor for the dryvell
supply / exhaust system as they relate to preventing unanticipated radioactise releases. (9 4.5)

O
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430.253

Since there are separate wetwell purge supply / exhaust system for the ABWR, include a description of that
system in the SSAR. Note that all the information requesied above for the drywell purge system should be
included in the description of the wetwell purge system. (9.4.5)

430.254

ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.4.5.6.1.2 states that the drywell purge system only operates during plant
shutdow. Correct the above staternent since it will operate also during inerting, deinerting or pressure control of
the prirnary containment. Also, discuss how both the dr)vell and wetwell purge supply /eshaust subsystems
together meet Branch Technical Position CSB 6 4 ' Containment Purging During Normal Plant Operation.'
(9.45)

430.2!5

ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.4.5.1.2 states that two fan coil units prcnide cooling to the steam tunnel. Explain

how the air is cooled. (9.4.5)

430.256

ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.4.5.8.2 states that each dhision s f the reactor internal pump (RIP) control panel
room ilVAC subsystem contains two recirculation units. This does not agree with Figure 9.4 5. Resohc this
discrepancy (9.4.5)

430.257

ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.4.5.8.3 addresses the non essential equipment ilVAC system inttend of the RIP
control panel HVAC system. Provide a safety analysis which addresses the proper system, including a discussbn
of the effects of loss of ventilation on the RIP control panel. (9.4.5)

430.258

for the radwaste control room and balance of the radwaste building liVAC systems, provide (1) complete
P&lDs showing safety classification changes, isolation and monitoring devices,(2) cornplete flow diagrams
showing among other things flow rates, and (3) component description tebles. Abo clarify whether any affected
space is isolated by safety related devices. (9.4.5) 1

|

430.2!9

ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.4.6.2.2 states that one radwaste building llVAC supply and exhaust fan are
normally operating and the other of each type (i.e., for the radwaste control room and the balance of the radwaste
building) is on standby. SSAR Subsection 9.4.6.3 mentions provisions for automatic start of the standby unit.
Ilowever, SSAR Subsection 9.4.6.5.2 indicates that only an alarm is actuated by low flow in the exhsust fan
discharge duct, and that ventilation must be restarted manually. Clarify whether the standby fan is started on
failure of the operating fan. If not, provide justificMion. (9.4.6)

430.260

Provide a failure modes and effects analysis for the radwaste building ilVAC system which shows that the
normal direction of air flow from areas of low potential contamination to areas of higher contaminanon will not
be reversed for the failure of any active component. (9.4 6)
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0 0.261

Tor both of the radwaste building flVAC system rone exhausts, proside iables listing compliance status
induding justification for non compliance with each of the applicable guidelines identified in Positions C.! and
C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.140.(9.4.6)

4 0.262

For the senice building ventilation sptem, proside complete system P&lDs including safety classification
changes, isolation and monitoring desices, (2) component description tables, and (3) cornpliance with applicable
guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.140 for the sptem exhaust. Also, proside legible and enlarged portions of the
SSAR Figure 9.4-7 which are currently illegible; include flow rates in the figure. (9.4.8)

C0.263

Proside enlarged and legible versions of the drywell cooling system P&lD (SSAR rigure 9.4-8).

0 0.264

Identify the }IVAC sptem that will senice the remote shutdows panel area that will be osed for providing
ahernate shutdown capability following eertain fire eventt (9.4)

0 0.265

Identify interface requirements as they relate to llVAC sptems for plant areas which do not fall within the
ABWR design scope but which may impact the SSC that are within the ABWR scope. Also, provide interface
requirements for the technical support center (TSC) llVAC splem. (9 4)

430.266

Provide system layout diagramt, for the diesel generator support spiems. These diagrams should be of
sufncient detail so that component location can be determined and the accessibility of equipment for test and
maintenance can be evaluated. Phpical separation between individual subsptems of each support sysicm sening
the three diesel generators should be explicitly stated in the respecthe SSAR sections. (9.5 4 9.5.8)

430.267

Tor each diesel generator support sptem, provide si(ficient information on how each sptem is protected
against the effects of failure of any high or moderate energy piping located near the sptem components.

0 0.268

Provide a failure modes and effects analpis including loss of offsite power situation for the components of
each diesel generator support system.

0 0.269

Provide information on locatior, and mounting of cor.trols and instrumentation for all the diesel generator
support systems in so far as they relate to protecting the splem components from adscrse eIfects duc 1o engine
vibration during engine operation (see NUREG/CRA'60 * Enhancement of on site emergency dicscl generator
reliability,' Recorrmendation C.6, Page V 18).

O
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0 0.270

AllWR SSAR Table 3.21 shows that some safety related components of the diesel generator support
systems are located outdoors onsite (see SSAR page 3.2 24.1, items R3.3,4 and 5). Explain how these are
protected against the effects of SSE, Docx! and tornado missile.

0 0.271

The staff agrees with GE that the keep warm beaters and associated pumps of the dieselgenerator
lubrication system and the air compressors and motors of the diesel generator starting air system need not be
suclear safety clan. Except for the above, the staff requires that all piping and components of all the support
systems up to the engine interface should be designed, fabricated and installed in actordance with ASME code,
Section !!!, Class 3 requirements. The staff considers the engine interface as being the first connection off the
engine block - flanged, welded or screwed. Clarify whether the design of the support systems meets the above
requirement. If it does not, proside justification for the deviations. Also, crplain how the safety related portions
of the support systems are protected from the effects of failure of non.tafety related portions of the systems.

0 0.272

Provide P&lDs for the diesel generator fuel oil and transfer system that include safety classification changes
and level, temperature and pressure sensors among other things. (9.5 4)

4 0.273

Discuss the provisions for measuring fuel oil temperature and pressure and maintaining it within
recommended limits.

00.27d
v

Provide information on the following in the system description:

(a) Tge of transfer pump.

(b) Design features for protecting diesel pencrator fuel oil fill and vent lines from the effects of SSE, flood and
tornado missile.

(c) Clarification on provision of a stick gauge connection for each tank.

(d) Internal and external corrosiou protection features for exposed and buried portions of the system including
the storage tanks (see Regulatory Guide 1.137 Tuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators,' Position

C.1.E)-

(c) Provisions for removal of accumulated water from the fuel storage tanks (see NUREG/CR 0660 Page V 16,
Recomm endation 'a').

(f) Precautions after fill up of oil tank to minimize potential causes and consequences of fires and explosions
(see SRP Section 9.5.4, Item 111.7).

|
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0 0.275 9
An event rosy occur requiring the replenishment of fuel oilin the storage tank without interrupting the

| operation of the diesel generators. This,in turn, may result in turbulence of the accumulated sediment (at the
bottom of the storage tank), further, the duplex filters in the transfer pump discharge piping may not be able to
handle the above problem. Therefore, describe additional features that will be provided for presenting
turbulcoce of accumulated sediment during filling of the storage tank, so that uninterrupted supply of fuel oil will
not be compromised (see Regulatory Guide 1.137, Position C.2 g).

0 0.276

Discuss sptem compliance (including justification for noncompliance),if applicable, with Positions C.I.e, f
and C.2.a. b, d. e,Iand b of Regulatory Guide 1.137 (the staff notes that the above Fuldelines are not addressed in

SSAR Section 9.5 A).

0 0.277

.

Identifv the power source for the jacket water circulating sptem.

l
0 0.278'

Proside P&lDs for the diesel enerator cooling water system which indude safety classification changes.F

(9.5.5)

C0.279

Provide a table of design flow and heat removal requirements for the diesel generator cooling water sptem.
Also, preside the design beat remosal capacities of all the coolers or heat exchangers in the system. SSAR Figure
9.2.le shows intercoolers, lobe oil coolers and filtered water coolers; SSAR Section 9.5.5.2 however, uses different
terminology to identify some of the above (cy, air intercooler, jacket water heat exchanger). Identify clearly all
the heat exchangers or coolers in tF. aptem and clarify whether the combustion air is also cooled by the sptem.

| (9.5.5)

C0.280

(9.5.5) Proside information on t be following:

(a) Type of jacket water circulating pumps.

(b) Clarification as to whether the sptem includes a motor. driven jacket water keep warm pump; describe the
Leep. warm feature of the system.

(c) Identification of all sptem heat exchangers or coolers where heat is rejected to the RIICW 6ptem (SSAR
Subsection 9.5.5.2 states * jacketed manifold and a heat exchanger which is furnished with RCW' whereas
SSAR Figure 9.2.le shows supply of RCW to two intercoolets, one lube oil cooler and one filtered water
cooler for each diesel generator).

(d) Type of temperature sensors ('Amot" brand or equal with an expanding wax type temperature sensitise
element? see NUREG/CR Or40, Page V 17, Recommendation under item 4).

O
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(e) Clarification as to whether the system can be vented to assure that all spaces in the closed loep are fdled

O with water (see SRP Section 9.$.5, item 111.2).
U

(f) runction of the filtered water cooler shown in SSAR Tigure 9.2.le.

(g) Provisions for isolating non safety.related portions from safety related portions of the system.

430.281

SSAR Subsection 9.5.5.4 gives little information regarding periodie inspection (e.g., accessibility of areas)
and testing (e.g., structural and leak tight intepity of the components, active components and system as a whole).
Discuss how the system complies with GDCs 45 and 46 regarding inspection and testing of the system (Note that
layout diapams alone are not sufficient and that these should be supplemented by descriptive information).

430.282

k Are the diesel generators capable of operating at design loads without secondary cooling (i.e., by the RUCW
system)in excess of time needed to restore RUCW supply to the diesel generators cooling water system following
a loss of offsite power?

430.283

Demonstrate by analysis that normal system coolant leakage over a 7 day period will not exceed the excess
amount of coolant contained in the system expansion tank and/or cause loss of positive suction head to jacket
water circulating pumps.

430.234

O
Identify the operating procedures to ensure that the diesel generators and the associated cooling water

system can perform their design functions for extended periods when less than full electrical power generation is
required without degradation of their performance or reliability (note that operating procedures identified in SRP
Section 9.5.5, item 111.7 are acceptable).

430.285

Discuss the provisions for controlling the dew point of diesel generator starting air; also, identify the
temperature to which the dew point will be controlled.

430.286

Provide P&lDs for the diesel generator starting air system that include safety claulfication changes,
pressure gauges, relief vahes, drain valves and isolation valves among other things. Provide system design
requirements such as compressor capacity, power source, and receiver tank capacity. Also, identify the design
features which will maintain the receiver pressure within an allowable range,(9.5.6)

430.287

include devices to crank the engine as recommended by the engine manufacturer as one of the components
of the system. Also, identify the air start requirements with regard to the duration of the cranking cycle and
number of engine revolutions (see SRP Section 9.5.6, ucceptance criterion Ill.g).

O
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00.2M

Identify system provisions for periodic or automatic blowdown of accumulated moisture and foreign
materialin the air receisers and other critical points of the splem. In this context, the staff notes that
NUREG/CR Ot60 has identified water in the starting air as the " root cause* for most of the troubles reported fur
the sptem and has, therefore, strongly recommended refrigerated starting air driers with a minimum flow rate of
250 SCPM between the compressors and the receivers and automatic water drains (see Page V 4 of the
NUREG). Clarify whether the system design includes the ateve features for water removal and if not, provide
justification.

,

00289

Discuss how the diesel generator support sptems meet the NUREG/CR4MO recommendations 2 a 2.b, *

and 2.d (Page Y 6) and 5 (Page V 18) on concrete floors painting) with regard to protection of these sptems
from the adverse effects of dust and dirt.

0 0.290

Clarify whether the fill connection for the lube oil supply tank is located in the locked diesel generator rnom
or discuss the prosisions for presenting lube oil contamination sia the fill pipe.

0 0.291

Provide P&lDs for the diesel generator lubrication splem that include safety classification changes,
temperature, pressure and lesel sensors among other things. Include the pre lube provisions in the PAIDs.
(9.5.7)

C0.292

Provide design criteria (pump flows, operating pressure, temperature differentials, cooling sptem heat
removal capabilities, electric beater characteristics) for the diesel penerator lubrication t,ptem

0 0.293

Describe how the diesel generator lubricatio i system (1) complies with NUREG/CR.0660,
recommendations 1 and 2 (see Pages V 9 and Y 10 of the NUREG) regarding duration of the pre lube period
and starting and stopping of the pre lube pump, and (2) precLdes excessise pre lubrication of the diesel engine
turbocharges. In this context, clarify whether the keep warm oil circulating pump can perform the function of the
pre. lube pnmp. Also, proside information on how the pre lube operation will be monitored. Note that the staff
requires the monitoring / alarm circuit for the pre lube system to be safety related (Class IE) to provide reliable
indication of the splem operation so that the operator can perform timely corrective action in case of failure.

0 0.294

Describe sptem protectise features to prevent unacceptable crank case explosions and to mitigate the
consequences of such an event.

00295

Identify all the components in the flow paths for the diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust
sptem (e g., air intale silencer, turbocharger, combustion air aftercooler) If the abose include flow control
devices (louvers, dampers), can the sptem function if there is failure of a single active component?

O
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430.2 %

lV) NUREG/CR 0660 recommends (Page V.15, recornmendations 1.s and 1.b) that the piping for the diesel
generator room ventilation air should be separate from that used for the combustion air and that the supply of the
combustion air should preferably be through piping directly from outside the building and at least 20 feet from
the ground level through proper filters. ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.5.8.2.1 states that each diesel engine takes
combustion air from its own diesel generator room which,in turn, receives its air supply from the room air
ventilation system. Explain why an advanced design like ABWR does not comply with the NUREG
recommendations in so far as they relate to keeping the ventilation and combustion air supplies separate. Also,
explain how the air exhaust silencers mounted at the roof of the reactor building are protected from tornado
missiles. Further, contrary to what has been stated, reactor building arrangement drawings in SSAR Section 1.2
do not show intale and exhaust locations for the system; include these locations in the applicable drawingt

430.297

Discuss the ability of the intake filters to provide sufficient filtered combustion air for the entire time period
when emtrgency power is required assuming maximum particulate concentration at the intake.

430.298

Provide a system P&lD thowing safety classification changes for the diesel generator combustion air intake and
exhaust system. (9.5.8)

430.299

Identify the diesel engine operation procedures that will minimize or avoid incomplete combustion (see
NUREG/CR&60, recommendation B.3a, Page %11). (9.5.8.)

| V 430,315

l

| ABWR SSAR Section 9.5.1 provides fire barards analyses for fire areas the reactor building only.
Additionally, the section does not describe the specific reactor shutdown method that will be used for each of the
fire areas in the reactor building [see Response A2). (9.5.1) Provide the following:

(A) Fire hazards analysis for each fire area outside the reactor building which is within the scope of the
standard design (e.g., control building, turbine building, radwaste building, service building) [see
Response A1). Note that on receipt of such information, additionalinformation may be requested.

(B) Description of speciAc reactor shutdown method for each fire area. The description should discuss how
the chosen method provides safe shutdon or dedicated shutdown, whichever is applicable for the ghen
area, that is, how the shutdown rnethod meets Positions C 5.b or C.S.c of BTP CMED 9.51 ' Guidelines
for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants' of SRP Section 9.5.1 * Fire Protection Program * [see
Response B1). Specifically, the response for each Orc area should include among other things, an
associated circuit analysis (that is, how the common bus, common enclosure and spurious signal
concerns including high/ low pressure interface breaches will be climinated) [see Response B2],
available shutdown equipment including cables [see Response B3), required operator actions and the
time when these have to be completed [see Response B4), and required repairs [see Response B5),if
any, for achieving cold shutdown within the allowed time. Additionally, for the control room, the
response should identify the specine design provisions to cnsure the capability to transfer control of
needed hot shutdown equipment to a remote shutdown panel without recourse to any hot shutdown
repair [see Response B6).

i h
| v
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(C) Lighting and communications prodsions as they relate to the fire protection program for the ABWR.
Your response should indicate how the program rnects the specific guidelines stated under Positions
C.5 g(1) through g(4) of BTP CMEB 9.51 [see Response C). Note that cross referencing ABWR
SSAR Sections 9.5.2 ' Communication Sptems' and 9.53 ' Lighting and Sersicing Power Supply Sptem'
will not be an adequate response, since these sections do not discuss all the abose guidelines.

(D) Interface requirements for refereacing applicants for fire areas not within the scope of the standard
design (e.g., ultimate heat sink area). For such areas, the interface requirements should call out for
applicable information requested in items (1),(2), and (3) above [see Response DJ.

430.316

The fire hazard analysis presided as Apptndix 9A listed several components within the rooms of each fire
arca in the reactor building However, specific cables (power and instrumentation) were not identified in the
equipment listings (Tables 9A.b 1 and 9A.b.2). The failure of these cables will hase to be included in a safe
shutdown analysis. Additionally, the equipment listed in these two tables showed that equipment powered by
separate dhisions cf AC power (Division 1 and 2 for example) ne located in the same reactor building fire renes.
From the information in Appendix 9A it is not possible to deternane if the failure of this equipment could affect
the operability of required safe shutdown equipment in other fire areas. This equipment should be addressed in
the safe shutdown analysis, including an associated circuit analpis. (9.5.1)

430317

Section 9.5.1.2.1 should be expanded to include the fire protection water supply system.

430,318

Section 9.5.1.2.2 states that a manually operated carbon dioxide (CO2) fire suppression system will be
presided for the diesel generated rooms, including the day tank rooms. This does not correspond to the guidance
provided in NUREG.Qsm, CMEB BTP 9.51, Section C.7 i which specifies automatic fire suppression for the
emergency diesel generators. This section should be changed to show automatic fire suppression or expanded to
justify how manual suppression prosides either equisalent or superior protection.

430.319

Section 9.5.1.2.7 indicates a 30 second time delay discharge will be provided for the carbon dictide fire
suppression systems. This feature is appropriate for automatic sptems but not for manually operated sptems.
This section should be changed to state that a time delay discharge will not be provided for manuall) operated
systems, such as those sptems prodded for the emergency diesel generator rooms in case the manual splems are
justified and retaintd in the ABWR design

430320

Section 9.5.1.2.8, smoke control, refers to Section 6.4 and Subsection 9 4.5. (6 4)(v4.5)(9 5.1)

(A) Section 6.4 4.2 states that 'In the smoke removal mode, the purge flow through the control building presides
three air changes per hour in order to sweep atmospheric contaminants out of the air.* An air change ever)

|
20 minutes will be effective for smoke control only for the very smallest fires in very large volumes This
section should be changed and expanded to describe how smoke will be removed from fire areas and to
provide the technical bases, including test data, to support assumptions used in the smoke removal sptems

| design.

O
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n (B) Section 9.4.5.u states for the various areas, where applicable, that * fire protection has teen evaluated a d lx

t,") described in Subsection 9.5.1.* No descriptive materialis contained in these subsections pertaining to s ioic
reacwal capabibty of the normalliVAC system,

430.321

Section 9.5.3.1.1(5)(f) should be expanded as follows: * Battery power supplies for lights in harsh
emironments (including high/ low teroperature areas) shall te located where the environment will nor degrade
the batteries, or the batteries shall be qualified by test for the emironment.'

430.322

Section 9A.2.1.1 should be crpanded to include NFPA 20,' Centrifugal Fire Pumps.'

430323

Section 9A.. 2.4(3) implies that walls with fire (9.5.1) resistance ratings less than 3 hours will be allowed as
fire walls. This is not acceptable. Section 9A.2.4(3) should be clarified to clearly state that all fire barriers will
have a minimum fire resistance rating of 3 hours.

430324

Section 9A.2.4(11) states that redundant st.fe shutdown cables *are not permi:ted together in the same cable
tray.' Actual separation of redundant safe shutdows cables should be specified. since literal compliance with this
prohibition against the case of a single cable tray for redundant cables, could still result in an unacceptable
condition.

( 430325

Section 9A3.1(8) states that one of the methods of protection for safety.related equipment and anociated
cabling is spatial separation (isolatioM The staff does not recognize as acceptable for use in an advanced reactor
design any method of protection which relies only upon spatial separation. We recognize the need for open
communication between compartments inside containment it. order to be able to relieve and equalire pressure
following a high energy line break. Therefore, the use of structural walls inside containment as fire barriers to
separate safety related systems (cabling. components and equipment), esen though such walls may not fully
enclose the equipment requiring separatian,is acceptable in intent. Care must be taken in actual system layout,
however, to assure that line.of. sight exposure between components requiring separation does not exist, and that a
sufficient labyrinth is provided between the separated components to assure that fire spread does not occur.
(9.5.1)

430J26

Section 9A.4.1.1.x under (9) * Consequences of Fire * for several different rooms or areas, states "smot e from
a fire would be r: moved by the normalllVAC system,if it has not been isolated. If the no..nal llVAC .ystem
has been isolated, smoke removalis by the SGTS system * In questior 530320 above we pointed out the
limitations of ventilation systems that prosided only three air changes per hour to function as a smoke remmal
system during fires. Other technical considerations aside (such as possibility of soot fouling), the capacity of the
SGTS is so small relative to the building volumes served that it is clearly not capable of performing as an effective
smoke removal system. Please describe how smoke removal from these areas will be accomplished if the normal
llVAC system is not available. (9.5.1)

n
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430327

Sc z!an 9A.4.1.1.18 under (2) states no core cmling is prodded in this rmm, while under (9) GE states that
'the provisions for core cooling systems backup are defined in Section 9A.2.5.* Which statement is correct?

430328

Section 9A.4.1.1.26 under (2) states yes safety related, however, under (9) states,'the function is not
safety related and its loss is acceptable.' Which statement is cortect?

430329

Section 9A.4.1.133, Subsection (9) ' Consequences of i' ire' states that ' access to the operating handles for
the manually actuated valves in the adjacent room would be temporarily reduced.' What does this mean and what
is the postulated effect? Are rnanual actions in the adjacent room contemplated for safe shutdown?

430.330

Section 9A.4.1.2.10. Subsections (2) and (9) are mutually ambiguous.16 the equipment in this area
safety related and does it provide core cooling?

430331

Sections 9A.4.1.2.18,9A.4.1.2.19 and 9A.4.1.2.20 all state in Subsection (2) that equipment in each room is
safety related and provides core cooling. Ilowever,in each case, Subsection (9) states that,'the postulated fire
astumes the loss of the function. The function is not safety related and its temporary loss is acceptable.* Since
these statements appear to be contradictory, please clarify.

430332

<

Section 9A.4.1.2.25 states in Subsection (2) that equipment in the room is safety.related. Iloweser,
Subsection (9) states that, *the function is not safety.related, therefore, the loss of the function is acceptable.'
Which statement is correct?

430333

Section 9A 4.1.232 has the same statements as Section 9A 4.1.2.25 (Question 430332 abase and the same
question applies.

430334

Section 9A.4.1.4.4 Diesel Generator A Room
Section 9A.4.1.4.10 Diesel Generator C Room
Section 9A.4.1.4.15 Diesel Generator B Room (9.5.1)

(A) See comments about CO2 protection provided for Diesel Generator Room in Question 430318 abose
relative to the description of the manual total flooding CO2 system in Subsections (7).

(B) See Question 430326 above relative to use of normalllVAC or SGTS systems for smoke remosal. In
addition to those concerns, we question the availability of the SGTS to the Diesel Generator Rooms.

i
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430335
t
k Section 9A.4.1.4.26 states in Subsection (9) that the safety related vahes in this area will fail closed upon lou

of actuation power. liow is this accomplished? (9.5.1)

430 336

Section 9A.4.1.$.04 DG Control Panel and Senice Corridor A (Room $14). Section 9A.4.1.5.08 DG Control
Panel C and Service Corridor C (Room $32). Section 9A.4.1.5.16 DG Control Panel B and Senice Corridor 11
(Room $22).

Subsection (9) for all three of these rooms states that fire could result in ternporar; s of access to the B
diesel generator HVAC trnm and that functional backup b prosided by the A and C diesen generators. Ahhough
this subsection also states that continuous access to the IIVAC b not required, we question how all three of these
rooms (each selated to a separate diesel generator unit) can cause loss of access to the same Trab B diesel
generator HVAC toorn.

430337
,

I
Section 9A.4.1.$.23. Why is loss of the stack monitors as stated in Subsection (9) acceptable?

430.338

|

Sections 9A.4.1.6.02 through Section 9A 4.1.637 - Question No.430326 above finds unacceptable rehance
upon the SGTS for smoke removal when the normal llVAC system is not available. Subsection (9)in each of
there sections references reliance upon the SGTS which we understand to be the same as the SGTS. Therefore,
the same concerns noted in Question No. 4'K)326 apply here also. (9.5.1) )

430339

Section 9A 4.1.7.01 states in Subsectica (2) that systems in the room are safety related but in Subsection (9)
states that the functions are not safety related. Which statement is correct? (9.5.1)

,

1

430340 l

Section 9A.4.1.7.12 states in Sub;ection (9) that four dhisions of the stack radiation monitors are located at
the base of the stack and could be lost. Why b it acceptable toloose all four of these monitors?

430341

Section 9A.5.1 reads as follows:

'9A.$.1 Piping Penetrations, Reactor Iluilding Piping penetrations through the drywell shell have unique
design considerations. The stress and containmcat requirements along with the temperature inputs to the
concrete walls leave little design latitude. Erperience has show that some of these penetrations for high energy
piping may not contain u 3 hour fire resistive barrier such as have provided throughout the other ABWR
buildings. Penetration details are not available at this stage of the plant design.'

The staff understands this to mean that GE is proposing that we approve in advance deviations from the
requirement to provide 3 hour fire rated penetta' ion seals for certain as yet unidentified high energy piping. This
is not acceptable. The applicant shouL state their intention to proside 3. hour fire rated penetration seals for all
high energy pioing or, as a minimum, state those conditions when such seals cannot be provided and what will be
installed as a substitute. Sufficient technical detail must be provided to allow the staff to approve such desiations,

[b' in principle. (9.5.1)
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00342

Section 9A.5.5.1 States that condait from the separate dhnions are separated from each other to meet IEEE
V4. The IELE SM separation distances are primardy to prevent electrical signalinterference between or among
conductors. They do not nectuarily preside adequate separation to satisfy fire protection needs. This statement
should be crpanded to anure that fire protection separation requirements are satisfied (9.5.1)

00343

Discuss conformance with requirements of 10CIK50 63 ' loss of All Alternating Current Power,' as related
to the support systems regarding (1) sufficient amount of water (wndensate storage sptem),(2) sufficient flow
path and delivery sptem (reactor core isolation cooling system), (3) decay heat removal capability (automatic
depressuritation system), (4) sufucient valve position indication and closure c.apability for containment isolation
(containment isolation system),(5) sufficient compreued air opacity for station blackout (SBO) components for
core cooling and/or containment isolation (compressed air system),(6) suitable environmental conditions inside
control room amt other areas served to protect personnel and SBO equipment including instrumentation and
controls (contie toom area ventilation system and engineered safety feature ventilation system),(7) common
inode faibres of sufficient fuel oil supply, transport and storage recharging capability, sufficiet.t cooling and
compressed alt, adequate lubrication and air intake and exhaust for the diesel engine (emergency diesel engine
support systems),if used as an alternate AC power source, and (8) battery capacity to assure that core is cooled
and an appropriate containment integrity is maintained independent of preferred and onsite emergency AC
power in the event of a station blackout for the specified duration and recovery therefore in accordance with the
guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.155,* station blackout, NUMARC 8MO and NUMARC 8MO supple nentary
Fuidance dated Decemter 27,1989.

440.101

SSAR Table 93115 not complete, include pump Dow and other parametcr5 for all modes of eperation. The
cxisting Table 931 gives only Iest modes (93.5)

440.102

In current BWR's exploshe sahes are used at SLCS pump discharge. Why are they deleted? Ilow is boron
leakage into the reactor wssel prevented during testing? (93.5)

440.103

The ATWS rule states that 'Each Boiling Water Reactor must have a Standby Liquid Control Splem (SLCS)
with a minimum flow capacity and boron content equhalent in control capacity to bri ppm of 13 weight percent
sodium pentaborate solution.* (251 vessel, Ref: NEDE 31096 P A) How does the ABWR design with 278
diameter vessel meet the requirements of the ATW5 rule,10 CFR 50.62? (93.5)

440.164

In the ABWR design, SLCS pump is started manually. But the ATW5 rule 10 CFR 50 62 states that 'The SLCS
initiation must be automatic and must be designed to perform its function in a reliable manner for plants granted
construction permits after July 26,1954.* llow does the ABWR design satisfies the ATWS rule? (93.5)

NWM
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440.105

Q We understand that loron mixing tests were perfoImed for optimiting the ktation of loron lajection. Descrilie
the test criteria and the test results. (933)

440.106 1

in SSAR Section 93.53, under criterion 26,it is stated that 'The requirements of this criterion do not apply
within the SLCS itself.' Elaterate on this assumption. (93.5)

440.107

in SSAR Section 93.$3, under criterion 27, it is stated that 'this criterion applies no specific requirements onto
the SLCS and therefore is not applicable.' Describe in detail the justification for the alove statement. (93.5)

_

4
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20.2.11 Chapter 11 Questions

O(/ 281.13

Table 11.14 indicates that the N.16 concentration in the steam is four times the normal value wben hydrogen
water chemistry (llWC)is used. IiWC tests conducted at BWR5 have indicated that N 16 actisities br.ve
increased in the range of 1.1 to 5 times the N.16 concentratioas observed during normal water chemistry
operations. What is the basis of the factor of four increase for tbc ABWR7 Is it based on the model for
predicting llWC that was reported in 'U.S.> Dperience with Ilydrogen Water Chemistry for Boiling Water
Reactors,' R. L Cowan, C. P. Ruir and J. L Simpson, April 19&S? (11.1)

281.14

in Section 11.5.21.1, there is no discussion of a dual set point for the main steam tadiation monitors
(htSLRhts) wben llWC is used. Below 209 power, the htSLRht set point is established to detect high
radiation levels in tbc main steam lines and provide signals for reactor scram and htSIV closure to rtouce the
release of fission products to the environment in the event of a control rod d.op accident. When hydrogen is
injected into the feedwater at power levels above 207, the htSLRhts may have to be reset due to the increased
N.16 activity in the main steam line. (11.5.2)

430.!!4

All figures in ABWR $$AR Section 11.2 except figures 11.2 2a and 11.2 2b are not legible. Provide
enlarged site legible versions of the figures. (11.2)

430.1!$

p For each liquid radwaste subsystem, pre.ide the nailable margin for processL.g surge flows by comparing

d the expected normal daily writte generation rate with the design tiow rate for ti. limiting processing
equipmcnt. (11.2)

430.156

Provide specific infomation detailing how the liquid radwaste systems meet ReFulatory Guide 1.143
guidelines (c.1.2.1 thrown C.).2.5) and C.4.1 through C.4.5. Provide layout diagrams as necessary. Describe
the indication.< prosided to the operator that a transfer from one storage tank to another (the design basis
s:ates that upon high level signals, inputs are automatically routed to a parallel tank, ABWR SSAR Section
11.2.1.2.) has occurred.

430.157

Proside information nn the following items for the liquid radwaste system:

430.157(1)

Reactor coolant activity (RCA) fraction for each substream of the low conductivity waste (LCW) and h'gh
conductivity waste (FICW) streams and the effective RCA fractions for the LCW and llCW streams. Integrate
crpected average daily liquid radwaste inputs due to generation of chemical wastes, ultrasonic resin cleaning.
cleanup phase separator decant backwash, and unique design features of the ABWR with other inputs
applicable to the LCW and flCW streams. Provide the total expected aserage daily input to the LCW and
}lCW streams. Note that ABWR SSAR Table 11.2 3 is incomplete. Some of the values for wastes generated
given in the table are significantly lower than those given in the report ANSl/ ANN 55.t> or NUREG4016, Ret
1. The values given in these reports for BWRs may be used but some minor adjustments for i ABWR design

C
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may be secessary (for example, drywell equipment drain input of.W10 gallons per day (gpd) which includes
2200 gpd due to recirculation pump sealleakage may require adjustment for the ABWR design). Also, define
the terms CUW and CF mentioned in Table 11.2 3.

430.157(2)

}{oldup times associated with collection and processing of the LCW and }iCW streams; holdup time
associated with discharge of the llCW stream.

430.157(3)

Capacities of all tanks, including sample tanks (in gallons) and processing equipment (in ppm) considered
in calculating holdup times for the LCW and ilCW streams. Include applicable discharge pump Dow rate.
State whether or not sample tants are shared.

430.157(4)

Clarify how the liquid radwaste system has adequate margin to preclude liquid radwaste discharge even
under a wide variety of anticipated operational occurrences.

:

! 430.158

For the detergent waste subsystems, proside the capacities of all tanks, flow rates of processing equipment
and pumps, Clarify rain sample tanks. (ABWR SSAR Section 11.2.1.2 states that these wastes are discharged
from the hot shower drain receiver tank whereas Section 11.2.3.1 states that these are discharged from the
shnwer drain sample tanks.) Also, clarify whether the hot shower drain receiver tank has adequate capacity to
collect the high volume of detergent wastes (31.3 cubic meters per day Table 11.2 3) and whether storm
drain (s)is also an input to the tank (ABWR SSAR Section 11.2.2.3 does not include storm drain; however,
Table 11.2 3 shows a volume ioput of 20 meters / day from this source). (11.2)

430.159

ABWR SSAR Tables 11.2 4 and 11.2 5 do not indicate that detergent wastes, all of which are expected to
be released untreated (note that the staff does not give any credit for radioactivity removal due to processing
through a detergent filter), have been included in the table. NUREG 0016, Rev 1 has calculated a total of OM
ci/yr for the untreated release of detergent wastes. Revise these tables to include the untreated release of
detergent wastes. Also, include the expected tritium release via the liquid effluents. Further, proside the basis
for releasing the detergent waste via the liquid pathway untreated. (11.2)

430.160

L.imiting value of 200 gpm for discharge ofliquid radwaste to the discharge canalin conjunction with
minimum dilution volume of 1500 gpm ghes only a low minimum dilution factor of 7.5 for a criticalliquid path.
way exposure i.e., fishing in the discharge canal. The above compares with a dilution factor of 200 and much
above that quoted by a numbei of operating BWRs in the periodic ef0uent reports. With the expected release
of high conducthity liquid wastes (can be up to 10 percent of the total high conducthiry wastes) and untreated
detergent wastes,it is not clear whether the dilution factor of 7.5 will be adequate to ensure compliance with 10
CFR, Part 50, Appendix I dose limits for liquid pathways, even if an additional dilution factor of 5 is included
between the canal and subsequent consumption or recreational aethity invohing liquid effluent. Also,it is not
clear whether the low dilution factor will make it difficult to somplete monitoring prior to release of liquid

| radwaste. Address the above concerns by either decreasing the limiting value of liquid radwaste discharge rate
or increasing the minimum dilution volume or doing both of the abose. (11.2)
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0 0.161
/~ x
! Clarify whether the seismic Category I steel. lined rada aste building substructure (see response to Question

No. 0038 dated March 7,1989) includes the base mat and outside walls to a height sufGcient to contain the
maximum liquid inentory expected to be in the building. (11.2)

f30.162

Resulatory Guide 1.10. Posithn C.2, provides that, for a system with a design pressure ofleu than 1.5
atmosphere absolute, the supports for the charcoal tanks and the buildings housing there tanks meet the
seismic design criteria of Position C.S. Clarify whether the charcoal adsorber vault meets these requirements.
Include a discussion of how the gaseous waste management sptem rnects Position C.5 guidance. (113)

0 0.163

Figures 1131 and 113 2 have been reduced so that portions of each of these figures are not legible.
Please preside legible versions of these figures. (113)

0 0.164

The combination of the design dewpoint (30 F, AllWR $$AR Sect!on 113 4.2.7), the system operating
temperature (100 r, ABWR SSAR Section 1133.1) and the mass of charcoal (12 tons, AllWR $$AR Table
113-2) gives significantly lower d>mamic adsorption coefnc!ents for krypton and xenon, and consequently much
lower holdup times for these gases in the offgas processing system than those gisen in ADWR SSAR Section
113.2. Correct the values for adsorption coefficients and the holdup times as appropriate. Note that the staff
calculates the holdup times using the expression given in NUREG 0016, Rev.1 (page 2 35). Also, note that

thg above parametric values will result in substantially higher noble gas teleases to the environment (e.g., about
/'' 10 ci/p for Xe 133) from the offras treatment sptem. Proside the d>mamic adsorption coefficient and holdup

( ]/ time for Argon 41 also. [In this context, the staff notes that GE provided the same holdup times for xenon and
krypton,i.e.,42 days and 46 hours respectively,in the SAR for GESSAR ll, which uses a refrigerated charcoal
delay bed system containing 24.6 tons of activated charcoal.] Additionally, justify the apparent significant
reduction in holdup time for noble gases for an advanced design such as ABWR.

0 0.165

Describe prosisions to controllcakage paths to the ensironment after a hydrogen detonation within the
gaseous waste management system.

0 0.166

Provide information on the following items for the gaseous waste management sptem:

00.166A

Ilydrogen concentration instrumentatior, and associated alarm provisions. Discuss how the ABWR
instrumentation conforms with applicable guidelines of SRP 113, Acceptance Criterion 11.B.6, pages 113 4
through 113 6. Also, discuss how the offgas system design complies with GDC 3 as it relates to providing
protection to the sptem from the effects of an explosive mixture of hydrogen and oxygen.

0 0.16611

lioldup time for off. gasses from the main condenser air ejector off. gas treatment sptem. The staff notes
that GE did not proside a satisfactory response to the above question raised earlict (see GE's response dated

O March 7,1989 to Question No. 460.4 7).

U
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430.166C

O |'
Offgas sptem alarmed proceu parameters (proside in tabular form).

430.166D

Design holdup time for gas vented from the gland seal condenser, iodine partition factor for the condenser,
and fraction of radiciodine released through the sptem vent. Provide expected annual noble gas and iodine
releases to the environment (including the buis and rationale) from the turbine gland seal sptem resulting
from use of steam generated from main steam and high pressure heater drain tants for sealing the turbine
gland (see GE's response to Question No. 430.83 dated Pebruary 28,19Xt)

430.1660

Provisions incorporated to reduce radioactMty releasu through the ventilation sptems (turbine building,
etc.)(e.g.,IIEPA filter, charcoal adsorbers and their thickness). Discuss how the ABWR splems conform
with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.140 with rupect to the treatment systems for these release pathL

430.166P

Release points, effluent flow rates through them ar.d their other characteristics (see NUREG 0016, Rev.1,
Section 4.7,11em 4).

430.166G

Provide a discussion on compliance with GDCs 60 and 64 for all gaseous releases to the environment (do
not limit this discuulon to the offgas sptem).

430.16611

Monitoring of the indhidual performance of the equipment within the offgas sptern.

430.167

The total annual noble gas release from the offgas treatment sprem ghen in ABWR SSAR Table 11.31 is
incorrect Also, the table lists only releases from the offgas treatment sptem. Provide a table listing expected
annual total airborne release from all sources (offgas sptem, mechanical vaevum pump, gland seal, building
ventilation releases including containment purges) for noble gases including Argon.41, iodines, partitulates,
carbon 14, and tritium during normt.1 plant operation including anticipated operational occurrences. (11.3)

430.168

Provide a table comparing airborne efriuent concenteations for all radionuclides during periods of fiuion
product release at design levels from the fuel with 10 CFR Part 20 concentration limits (11.3.)

430.169

Section 11.4.2.3.5 makes reference to storage o! containers until they can be shipped. Ilowever, no
description of the storage facility for solid wastes is prosided. Provide information regarding these storage
facilities that thows that these facilities will meet the guidance of BTP ETSB 113, Part U.111 and Regulatory

Guide 1.143.

O
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430.170\q') Provide a table of expected waste volumes generated annually by each " wet' solid wute source (normal and
greater than.crpected surge wute volumes) and the capacities of all tanks accumulating spent resins and filter
sludges. Provide the corresponding specific actidty for each ' wet * solid wute source. These tanks should be
shed so u to meet the storage requirements of UTP ETSB 113, Part 11.111.1. Provide an estimate of expected
annual *dr/ solid wutes and the corresponding curie content.

430.171

3
Table 11.4.2 shows a solid waste genesation rate of 973 m /y This amount of solid waste is significantly

smaller (by an order of magnitude) than values used in previous T3AR's for BWRs. Provide the justification
for this reduction in wate production or revise the estimate for waste production rates.

430.172

Identify which of the design criteria from ABWR SSAR Section 11.2.1.2 are deemed to be applicable to the
solid waste system. Specifically,the criteria of Sections 11.2.1.2.1 (Quality Classification, Construction and
Testing Requirements) and 11.2.1.2.2 (Seismic Design) should be applicable to the solid waste system and
should be identified in Section 11.4.

430.173

Verify that the structures containing the solid waste system meet the seismic quotifications of Regulatory
Guide 1.143, Position C3.13. (11.4.)

430.174

Section 11.4.1.2 (Design Criteria) states in part that ' Proportional amounts of waste and fixative are
incorporated to insure that no free water accumulates in the waste container.' Provide details on the
procedures needed to insure proper mixing and to detect free water if still present after mixing.

430.1'15

Discuss compliance of the solid waste management system with 10 CFR Section 20,106, GDCs 60 and 63
requirements. Include both * wet * solid wastes and ' dry solid wastes in the discussion. (11.4.)

430.176

Discuss how the solid waste management system meets the guidelines identified under ' Additional Design
Features * in BTP ETS!! 113, Part B.V.

460,1

With respect to radioactive source terms and the calculations of subsequent release to the emitonment,
discuss your position in terms of the regulatory guidance provided in NUREG.0800, SRP 11.1, such as
NUREG.0016,' Calculation of Releases of Radioactive Materials in Gaseous and Liquid Effluents from
Boiling Water Reactors,' Revision 1 and Regulatory Guide 1.112,' Calculation of Release of Radioactive
materials in Gaseous and Liquid Effluent from Light. Water Cooled Power Reactors.'(11.1)

O
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460.2

Clarify whether the radioactive source terms given in ABWR SSAR Tables 11.11 through 11.15 have been
adjusted to the matimum core thermal power of the ABWR esaluated for safety consideration in the SSAR.

(11.1)

460,3

Check and correct as appropriate the following: (11.1)
1. Caption for Column 3 of $5AR Table 11.11
2. Kr 87 value given in Column 4 of SSAR Table 11.11
3. N 16 steam and reactor water concentrations given in SSAR Table 111-4.

460.4

The staff requires the values of some parameters for performing an independent evaluation of the ABWR
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) radioactive source terms. These are used in conjunction with radwaste
management systems applicable for specific plants referencing the ABWR to determine the adequacy of the
specific radwaste managernent systera (see NUREG 0016. Rev 1 Chapter 4). Therefore, provide information
on the following parameters or provisions: (11.1)

1. Thermal Power (htw1)
2. Total steam now rate (Ib/ht)
3. hian of water in the RCS (lbs)
4. Steam / water concentration ratio,i e., reactor vessel carry over factor for halogens and particulates
5. hiain condenser tubing material of construction (stainier.s steel or corpst)
6. Powdex or deep bed condensate treatment
7. Air ejector offgas holdup time (br)
S Charcoal delay system for treating offrases:

a. Operating and dew point temperatures of the delay system
b. hiass of Charcoal (lbs)

3
c. Dynamic absorption coefficients (em /g) for Kr,Xe and Ar

9. Clean or radioactise steam for gland seal
10. hiechanical vacuum pump iodine release fraction if within the ABWR scope
11. Provisions incorporated to reduce radioactivity releases through the ventilation or exhaust systems that

come within the ABWR scope (e p., HEPA filters, charcoal adsorbers and their thickness)
12. Release points characteristics (see NUREG 00lo, Rev.1, Chapter 4, Section 4.7, item 4), include

description of the main stack.

Note that item Nos. $ and 6 are required to determine the carry over factor for radiohalogens from reactor
water to steam. Also, note that when a summary of building ventilation system and mechanical vacuum
pump releases are provided in December 1958 (see SSAR Section 12.3.3), additional information on the
releases may be requested.

460.5

Regarding Process and ef0uent Radiological bionitoring and Sampling Systems: (11.5)

1. Provide locations of plant vent, radwaste building vent (s), offgas exhaust vent, turbine buiking vent and d
other exhaust vents through which d radioactive gaseous or airborne ef0uents are discharged directly to
the environment. Also, provide individual gaseous or airborne radioactive effluents (i.e., drywc!! purge,
release via SGTS, release from RCIC, RWCU and ECCS equipment rooms, release from shield wall
annulus, fuel area, battery rooms, CRD maintenance area, release from any other secondary containment
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Q area not listed above, release from guechanical vacuum pump, rad *aste building control room and unit

V substation, release of treated offgases, release from turbine building, and any other ef0uent not listed
abme) dac.harged throagh each one of the vents directly to the emironment.

2. Proside the locations of all the process monitors for radioactive gaseous or airborne effluents (i.e.,
containment ilVAC radiation monitors, fuel area ventilation ethaust monitors, battery room and CRD
maintenance area radiation monitors, shield wall annulus monitors, RCIC, RWCU and ECCS equipment
rooms radiation monitors, any other secondary containment area radiation monitors not listed above,
radwaste building control room and unit substation radiation monitors, and any other process monitor not
listed abwe). Include all the process radiation monitors not currently listed in SSAR Section 11 Tables
(e.g., shield wall annulus monitors, RCIC, RWCU and ECCS equipment rooms rnonitors, other secondary

containment area radiation monitors).

3. Clarify which areas process monitors other than the fuel area ventilation exhaust monitors will initiate the
startup of SGTS on detection of high airborre radionethity levelin the area (e g., ECCS/RWCU/RCIC
equipment rooms, shield wall annulus, primary containment purge).

4. Clarify whether all gaseous or airborne radioactive effluents from the plant are monitored and which
among them are continuously monitored.

5. SSAR Tables 11.51 and 11.' 2 refer to plant vent discharge and plant vent elevated discharge respectively.
Clarify whether ABWR ha* ',wo different plant discharge vents. If so, proside the location of the plant vent
for elevated discharge red the radioactive gaseous or airborne ef0uent discharge via that vent.

6. Explain why ABWR desi n has only one channel for offgas post treatment monitoring (see SSAR Tablef
11.5 1).

t n() 7. Discuss how ABWR design complies with the requirements of NUREG 0737,' Clarification of TMI
Requirements,' Item I!T.1, Attachments 1 and 2 with regard to monitoring instrumentation for noble gases
and sampling and analysis of plant effluents for radiciodine, during accident conditions.

8. Clarify how the detergent and chemical wastes releases are monitored.

9. Ciarify the references to senice water ef0uent, essential senice water system.k}{R, and component
cooling water system rnade in SSAR Section 11.5 and the associated tables (this question arises since the
above nomenclatures base not been used for the ABWR water systems see SSAR Section 9). Correct the
entries in SSAR Section 11.5 and the Tables 11.51,2 and 3 as appropriate.

10. Clarify whether ABWR design requires two condensate storage tanks (see SSAR Table 11.5 4).

11. Identify all the interface requirements (e g., expected activities, alarms and trips for a number of monitors
(see SSAR Table 11.5 2), monitoring mechanical vacuum pump and turbine building exhausts, minimum
dilution required for liquid radwaste effluent).

(3
V
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20.2.18 Chapter 18 Questions

620.1

Describe GE's human factors design team, the staffs human factors expertise, and its respansibilities for
hume.n factors on the ABWR design.

620J

Both Hitachi and Toshiba are designing ma!n control room worhstations which, although based upon the
'commen enginecting studies, may result in two different workstation design implementations within one
two-unit control room. Describe the proects that GE will use to setually implement high level, single unit
worEstation requirements and design selection, including the decision process to be followed in selecting the
Hitachi or Toshiba approach, a h>brid, or a different design.

6203

Describe how the GE/US ABWR differs from the Japanese versions in terms of the human factors /
operations considerations. For example,it is our understanding that the Japanese do not use spnptom based
procedures which are essential to accident management in U.S. plants; this difference will presumably have an
influence on workstation design.

620,4

The control room will make use of many advanced hardware and software technologies for which the
nuclear industry has little experience. Describe the process that GE will use to demonstrate that these
technologies are being properly used and will not adversely effect human performance.

620.5

The EPRI ALV'R requirements document and several of the GE documents provided during the March
6 7,1990 meeting speak about optimizing operator performance. Describe how operator performance is
defined in terms of performance parameters and the measures to be used to quantify these parameters.
Describe how this information will be factored into the design process in a timely fashion.

620.6

It appears that the workstation design ma) precede procedure design (which has historically been the case
in the nuclear industry). Yet, it seems that GE has the opportunity to follow the potentially valuable path of
specifying what the operator has to accomplish in the control room to a great level of detail (via detailed task
analyses and implementing procedures) and then design a workstation that will best support those operator
tasks. Describe the temporal relationship between the future development of the operating procedures and the
design of the workstation.

620.7

The PRA can provide insights about the most significant human errors in terms of their effects on plant
safety. With this knowledge the human system interfa.c can be designed to help mitigate the effect of the
errors and to make the system more tolerant to errors which have occurred. Describe how the results and in
sights derived from the PRA are being used to support the control room design.

O
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620.8

O
Describe the content and format of training materials to be prosided by GE to purch sf the AllWR.

Will these materials be offered as customized options, or will they be included and standarc ;

620.9

Describe the role of GE in the development of normal, abnormal and emergency operatinF procedures,
including the genric technical basis docurnent and writers guide, the development of procedures generation
documents, the verification and validation process, and the procedures maintenance program. Will GE
develop sarnple procedures or offer a package of procedures to be modified based on site specific technical
considerations?

620.10

Describe how the analysis of functions will determine a proper balance of automated and manual tasks to
ensure an appropriate operator work load

620.11

Describe the decision criteria used to select tasks for analpls, and describe how the task analpes were
organized.

620.12

Describe the criteria used for the selection of specific accident scenarios / sequences for which task analpes
were performed and identify the scenarios / sequences which were analyred

620.13

Very detailed procedures for function and tuk analpes were developed by the ABWR team (ref. PPE
ITEM NO. 5.1.3). llowever, the task analysis report prosided for the Nuclear Boiler System (ref. PPE Item
No. 3.9B, Rev,0,9/;2/89) supplied considerably less detal, than that specified b the procedure. The analpis
report specifies that it was conducted ir accordance with a list of reference cocuments: but this list dacs not
include the procedures document. Whde the report does identify monitoring and control requirements and
makes recommendations for automation,it does not preside timelines or workload estimates needed from the
task analysis for other desi n and analpis acthities, such as the llRA. Discuss why the detailed tail, analpisf

procedure was not followed and the conscquences of this decision.

d

620.14

Discuss the technical basis for single. operator operations with rega d to the requirements of 10 CFR
50.54(m), and the following issues:

(a) The control room technology developments which would enable this approach;

(b) The analpes that will be performed to assure that safety will not be compromised

6 0.15

Describe how the plant addresses the single failure criterion with a single operator.

O
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p 620.16'

\

Which existing DWR b most similar to the ABWR with regard to the role of the operations staff? Discuss
any significant differences that crist between ABWR operations and operations at this most simil&r esisting
BWR.

620.17

Describe the implications for operator selection and training based upon the ABWR's use of inercased
automation, advanced instrumentation and control and compact workstations.

620.18

With increases in automation in cornplex systems wh'th change the operator's role from that of an
active 'in the loop * controller to that of a systems monitor, human factors practitioners have frequently
identified new problems, including:

(a) hiaintaining an appropriate level of work load;

(b) hiaintaining vigilance in system monitoring;

(c) hiaintaining adequate awareness of system status so that the operator can intervene and take over system
operation when required,

(d) hiaintaining specialized skilh.

Distuss how each of the above issues will be addressed

620.19

While the plant is under automated control and an abnormal condition such as a reactor seram occurs, the
Power Generation Control System (pGCS) alerts the operator and drops out of automated mode. Describe
the time period over which this change occurs. Since the PGCS controls many systems, describe the
implications for operator workload at, and subsequent to, the time of the status change.

620.20

The major driving force affecting control room design appears to be the concept of one person operations
during normal conditions. This leads to the requirement to consolidate most of the monitoring and control
capability into a single, relatively compact work station in contrast to the traditional analog contro' boardo
This approach then leads to requirements to minimize dedicated controls and displays (because of limited real
estate at the work station), utilize soft controls (to replace dedicated controh), utilire CRT like display devices
which only display a limited set of plant data at a time (to replace instrument displays) and to utilize intelligent
operator aids based upon expert systems, etc. to assist the one operator to accomplish his tasks. While these
technologies may have merits of their oww we are concerned about the appropriateness of this technology as a
design driver for U.S. plants. Please discuss your rationale for this concept.

|
620.21

One of the main features of the control room is the use of a computer based work station in place of the
traditional control boards with dedicated controls and displays. With such an approach, the methods by which
information is displayed to the operator via CRTs and other display desices is of criticalimportance. Indeed,

O the display of information and the methods by which the operator interacts with that information are arguably
O

|
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the most important aspects of the control room design. Yet,inost of the iriformation presented by GE thus far
concerning control room and work station design bas emphasired the hardware, ergonomics and
anthropometrics of the design. Little information has been made available on the display desip and
buman software interface. Much more information is needed in c,rder to esaluate the adequacy of the control
room to support the operator's tasks. Please describe the approach that you will use te determine the
following:

(a) The planning and control of the interaction t< tween the operator and system information;

(b) The design basis for the interface (e g., command language or direct manipulation);

(c) Planning and desip of high 1: vel data integration;

(d) Operator access to information and the parameters that will be optimited in the design of the interface
(e.g., speed of data access);

(e) Any data that will not be accessible to operators;

(f) Display techniques for various types of data; and

(g) Coding methods to be used,
i

620.22

Describe how the requirements for: (1) Information/ data display and (2) methods by which the
operator willinteract with the system will be reflected in hardware design requirements. It appeared from the
material presented by GE on March 6 7,1WO, that hardware requirements were preceding these issues.

620.23

With reptd to the desip of the control room-

(a) Was a human factors design guideline dev; loped specifically for the design of the
human software /information interface, as discussed in Question 620.21, above?

(b) Was a human factors design guideline deseloped specifically for tbc ABWR to assist in control of the
interface design , or were the ABWR human factors desip guidelines derhed from human factors design
guidelines available in the literatt. c? If neither, how were the ABWR puidelines developed? If existing
guidelines were used, please identify them and prcnide the audit trail.

(c) How were pidelines developed for those interface characteristics for which there appear to be no existing
guidelines in the literature?

620.24

A significant feature of the ABWR control room design is the use of adv$nced and intelligent operator
aids based upon expert systems and other Al technologies. With respect to triese operator aids, please
describe the following:

i

| (a) The extent of the dependence on intelligent operator aids that is necessary to achieve the single operator
i desip goal;
!

! O
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(b) The specific operator aids that are planned and the technology on which they are based;
O
V (c) The methods of hnowledge engineering that will be used and the steps that will be taken to assure that all

sppropriate knowledge will be incorporated into the database;

(d) The approach to be taken to develop operator confidence in the systems to assure that they will be
apprepriately utilized;

(c) The approach to be taken to minimin undue reliance on and blind acceptance of these systems;

(f) The methods to te used for the verification and validation of the performance ofintelligent operator aids.

620.25

The workstation will have a few dedicated controls and displays (C/Ds). Describe the rationale and
analyses being used to determine which C/Ds will be dedi:ated and which will be ' soft'.

620.26

Computer based work stat'ons can often present data interface management problems to the operator
(such as the operator spending too much time managing data windows rather than monitoring plant
information) which reflect a shift from task related workload to interface. management workload. Describe
how the design of the work station contro'.s and displays will minimire the workload associated with the
operator's management of the interface. Discuss any assistance that the operator will have in calling up the
appropriate displays ia automatic display * trig,i:crs' or an expert system.

p 620.27

V
lt appears that alarm information is being presented in three separate locations: on the larFe display

screen, on dedicated alarms and on CRTs. With respect to annunciator warning systems data, please discuss:

(t) 110w allocation of alarm information to the above locations is determined and which alarms are located
where;

(b) llow the CRT based alarms will be presented;
'

(c) liow alarm information will be prioritind;

(d) Whether alarm filtering will be used and,if so,(1) by what methods, and (2) whether operators will have,

access to filtered-out alarm data.

620.28

Describe any trade studies and/or investigations which have been performed to support the selection of
the approaches to display and control being planned for the control room, including, for example, the use of
touch panel control for pecific functions.

620.29

Describe how data protection and security will be assured.

k
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62030

The control room will base only a single command workstation. Discuss why there is no back up as
t *ommended in the EPRI ALWR Chapter 10 requirements document, in addition, please discuss the
following:

(a) Auyloss of monitoring and control functions that have been analynd, and their initiating events; f
l
l(b) Whether any single event could cause the loss of a major portion of the workstation and/or the loss of

monitoring and controf functions; |

(c) The effects of the loss of one or two CRTs at the workstation including whether this could require too
much information to be displayed at the remaining display devices;

(d) Whether awkward control / display relationships and awkward operations could result from the loss of any
small section of the workstation.

62031

Since there is only one workstation, and it is typically manned by a single operator, dese:ibe any analysis
that have been perforrned to assure that the workstation can appropriately accommodate two person
operations during accidant scenarios. Pkase include the following in the discussion:

(a) How the responsibilities and tasks are laid out to assure well coordinated two person operations;

'h) Any function or task analyses that have been performed to assure that the two operators will not have
unintended and unwanted interactions;

(c) llow emergency operating procedures (EOPs) will account for one and two person operations.

620.32

Although an advanced computer based control room is planned,the design of the remote shutdown panch
will be based upon conventional hardware (c. g., hard control desiccs, analog indicators, etc.), llased upon the
March 6 7,1990 presentation by G. E.,it appears that this diversity was a design goal. Discuss the technical
basis for this approach,intNding the human factors implications such as:

(a) Likely confusion due to the differences between operations in the control room and at the RSP;

(b) Increased training burden and operator burden as I with the need to learn two different systems,
one of which will be used constantly and the other r airequently,if ese.,

62033

Describe the design of the other local control panels, given the dual approach discussed above.

62034

Discuss the technical basis for the design of local vahe operations, including the determination of local vs.

control room position indications.

O
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. 62035
. - ,.

V Discuss bow TMC operations are changed in the design of the ABWR when compared with a standard
BWR.

62036

Discuss the criteria used to determine which instrumentation will be rnanually calibrated.

62037

Discuss the criteria used for the selection of computerized test operations.

l''T
\b

o

r
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- 20.219 Chapter 19 Questions

.O 62m

Identify =hn performed the ABWR HRA (GE and/or other contractors), and describe the expertise that
was includeo uhe HRA team.

621.2

Describe the material and/or analysis that were available and used to support the HRA, including:

(a) Detailed function ano task a Jysis (utilizing the ABWR staffing goals and staffing pidlosophy);

(b) Procedures or procedure guidelines (draft or preliminary, etc.);

i d Control room design;

(d) Work station design;

(c) Display de.ign; r.nd

(f) Anyother.

Discuss th: deg+e: ci com; teness of each of the materials used in terms of the ABWR design to support
the HRA.

621.3

) As per Chapter 19 of the SSAR, the HRA methods and procedures identified as used in performance of
the ABWR HRA were THERP (Technique for Human Error Rate Predictions, NUREG/CR 1278) and
SHARP (Systematic Human Action Reliability Procedure , EPRI NP 3583). Identify which HEPs were
derived by each HRA tuelhod, and describe any other inethods that were used to support these approaches.

621.4

For those HEPs where THERP was used, describe how the Swain and Guttmann Handbook was actually
applied in the following areas:

(a) Whether the full analysis methodology was followed;

(b) How base case HLPs were derived;

(c) The data which were used as the source of base case values;

(d) The performance shaping factors that were applied.

621.5

Chapter 19 (p.19.31) states that the HEPs *were taken predominately from the GESSAR 11 PRA* and
that 'most of these values were derived from the Swain and Guttmann Handbook of Human Reliability which
is referenced was published in 1983. However, the GESSAR 11 PRA was published in 1982, one year prior to
the publication of NUREG/CR 1278. In light of this, please identify the version of the Swain and Guttmann
Handbook of Human Reliability (NUREG/CR.1278) that was used.
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Cl.6 O
For those llEFs for which SilARP was used, please provide the documentation called for in the

procedure, or, if this approach was not used, please describe how SilARP was actually applied.

01.7

Chapter 19 states that 'more recent studies suggest that these values may be somewhat conservative' (p.
19.31). Discuss those studies that are used to support this statement, and describe how they apply to ABWR
operations.

Q1.8

As indicated ateve, Chapter 19 (p.19.3-1) states that the ABWR 11EPs *were predominantly taken fiom
the GESSAR 11 PRA for which they were collected from various other sources and modified, as appropriate,
for the GESSAR application * and that their 'applicati.m in the ABWR PRA is judged to be acceptable' With
respect to this statement, please discuss the following:

(a) The other sources and methods that were used to deri e those HEPs. (Reference is made to'the EPRI
time reliability correlation * on p.191.41 does this refer to the iluman Cognitive Reliability (llCR)
study?);

| (b) If the llCR study was used in support of the HRA, please provide a report of the study to support the

| cvaluation;

Cl.9

Describe how you accounted,in the HRA, for the use of new, advanced technology in the control room
and for the differences in the operator's role in the ABWR vs. a standard control room. That is, how is the
operator's role change (due to the introduction of compact work stations and advanced I & C with primary
reliance on human computer interface technology) accounted for in the analysis, with regard to the following:

(a) The appropriateness of the use of numbars from NUREG/CR 1278 for use in the ABWR;

(b) The manner in which HRA subjective judgement was used given the advanced (and different) nature of
the control room:

(c) The methods and the experts that were available to modify llEPs for ABWR operations;

(d) Any design features .BWR that were used as a basis to lower llEPs which had been obtaincu from
an earlier PRA an : .o used, a discussion of which errors were involved and what technology was
assumed to enhance operator performance.

621.10

The introduction of new advanced technology has frequently been associated with the emergence of new
human errors. Describe how the ABWR HRA has specifically analyzed the advanced control room, changes in
staffing philosophy, etc., to identify potential *new" crrors introduced by differences between the ABWR and

|
previous product designs, and which human errors were included in this category. If this has not been done,

| please discuss your intentions in this regard.

|
t

O
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L in summary, given that a variety of source documents were used, please prmide an audit trail for each,--
deacnting-

(a) The task analysis used;

(b) The PRA which was originaDy used to proside an HEP;

(c) The method that was use to derive the HEP;

(d) How the HEP was modified for use in subsequent PRAs (such as from Limerick to GESSAR to ABWR),
and how design, procedures and operations differences were accounted for;

(e) For which HEPS screening values were used;

(f) Which HEPs were specifically modified for the ABWR,

Please provide the HRA documentation to support the resiew.

725.1

la most of the currently available BWR PRAs, the loss of offsite power gquence with successful recovery
- of offsite power within 30 minutes (i.e., TM sequence in Fig.19D 4-4) is transferred to the MSIV closure (i.e.,
isolation events) event tree. Please provide the basis for transferring it to the reactor shutdown tree (i.e., Fig.

19D.41) instcad.

O ,~

Should not the event tree top event, O (Feedwater), appearing in the reactor shutdown event tree (Fig.
19D.41) be replaced by 'Feedwater and PCS*? Otherwise, a branch should be added to the uppermost
sequence.(with an end state of OK) to determine the success or failure of the top event, W. Note that
condenser problems (hardware or others) can lead to a manual shutdown.

7:5.3

; - --

Please proside the basis of not crediting automatic depressurization for the safety function, X,in the
reactor shutdown event tree (Fig.19D.4-1).

725.4

Does ABWR have a design future which allows the reactor operator to utilize RCIC in steam condensing
mode to transfer rcactor decay beat to the ultimate heat sink? If yes, why is no credit given to such a feature in
evaluating the safety function W (containment heat removal)?

725.5

In essentially all of the c',ent trees shown in Fig.19D.4-1 through Fig.19D.4-14, failure of the W function -
(long term heat removal) is assigned a probability of failing to run RHRA or RHRB or RHRC rather than

- failing to start and run RHRA or RHRB or RHRC,if the preceding V function (RHR injection or condenser)
is a success. This would be correct if one of the RHR pumps was succer: fully started and run to accomplish

,

the mission of the V function, and then switched to a long term beat removal mode. Notice, however that the
'

success of the V function can also be achieved, as indicated in Table 19.3 2, by using one condenser pump and

ON I
<

i
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one condenser transfer pump. In such a case, the approach taken in tbc ABWR 13R will underestimaa the
failure probability of W since the RHR pump has to be started and then run throughout the mission time.
Also, can one RHR pump alone always accomplish the missions of both the V and the W functions for all the
transients including a large LOCA?

725.6

In both the non isolation event tree (Fig.19D.4 2) and the isolatwn/ loss of feedwater event tree (Fig.
19D.4 3), the uppermost sequence (with an end state of OK) should branch out at the top event, W, since
success of O (feedwater alone) does not automatically warrant the success of W. The same comment also
applies to the 10RV event tree (Fig.19D.411).

725.7

In Table 19D.41 through Table 19D.417, the branch point value of the safety function V (LPFIA or
LPFLB or LPFLC available) was assigned a value of 1.27E 03, with the source of the data given as Table
19D.41. No such data, however, can be found in Table 19D.41. Also, for the loss of offsite power event trees,
failure of V (LPFLA or LPFLB or LPFLC or one condensate and one condensate transfer pump)is given a
value of 7.37E 03. Again, no such data can be found in the tables. Please explain how this value was
calculated.

|
|
'

725.8

) For isolation / loss of feedwater events, successful RHR operation using the PCS requires reopening of the
MSIVs and the recovery of ' .iwater if it is initially lost. In Fig. !9D.4 3, which event tree top event takes into'

consideration the reopening of MSIVs? Also, will the chance of reopening the MSIVs be smaller if there are
stuck open SRVs?

725.9

in the loss of offsite power and station blackout event tree (Fig.19D.4 4), the probability of failing all
three diesel generators (7.99E 01)is used to sort out station blackout sequences (i.e., BE2, BE8, and BE0)
from the loss of offsite power sequences (i.e., TE2, TES, and TEO). Note, however, that 'all DG not fail" could
mean: (1) one DG is availabic, (2) two DGs are available, or (3) all three DGs are available, in Figs.19D.4 5
and 19D.4 6, the unavailability of Us (HPCF B or C with a probability of 1.5RE 02) was computed based on
the assumption that two diesel genera 1 ors are available. If only one DG is available at the onset of loss of
offsite power, this unavailabi9.y could become larger, it appears that some kind of weight averaging should be
applied to modify this value based on the probabilities of hasing either one or two DGs when the loss of offsite
power occurs. Also, in Fig.19D.4 4, the failure probability of opening SRVs following an ATWS event was
taken to be 1.0E 06. For ATWS events, a large number (15) of SRVs need to be opened for pressure relief,
and hence, the failure probability of opening the required number of SRVs can be expected to be larger.

725.10

in all of the loss of offsite power event trees (Figs.19D.4-5,4 6, and 4 7), the failure probability of HPCF
(U )is taken to be the same irrespective of the offsite power recovery time and regardless of whether there

hare stuck open SRVs. Can the heating up of suppression pool for a prolonged period of time due to
stuck-open SRVs adversely affect th: availability of HPCF?

725.11

Please provide the basis of not considering stuck open SRVs in the station blackout event tree (BE2, Fig.

19D.4-8).

20.2253
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725.12,_
,

i )
V in the same event tree cited above (Question 725.11), the failure probability of W (RHRA or RHRB or j

RHRC) is taken to be 5.19E 04, which does not correspond to that (1.59E 03) shown in Table 19D.41 for the
case of loss of offsite power. Are the values shown in the column under the heading of *less of Offsite Power'
in Table 19D.4-1 also applicable to station blackout? If not, please explain.

725.13

In the station blackout event tree (BES, Fig.19D.4-9), why does the sequence with success of RCIC need
to be branched out for testing the success of HPCF? According to the success criteria listed in Table 193-2.
successful core cooling using a high pressure system can be achieved by using either RCIC or one train of
HPCF for all transients including loss of offsite power, Furthermore, both HPCF and LPFL require AC
power wb8.n,in this e .se,is not available for nearly eight hours. Please explain why both HPCF and LPFL are
includes as event tree top events.

145a4

For IORV transients, there is no immediate automatic scram signal, and the operator may be required to
manually scram the reactor and start the makeup system before the suppression pool temperature exceeds the
beat capacity temperature limit. Please preside the basis of not including * timely manual scram * as an event
tree top event in the IORV event tree (Fig.19D.411).

725.15

Please explain why feedwater (0) was not credited as a viable means of core cooling in the small LOCA
event See (Fig.19D.4-12). Note that, acccrding to the success criteria shown in Table 193-2, feedwater can be

h used to successfully cool the core in C event of a smallsteam LOCA.
V

725.16

Please explain why HPCF is given credit in the large LOCA event tree (Fig.19D.414) despite the high
degree of depressurization caused by the large LOCA.

725.17

Please provide justification of not considering vapor suppression in the large LOCA event tree.

725.18

In constructing the ATWS event tree (Fig.19D.4-15), no distinction was made between ATWS events with
MSIV closure (isolation) and those with bypass available (non isolation), although the former is generally
more severe and limiting. Please explain why the same branch point probabilities were used in quantifying the

l ATWS sequence frequencies despite differences in the success criteria, such as the time available for the
operator to inhibit ADS or the unavailability of normal heat removal system for containment beat removal (see

Table 193 3).

725.19

It appear * that the low core damage frequeacy s9.1E 09/RY) found for ATWS sequences is mainly driven
by the low initiating event frequency (934E-09/RY), which was obtained by taking scram failure probability, C,
to be 1.0E 08. Please explain in detail how this scram failure probability was calculated. From the fault tree
developed for a single control rod drive (Fig.19D.617a, Figure 1), the probability of failure to insert an,_

,
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indhiuual control rod can be estimated to be roughly 3.0E-06. No explanation, however is given as to how this |

probability is used to generate the probabilities of the basic events shown in the fault tree of control rod drive I

system (Fig.19D.6-19a, Figure 1). Also, no probability data is given for the event RPS (RPS fails to initiate
'

scram) appearing in the fault trees for reacthity control (Fig.19D.616b).

725.20

in Table 193 3, the time available for the operator to initiate one train of SLC .s given to be 10 minutes i

for both isolation and non isolation ATWS events. Should not the time available for the former be shorter
because the suppression pool is heated up sooner?

725.21

For an ATWS event which is initiated or accompanied by closure of all MSIVs or loss of condenser, can
adequate core coolant inventory be maintained by RCIC alone (as indicated in Table 19.3-3)? For some
BWRs of current design, such an event requires HPCI or a combination of HPCI and RCIC.

725.22

| In quantifying ATWS sequence frequencies, the same branch point value was used for W (containment
heat removal) regardless of whether there are stuck open SRVs. Was suppression pcol heating due to
stuck open SRVs taken into account in estimating the failure probability of W7

725.23

!s there any reason why the event tree top event " ADS Inhibit * in the ATWS event ' tee is placed before
'Feedwater or HPCF' and 'RCIC' although it appears more logically correct to place t after the latter top
events'i

725.28

Was any functional event tree or fault tree developed to analyze the unavailability of feedwater,
condensate, and condenser system? Huw was the unavailability of feedwater (O), for example, evaluated for
different transient initiators?

725.25

In the event tree quantifications, the frequency of a particular accident sequence was obtained by
multiplying together the ini:iating event frequency and the branch point probabilities of the failed safety
functions, such as U, V, or W, appearing in the sequence description. This approach is proper if the branch
point probabilities were evaluated by properly accounting for the common. mode failures among the event trec

.

top events by linking together the relevant fault tsees. Were these fault tree linkings done in the ABWR
| analyses to obtain the upper bound of minimal cut sets for safety function failures such as UV, OUV, or

UVW? If not, please explain how the branch point probabilities were calculated for the individual safety
|

functions such as U, V, or W.

725.26

Were all the sprem failure probabilities (except for RCIC) listed in Table 19D.4-1 obtained by quantifying
the fault trees shown in Section 19D.6? Were the probabilities of failing all ECCS systems computed by
linking the high pressure and low pressure system fault trees? If so, which mode of the low pressure system
was used? Also, were these values actually used in the event tree quantifications?

O
20.2233
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725.27

Were the fault trees for the support systens, such as electric power system, service water system and
instrumentation system indisidually quantified? Are the results of such fault tree quantifications (in terms of
minimal cut sets) available for comparison uith BNL calculations?

725.28

. What modifications to the fault tree input data were made to obtain the system failure probabilities
corresponding to loss of offsite power (last column of Table 19D 41)7 Was the failure probability of
switchgear taken into consideration when the failure probability of the W function (for example,in Figure

*
19D.4-7) was calculated? :

725.29

Please briefly describe the possible impacts of omitting the development of system fault tree for plant air
system on the frontline and the support sptems.

72530

It was noted that a very small fraction of the failure data shown in Table 19D.6-2 through 19D.6 7 are
inconsistent with those shown in the relevant fault trees (for example, DIV2 MUX, HMV14BiiW. and
HXV032CQ in Table 19D.6 2). Which values were actually used in the fault tree quantifications?

725.31

g- The break areas for the various LOCAs (large, medium, and small) are defined to be significantly larger
than those used in, for example, the Limerick PRA. Do the initiating event frequencies used in tha event tree,

' - quantification reflect these changes in the definition of break sizes?

72532

How does the RWCU (reactor water cleanup) system work to remove decay beat? What suction lines are
used? What is the heat sink? Does the non. generative heat exchanger have enough capacity to remove decay
beat?

725.33

For RiiR shutdown cooling mode, suction is taken from RPV, Where are the points of suction for the
three suction lines? Also, where are the discharge points for the core cooling subsystem return lines?

725.34

Questions on Table 19D.41.

a) What modifications were made to the fault trees to obtain the failure probabilities corresponding
to large or rnedium LOCAs?

b) Are the RCIC failure pobabilities calculated by quantifying the revised fault trees in Amendment
87

c) What are the failure probabilities corresponding to station blackout?

.

_
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72535

What modifications were made to the fault trees to obtain the core damage frequency corresponding to
incorporation of (a) gas turbine generator; and (b) fire system water connection?

72536

Following loss of offsite power, feedwater pumps (motor driven) are tripped and MSIVs are likely to be
closed. Are the FW pumps or the RWCU pumps connected to DG power source? Is re oper.ing of MSIVs
considered in calculating the probability of NHR for the W function? In other PRAs, feedwater is considered
unavailable following LOOP.

72537

Class 11 sequence frequency was calculated to be 4.29E 06. The input to the Class 11 containment event
tree, however,is 2.5E-06. Please crplain the difference. Was the CDF for Class 11 sequences (4.29E 10)
obtained by taking 0.01% of 4.29E 067

} 72538
|

ATWS transient scenarios vary significantly depending on whether MSIV are closed or whether offsite
power is available. How can a single ATWS event tree properly handle all ATWS events of different
initiators?

,

f 725.39

in the ATWS event tree, failure to initiate SLCS is given a probability of 0.2 (time available for the
operator = 10 min.) A typical value used for this action in most other BWR PRAs is 0.87 (with time available
for the operator = 8 min.). Please explain the difference.

725.40

In the ATWS event tree, the probability of failing to inhibit ADS is taken to be 0.1. A typical value used in
other PRAs is 0.5 if high pressure core injection is a failure, and 0.005 if HPCI is a success. To be able to
make such a listinction, the order of the event tree top events for "HPCl* and " failure to inhibit ADS * must be
interchanged.

725.41

For loss of offsite power initiators, stuck open relief valves (SORVs) were considered in Amendment 4,
but were eliminated in Amendment 8. Please explain why.

725.42

For isolation / loss of FW events, the unavailability of feedwater is taken to be 0.43 (= 40%(1) +
60%(0.05)). Is not the value 0.05 too optimistic for the MSIV closure initiators?

725.43

In order to expedite the staff's review, please provide a copy of the MAAP code and requisite input
information that was used in the ABWR evaluation.

O
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725.44--

a
-

- Please provide a copy of the magnetic medium containing all system level fault trees and functionallent
fault trees modeled for the initiatio; events applicable to the ABWR.

725.45

Please provide the input files for the MAAP calculations,

725.46

The probability of containment failure resulting from loss of heat removal is given as 3.4E 6 in Section
19.1.2. However, the frequency of containment structural failure resulting from loss of containment heat
removalis given as 2.5E 7 per reactor year in Section 19D.5.12.4. Please clarify.

1

725.47

1s the failure pressure of the upper drywell(UDW) head above 500 F independent of the UDW
tempert.ture? If it is a function of temperatme, please provide the function, Please also proside the leak area
for the hi h temperature failure. Is high temperature failure considered to be P (penetration) or D (drywellE

head) failure in the release mode from containment when bincing the accident sequences?

725.48

What are the locations and sizes of the passive flooders? Please describe the melting process of the
passive flooder fuse including the temperature distribution in the fuse. What is the reliability of these flooders?

. Are there any examples of their use in other industries?

725.49

The CET for Class IV accidents was not developed because of negligibly low occurrence frequencies
(Section 19D.S.11.1). However, CETs for accident clatses with similar or lower frequencies (Classes IB 3
AND !!!A) were developed. Please explain.

- 725.50a

With respect to Firewater Addition (FA),is it necessary to have a separate 'FA" category for a mitigating
feature? It appears that 'FA" is included in *1V" (e.g., Figures 19E.2 6 describe a sequence SBRC FA DO.

- However, this sequence is binned as SBRC IV D0 in CET IB 2, Figure 19D.5 8). The CETs do not show any
sequences with "FA',

725.50b

' Withdran.

- 725.50c

How is the firewater addition or spray hand'ed in the CETs?, It appears that it is included sometimes in
'ARV" (e.g., Seq.-3 of CET ID.2) and sometimes in " ARC" (e.g., Seq 6 of CET IA 1 (sic)). Would it not
simplify and clarify the CETs if firewater is designated as a separate heading? Firewater spray appem to play
a major role in reducing the release fractions by scrubbing in the case of containment failure. (A suppression
poolloses its scrubbing function once the vessel fails). Therefore,it is important to know if firewater is
available for a particular sequence.

O-
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725.51

It is repeatedly stated that corium cools in the LDW after vessel failure by the water which was retained in
the lower plenum in many of the accident descriptions. Why did this water not cool corium in the vessel before
vessel failure? How much water is available in this manner? Would accidents progress differently if the water

cooled the core in vessel?

725.52

Ouestions on Figures 19E.2 2 (Accident sequence LCLPPFDM)

In Figure C, why does the upper drywell temperature continue to increasea.
throughout the accident?

b. In Figure E, why does the drywell water level change between the PF opening and
the DW head failure?

In Figure B, why does the drywell pressure decrease after water boils away? (Thec.
gas temperature does not show any corresponding drop during this period )

725.53

| Referring to Figures 19E.2 5 (Accident Sequence LCHPPFPH): Figure A shows a pressure drop at about
<

17 hours. This was explained in the text as being due to the flow of water from the suppression pool into the
drywell (A similar phenomenon was shown in Figure 19E.211.). Please clarify. It appears that the DW
pressure should be higher than the WW pressure during this period. This pressure drop app >.ars to delay the
DW bead failure by about 10 hours. What impact will this have on the firu.1 release fraction?

725.54

The suppression pool bypass due to stuck open WW.DW vacuum breakers is of concern only for cases
invohing wetwell venting. Please explain the consequence ratio of 825 used in the equation on Page 19E.2 40.
In the same equation, the fire water unavailability of 1.5c~c was assumed, which is considerably lower than 10%
used elsewhere. Please explain.

725.55

The CET top event ' ARC"(core melt arrest in containment) can occur if any of the following canditions
exist, RHR is available, or RHR is recovered, or firewater is available, or PF operates.

Except for firewater, other features are already designated as top events of CETs (CHR, RCH, PF). Is it
necessary to have ' ARC * as a separate heading? It appears to be duplicatise and confusing regarding how
* ARC" occurred. (It is confusing since some of the top events are operation / availability of systems while some
of them are events caused by operation of the same system.)

725.56

ibn temperature failure (HTF) occurs if corium is carried to the UDW and no spray is available. Does
the probability 0.01 include the probability of both of these occurring? Wouldn't it be clearer if this heading is
replace by *Corium in the UDW" and ' Spray Available"? (See also question 725.57a)

20.2239
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725.57

(%
( Questions on Class IA/lA.1 knd Illa / Illa.1 CETs
x

High temperature failure probability is identical whether RHR is available or not ina.
these CETs. However,if RHR is available, the probability to have UDW spray
appears to be higher and, therefore, the probability of high temperature failure
smaller. (See the previous question.)

b. Why isn't the probability for ' ARC Yes' 1.0 when RilR is available (i.e., what does
the probability of 1.e 5 represent in Sequence 4 of CET 1A?)

e- Sequence 3 of CET 1A is binned as ..FSNN. Does this imply that core melt is
arrested in the containment due to FW? Why not RHR7

d. Howis core melt arrested in the containment without RllR for Sequences 4 and 6?
Is this due to FW7

c. What is the basis for the containment failure probability at the time of vessel failure,
0.001, or high temperature failure probability. 0.01? What is the sensitivity of the
final consequence to uncertainty in these numbers?

725.58

Questions on Class IB 1/IB 1.1 and 18 3/1B 3.1 CETs

a. How is the core melt arrested in the containment for Sequenco 2 and 4 of these
CETs? Are these probability same for IB 1 and IB 3 because they are solely due to

/ T FW7
V

b. Why isn't the RHR recovery probability 100% for Sequences 2 and 5 for IB l?

c. Why is probability of the RHR recovery failure significantly higher for Sequence 7
than for Sequence 4 in IB 1?

d. Why is the probability of RHR recovery failure 5 times higher for Sequence 4 of 1B 3
than Sequence 4 of IB 1, while they remain the same between Sequences 7 of IB.1
and IB3? (Incidentally, the 'RCH No* branch probability for Sequence 7 of IB 3
appears to be misprinted. It should be 0.1, not 0.01.)

e. Sequence 7 of IB 1 is binned as PFDH while Sequence 7 of 181.1 as PSDN. This
implies that the consequence of the low pressure vessel failure is more significant
than that of high pressure. Please explain. (The same question for 10 3.)

725.59

Questions on Class IB 2 CET

a. The core damage frequency for this class is not the same as that of Table 19.3 6.
Please clarify which is correct,

b. The probability of failure to depre.,surize the reactor is 3 ti.nes lower for Class IB.2
compared to Class IB 1/3 (0.002 vs. 0.006). Is this due to the time available before

n
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depressuriration? Does this probab:lity depend on how much time is available
before the demand of this equipment? (i.e., what action can be taken to improve
availabihty of this eqtiipment before challenge regardless of how much time is
available?)

Please provide the basis for the 'ARY No* branch probability of 0.006 for Sequencesc.
4 to 7 and 0.6 for Sequence 12.

d. Why is the ' ARC No* branch probability of Sequence 7 significantly higher for this
CET than others (0.05 vs. 0.01)? Why isn't this branch further divided depending on
the RHR recovery? (This is done for cases which have even smaller probabilities.)

Sequcnce 6 is binned as FSDH. This is the only place where a sequence is binned asc.
'High' when IM' 6crut>bing is available. Please explain.

f. Why is RHR unavailability significantly lower for Sequence 11 compared to the
similar sequences for other CETs (0.01 vs. 0.05 for IA)?

g. Why isn't Sequence 12 further branched like the similar sequences of 1B.3.1?

725.60

Questions on Classes ID and lilD CETs.

How is core melt arrested in RPV7 in this solely due to FW? (This branch existeda.

in Amendment 4 which did not have IT )

b. Why is the probability of RHR recovery failure signiGeantly higher in this CET than
in others?

725.61

Questions on CET 11

The 'CC No* branch fraction is significantly reduced from Amendment 4 to Amendment 8 (0.001 from
0.1). Besides the availability of firewater, what else contributed to thit reduction?

725.62

According to Response 5 of GE's response to previous staff questions, all the Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) pumps will start automatically upon receipt of low water level signal or high dr)well pressure signal and
can be transferred to other operating modes while they are running. Is the transfer of the RHR pump flow
from injection mode (referred to 'V") to the containment heat removal mode (referred to W") done
automatically without requiring any operator actions? If so, provide discussions regarding modeling aspect of
operator actions for the containment heat removal mode of the RHR system.

725 M

For scenario involving vessel isolation event followed by the failure of the High Pressure Core
Flooders (HPCF), Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System and RWCU System, and successful vessel
depressurization, will both 'V* function and 'W" functions be required simultaneously for successful core
cooling (during the mission time considered) and long term heat removal? If so, state the minimum trains of
the RHR system needed to avoid a core damage.

20.2 23.11
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725 M

By definition of ' Class 2 Sequences,' the containment heat removal systems (RHR system) have failed
following a transient and a postulated LOCA event, Therefore, provide discussions regarding adequacy of )
crediting 1he RHR system (such as fast reconry) for the scenario invohing a vessel isolation event followed by !

the failure of the HPCF system, the RCIC system, acd successful vessel depressurization with coolant injection i

!

only achievable by the LPFL mode of RHR. If the RHR system can be used (during this scenario) for both
'V* and '%" functions, can train A of the RHR system alone perform both 'V' and 'W* functions to avoid a
core damage?

725.65

The staff notes that the pumping capacity of the RHR pumps of the ABWR design is lower than that of
the operating BWR designs. Therefore, provide discussions regarding the modeling adequacy of the RHR
system (use of one of three RHR trains to maintain the pool temperature below the heat capacity temperature>

limit) for the scenario invohing the vesselisolation event followed by a fail-to scram event. - GE's discussions
- should include supporting pool temperature calculations, including the assumed amount of heat dump to the

pool following the above scenario.
;

725.66

The staff believes that a gas turbine generator (in addition to the three train diesel generator system)
added to the ABWR design will reduce the frequency of sequences invohing early core damage following a
loss of offsite power event with a postulated common mode failure of the diesels. Thus, provide discussions for
the following:

a. What is GE's definition for the black start capability for the gas turbine generator?

b. Will the gas turbine generator be started automatically?

c. If a start failure of the gas turbine generator will occur, can it be started from the main control room?

d. Does the operator have to decide as to which class IE 4.16kV bus should receive ac power generated by
the gas turbine generator?

e. Did GE perform a trade off study invohing the benefits of a seismica!!y qualified gas turbine generator?

f. What are the assumptions made in quantifying the results provided in Table 19.3 6 of the ABWR PRA
_

' (Amendment 9) which includes the impact of adding a gas turbine generator? In particular, were the initi-
ating event frequencies (such as Be2, Be8, Bc0, Tc2, TcS, Te0) recalculated by modifying the event trec
provided in Figure 19D.4 47 If so, provide these estimates. Also, provide, for the case of adding a ps
turbine generator, similar nsults provided in Tables 19D.4-1 and 19D.4-3.

725.67
i

Provide discussions related to the use of the RCIC system unavailability estimate documented in Table
19D.4-1 (under the column of offsite power event),in the event tree quantification. Also, provide statements
related to the censistency of the RCIC system unavailability estimate used for the quantification of the ATWS
event tree and the corrnponding estimate documented in the Table 19D.4-1.

725.68

Provide the scientific details of seismic hazard analyses performed for the ABWR Design review and the

; _ O basis for selection of the seismic hazard curve (Figure 19.4 2). The discussion should include site seismicity

Amendment 16 20.245.12
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characterization of various (five reference sites) sites considered in castern United States of America, including
the combination method used to develop a single enveloping seismicity harard curve to represent an
enveloping site to locate the ABWR design, and the associated uncertainty estimates for the use of a single
seismicity hazard curve. The discussion of the site characterization should include critical site parameters such
as soil structure interaction for various sites considered. There are some seismic terms used in GE's seismic
risk analysis which are confusing to the staff. What is the parameter used for describing the seismic hazard and
fragility? For example,it is variously used to represent as the effective peak ground (Figure 19.4 2) and mean
peak ground acceleration (Section 19.412.1).

725 69

Provide the ABWR specific fragility calculations for the following structures and components:
Containment, Reactor Building, Main Control Room (including control room suspended ceilings,if any),
Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) RPV Pedestal, RPY Shroud Support, CRD Guide Tubes, CRD Housings,
Fuel Assemblics, Containment Vent System, Passive Flooder, SRV Pipes to Suppression Pool. If generic
component fragilities have been used, provide a detailed discussion how the generic component fragilities were
assigned. The discussion should include also applicability of the uncertainty estimates due to variations in
ABWR design specific component design may have.

Does the failure mode,* Relay Chattering," applicable to the ABWR design? If so, provide discussions
regarding the modeling of electrical equipment (such as breaker) to account for relay chattering effect in fragil-
ity quantification. Provide also discussions regarding sequences (such as loss of containment isolation
function) that could result from relay chattering failure mode, and method of quantifying s,uch failure modes
(including human recovery actions involved,if any).

Provide the details regarding the seismic capacity of the fire protection system (including the valves F005,
A, B, C of the ac independent fire water system. Provide also the seismic capacity of small piping (if used) and
valves (14 and 22 inches in size) of the containment overpressure relief (COR) system, addressing the failure
mode,'Normally open valves fait closed * and including human recovery actions involved,if any.

725.70

The staff understands that the seismic PRA performed for the ABWR design is limited in nature due to
the design stage (FDA). However, our past seismic risk review experience indicates that seismic risk profiles
of as built ABWR plant in U.S. could be different due to various in construction standards by various
architects. Therefore, prodde discussions regarding the construction interface requirements such as allocated
fragility estimates for all applicable mechanical and electrical component of the ABWR design, as practicable,
including the severe accident design basis and/or goals on which allocation of such fragility estimates will be
performed. These discussions should also include consistency between requirements outlined in Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) Requirements Document, and
design requirements to be proposed to various architects by GE.

725.71

Provide ABWR specific layout drawings (in larger size) which show clearly major structures and
equipment. Provide also as designed structural drawings which show the details of the RPV support
arrangement, RPV internals arrangement, drywell and the reactor building.

725.72

Provide a copy of the ABWR PRA seismic input data such as scismic hazard curve and seismic accident
sequences applicable to the ABWR design,in the form of a hard copy (tabular forms and boolean equations)
as well as a magnetic media. These data are needed to facilitate staff's audit review.

O
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725.73

The staff believes that the determination of a particular seismic intensity (for risk modeling purposes) at
which evacuation scheme at a particular site following a postulated severe accident willimpact greatly the risk
estimates (early fatality estimates). Provide discussions regarding the determination of the break point of the
seismic intensity (in terms of EPG) at which evacuation were considered impossible for ABWR risk estimation
purposes.

725.74

Our past PRA review experience indicates that fires and internal Goods contribute significantly to the
overall core damage frequency at nuclear power plants. The staff also believes that, with respect to the ABWR
design protection against fires and internal Goods, GE will provide significant design improvements to current

'

separation requirements and divisional (redundancy) requirements related to all safety systems and compo-
nents. Nevertheless, the ABWR PRA (Amendment 9) has not documented the core damage frequency
analysis of fires and internal floods. Therefore, provide the results of screening analysis (including the
screening criteria) performed for the ABWR design to show that fires (panel fires, transient combustible fire,
cable fires) and room specific floods do not signincantly contribute to the overall core damage frequency.
Provide also statements regarding consistency between requirements outlined in the ALWR Requirements
Document and current ABWR design requirements related to fire protection and flood protection schemes.

725.75

in developing the fault trees for seismically induced failure of the ECCS, such as HPCF, RCIC, LPCF and
RHR (Figures 191.21 through Figure 191.2 4 of the ABWR PRA), no explicit modeling of the dependence of
these ECCS on electric power or senice water system was made. Nevertheless, fault trees were developed in
Figure 191.2 6 and Figure 191.2 7 to depict seismically induced failure of Division 1 senice water andO seismically induced failure of Division 1 electrical power respectively. Please explain how the latter two fault
trees developed for the support system were combined with event tree top events to generate minimal cut sets
for seismic core damage sequences.

725.76 -

Following loss of offsite power due to seismic events, an important subsequent concern it whether or not
emergency power and senice water are available. Failure of emergency power (diesels or gas turbine genera-
tor) and faiiure of senice wer system may be considered as two virtually independent events. In the seismic
event tree (Figure 191.31), however, these two events are combined together and treated as a single event tree
top event, PW. Please explain how the failure probability of this top event was estimated. Was the gas turbine
generator included in evaluating the availability of emergency power?

725.77

Werr. nodom failures of the ECCS, such as HPCF, RCIC, LPCF and RHR, taken into account in the
quantifications of seismic core damage frequency? If so, please provide a list of random failure prof Silities
for the impvrtant systems and components used in the quantifications.

725.78

On page 19.4-11 of the ABWR PRA (second paragraph),it is stated that "Since these fault trees (rneaning
those shown in Appendix I) are specifically for evaluation of seismically induced failures, only thsse compo.

- nents vulnerable to seismic failure are incleded in the trees? In reality, however, those fault trees also contain
basic events (depicted with an T), that would not occur as a result of an earthquake. Please explain the
contradiction.

Amendment 16 20.2 2$.14
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725,79

Please provide justincation of considering beat exchanger failure in the RHR and senice water fault trees,
while ignoringit in the fault trees of RCIC, HPCF and LPCF,13. In the fault tree developed for senice water
system (Figure 191.2 6), the motor operated valve, WMVS3DH, is considered seismically vulnerable, while
three other similar motor operated valves are considered seismically invulnerable. What is the basis for
making such a distinction 7 In the fault tree depicting seismically induced failures of RCIC (Figure 191.2 2),
three identical basic events are used to denote nonseismic failure of an isolation valve (MOV). Are these
three basic events intended for failures of three different isolation valves?

72530

Please provide a terse but systematic description of how the Boolean expressions derived from the seismic
event trees and fault trees are combined with seismic hazard function, component and structure fragilities and
other unavailability data, and integrated to obtain the frequency of indhidual accident sequences.

72531

For ATWS events with failure to initiate SLC, what alternative means are available for injecting boron in
order to shat down the reactor? What failure probability was used in the sequence frequency quantification for
the event tree top event, FCTR (Gow control / alternate baron), appearing in Figures 1913-1,3 3 and 3 4?'

72522

The event tree top event, WI, appearing in Figures 191.3 2,3 3 and 3 4,is defined to be *at least one
RHR.* How many trains (1,2 or 3) of RHR were actually used in the sequence frequency quantifications?
Please t.lso list the random failure probability assigned to this esent in each figure.

725.83

In the seismic event tree, Figure 191.31, credii is given to fire water (event tree top event, FA) for the
following transient scenarios: (a) station blackout, successful scram, failure of RCIC; (b) station blackout,
successful scram and RCIC, and (c) station blackout, failure of scram "* successful RCIC. What is the
unavailability of fire water system in each case?

72534

In the seismic ATWS event tree, Figure 131.3 3, the last sequence involves failure of SRVs to open
following the inception of an Loop ATWS. Phase explain why this sequence is classined as Class IC, which, by
definition,invohes low pressure vessel failure. Please also clarify the description of accident classes for Class
IV 1 (ATWS with one injection pump) and Classes IV 2,3,5 (ATWS with multiple injection pumps) in con-
nection with the relevant sequence classincations performed in Figure 1913-3. What is the basis of choosing 2,
3or5?

72535

The suppression pool drain accidents due to RHR pipe break are considered to be 00SN, which implies no
fission product release. However,if the suppression poolis drained, the passhe f|ooder is not operable, and
therefore extensive CCI will continue. Why is this effect not considered in detern-ining the fission product
release for this sequence?

O
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-72526

The firewster availability is considered to be 0.9 for the vessel cooling except for the Class IB.2 accidents.,
where it is C.999. The firewster availability for the drywell spray is also assumed to be 0.999 (page 19).41).
However, the firewster availability la the internal event analysis was assumed to be 0.9 for vessel cooling and
0.99 for the drywell spray. Why these are substantially more reliable for the seismic events?

725A7

On page 19, 3-1,it is stated that ' ARC' is solely due to firewster, Why then is the ' ARC' Yes branch
fraction not 0.999 in th: CET's (why 0.944)?

725A8

How an e the 'CHR* branch fractions evaluated?

725J9

It 1re 191.$ 7, Sequence 4 was binned as NSRCFSDL Shouldn't this be binned at '1K, since this,.

|
sequence represents continued core cooling by firewater? (Compare this with Figure 19J.5-o for Class II.)

- Why are the 'CHR' No and 'CC" Yes branch fractions of Class IV not same with those of Classes 117

725.90

The firewater availability is assumed to be 0.9 for Class IV (Figure 19J.5-7). However,it was stated in the
internal event analysis that no credit was taken for the firewater system to pievent core damage for Class IV
because the stability of the reactor during an ATWS has not been examined (page 19D.510). Please clarify.

-

725.91

It appears that the loss of transformer contributes significantly to' loss of core cooling' accidents. Why
isn't this considered to be a blackout sequence (IB)? What fraction of Cisas IA is due to this scenario and
what fraction is due to other causes such as loss ofinjection pumps or lines, etc.? What is the RHR recovery
probability for each of these sequences?

725.92

It is stated on page 193.41 that the reliability used for the firewater system is also used Ur the transformer
bypass operation. Does the ' ARC' Yes branch fraction take this high reliability into consideration?

725.93-

- Why is RHR assumed to be lost for the Class IA accidents? (In the internal events CET for Class IA, the
RHR availability was 0.99.) Do all accidents in SCET assume loss of power due to loss of transformer and re-
quire the bypass of the transformer?

- 725.94

Is the loss of the offsite power by seismic events with subsequent failure of onsite power considered to be
1B.27 Does Class IB.2 include the loss of power due to loss of transformers? What is the RHR recovery
probability for each of these sequences?

O i
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that no single component failure (mechanical or electrical) will permit dropping or other,

(V)
uncontrolled hoisting or lowering of the load. An inspection program is required to assure continued
integrity of items such as cables, load blocks, and drums. In addition, the Reactor Building crane
is interlocked to prevent handling heavy loads over the fuel pool. Subsection 9.1.5 provides
additional description of the overhead heavy load handling systems.

New. fuel storage vault for storing about 40 percent core load of new fuel assemblies is located as
close as practical to the fuel pool work area to facilitate fuel handling. However, the vault
location is checked to assure that the vault is not in the transport path of any large objects whose
drop could cause penetration of the vault and damage the fuel.

Comrillance with Rec. Guide 8.8 Positions C.2 f(2) and C.2 f(3): Radiation exposure during
maintenance and inspection is taken into account in the arrangement of the piping, FPC pumps, heat
exchangers, and filter demineralizers. The FPC pumps, heat exchangers and filter demineralizers are
located in separately shielded rooms. Each sblelded room is arranged so as to be able to perform
service as quickly as possible. Adequate space is provided such that temporary shielding may be
crected if required to reduce personnel exposure during maintenance.

The piping and valves are arranged so that individual components can be isolated and serviced
independently of other equipment. Lines are sloped to vent and drain freely to prevent accumulation
of radioactive contaminants.

Before dismantling any equipment which normally holds or conducts radioactive water, the equipment
will be flushed through connections shown on the P&lD to reduce radiation. Drains are piped to the
radwaste system.

QUESTION 41035
/~N
( Discuss the extent of the system's compliance with Regulatory Positions (9.1.3) C.1, C.2, and C.6

of Regulatory Guide 1.13, Regulatory Positions C.1 and C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29, and address the
Ouality Group requirements for the system in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.26.

RESPONEE 41035

hliance with Rec. Guide L13 Positions C 1. C.2. and C.6: The fuel pool cooling and clean up
system fr.cility is located in the Seismic Category I reactor building. The reactor building is
designed to withstand and protect equipment from tornadoes, missiles and other natural phenomena.

The fuel assembly drop accident is discuned in Subsection 15.7.4 In Subsection 15.7.4, the
event assumed is the drop of a fuel assembly lato the open RPV. This event bounds any drop accident
over the spent fuel pool storage ract Should a dry. loaded cask be filled with water, appropriate
measures to control * vent gas' will be provided. Note that fuel brought into the plant comes in
Crates.

There are no piping connections which penetrate the fuel pool liner to the fuel storage pool below
the bottom of the fuel transfer canal.

l
Fuel pool cooling system is designed such that no single failure or malfunction or misoperation of 4

the active components will uncover the stored fuel or exceed the maximum pool tempera:ure. I

i

The fuel pool clean up system portion (filter demineralizer) of the fuel pool cooling system is I
designed to be isolated during seismic event or LOCA such that pool cooling can be accomplished. |

|

[V
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Comoliance with Rec. Guide 1.26: The fuel pool cooling system is a Quality Group Class C
design.

Compliance with Ree Guide 1.29 Positions C.1 and C.2: In accordance with Acceptance Criterion
II.1.a of SRP Section 9.1.3, a Scismic Category I spent fuel pool meteup water source is provided
from the suppression pool through the residual heat removal (RHR) system and then through a portion
of fuel pool cooling and cleanup (FPC) system to which the RHR system connects. The suppression
pool, the RHR system and the portion of the FPC system that provides the makeup water flow path to
the spent fuel storage pool are safety related and Seismic Category I. The Seismie Category I
portion of the FPC system can be isolated, assuming a single active f ailure, from the
nonsafety-related, non. Seismic Category 1 portions of the FPC system and from the nonsafety related
Catescy I suppression poll cleanup system.

QUESTION 41036

With respect to the cooling capacity of the system, demonstrate that on the bases of conservative
assumptions relative to Branch Technical Position 9 2,' Residual Decay Energy for Light Water
Reactors for Long Term Cooling,' and SRP 9.1.3 Ill.1.b, the total capacity of the beat exchangers
with both pumps operating exceeds the maximum normal heat load, and that the fuel pool temperature
can be ; maintained below the 1400F criterion, specified in SRP Section 9.1. for mstimum normal
conditions. Also, confirm that 1400F will not be exceeded if a single active failure and loss of
offsite power is assumed. Describe the redundancy provisions in powering :he two cooling pump
motors. (9.1.3)

RESPONSE 41036

The sizing basis of the fuel pool cooling heat exchangers is the removal of decy beat 21 days
after shutdown. This 21 days reflects the time at which the gate between the spent fuel pool and
the reactor well could be closed. The capacity of the spent fuel pool for the ABWR bas been
established as 2707c of a core. The 270rc includes 170Fc consisting of presious 35% refueling batches
and 1007c reflecting a potential complete defueling of the reactor vessel.

The fuel pool cooling beat exchangers are sized to remove the normal maximum heat load of 170Fc of
a core. Should the reactor be defueled, the RHR system can be valved in to provide additional beat
removal.

The May Witt model with finite irradiation time with 10?c margin is used to determine the loading
6 7on the heat exchangers. With the given inputs,3.12x10 kcal/hr (1.18x10 BTU /hr) at 21 days

after rods in is used to size the fuel pool cooling beat exchangers. GE calculation using the
6 7method described in BTP ASB 9 2 results in a decay beat of 2.96x10 keal/br (1,18x10 BTU /br)

which is less conservative than that used for actual design. This BTP ASB 9 2 model calculation
includes an uncertainty factor of 0.1 (margin =10Tc) as recommended in SRP 9.1.3 III.I.b.i.

If : ingle active failure occurs which results in a loss of one loop of fuel pool cooling, RHR

| can be used as necessary by realigning appropriate valves (e.g., open F029) to limit the fuel pool0, temperature to below 140 F.

ASTION 41037

Describe the emergency makeup water systems provided, and discuss redundancy and seismic
requirements for the system. (9.1.3)

9
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RESPONSE 410.37q

The residual heat removal (RHR) system presides a Seism.e Category I makeup water to the fuel
pool following a seismic event. Water is drawn from the suppression pool and routed to the fuel pool
via a Seismic Category 1 portion of the fuel pool cooling and cleanup (FPC) system. This portion of
the FPC system can be acceptably isolated, assuming the presence of a single active failure, from the
remaining portions of the system. Fire hoses are also available as backup rnakeup water.

QUESTION 41038

Discuss control room alarmed fuel pool water temperature, fuel pool water level and building
radiation level monitoring systems provided to satisfy GDC 63. (9.1.3)

RESPONSE 41038

Water level svitch is provided to monitor the fuel pool water level. As shown on the FPCS P&lD,
annunciators for high and low level are prosided in the main control room.

Fuel pool, FPC pump suction and heat exchanger outlet temperatures are tuonitored and recorded.

Area nadiation monitoring system monitors radioactivity in the fuel storage and hh; oling areas
(operating floor). Information is displayed, recorded and indicated in the main control wm, High
radioactivity level will initiate an alarm in the mein control room.

QUESTION 410.39

, ~g Discuss provisions for, or provide descriptions of, the following design features: (1) leakage,

f 4 detection system, (2) individual isolation capabilities for components and headers to assure system
V leakage control and maintenance, (3) capability to detect radioactivity and/or chemical contamination

transfer from one system to another, and (4) protection of ti2e various components o' the fuel pool
cooling system against failures of other applicable moderate and high energy piping systems. (9.1.3)

'
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203.8 Response to Eighth RAl Reference 8

QUESTION 260.1

General Electric's commitment to OA related Regulatory Guides (Rgs) is given in Table 17.01.
In accordance with Chapter 17 of the Standard Review Plan (NUREG 0800), a comrnitment to RGs 1.8,
1.26, and 1.29 should also be made. This can be done by referencing another secti ) of the Safety
Analysis Report.

RESPONSE 260.1

Table 17.01 has been changed accordingly. Also references to Table 17.01 have been made in
Table 1.8 20 for applicable Regulatory Guides.

QUESTION 260.2

Clarify why Table 17.01 s'uows RG 1.94 as not applicable to the ABWR scope while similar RGs for
installation, inspection, and testing (RGs 1.30 and 1.116) are shown as being applicable.

RESPONSE 260.2

Regulatory Guide 1.94 relates to the installation, inspection, and testing of structural
concrete and structural steel and is applicable to the ABWR Standard Plant Scope without exception,
Table 17.01 has been changed accordingly.

QUESTION 2603

Revision 3 of RG 1.28 states, ' Applicants and licensees may commit to follow either the
ANSI /ASME N45.2 series standards, but the third paragraph of SSAR Section 17.0 states that the terms
and definitions of NOA 1 apply and SSAR section 17.1 refers throughout to NOA 1. Clarify whether GE
commits to the N45.2 scies standards referenced in RG 1.28 (As clarified in Reference 1), to the
NOA 1 standard, or to both.

RESPONSE 2603

GEwill comply with the requitemeots of ANSI /ASME NOA 1 1983 and NOA la 1983. GE willimplement
these requirements using methods acceptable to the NRC and documented in NLvv 33 and this SSAR.

O
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20.3.13 Response to *Ihlritenth RAI . Reference 13

O GE PROPRIETARY provided under separate cover
(includes pays 20.3 350 through 20.3 350.18)
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3 QtTSTION 471.42

')\

EPRI ALWR Requirement Document in Chapter 12: Radioactive Waste Processing System (page
12.3 6), Section 3.2.1, Goal for GAWPS Radioactivity Release states that:

'The total radioacthity of gases released from the plant (excludity: the activity of released tritium) shall
not exceed the following values:
BWR: 2,000 curies per yeat: etc.'

ABWR, standard plant,in Chapter 12, Radiation Prottetion,in Subsection l'.2.2.1, production of Altborne
Sources,last paragrsph states that:

'Approximately 7,900 Ci/ plant / year of noble radiogases are released, one. half of thb totalis released
from the turbine building.. '

Picase address this apparent discrepancy.

RESPONSE 471.42

The value for total offsite airborne release found in Chapter 12, Subsection 12.2.2.1 has been changed from
7,900 Ci/yr to 5,100 Ci/yr. The isotopic brealdown for this release 16 given in Tables 12.219 and 12.2 20.
Thh value does not compare to the EPRI requirements of 2,M Ci/p from EPRI Chapter 12, paragraph 3.2.1
for two reasons. The first reason is the EPRI requirements specify release of selected isotopes whereas the
ABWR number is a total over allisotopes. Using the EPRI ise. topic list for the ABWR number would result in
a release of 3,700 Ci/yr. The second reason h the EPRI goalis based upon capectations from actual plant
performance. The ABWR value is a more conservative evaluation of potential performance based upon

p bounding fuel performance coupled with a conservative evaluation of the offgas system to remove and delay

(g noble pas releases. The ABWR evaluation, however,is made not to compare to a goal for release but as a
conservative evaluation for determination of compliance to the requirements of 10CPR$0, Appendix 1, on
releases to unrestricted areas.

As an example of such a difference in calculations for goals as compared to requirements, the AllWR
assumes a source term of 15,000 pCi/sec (t =X min delay) as the source term to the offgas system. In fact
based upon data similar to that used by EPRI for BWR's with improved fuel and water chemistry technical
specifications, the release value would run around 5,000 pCi/sec which, ignoring conservathms in 'he
evaluation of the offgas system, would result in a release comparable to the EPRI real of 1,200 pCi/sec.

O
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20.3.14 Response to Fourteenth RAl. Reference 14i

QUFK!10N 620.1

Describe GE's human factors design team, the staff's human factors expertise, and its responsibilities for
hhman factors on the ABWR design.

RESPONSE 620.1

ne team la responsible for the compliance of the plant design with all regulaiory requirements related to
Human Factors Engineering and the inclusion of good human factors engineering practice in all aspects of
the plant design. The five members of the team have a total of 99 years of human factors engineering,
managertal, quality assurance, plant operating and design experience on BWRs.

Descriptions of the individual members of the ABWR human factors team are as follows. ,

Osirman: Twenty seven years of human factors engineering, licensing and design experience at GE in
nuclear energy. Responsible for the development of the inan. machine interface design for the ABWR and
SBWR projects. Esperience includes human factors engineering for the General Electric Emergency
Response Information System (SPDS) and GEPAC Plus and NUMAC computer products

Second Team Member: Fifteen years experience at GE in nuclear energy. Developed Human Factors
Engiacering Plan and documentation system for ABWR Project. Currently technicalleader of an
international study group working on design optimitation for the SBWR Project,

nird Team Member: Thirty one years experience at GE in nuclear energy. Experience includes the

O evaluation, development and implementation of quality assurance requirements and procedures for the
ABWR certification program in the United States and the ABWR Prohet in Japan, the audit and review of,

GE quality and management actMtics both domestical and international and the review and development of
both BWR and fast reactor fuel.

Fourth Team Membert Twelve years experience at GE in nuclear energy. Esperience includes
instrumentation and control system design, human factrots engineering of nuclear power plant control
rooms, containment transient analysis and program management. Conducted detailed contrel room design
reviews for several domestic and foreign operating and requisition nuclear plants.

Fifth Team Member: Fourteen years experience at GE in nuclear energy. Responsible for preparation
of Chapter 18,' Human Factors Engineering', of the ABWR SSAR. Principal contributor to the
development of plant automatic operation and control room design. Developed emergency operating
procedures, system operating procedures and integrated operating procedures for the ABWR.

QUESTION 620.2

Both Hitachi and Toshiba are designing main control room workstations which, although based upon the
' common engineering studies, may result in two different workstation design implementations within one
two unit control room. Describe the process that GE will use to actually implement high lesci, single unit
workstation requirements and design selection, including the decision process to be followed in selecting the
Hitachi or Toshiba approach, a hybrid, or a different design.

RESPONSE 620.2

The control room design definition docuruented in the ABWR Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR)
is specifically independent of any particular equipment vendor's details of design implementation. The main
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control room panels provided to a plant referencing the AllWR SSAR will be procured per the design
implementation tequirements as discussed in Section Ili.$ of the $$AR.

Ql'ESTION 620.3

Describe how the GE/US AllWR differs from the Japanese versions in terms of the human factors /
operations considerations. For eaample,it is our understanding that the Japanese do ot use symptom. based
procedares which are essentia. to accident management in U.S. plants; this differenct s ill presumably have an
influence on workstation desigt .

RESPONSE 620.3

Response to this question is provided under separate cover (Proprietary).

Ql'ESTION 620.4

The con'tol room will make use of many adsanced hardware and software technologies for which the
nuclear industry has little caperience. De.ctb the process that GE will use to demonstrate that these
trehnologies are being properiv bed and will not advenely eficet human performance.

RESPONSE 620.4

A description of the criteria for the verification of the adequacy of tne control rocm design inplementation
is contained in the AllWR Standard Safety Analysis Report, Section 18.5. Thi; section contains discussions of
System / Operation Analysis;lluman Reliability Analysis Requirements and Inspection,Wsts and Acceptance
Criteria for the plan? controls and instrumentation.

Qt'ESTION 620.5

The EPRI ALWR requirements docurnent and several of the GE documents provided during the March
6 7,1990 meeting speak about optimiring operator performance. Describe how operator performance is
defined in terms of perfortnance parameters and the measures to be used to quantify these parameters.
Describe how this information will be factored into the design process in a timely fashion.

RESPONSE 620.5

Optimum operator perfortaance is defined as the timely and error free performance of his duties by the
operator, if an operator performs his or her tasks at the time required and does so without any mistates, this
constitutes optimum operator performance.

Therefore, the measures used to quantify the quality of operator performance are time and number of
errors.

Recognizing that tirnely and error free operator actions constitute optimum performance, the control
room de ign process has as goals, the promotion of efficient and correct operator actions through the following
means:

(a) Simplification and streamlining of plant monitoring and control by prosiding an improved arrangement
and organization of contr01 roorn module 5,

(b) Optimization of plant data presentation so that the data which control room personnel must survey,
analyve and comprehend results in an improsement in response time and a reduction in the number of
operator errors relative to pri vious designs, and
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(c) Integration of operator interface fumetions to provide a un!formity in function and appearance for simple

O and efGeient eaccution of control functions.

These dealgn goals have been achieved through the adherence to human factors engineering guidelines in
all phues of the control room design.

QUESTION 620.6

It appears that the workstation design may precede procedure design (which hu historically been the case
in the nuclear industry). Yet,it seems that GE hu the opportunity to follow the potentially valuable path of
specifying what the operator hu to accomplish in the control room to a great level of detail (via detailed task
analyses and implementing procedures) and then design a workstation that will test support those operator
tasks. Describe the temporal relationship be* ween the future development of the operating proerdures and the
dealga of the workstation.

ILESPONSE 620.6

Early in the des!gn of the ABWR, the need to specify the operator tasks and to develop operating
procedures prior to the design of operator interfaces was recognired. Therefore, system level operating
procedures were developed concurrent with the development of the ABWR system designs. These procedures
consist of normal operating procedures for systems and for integrated plant startup and shutdown operations.
In addition, symptom based emergency procedure guidelines were developed. These procedures were used as
loputs for task analyses. Man machine interface requirements were then specified bued upon these task
analyses.

The symptom based emergency procedure guldelines developed for the U.S. ABWR are bued on the
U.S. BWROG Emergency Procedure Guidelinct. Revision 4 and are presented in Appendix 18A. These

O- guidelines specify operstor actions for accidents including postclated severe accidenM. Section 18.5 specifies
requirements for verification and validation of operator interfaces, taking into <nnsi.ieration normal plant
operation and emergency plant operation.

QUESTION 620.7

The PRA can provide insights about the most significant human errors in terms of their effects on plant
safety. With this knowledge the human system interface can be designed to help mitigate the effect of the
errors and to make the system more tolerant to errors which have occurred. Describe how the results and in
sights derived from the PRA are being used to support tbc control room design.

RESPONSE 620.7

Response to this question is provided under separate cover (Proprietary).

QUESTION 620.8,

Describe the content and format of training materials to be provided by GE to purchasers of the ABWR.
Will these materials be offered as customized options, or will they be included and standardized?

RESPONSE 620.8

The ABWR Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR)is based upon plant system design definitions and
equipment as depicted in Figure 20.3 54. As indicated in this figure,it would be possible to prepare training
materials as part of the design certification GE has elected, however, to defer preparation of this training -
material to the first applicant referencing the ABWR design since the associated cost is prohibitive at this time

O
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(estimated to be in excess of two million dollars) and the training materiah are not part of the design.
Subsequent applicants will(which will be subject to NRC review on the docket of the first epplicant) thereby
providing standardized training material. Deferral of the preparation of training materiah will be included as
an interface requirement in a future amendment.

QL'ESTION 620.9

Describe the role of GE in the development of normal, abnormal and emergency operating procedures,
including the generic technical basis document and writers guide, the development of procedures generation
documents, the verification and validation process, and the procedures insintenance program. Will GE
develop sarnple procedures or offer a package of procedures to be modified based on site specific techni;al
coralderations?

RESPONSE 620.9

GE has developed normal and emergency operating procedures as inputs for operator task analyses, in
addition, GE has developed the ABWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs), included in Appendix 1M.
Appendix 1SD lists all the inputs used for calculation of operation limits and the outputs of those calculations.
The results of these calculations have been incorporated into the EPGs in Appendix 18A. The applicant
referencing the ABWR design will be required to update some of the calculations based upon specific plant
installation details and submit the procedure generation package as bequired by NUREG 0737 Supplement 1.
In essence, GE has Oveloped the plant specific techaical guidelines normally required of an operating
utility.The procedure verification, vali' tion, training, writer's guide, and tsaintenance programs will be the
responsibility of the applicant referencing the ABWR design.

QL'ESTION 620.10

Describe how the analysis of functions will determine a proper balance of automated and manual tasks to
ensure an appropriate operator work load.

RESPONSE 620.10

Relative to previous BWR designs, the ABWR design provides an increased scope of automation of
operator monitoring and control functions. This extended scope of ABWR plant and system level automation,
discussed in Section 18.4.4 of the ABWR Stat.jard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR), was defined based upon
evaluation of the operator's work load during normal plant operations. An objective of incorporating the
extended scope of automation in the ABWR was to achieve an appropriate operator work load by selectively
automating operator functions, particularly those operations which were tedious or repetitive and contributed
to periods of peak operator work load activity.

In the implementation of the ABWR design, tests and analysis will be conducted, as defined in Section
18.5 of the SSAR, which will ensure that the particular design implementation provides an appropriate work
load.

QUESTION 620.11

Describe the decision criteria used to seh et tasks for analysis, and describe how the task analyses were
organized.

RESPONSE 620.11

In developing the man machine interface requirements for thr major plant systems. system level task
analyses were done for each of the indhidual systrus These anal) es were comprehensive in that all system
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p functions were broken down into tasks and analynd to determine the operator information and system control )

Q requirements for accornplishing each task. The tasks were charactertred in these system level task analyses
using a consistent tasonomy. Task data collection forms were used to collect the information and control
requirements, as well as other data pertinent to each task, which was than summarized in tabular form in Ibc
reporting of the indhidual system task analyses.

In the ltoplementation of the ABWR design, the tests and analyses discussed in Section 18.5 of the ABWR
Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR) will be conducted. As discussed in the design implementation
requirements of that Section 18.5 text, task analyses will be conducted which cover the full range of normal and
off normal plant operations. Details regarding the development of particular accident scenarios and task
selection criteria will be established, as appropriate, as part of those design implementation aethities. The
organization, conduct and documentation of those task analyses, will be in conformance with the established
ABWR proc;dures, discussed in Section 183 of the SSAR.

QLUTION 620.12

Describe the criteria used for the selection of specific accident scenarios / sequences for which task
analyses were performed and identify the scenarios / sequences which were analynd.

RESPONSE 620.12

See the response to Question 620.11. As part of ABWR design implementation, documented in Section
18.5 of the ABWR St ndard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR), task analyses will be performed on al! integrated
operating procedures and emergency operating procedures. These analyses will envelope both normal and
off. normal events including consideration of the following:

n single equipment fai!ure

tf single operator error
'

loss of electric power
double equipment failures
double operator error
combination of equipment failure and operator error

QUESTION 620.13

Very detailed procedures for function and task analyses were developed by the ABWR team (ref. PPE
ITEM NO. 5.1.3). However, the task analysis report provided for the Nuclear Boiler System (ref. PPE Item
No. 3.9B, Rev. 0,9/22/89) supplied considerably 1:ss detail than that specified in the procedure. The analysis
report specifies that it was conducted in accordance with a list of reference documents: but this list does not
include the procedures document. While the report does identify monitoring and control requirements and
makes recommendations for automation,it does not provide timelines or workload estimates needed from the
task analysis for other design and analysis activities, such as the HRA. Discuss why the detailed task analysis
procedure was not followed and the consequences of this decision.

RESPONSE 620.13

Response to this question is reovida under separate cover (Proprietary).

QUESTION 620.14

Discuss the technical basis for single-operator operations with regard to the requirements of 10 CFR
50.54(m), and the following issues:

OO
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(a) The control room technology dntlopments which would enable this approach;

(b) The analyses that will be performed to usure that safety will not be compromised.

RESPONSE 620.14

The ABWR Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR) defines the operating crew for the single unit
ABWR to include four people normally stationed in the main control room. These crew members include one
licensed reactor operator, one licensed senior reactor operator, an assistant shift supenisor and the shift
supenisor. Both the shift supenitor and assistant shift supenisor are liceni.ed senior reactor operators.
Therefore, the ABWR is considered to be in coropliance with the requirements of 10CTR $0.54(m).

In provMing the ABWR with the enhanced man. machine interface capabilitica, which enable normal plant
operations to be conducted by a sicgle operator, the ABWR control room staff has additional flexibility in
performing their functions. WorLing as a team, with the first operator performing the normal plant monitoring
and controlfunctions, the second operator may assist the first eperator, perform broader scope and more
detailed monitoring of the plant systems and equipment status and trends or perform evaluations relative to
plant operation.

Chapter 18 of the SSAR describes the technologies that will be employed in the ABWR control room.
Key design features include: the wide display dnice for overall plant monitorin6; plant. level automation via
application of sequence meter control functions; the compact main control console and operator guidance,
which displays the proper operating sequences on the main control panel CRT screens.

The tests and analyses conducted as part of the ABWR design implementation,(See SSAR Section 18.5)
will assure that safety is not compromised.

QUESTION 620.15

Describe how the plant addresses the single. failure criterion with a single operator.

RESPONSE 620.15

(See response to Question 620.14). The ABWR control room is staffed, for normal operations, with four
people. This level of staffing is similar to previous BWR plants. Although the ABWR provides capability for
operation by a single operator, the function of the entire operating staff remains that of assuring safe and

| stable plant operation. In the event that the sing!c operator, who may have the responsibility for operating the
plant, com: nits an error or for some reason becomes unable to perform his duties, the other three licensed
personnelin the control room, who will be monitoring the plant status and the actions of the operator at the
control cor.wle, will intervene as the situation warrants.

QUESTION 620.16
1

! Which existing BWR is most similar to the ABWR with regard to the role of the operations staff? Discuss
any significant differences that exist between ABWR operations and operations at this most similar existing
BWR.

RESPONSE 620.16

Response to this question is provided under separate cover (Proprietary).

O
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| QUESTION c0.17

Describe the implications for operator selection and training based upon the ABWR's use of increased'

| automation, advanced instrumentation and control and compact workstations.

RESPONSE CO.17

It is anticipated that operator selection,in terms of educational requirements, general intelligence and
temperament, will be relatively unaficeted by the technologies employed in the ABWR control room.
Ahhough it may require more skilled technicians to service and maintain the advanced technology equipment
in the ABWR control room, the user (l. e., operator) laterface features (e.g., touchscreen CRTs) are
comparatively familiar to the general population. Furthermore, the opetitor interface data processing
functions are specifically designed to be simple and straightforward so that the operator can easily comprehend
the status of the plant and the system operation. Therefore, the advanced designs and technologies employed
in the ABWR design are not expected to impose any significant constraints on the selection and training of
operators.

QUEST 10N 620.18

With increases in automation in complex systems which change the operator's role from that of an active
'in the loop * controller to that of a systems monitor, human factors practitioners have frequently identified new
problems, including:

(a) Maintaining an appropriate level of work load;

(b) Maintaining vigilance in system monitoring;

(c) Maintaining adequate awareness of system status so that the operator can intervene and take over system
operation when required;

(d) Maintaining specialized skills.

Discuss how each of the above issues will be addressed.

RESPONSE 620.18

(a) With reference to item (a), regarding maintenance of an appropriate level of work load, please refer to
the response to Question 620.10.

(b) Ahhough the ABWR design does include an expanded scope of automated functions, the operator is still a
necessary element and in the loop of the plant control functions. Even in its most automated mode of
operation, as discussed in Chapter 18 of the ABWR Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR), the ADWR
design requires that the operator remain an active part of the plant monitoring and control function.

Even during automated plant operations, the operator must take action to effect any changes in safety
system status, to operate selected non safety systems which have been purposefully omitted from the scope
of plant automation and to intermittently acknowledge that the automated plant operations may proceed
from one predetermined breakpoint to the next breakpoint in the normal sequence of operations. One of
the objectives of this ADWR plant automation system architecture, which requires continual operator
actions in order to proceed,is that it helps assure that the operator remains attentive in his duties of plant
and system monitoring even when the plant is under the automated mode of operation.

O
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(c) System status ini mation is available to the opeintor on both the main control console displays and on the g
wide display device panels, again, as discuued in Chapter 18 of the SSAR. To further assist in assuring
that the operator can readily determine plant / system status, automated system operation kigic is kept
simple and follows the sair ; oquences as if the operator were performing the operation manually per the
citablished system pr3cr dures. Also, the progress of automated sequences of operation are displayed to
the operator such that the operator may discontinue automated plant operations at anytime and assume
full control under the manual mode of operation.

(d) The maintenance of specialized skills is an area to be considered during the course of the design
implementation through the developnent of the operator training requirements. Options which may be
considered to maintain important specialized stills that are less used with the broad scope application of
plant automation include specific plant simulator seuions or occasional operation of the plant in the full
manual mode for the specific purpose of maintaining the necessary high level of operator skillin such
manual operations.

QUESTION 620.19

While the plant is under automated control and an abnormal condition such as a reactor scram occurs, the
Power Geocration Control System (PGCS) alerts the operator and drops out of autornated mode. Describe
the time period over which this change occurs. Since the PGCS controls many systems, describe the
implications for operator workload at, and subsequent to, the time of the status change.

RESPONSE 620.19

Response to this question is prosided under separate cover (Proprietary).

QUESTION 620.20

The major driving force affecting control room design appears to be the concept of one person operations
during normal conditions. This leads to the requirement to consolidate most of the monitoring and control
capability into a single, relatively compact work station in contrast to the traditiona' analog control boards.
This approach then leads to requirements to minimize dedicated controls and displays (because of limited real
estate at the work station), utilize soft controls (to replace dedicated controls), utilire CRT.like display devices
which only display a limited set of plant data at a time (to replace instrument displays) and to utilire intelligent
operator aids based upon expert systerns, etc. to assist the one operator to accomplish his tasks. While these
technologies may have merits of their own, we are concerned about the appropriateness of this technology as a
design driver for U.S. plants. Please discuss your rationale for this concept.

RESPONSE 620.20

The basic ABWR control room deign goalis to minimize the burden on the operating staff and promote
efficient and correct operator actions. In achiesing that design goal, the ABWR control room design provides
the capability for operation by either a single operator or multiple operators. This flexibility in plant operation
is possible due to implernentation of several key design features: the wide display device for overall plant
monitoring, plant level automation, system level automation via the sequence master control switches, the
compact main control console design and implementation of operator guidance functions which display
appropriate operating sequences on the main control console CRTs. The role of the operator will primarily be
one of monitoring the status of individual systems and the overall plant and the progress of automation
sequences, rather than the traditional role of monitoring and controlling indisidual pieces of system equipment.

O
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The rationale for providing the capability for operations by a single operator during routine plant'

maneuvers is based upon sewral considerations. These are discussed below:>

| (1) Operator Communications Errors: Single. person operation will eliminate errors of communication.
Included in this category of errors are those related to the spoken worp as well as unspoken
communications. In writing about the Three Mile Island (TMI) locident, Sheridan states:

,

' Nuclear plant operators work in teams, based on the premise that two or more heads are better than one.
But there is a great deal of lateraction among team members, some of it subtle and unspoken. Such'

interpersonal communication is little understood but assuredly does affect the reliability of human
performance. For example, operators unintentionally could reinforce one another's misimpressions,
making the team less reliable than a single operator who would be more likely to think a matter through
carefully. This means that human error rates for indkiduals may differ from those for teams.'

'

2
The Rogovin Report indicates that it took some time for the operating crew at TMI Unit 2 to become
organized to the extent that they were stationed at strategic places.

(2) Operator Work Load: Results of operator work load analyses performed as part of the ABWR
development program indicate that one person operation of the plant during normal plant operations is
not only feasible but may be preferable to two person operation. This is true because the high degree of,

plant automation which is available during normal plant operations reduces the operator work load to a
level casily sustained by a single operator but one which may provide a iower levei of silmutui if divided
between two operators. The charseteristic of a very low task load, or stress level,is that there is not
enough stimulation to maintain the person at an alert level: his state of arousalis below normal. The
subject of appropriate operator work load was discussed in the responses to Questions 620.10 and 620.18.

(3) Coordination of Operator Activities: With one operator performing all of the actions, the necessity of

O coordinating the activities of two or more operators is climinated. This is closely related to the
communications problem discussed above.

(4) Availability of Assistance: The ABWR control room staffing level conforms to the requirements of 10
CFR $0.54(m), as discussed in the response to Question 620.14. This means that there are always at least
two licensed reactor operators in the control room in addition to the crew member who is actually
operating the plant. Such ready availability of assistance significantly reduces the risk that might normally
be considered to be inherent in one man operation.

(1) Sheridan, T, B., * Human Error in Nuclear Power Plants *, Tech R.. February,1980,23 33.

(2) Rogovin, M, and O. E. Frampton, Jr.,(eds), Three Mile Island. A Renort to the Commissioners
and to the Public. Vol 1. SpecialInquiry Group, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC, January,1980.

QUEST)ON 620.21

One of the main features of the control room is the use of a computer 4ased work station in place of the
traditional control boards with dedicated controls and displays. With such an approach, the methods by which
information is displayed to the operator via CRTs and other display devices is of criticalimportance, indeed,
the display of information and the methods by which the operator interacts with that information are arguably
the most important aspects of the control room design. Yet, most of the information presented by GE thus far
concerning control room and work station design has emphasired the hardware, ergonomics and
anthropometries of the design. Little information has been made available on the display design and
human. software interface. Much more information is needed in order to evaluate the adequacy of the control
room to support the operator's tasks. Please describe the approach that you will use to determine the

O. following:'
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(a) The planning and control of the interaction between the operator and sptem information;

(b) The design basis for the interface (e g., command language or direct manipulation);

(c) Planning and design of high level data integration;

(d) Operator access to information and the parameters that will te optimited in the design of the interface
(e g., speed of data access);

(c) Any data that will not be accessible to operators;

(f) Display techniques for various types of data; and

(g) Coding methods to be used.

RESPOldiE 620.21

The operator interface sptem design requirements are discussed in Chapter 18. Included in this
discussion is a description of the methods of presentation of system and plant summary information to the
operator (s). The user software interface desices used in the control room are touch screen CRTS, flat panel
display desicca and the wide screen. The requirements for each of these interface desices are described in the
55AR. The design basis for the user software interface is diiect manipulation; there are no Leyboards on the
main console.

High level data integration is discussed as a part of the description of the wide display desice, which has
both software and hardware display modes.

The information needed by the operators is determined by task analyses of the system operating
procedures, Integrated Operating Procedures and Emergency Operating Procedures. This information will be
c de sallable to the operators in the most appropriate manner, as defined during the equipment
proewement and detailed design implementation.

Display techniques and coding methods that comply with accepted human factors engineering guidelines
(c. g., NUREG-0700, ESD TR 83122, EPRI NP.3701) will be assured through the conduct of appropriate
operations analpes as part of the design implementation tests and evaluation.

QUESTION 620.22

Describe how the requirements for:(1)information/ data display and (2) methods by which the operator
willinteract with the system will be reflected in hardware design requirements. It appeared from the material
presented by GE on March 6 7,1990, that hardxare requirements were preceding these issues.

RI3PONSE 620.22

Th requirements for information/ data display and the methods by which the operator interacts with the
system are reflected both spatially and functionally by the haidware design requirements.

The spatial configuration of the main control room panels is a logical consequence of the following
requirements:

(a) Information/ Data Display Requirements

plant summary information to be displayed so as to be visible to entire control room-
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((") safety and NSSS.related information to be shown on left side of display panels.

v
BOP related information to be shown on right side of display panels.

computer independent displays available for safety and some Ley non safety systems.

complete interchangeability required for computer-drhtn dispisy devices.

(b) Operator / System Method lateraction Requirements

interaction method to require minimal space-

interaction tnethod to require minimal time.

spatial dedication to be included for ley functions-

For a complete description of the relationship of the hardware design to the underlying user / system
requirements, refer to Section 18.4.

Ql'ESTION 620.23

With reprd to the desip of the control room:

(a) Was a human factors design guideline developed speelfically for the design of the human
software /informa; ion interface, as discussed in Question 6:'0.21, above?

(b) Was a human factors desip guideline developed specifically for the ABWR to assist in control of theb interface design , or were the ABWR buman factors design guidelines derived from human factors design
guidelines available in the literatare? If neither, how were the ABWR guidelines developed? If existing
guidelines were used, please identify them and provide the audit trail.

(c) llow were guidelines developed for those interface characteristics for which there appear to be no existing
guidelines in the literature?

RESPONSE 620.23

(a, b) The ABWR human software /information interface desip is an extrapolation from previous U.S. and
Japanese BWR designs. Existing guidelines contained in Reference 1 have been used, as appropriate.
Because of the limitations of Reference 1, guidance has also been obtained from References 2 and 3.
In the case of the SPDS function, the requirements of NUREG 0737, Supplement 1, have been made a
part of the system desip basis.

(c) As discussed in the response to Question 620.28, the desip of the touch.sercen user interface is based
upon a broad base of experience. In addition, evaluations of prototype main control panels have been
carried out with experienced BWR operators and utilizing r.imulator generated scenarios. Data from
these evaluations,in the form of videotapes of operator actions and dialogue and operator comments
obtained in de brief'mg sessions, were analyzed and used to formulate desip guidelines.

References:

(1) NUREG 0700, *Guldelines For Control Room Desip Reviews", NRC, September,1981

(O'd
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(2) EPRI NP 3701,' Computer Generattd Display System Guidelines', ORNL, September,1934

(3) ESD TR 83122,' Design Guidelines For The User Interface To Computer Based Information Systems',
Mitre Corporation, March,1983

QL'ESTlON 620.24

A significant feature of the ABWR control room design is the use of advanced and intelligent operator
sids based upon expert systems and other Al technologies. With respect to these operator sids, please
describe the following:

(a) The extent of the dependence on intelligent operator aids that is necessary to achieve the single operator
design goal;

(b) The specific operator aids that are plarmed and the tuhnology on which they are based;

(c) The methods of knowledge engineering that will be used and the steps that will be taken to assure that all
appropriate knowledge will be it corporated into the database;

(d) The approach to be taken to develop operator confidence in the systerns to assure that they will be
eppropriately utilized;,

(c) The approach to be teken to minimize undue rebance on and blind acceptance of these systems;

(f) The methods to be used for the verification and validation of the performance ofintelligent operator aids.

RESPONSE 620 24

The use of expert systems and artificialintelligent technologies is not a significant feature of the ABWR
control room design.

(a) The ABWR hasincorporated features which minimite the burden on the operating staff and promote
efficient and correct operator actions. Such features enhance the operability irrespective of whether
operations are by a single operator or multiple operators. As discussed in Subscetion 1K4.4, the ABWR
user interface design includes extensive plant automation functions.

(b) Other functions may include system / equipment monitoring and maintenance support. Detaik regarding
the implementation of such functions will be determined as part of the design implementation and
procurement activities.

(c) There are no knowledge based features in th? ABWR operator interface.

(d) Operator confidence in the ABWR plant automation system is bolstered by the following fise design
features:

4

(1) The extent of automation implemented in the ABWR has been carefully selected to ensure that the
primary control of plant operations remains with the operators.

(2) The basic architecture and scope of automated functions performed by the ABWR Power
Generation Control System (PGC5)is based upon the proven plant level automation design that
has been part of the TEPCo standard BWR control room design on all units which base begun
commercial operations since 1985.

O
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(3) The PGCS can never directly control the status of any safety system.

'

(4) The operator can completely stop an automatic operation at any time by simply selecting the
manual operation mode.

;

i (5) The operators remain fully cognizant of the plant operational status and can intervene in the
; operation at any time,if neccuary.

>.

(c) Utdue rel!ance and/or blind acceptance of the plant automation h avoided by allowing the operator to'

maintain close control of plant level automated functions. This close controlis accomplished by the
,

'.

incorporation of break point controllogic into the design At regular intervah within each automatedt

) sequence of operation, break points are established which stop the progression of the operation. When
'

each break point is reached, the operator is required to preside permlulon to proceed to the next break
point by activating the appropriate break point control pushbutton on the automation operator interface
on the main control console. This break point controllogic assures that the operator remains fully
cogrdzant of the plant status and retains :lirect control of the progreulon of an automated operation, in
addition, controh are provided which enable the operator to activate a ' hold"in the automation sequence<

at any time.

(f) The validation of the performance of intelligent operator aids will be accomplished as part of the detailed
design implementation by validation testing with the reactor operators participating in a simulated control
room environment, in this way, feedback from experienced control room crew members will be obtained
and used to evaluate the effectivenen of the detailed implementation of the operator aids.

QUESTION 620.25

The workstation will have a few dedicated controls and displays (C/Ds). Describe the rationale andO analyses being used to determine whkh C/Ds will be dedicated and which will be 'sofL*,

! RESPONSE 620.25
-

2

Response to this question is provided under separate cover (proprietary).

QUESTION 620.26

Computer based work stations can often present data interface management problems to the operator
(such as the operator spending too much time managing data windows rather than monitoring plant
information) which reflect a shift from task related workload to interface management workload. Describe
how the design of the work station controls and displays will minimire the workload associated with the
operator's management of the interface. Discuss any assistance that the operator will have in calling up the
appropriate displays sia automatic display ' triggers' or an expert system.

RESPONSE 620.26

The ABWR data interface is a touch screen which is characterized by its speed and simplicity of operation.
Both flat panel displays and CRTs are equipped with the touch screens, The basic concepts of the CRT display
format system are described in Subsection 18.4.2.2.

,

As discussed in the responses to Questions 620.23 and 620.28, a significant base of experience with touch
screens has been accumulated both in this country and in Japan. Advantage has been taken of this experience

1

i along with the results of development testing done specifically for the ABWR. In addition, extensive prototype
testing with BWR operators was done to validate the interface design.

: O
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Comprehensive operations analpes will be performed as a part of the equipment procurement to assure
that no significant data interface management problem eaists in the particular hardware implemes.tation
selected.

QUESTION 620.27

It appears that alarm information is being presented in three separate locations: on the large display
screen, on dedicated alarms and on CRTs. With respect to annunciator warning sptems data, please discuss:

(a) llow allocation of alarm information to the alw.we locations is determined and which alarms are located
where;

(b) How the CRT. based alarms will be presented;

(c) llow alarm information will be prioritized;

(d) Whether alarm filtering will be used and,if so,(1) by what aethods, and (2) whether operators will have
access to filtered.out alarm data.

RESPONSE 620.27

The requirements for the alarm system are described in Subsection 18.4.5 This section contains
discussions of alatm classification, alarm suppression and implementation of alarms in both hardware and
software.

QUESTION 620.28

Describe any trade studies and/or investigations which have been performed to support the selection of
the approaches to display and control being planned for the control room, including, for example, the use of
touch panel control for specific functions.

RESPONSE 620.28

Response to this question is provided under separate cover (Proprietary).

QUESTION 620.29

Describe how data protection and security will be assured

RESPONSE 620.29

Response to this question is provided under separate cover (Proprietary).

QUESTION 620.30

The control room will base only a single command workstation. Discuss why there is no back.up as
recommended in the EpR1 ALWR Chapter 10 requirements docv ment in addition, please discuss the
following:

(a) Anyloss of monitoring and control functions that have been analynd, and their initiating events;

(b) Whether any single event could cause the loss of a major portion of the workstation and/or the loss of
monitoring and control functions;

Ame ndment 16 20 1 351 13
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! (c) The effects of the loss of one or two CRTs at the workstation including whether this could require too
much information to be displayed at the remainlag dhplay devices;

(d) Whether awkward control /dhplay relatkmsh'ps and awkward operations could result from the lou of any
small section of the workstation.

RESPONSE C030

The EPRI ALWR Chapter 10 requirements speelfy triply redundant, compact operator work stations.
The design basis for this approach is the postulated loss of a work station due to equipment failure or
maintenance. In the event of a lou of one work station, the operator can mcnt to the backup work station and
continue operation.

,

The ABWR control room design provides multiple levels of control and display redundancy within an
integrated main control console. This design, coupled with the redundancy and diversity of the plant

'

instrumentation and control architecture, ensures a high availability of controls and displays. No single
component failure or maintenance activity can result in a loss of control or dhplay capability which will

| adversely affect plant operations. Thus, the availability of the ABWR design h at least equal to the availability
of the design endorsed by the EPRI ALWR requirements.

Figure 18C.71,in the ABWR Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR), deplets an overall hardware
configuration for the operator interface system in the main control room. For the safety systems, divhional
system controllers communicate with the main control console and the wide screen display device. System j
controlis organized in an hierarchy consisting of the system's automatie initiation logie with dedicated ,

hardware switches for backup system initiation on the main control console, the system master sequential 1

switches for control of different modes of a system, and control of individual equipment on the Hat display |

panels. Dhplay redundancy is provided by the dedicated large dhplay panel (fixed mimic) which is safety

O
,

qualified, the touch. screen Ost display pancis for each divhion and a CRT for safety system monitoring. 1

Furthermore, the overall plant safety is provided by four separate dhisions of essential systems. An entire
dhision of equipment can be taken out of service for maintenance without compromising the capability of the
other systems to respond when required in the remote possibility of failure of all four divisions of safety
control equipment at the main control console, the plant can be shutdown at the remote shutdown system
panel. The remote shutdown system utilizes conventional, hardwired, analog instrumentation and control to
provide complete diversity from the advanced microproccuor control systems available in the main control-

room.
.

For the non safety systems, the hierarchy of control structure is similar to that of the safety systems. The
systems operate normally according to their designed automatic functions. System mode control is provided by
the master sequential switches. Indhidual control of system equipment h possible on the touch. control CRTs
and the non. safety Dat display panels. Systen display capability is provided on these CRTs (which have a
control mode and a monitoring mode), Dat display panels, and on the large variable display panel. The plant
proccu computer drives all the CRTs and the variable display panel. The norma! method of plant control such
as startup and shutdown is provided by an automation mode of plant process computer. The operator
interfaces with the plant automation system through dedicated master sequential switches. When operating in
the semi. automatic mode, the master sequential switches are used. The touch. control CRTs are utilized only
when control of indhidual equipment is required. Flat panels driven separately from the proccu computer
provide backup control and display capability for the non. safety systems in the unlikely event of failure of the
entire process computer system. The proccu computer system itself has redundant processors so that a single
processor failure will not result in loss of all CRTs and the variable display, in case of indhidual CRT failure,
other adjacent CRTs can be used because any display can be accessed on any CRT. Awkward control / display
relationships and awkward operations are avoided because of the touch control capability on the CRTs and the
flat panels in addition, any CRT display can be displayed on the large va*iable display panel.

LO
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in summary, the integrated main control console and large display panel are not one system driven by one
systern controller. Any single failure will not result in loss of all functions of the main control console nor the
wide screen display panels. Control and monitoring redundancies are presided for both the safety systems and
the t on safety systems at the main control console. The fised mimic for the safet) system and the sariable
display panel for the non safety sptems provide additional plant monitoring capabibty which compliments
those prmided by the CRTs and flat panels at the main control console Control redundancies are prmided by
the master sequential hardware switches for system rnode control, touch control capability on the CRTs, and
touch control capability on the flat panels. Furthermore, plant shutdown capability is provided by the remote
shutdown system outside of the main control room. Therefore, a redundant control console for the ABWR is
not appropriate nor required.

QUESTION 62031

Since there is only one worbstation, and it is typically ruanned by a single operator, describe any analpis
that have been performed to assure that the workstation can appropriately accommodate twoterson
operations during accident scenarios. Please include the following in the discuss.on:

(a) }iew the responsibilities and tashs are laid out to assure well coordinated twoterson operations;

(b) Any function or task analyses that have been performed to assure that the two operators will not base
unintended and unwanted interactions;

(c) }{ow emergency operating procedures (EOPs) will account for one and two-person operations.

RESPONSE 62031

The ABWR has only a single control console. }{oweser,this console is configured such that it will support
operation by either one or two operators. The validation tests referred to in the response to Question 620.28
included tests to demonstrate the capability of the workstation to accommodate two operators. During these
tests,it was demonstrated that two operators are able to work together in a well coordinated team eIfort.

During two person operations, the operators are normally assigned one to the NSSS and plant summary
controls and displays and the other to the balance of plant controls and displap. Some ficubihty in these
assignments will, of course, be designed into the operating procedures. With this basic disision of
responsibility between the two operators, the interactions of functions are generally minimited. In the
implementation of the ABWR design, function and task analyses for both one and twoterson operation will be
developed as part of the design implementation tests and evaluations to be performed, as discus',ed in Section
18.5 of the ABWR Standard Safety Analpis Report (SSAR).

The plant Emergency Operating Procedures will also be developed as part of the ABWR design
implementation. Similarly, design implementation tests and esaluations to be performed, as discussed in
Section 18.5 of the SSAR, will establish the necessary procedures to be implemented dependir; upon the
particular number of operators stationed at the control console (if relevant).

QUESTION 620M

Although an advanced computer ba',ed control rcom is planned, the design of the remote 51.utdown panels
will be based upon cornentional hardware (c. g., hard control devices, analog indicators, etc.). Based upon the
March 6 7,1WO presentation by G. E., it appears that this disersity was a design goal. Discuss the technical
basis for this approach, including the human factors implications such as:

O
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q (a) Likely confalon due to the differences between operations in the control rcom and at the RSP;

(G \
(b) Increased training burden and operator butden associated with the need to learn two different systems, i

one of which will be used constantly and the other very infrequently,if ever. )

RESPONSE 62032 )
The ABWR Remote Shutdown System (RSS) ernploys conventional, hardwired, analog ruonitoring,

control and logic devices to matntain complete diversity from the main control room. In addition to providing ,

an alternate shutdown station in the event of a control room evacuation, the diversity provided by the RSS
,

protects against the improbable event of a common mode hardware or software failure in the plant
instrumentation and control systems.

|

This difference between the RSS and control rcom rnan machine interface (hthfi) designs is typical of all
BWRs. Even if control and display devices were incorporated into the RSS which were similar to those used in
the main control room, the overall hihil design would be quite different because of the limited scope of
operations performed at the RSS pancis.

Operation of the RSS will be confirmed u a part of the plant Power Ascension Test Program. This
testing willinclude a review of the human factors aspects of the RSS design. During plant operation,
appropriate training and periodic drills will maintain the operators' proficiency in RSS operation. This training

,

would be required regardless of the type of display and control devices employed in the RSS design.
'

Furthermore, since the RSS operations are relatively simple, this training should not be an undue butden on
the operator.

QUEST 10N 62033

Describe the design of the other local control panels, given the dual apptc#n discus',cd above.

RESPONSE 620J3

The primary user of other local equipment control panels will be the plant equinment operations and
maintenance staff and not the control room operations staff. The man machine interface design of these other
local equipment control panels will be defined as part of the ADWR design implementation equipment
procurement activities. Depending upcm such factors as the user interface needs and equipment requirements,
these local control panels may contain a mixture of software driven and conventional displays and controls.

QUESTION 62034

Discuss the technical basis for the design of local valve operations, including the determination of local vs.
control room position indications.

RESPONSE 62034

The ABWR design philosophy regarding local valve operations is similar to previous DWR designs.
Operated valves will be provided with local position indication and parallel control room position indications
will be provided, as determined to be appropriate, base d upon operator interface task analyses.

QUEST 10N 620J5

Discuss how ThtC operations are changed in the design of the ABWR when compared with a standard
DWR.

O
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RESPONSE 62035

The ABWR has extensively incorporated the use of advanced digital electronics in the design of the plants
instrumentation and controls, as described in Chapter 7 of the ABWR Standard Safety Analpis Report
($$ AR). With the use of such adsanced digital equipment, standard test, maintenance and calibration
operations are significantly enhanced Automated equipment calibration, Actf test and diagnostic functions can
be perfortned very quichly and at great precidon. Equipment maintenance and repair methities are made easy
through the use of the built in equipment dispuottic function and use of field replaceable electronics based
modules which can be simply slipped in and out of the equiprnent chanis.

QL'EST1ON 62036

Discuu the criteria used to determine which inctumentation will be manually calibrated.

RESPONSE 62036

As discussed in the response to Question 62035, the ABWR has extensively incorporated advanced digital
technologies. One of the benefits of utilizing this advanced digital design is that many calibration functions can
now be automated. The ABWR design philosophy is to apply automated calibration functions wherever
practicable. No specific criterion has been developed which defines instrumentation that rnust be manually
cahbrated. Examples of instrument calibration functions which are required to be automated in the ABWR
design ine'ude calibration of the in core taal Power Range Monitor and calibration of process sensor data
acquisition and signal conditioning channels.

Examples of instrumentatier. which may need to be manually calibrated include standard procta
instruments such as preuure transducers A complete definition of which calibution functions will be done

, manually and which are automated will be citainable as an output of the ABWR design implementation.

QL'ESTION 62037

Discuss the criteria used lor the selection of computerized test operations.

RESPONSE 62037

Referring to the responses to Questions 62035 and 62036, anot 'the significant benefits of advanced
digital technologies is that suncillance and diagnostic tests can bc ..omated. Again, the ABWR design
philosophy is to apply automated test functions to the maximum extent practicable. The decision to

,

incorporate automated self. test functions is made on a case by. case basis and no generic criterion is applied
Chapter 7 of the ABWR Standard Safety Analpis Report (SSAR) contains a discussion of the particular
automated self. test functions which have been incorporateo in the ABWR design ( c. g., See Section 7.1.216
of the SSAR for discussion of Protection System testing, including automated self test functions) In general,
sptems which perform functionallogic by means of programmed digitallogie (i.e.; microprocessors) will
inherently contain self test functions.

Other automated self test functions (i.e., at the lesel of equipment specific desigt, detail) will be
considered as part of the ABWR design implementation-

Ql'ESTION 621.1

Identify who performed the ABWR llRA (GE and/or other contractors), and describe the expertise that
was included in the lira team

O
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RESi ONSE Mt.1

ABWR human reliability analyses were performed by GE personnel. The GE reliability engineering staff
has extensin and diverse experience gained through the performance of many significant PRA/PSA propams.
These have included three major PRAs that have received regulatory agency renew and approval; BWR/6
GESMR ft, Limerick, and Alto Lario Performance of human error analyses was an integral part of each of
these actidties.

An important outcorne of these efforts and accumulated experience is the recognition that basic
knowledge of BWR plant design, plant procedures, and accident analysis is a key factor in realistically
addressing human reliability analysis.

This GE overall BWR knowledge base and direct access to ABWR design enginects and design
documentation,in combination with prior BWR human reliability experier.ce, provided the basis for the
reliability engineering staff to realistically addreas human reliability factors in the ABWR PRA analr.

QUESTION 621.2

Describe the material and/or analysis that were available and used to support the IIRA,

(a) Detailed function and task analysis (utilizing the AllWR staffing goals and stafling philoso; k.

(b) Procedures ,r procedure guidelines (draft or pieliminary, etc.);

(c) Control room design;

(d) Work station design;

(c) Display design; and

(f) Any other.

Discuss the depec of completeness of each of the materials used in terms of the AllWR design to support
the llRA,

RESPONSE Cl.2

Results of previous llRAs, which are based upon conventional BWR man machine interface designs, were
used to provide the human reliability assumptions needed for the ABWR Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA).
The previous llRA results are considered to be conservative for the ABWR because of the significant
irnprevements in the ABWR man machine interface design relative to the earlier designs.

Also, as stated in Subsection 18.5.3.1, the human errcr probability (HEP) values assumed for the AllWR
PRA are to be validated by an independent IIRA judgement team as part of the a:ceptance criteria for the
ABWR main control room detailed design implementation.

QUESTION 621.3

As per Chapter 19 of the SSAR, the HRA methods and procedures identified as used in performance of
the ABWR IIRA were THERP (Technique for Human Error Rate Predictions, NUREG/CR 1278) and
SilARP (Systematic Human Action Reliability Procedure . EPRI NP 3583). Identify which HEPs were
derived by each HRA method, and describe any other methods that were used to support these approaches.
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RESPONSE 621.3

Response to this question is covered unedt separate cover (Proprietary).

QL'ESTION 621.4

Por those lfErs where TlIERP was used, describe how the Swain and Guttmann llandbook was actua y

applied in the fotiowing areas:

(a) %kther the full analysis methodology was followed;

(b) llow base case llEPs were derived;

(c) The data whkh were used as the source of base case values; !

(d) The performance shaping factors that were applied.

RESPONSE 621st

Application of the Swain and Guttmann llandbook in developing flEPs for the GESSAR ll PRA is
discussed in Appendix A.$ (liuman Error Prediction) to Appendix 1$D.3 (BWR/6 Standard Plant
Probabilistic Risk Assessment) of the 23B Nuclear Island General Electric Standard Safety Analysis Report.

As dir. cussed there, calibration of sensors was the only human activity for which the full analys,.
rnethodology was followed, and explicit consideration of performance shaping factors was limited to
consideration of stress levels and interdependence of tasks. Base case llEPs as well as performance shaping
factors were taken from Chapter 20 of NUREG/CR.1278. For erttemely high stress conditions,the large
LOCA curve (Pig.17 2) of Swain and Guttmann was applied.

QlfESTION 621.5

Chapter 19 (p.19.31) states that the llEps *were taken predominately from the GESSAR 11 PRA* and
that *most of these values were derived frorn the Swain and Guttmann llandbook ofIluman Reliability" which
as referenced was published in 1983. Ilowever, the GESSAR 11 PRA was published in 1982, one year prior to
the publication of NUREG/CR 1278. In light of this, please identify the version of the Swain and Guttmann
llandbook of Iluman Reliability (NUREG/CR 1278) that was used.

ELSPONSE 621.5

The 1980 draft report version of the Swain and Guttmann llandbook of }{uman Reliability Analysis with
Emphasis on Nuclear Power Applications, NUREG/CR 1278, was used in the performance of the GESSAR 11
PRA. The 1983 NUREG/CR 1278 final report was inadvertently identified in Chapter 19 as a basis for
GESSAR 11 llEPs.

QUESTION 621.6

For those IIEPs for which SHARP was used, please provide the documentation called for in the
procedure, or,if this approach was not used, please describe how S}IARP was actually applied.

RESPONSE 621.6

Response to this question is covered under separate cover (Proprietary)

O
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QL'ESTION 621,7

Chapter 19 states that 'more recent studies suggest that these values may be sornemhat conservative'
(p.19.31). Discuss those studies that are used to support this statemsnt, and describe how they apply to
ABWR operations.

RESPONSE 621,7

Response to this question is covered under separate cover (Proprietary).

QUESTION (21 A

As indicated above, Chapter 19 (p.19.11) states that the ABWR IIEPs were predominantly taken from
the GESSAR 11 PRA for which they were collected from various other sources and modified, as apptopriate,
for the GESSAR application * and that their ' application in the ABWR PRA is judged to be acteptable* With
rer,pect to this statement, please discuss the following:

(a) The other sources and methods that were used to derive those llEPs. (Reference is made to 'the EPRI
time. reliability correlation * on p.191.41. does this refer to the iluman Cognitive Reliability (IICR)
study?);

(b) If the llCR study was used in support of the llRA, please provide a report of the study to support the
evaluation;

RESPONSE 621J

(a) The sources and methods used to derive the llEPs for the internal analysis are discussed in the response

C) to Question 621.11. The sources and methods used to derive the liFPs for the seismic analysis are risen
V in the table in response to Question 621.3.

The reference to the time reliability correlation on page 191.41 of the PRA reiers to the time reliability
curve on paFe F49 of SilARP.

(b) The time reliability correlation on page 3 49 of SHARP was taken from NUREG/CR 3010,' Post Event
lluman Decision Errors: Operator Action Tree / Time Reliability Correlation *, Brookhann National
Laboratory, November,1982.

(c) The only modification to 11EPs from previous PRAs identified in the GESSAR 11 PRA is the
miscalibration of sensors, identified in WASil 1400 and the Limerick PRA analyses as a likely source of
common mode failure. Development of this human error probability is discussed in Section 19D 7.

(d) Two types of human errors were considered and incorporated in the GESSAR !! PRA: 1) those resulting
from operator failure to act as directed by normal or emergency procedures, and 2) those leading to
failure vue to component miscalibration or non restoration of equipment following testing.

The incorporation of these actions in the GESSAR 11 fault and event trees was relative!; simple and
straightforward, representing with the exception ofinstrument miscalibration, single overt actions required
to restore, initiate, or inhibit system functions.

Due to the similarities between BWR/6 and ABWR systems and their functions, as well as comparable
manual requirements for instrument calibration, equipment testing. and the initiation or inhibition of
emergency systems and equipment, their application in the ABWR PRA was judged to be acceptable,

a
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(c) The ABWR control room is diffeient from that of previous BWR plant designs, ilumen engineering
deficiencies which existed in the older desips have been eliminated from the ABWR, Also, because of
the higher degree of automation and the operator aids used in the ABWR, operator burden is teduced
compared to presious control room desips. All of this means that the frequency of operator errors will
be reduced in the ABWR control room relative to previous desips.

These considerations are the basis for our high confidence that the llEP values derived from GESSAR 11
can be conservatively applied to the ABWR,

QUESTION 621.9

Describe how you accounted,in the llRA, for the use of new, advanced technology in the control room
and for the differences in the operator's role in the ABWR vs. a standard control room. That is, how is the
operator's role change (due to the introduction of compact work stations and advanced I & C with primary
reliance on human. computer interface technology) accounted for in the analysis,with reptd to the following:

(a) The appropriateness of the use of numbers from NUREG/CR.12hl for use in the ABWR;

(b) The manner in which IIRA subjective judgement was used given the advanced (and different) nature of
the control room:

(c) The methods and the experts that were availabic to modify llEPs for ABWR operations;

(d) Any desip features of the ABWR that were used as a basis to lower llEPs which had been obtained from
an earlier PRA and, if so used, a discussion of which errors were involvtd and what technology was
assumed to enhance operator performance.

RESPONSC 621.9

Tor (a),(c) and (d), please refer to the response to Question 621.2. For (b), please refer to the response
to Ovestion 621.8, Part (c).

QUEST)ON 621.10

The introduction of new advanced technology has frequently been associated with the emergence of new
human errors. Describe how the ABWR HRA has specifically analyzed the advanced control room, changes in
staffing philosophy, etc., to identify potential'new" errors introduced by differences between the ABWR and
previous product desips, and which human errors were included in this catepry. If this has not been donc,
please discuss your intentions in thi, regard.

RESPONSE 621.10

The validation of the human error probability valuet assumed for the ABWR PRA willinclude an analysis
of potential *new" operator errors. This validation is <clerred to in the response to Question 621.2 and the
analysis of *new' errors is specified in Subsection 18.5.3.2.

QUESTION 621.11

In summary, given that a variety of source documents were used, please provide an audit trail for each,
describing:

a. The task analysis used;

9
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b. The FRA which was originally used to proside an HEP;

O.

c. The method that was use to derive the HEP;

d. How the HEP was modified for use in subsequent PRAs (such as from Limerick to GESSAR to f
ABWR), and how design, procedures and operations differences were acccunted for;

c. For which HEPS screening values were used;
4

f. Which HEPs wrc specifically modified for the AB%%.
"

Please preside the HRA documentation to support the resiew,

+
RESPONSE 621.11

i Response to this question is emered under separate cover (Proprietary). i

O
;

n

.

1
-
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20.3.14 Response to Fourteenth RAI Reference 14-
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[ 20.3.15 Response to Fifteenth RAl. Reference 15
1 i

] QUESTION 00.177 |
'

ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.1.1.1, Nucleat boirs states that since no credit is taken for neutron leakage,
the value for effecthe multiplication factors are tcally Winite neutron multiplication factors. ABWR $$AR
Section 9.1.1.3.1, Criticality Control, states that k for hgh normal and abnormal storage conditions will te
less than or equal to .95. However, the same sectioNtates that ik new fuel storage area wi!! accommodate fuel

,

with allg < 135 with no safety implications. Reach'e this dherepann (9.1.1)

[ t ESPON'St er.177

The fiel storage rocks are capable of storing fuel which has in b!anite lattice k of 135, calculated in;

the unecetNI d reactor core geometry at 20*C. The storage rack gemetry reduces this,I,gto less than 0.95 in.

the storage raA $ulaction 9.1.13.1 has been changed accordingly.

! QUESTION 42 18

L-- ASWR DAR Rection 9.1.1.1.6, Dynamic Analysis, refers to ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.2.1.6, which does
' not exist. Provi O he req'ts of a dynamic analysis of the new fuel storage system. (9.1.1)

^ONSE 4.4 s8

) Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 9.1.1.1.6.

! QUESTION 00.179
4

O ABWi ''SAR Section 9.1.1.1.7, impact Analysis, also refers to a nonexistent ADWR SSAR Section
(u .2.1.7. Jrovide b. wet analysis for impEt loads up to and including a fuel assembly aw k carrying fixture. ]
(9.1.1) ;

itESPONSE G l')9

Response to(t ,5 questlon is provided in re>ised subsection 0.1.1.1;6. (Note: Subsection 9.1.:. .? has
been deleted).

QUESTION 00.180
'

Prmide details of assumptiors and input parameters used in the criticality analysis for new fuel storage.
include infpmMion such as number of rach, their material (c. g., stainless steel ?), number of fuel assemblies,

; M J1 AAmn.abt. orbing material r.nd its placement, placement of fuel assemblics (center.to center distance
i betwece r m 5 hithin rows), and effect o.f spacing on k in normal dry condition or when completelyg

. flooded with wner, Also, clarify whether f.he spacingis sufficient to ensure a k [n SRP Se, tion 9.1.1. Clarify
of 0.98 o less under optimum'

7
| moderator condition. Goam, setail oplets, spray or fogging) as describe 8

whether the racks are s wigned to , . . :lude inadvertent placement of a fuel assembly in other than prescribed

loutlens. (9.1.1)3

RESPONSE 00.180
,

I r-

| Response to this question is ; osided in tr Asod Subsection 9.1.1.1.1.
,

I A.
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QUESTION 430.181

How is the new fuel protected from internally gencued missiles and the effects of moderate or high
energ,y piping or rotating machinery in the vicinity of the vault n ousing the new fuel storage racks. (9.1.1)

RESPONSE TO 430.181

The new fuel vault is located within the reactor building on the refueling floor ( see Figure 1.212).
There are no high energy or moderate energy pipes or rotating machinery located in the sicinity of the new fuel
vault.

QUESTION 430.182

Provide information on how the design of the new fuel storage facility complies with GDC 61, ' Fuel
,

StoraBe and Handling and Radioacthity Courol.' identify the ventilation system provided to handle possible
release of radioacthity resulting from e;cidental damage to the fuel (note that ABWR SSAR 7.1 does not
describe the radiation monitoring eq6pment for the new fuel storage area as stated in ABWR SSAR Section

9.1.1.2). (9.1.1)

RESPONSE TO 430.1R2

The reactor building MVAC system monitars the building exhausts for rac~acthity. If radioacthity is
encountered, the system is isolaed and the SGTS sysem will start operation. This prevents any possible release
of radioacthity frota any fuel hanJ1ing accident.

QUESTION 430.183

Proside sufficient information 3nd drrnngs to determine that the failure of non seismic systems and

structures in the sicinity of the new fuel storage facility can not cause an unacceptable increase in kdf (9'I'I)

RESPONSE TO 430.183

Tbc new fuel sturage facility is located on the refueling floor of the reactor building (see Figure 1.212).
Tbc reactor building is a Seismic Category I building protecting the new fuel from seismic events and externally
generated missiles. There are no non seismic systems in the vicinity of the new fuel storage faality.

QUESTION 430.184

Demonstrate that the analyted impact of a fuel assembly, including its associated handling tool,
dropped from a height of 6 feet bounds the range of all possible load drops from all possible heights. For
additional gridance on the required bounding analys'.s, see SRP Section 9.1.2, item lli.2.c.(9.1.2)

RESPONSE TO 430.184

As discussed near the end of Subsectiou 9.1.4.3, light loads such as the blade guide, fuel support
casting, coctrol rod or control rod guide tube weigh considerably less than a fuel bundle and are administratively
controlled to climinate the movement of any light load over the fuel pool above the elevation required for fuel
assembly handling. Thus, the kinetic energy of any light lot.d would be less than a fuel bundle and would have
less damage induced.

QUEST)ON 430.185

Provide sufficient information and drawings to determine that the failure of non seismic systems and

structures in the vicinity of the spent fuel storage facility can not cause an unacceptable increase in kdf (9'I'2)

Amendmert 16 20.M53
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RESPONE TO C0.188

. The spent fuel storage pool is located on the refueling floor of the reactor building (see Fi 1.

The reactor building is a Seismic Category I building protecting the spent fuel from seitmic events a '
!geaerated missiles. There are no non.scismic systems in the vicinity of the spent fuel storage pool.

QUESTION 00.186

Prodde drawings and information pertaining to spent fuel transfer canal capability of the fuel transfer
canal or other provisions to prevent a dropped shipping cask from causing an unacceptable loss of pool
water.(9.1.2)

RESPONSE C0.186

The shipping cask is placed in a walled off and drained portion of the spent fuel pool. The drained
volume is flooded, and the Seismic Category I gates removed. The spent fuel is then transferred. This process is
reversed to remove the cask. The ratio of the two volumes is such that failure of the gates will not lower the
water !: vel enough to be unacccptable, luterlocks on the main crane prevent the shipplug cask from being
carried over any other portion of the spent fuel storage pool.

QUESTION 00.187

Clarify whether there is a) an interconnecting fuel transfer canal capable of being isolated from the fuel
pool and adjacent cask loading area, and b) any high.cnergy piping or rotating machinery in the vicinity of the
fuel storage pools, Also, clarify whether the racks are designed to preclude inadwrtent placement of a fuel
assembly in othr than prescribed locations.(9.1.2)

RESPONSE C0.187

(a) As shown in Figure 1.212, the spent fuel pool and adjacent cask loading area are separated by Seismic
Category I gates. These gates isolate the cask loading area from the spent fuel pool.

(b) No high energy or moderate energy piping or rotating machinery are located in the vicinity of the spent
fuel pool or cask loading :rea on the refueling floor.

QUESTION 00.188

l Describe the function of the containment pool mentioned in AllWR SSAR Section 9.1.2.1.5. (9.1.2)

RESPONSE 00.188

_ Subsection 9.1.2.2(3) has been changed to omit mention of a containment pool,4

i
"

QUESTION 00.189

What is the seismic category of the gates in the pools? (9.1.2)

RESPONSE 40.189j

|-

(. The gates between the spent fuel pool and other pools are all Seismic Category 1.

|
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QUESTION 00.190

lastead of referring to a specific GE proprietary report on criticality control for spent fuel storage (see
ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.23.1), proside details of assumptions and input parameters used in the criticality
analysis of the spent fuel storage Also proside the uncertainty value and associated probability and confidence
level for the k value determined by the analysis. loclude information such as number of fuel assemblies
stored in the hl, center to center spacing between fuel assemblies, material of the rects, neutron absorber

used and its placing, and k,gg for the above condition when the storage is fully loaded and flooded with
non borated water. (9.1.2)

RESPONSE C0.190

Response to this question is provided in resised Subsection 9.1.23.1.

QUESTION 00.191

List the specific provisions included in the design of the spent fuel pot.1 to comply with GDC 63,
' Monitoring Fuel and Waste Storage * (e.g., poolliner leakage detection, water leve, monitoring and radiation
monitoring systems). Identify the corrective actions on detection d loss of decy heat remova capability orl

excessive radiation levels. Note that for radiation monitoring systems, additionally referencing ABWR SSAR
Subsections 11.5.2.1.2.1 and 11.5.2.13, if they are applicable,in ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.1.2.4 is rufficient.

(9.1.2)

RESPONSE C0.191

Subsection 9.1.2.4 has been redsed to reference Subsection 9.13 for the description of the pool liner
leakage detection system and water level monitoring system. Subsection 9.1.2.4 has also been revised to refer-
ence Subsections 11.5.2.1.2.1 and 11.5.2.13 for a description of the radiation monitoring systems.

Subsection 9.1.2.4 has been revised to reference Subsection 9.13 for the corrective action for loss of deca >
beat removal capability and Subsections 11.5.2.1.2.1 and 11.5.2.13 for the corrective actions for excessise
radiation levels.

QUESTION 430.192

Provide the results and conclusions of the load drop analysis which considers dropping of one fact
assembly and its associated handling tool from a height at which it is normally handled above the spent fuel
storage racks. ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.1.43 does not discuss compliance with GDCs 61 and 62; therefore,
discuss the abose compliance for the light load handling system. (9.1.4)

RESPONSE TO 430.192

Response to the load drop analysis portion of this question is provided in revised Subsection 9.1.43.
Compliance with GDC 61 and 62 are discussed in Sobsections 3.1.2.6.2.2.1 and 3.1.2.6.2.2.2, respectively.

QUESTION 430.193

A " slack cable" signal (ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.43) is not considered sufficient indication of a fully
seated assembly. Discuss whether positive vertical position indication will also be prosided. (9.1.4)

RESPONSE 430.193

in addition to the slack cable signal, the elevation of the grapple is continuously indicated Also, after the
grapple is disengaged, the position of the upper part of the fud bundle can be observed using television

Amendmerit If, 20 MM i
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QUESTION 430.194

ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.1.4.2.2.1, Reactor Building Crane, indicates that the crane can be used to
mow new feel to the spent fuel pool and is also used to handle the spent fuel cask over the spent fuel pool and
results of a failure modes and effects analysis demonstrating the adeqaacy of controls and interlocks to prevent
compromising criticality or radiological safety. (9.1.4)

RESPONSE 430.194

The reactor bunding crane main book is used to move the spent fuel cask, and the auxiliary book is used
to move new fuel from the new fuel vault to the spent fuel storage poot Interlocks and procedures prevent the
main book of the reactor building crane, while carrying a heavy load, to traverse over the spent fuel pool or the
new fuel storage vault.

As discussed in Section 15B.1, FMEAs are provided for two ABWR systems and one major component
which present a significant change from past ABWR designs, Specifically, FMEAs are included in Appendit
ISB for:

(1) control rod drive systems (with emphasis on the fine motion control rod drive),

(2) essential multiplexing system, and

(3) reactor internal pump.

Regulatory Guide 1.70 requires FMEAs to be performed on selected subsystems of Chapter 6,7 and 9.
However, GE considers that the plant nuclear safety operational analysis (NSOA) of Appendix 15A and the
probabilistic evaluations of Appendix 19D adequately address single failures for those systems and components

- which cre similar to past BWR designs. Since the designs of the ABWR reactor building crane is similar to past
designs, GE believes that it is unnecessary to perform a rWEA on the reactor buPding cranc,

QUESTION 430.195

Clarify whether the system design includes interlocks (1) to ensure correct sequencing of the transfer
operation in the automatic or manual mode, and (2) to prevent the refueling platform and the fuel handling
platform mosing in the transfer area during oxtations of the transfer system so that the transfer system will not
be adversely affected by the presence of either platform. (9.1.4)

RESPONSE 430.195

Interlocks shall be provided to ensure correct sequencing of the transfer operation in th; automatic or
manual mode.

The terminology of the various platforms has been clarified in the response to Question 430.198a.

QUESTION 430.1%

ABWR SSAR Tables 3.21 (page 3.2 28) and 9.12 differ in seismic classification identification for some
fuel senicing equipment. Correct the discrepancy as appropriate.

(9.1.4)

RESPONSE 430.196

O Table 9.12 has been changed to state that the seismic category of the fuel preparation machine is
non seismic to agree with Table 3.21.

Amendment 16 201 1R 2
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QUESTION 00.197

Proside an enlarged legible versiori of ABWR SSAR Figure 9.112,' Plant Refueling and Service
Sequenee', (9.1.4)

RESPONSE C0197

Figure 9.1 12 has been enlarged.

QUESTION 00.198
.

ABWR SSAR Section 9.1.4 is confusing on the following details- (9.1.4)

(a) ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.1.4.23.7 and 9.1.4.2.3.8 refer to a fuel handling platform; but it is not
described anywhere under that caption. It is not clear what constitutes the fuel handling platform and
whether it is distinct from the refueling platform.

(b) ABWR SSAR Table 9.110 refers to three sir gle failure proof cranes: the reactor building crane,
refueling bridge crane and fuel handling jib crane. ABWR SSAR Subsections 9.1.4.2.7.1 and 9.1.43 refer
to the automatic refueling machine (a gantry crane) and the spent fuel handling crane. it is not clear
which of the above descriptors mean the same load handling desice.

(c) Different subsections in ABWR Section 9.1.4 refer to the fuel storage pool, reactor building fuel storage
pool, fuel pool and spent fuel pool. It is not clear whethe all the above descriptors mean the spent fuel
pool. Provide clarification on all the above. Also, provide layout drawings for all the storage pools,
including the upper pool and the transfer canal.

RESPONSE 00.198

(a) The following terminology vdll now be used in the AB%R SSAR:

The refueline clatform is mobile and moves between the reactor well pool and the spent fuel pool.

The auxilbrv obtform is stationary and located at the reactor vessel flange.

The under vessel elatform is located under the reactor vessel and can be rotated.

(b) Table 9.110 and Subsection 9.1.4 have been changed to use the following terrninology for the
single failure proof cranes.

(1) reactor building crane

(2) refueling platform crane

The jib crane has been deleted because its function will be performed by an auxiliary hoist on the reactor
building crane.

(c) Subsection 9.1.4 has been chamd * only the term spent fuel pool when referring to the pool where
spent fuelis stored. The rela % .., octween the various pools is shown in Figures 1.2 2 and 1.211. The
transfer canal is that part of the spent fuel pool at an elevation of T. hl. S. L 23700 between the reactor
well pool and the deeper part where the spent fuelis stored.

O
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QUESTION 430.199

Include the single. failure. proof characteristics of all cranes used in light load handling ( note that ABWR
SSAR Subsection 9.1.4.1 mentions only hoists on the refueling platform). (9.1.4)

RESPONSE 430.199

Only hoists are required on the ABWR for light load handling.

QUESTION 430.200

ABWR SSAR Subsection 7.6.1 does not provide an evaluation of the radiation monitoring equipment for
the refueling and service equipment as stated in ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.1.4.5.4. Provide the above
information. Ifit is covered by some other radiation gnonitoring systems (c. g., area radiation monitoring system
and/or process and effluent rnonitoring system or both), include reference to those systems and the applicable
SSAR Sections in SSAR subsection 9.1.4.5.4. (9.1.4)

RESPONSE 430.200

Subsection 9.1.4.5.4 has been changed to identify the radiation monitoring equipment and reference
where it is described.

QUESTION 430.201

The interface criteria of ABWR SSAR Section 9.2.15 does not include the required interface criteria for
the design of the potable and sanitary water system. To meet the requirements of GDC 60, the design of this

O system should not allow for interconnections between the potable and sanitary water system and systems havir.g
the potential for containing radioactive materials. Protection should be provided through the use of air gaps,
where necessary. Add these design criteria, as interfaces, under ABWR SSAR Section 9.2.15. (9.2.4)

RESPONSE 430.201

The interface requirements for the potable and sanitary water system of Subsection 9.2.4 has been added
as new Subsection 9.2.17.3. One of these requirements will be the use of air gaps, where necessary, to prevent
intrusion of radioactive materials into the potabic and sanitary water system.

QUESTION 430.202

Include the following inte: faces besides what have been already specified for ensuring the ultimate heat
sink (UHS) capability: (1) Design to accommodate single failures of passive components in electrical systems.
(2) Protectice of safety.related portions from adverse emironmental conditions including those resulting from
piping failures. (3) Time duration of UllS cooling capability availability. (9.2.5,9.2.15)

RESPONSE 430.202

Subsection 9.2.15 has been changed to discuss the following:

(1) Single failures of passive components in electrical systems will be discussed. These failures will lead to
the loss of the affected pump, valve or other component and the partial or complete loss of cooling
capability of that division, llowever, all safety related heat rejection systems are redundant so that the
essential cooling function can be performed even with the complete loss of one divisien.

O
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(2) Safety related portions of the UHS shall be protected from adverse environmental conditions inc4uding
those resulting from piping failures by locating such components in a Seismic Category I building and
providing flood protection in case of piping failures.

(3) ne time duration of UHS cooling capabdity availability is t'dtty days.

QUESTION 430.203

The ultimate heat sink heat load requirements are identified by reference to ABWR SSAR Table 9.2 4.
This set of three tables (9.2-4a,9.2 4b and 9.2-4c) identifies heat loads for each of the three reactor building
cooling water divisions. These tables do not consider the case of a reactor shutdown at 4 hours after a
blowdown to the main condenser inclusion of the above may require a higher heat load dissipation capability
for the UHS than what has been currently estimated (see GE's response to Question No. 440.73). Revise the
tables as appropriate considering the above case and provide the heat load requirements based on the revised
tables for the ultimate heat sink (c. g., the sum of the heat loads for all three divisions,2 of 3). Are there
additional heat loads associated with the UHS not carried by the reactor building cooling water system? (9.2.5)

RESPONSE 430.203

Tables 9.2-4a,9.2-4b and 9.2 4c were changed in Amendment 14 to list the heat loads for the case of a
reactor shutdown at 4 hours after a blowdown to the main condenser.

| Subsection 9.2.15 has been changed to discuss the heat load dissipation capability of the UHS during the
cases of react: r shutdown at 4 hours after blowdown to the main condenser and LOCA.

There are no additional heat loads of the UHS that are not carried by the RCW system.

QUESTION 430.204

The requirements of 10CFR52 include the need for a conceptual design for sptems not considered to be
within the design scope of a standard n7 clear power plant. No such conceptual design has been included as part
of the ABWR SSAR for either the UHS or the interfacing senice water system. Proside conceptual designs for
the UHS and the interfacing senice water system. (9.2.5)

RESPONSE 430.204

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 9.2.5 and 9.2.17.1.

QUESTION 430.205

The make up water preparation system is identified as outside the scope of ABWR standard plant. This
system should meet the requirements of Position C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29. Provide an interface
requirement that the failure of the make up water preparation system will not result in the failure of any
safety-related structure, system or component. (9.2.8)

RESPONSE 430.205

The make up water preparation system will be located in a building that does not house any
safety related structures, systems or components. Interface requirements, including flood protection measures
for the make up water preparation system are discussed in Subsection 9.2.17.

| O
|
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QUESTION 00.206
.

? - - Clarify how the turbine building coohng water (TCW) sptem meets Regulatory Guide 1.29, Position C.2
with respect to seismic requirements for non safety related systems that due to their failure during seismic
events may adversely impact structures, systems or components important to safety. (9.2.14)

RESPONSE C0.206

Parts of the TCW system are located in the turbine building. All safety.related systems in the turbine
building are located in special areas to prevent any damage from non safety related systems duri:g seismic
events. The parts of the TCW system outside the turbine building are located away from any safety related
systems. .

QUESTION 430.207

For the TCW system, provide information on the following items: (9.2.14)

(a) Effect of any system component failure including rupture of the atmospheric surge tank on structures,
systems or components important to safety.

(b) Required total cooling water flow and available cooling water flow, total heat output by turbine building
auxiliary equipment and available capacity of the TCW heat exchangers.

(c) Power cycle heat sink to which the heat fium the TCW system is rejected.

RESPONSE 430.207

O (a) All TCW components are located in the turbine building. Systems important to safety in the turbine
- building are physically separated from TCW system components. Failure of any component, including

the atmospheric surge tank, will not affect any system important to safety.

(b) The TCW system has been changed from three 50% pumps and heat exchangers to two 100% pumps and

heat exchangers. The required TCW flow is 24,000 gpmgnd there are two pumps with a capacity of
29,000 gpm each. The total heat to removed is 106 x 10 Blu/h and there are two heat exchangers
with heat removal capacity of 130 x 1 Btu /h each.

'(c) Heat from the TCW system is rejected to the power cycle heat sink.

QUESTION 430.208

The system diagrams lack sufficient detail to ascertain whether or not connections between the TCW
system and safety related water systems exist. Provide assurance that no such connections to
safety related systeins are provided or identify such connections and the isolation capabilities provided.
Isolation capabilities should include the use of equipment that is at least Quality Group C and Seismic Category

I. (9.2.14)

RESPONSE 430.208 -

There are no connections between the TCW system and safety related water systems.

QUESTION 430.209

Only ABWR SSAR Sections 6.2 5 and 6.7 discuss the Atmospheric Control System (ACS) and High Pres
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sure Nitrogen System (HPINS); therefore, correct SSAR Section 93.1 which refers to the wTong SSAR sections
for discussion of the abose sptems. Also, prcnide information on the followieg items for the ACS:

(a) Clarification on applicability of system design criteria 9,10, and 11 (protection against single active
component failure, missiles, dpamic effects due to piping failures, tornado missiles, flooding and seismic
events) to all non safety class system cornponents (e.g. nitrogen storage tanks, vaporizers, applicable
valves and piping, and instrumentation) (For these criteria, see SSAR Subsection 6.2.5.1). Specify,if
some of the design bases for the ACS identified in Subsection 6.2.5.1 are applicable only for the
safety related componects of the system, correct the subsection as appropriate.

b) Justification for location of the inboard primary containment isolation valves outside the containment,
which is a dedation from GDC 56,' Primary Containment isolation. The affected lines are (1) 2 inch N,
makeup lines to the drywell and wetwell, (2) 22 inch purge suction lines to the drywell and wetwell (used
for primary containtnent inerting or de inerting and connected to a common 16 inch N supply line), and3

(3) 2 inch and 22 inch purge exhaust lines from the drywell and wetwell. We find'your response to
Question Nos. 43035 and 430.42 does not include justification for deviation from GDC 56 requirements
for the above lines nor dedations from GDC 56 or $5,' Reactor Coolant pressure Boundary Penetrating
Containment" requirements for other applicable lines, include justification for dedations from applicable
GDC for other lines listed in ABWR SSAR Table 6.2 7.

(c) SSAR Subsection 6.2.5.2.7, which discusses the Flammability Control System (FCS), does not provide suf,
ficient details for us to conclude that the system complies with the requirements of TMI Action item
II.E.4.1, ' Dedicated Hydrogen Penetrations' of NUREG-0737. Therefore, include the system in Table
3.21 and pro ide details such as; how long after 1.OCA and at what concentration level of bydrogen the
recombiner has to be activated;line sizes as related to flow requirements; and duration of recombiner
operation. Also, identify interface requirements for referencing applicants with regard to the external
recombiners (e.g. development of procedural provisions to assure availability of possibly shared portable
bydrogen recombiners between sites on a timely basis and coordination of surveillance programs in
accordance with SRP 6.2.5 acceptance criterion 11.12).

(d) ABWR SSAR Tables 6.2-7 and 6.2 8 give a line size of 4 inches and 6 inches respectively for the FCS
return line; Table 6.2-7 and Figure 6.2-40 show location of FCS primary containment inboard isolation
salves inside the containment and outside the containment respectively; SSAR Sections 6.2.5.2.7 and
19.A.2.12 indicate portable and permanently installed recombiners, respectively, Resolve all the above
inconsistencies. Also, of the lvcation of all the primary containment isolation valves for the system is
outside the containment, justify the deviation from the GDC 56 requirement for the system inboard
isolation valves. (93.1)

RESPONSE 430.209

Subsection 93.1 has been corrected per Amendment 11. Responses to other supplemental questions are
as follows:j

(a) The ACS components are located inside the Seismic Category I reactor building. except the nitrogen
supply equipment such as nitrogen storage tank and vaporizers, which are outside the reactor building.
ACS primary containment penetrations up to and including the second isolation valves are Seismic Cate-
gory I consistent with the primary containment design. Isolation valves are powered from independent
electrical divisions to meet single failure criteria. The reactor building is designed to withstand and
protect equipment from tornadoes, missiles, floods and other natural phenomena. ACS components
outside the reactor building are not designed to meet the above mentioned system design criteria.

|
; Subsection 6.2.5.1 has been clarificd.

O
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(b) GDC 55 and GDC 56 require primary containment penetrations be provided with two redundant
(m) isolation valves (one inside and the other outside). ACS does not have primary containment penetrations
e

'
that communicate to the reactor pressure vessel and is, therefore, not part of the Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary. ACS penetrates the primary containment and communicates with the containment
and drywell atmospheres. These penetrations do not explicitly rneet GDC $$ and GDC 56 since both
holation valves are outside the primary containment. ACS primary containment penetrations do not
extend inside the containment, thus provision for inboard isolation valve is not practical. Also, location of
a valve inside the containment would subject it to a more severe emironment and would not be easily ac-
cessible for inspection, surveillance testing and maintenance. This desiation from GDC 55 and GDC 56
has been resiewed for BWR6 and accepted by the NRC staff.

Other lines penetrating the primary containment listed in Table 6.2 7 which do not crplicitly meet appli-
cable GDC's (e.g. instrument lines) have also been reviewed and accepted by the NRC Staff. Detail; of
the trview evaluation result is reflected in GESSAR 11 Safety Evaluation Report, NUREG 0979 and
Supplement 1, Docket No. 50-447.

(c) FCS has a dedicated penetration connected to two redundant (parallel) extereWy located recombiners.
The FCS primary containment isolation valves are powered from two independent electrical divisions.
The two safety related recombiners are permanently installed in the reactor building.

The FCS is sized such that the flow requirements to the recombiners are satisfied. Flow of process and
recirculation gasses are controlled and monitored by a flow metering desice. One recombiner is required
to perform the recombination function. Failure of the recombiner to achieve flow and operating
temperature will result in manual actuation of the redundant recombiner. Per EPG, the recombiner is
manually actuated from the main control room when the hydrogen concentration in the primary
containment reaches aoout 4 percent by volume. The recombiner is designed to operate continuously for
60 days and, in the event of core damage, would be expected to operate at least intermittently until

(m containment is no longer isolated.
,

w

Tabte 3.2.1 has been corrected per Amendment 12.

(d) Table 6.2 8 and Figure 6.2-40 are correct. FCS suction and return lines penetrating the primary contain-
ment are nominal 4 inch and 6-inch pipes respectively. Both inboard and outboard isolation valves of
each of the two primary containment penetrations are located outside. Table 6.2 7 has been corrected.

FCS hydrogen recombiners are permanently installed inside the reactor building. Subsection 19A.2.12 is
correct. Subsection 6.2.5.2.7 has been corrected.

FCS primary containment penetrations deviate from GDC 56 since the location of the inboard and out-
board isolation valves are outside the containment. The justification for this design is the same as in item

(b) above.

QUESTION 430.210

Clarify which portions of the high pressure nitrogen gas supply system (nitrogen storage bottles, system
piping including tie lines between safety related divisions and non-safety related division, valves, instrumentation
and controls) are safety related. (93.1,67)

RESPONSE 430.210

The safety related portions of the HPIN system are:

/7
k)
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(1) the nitsogen storage bottles and their headers,

(2) the piping and vahts from F002A, B, C and D to ADS accumulators,

(3) the piping up to and including vahts F012A and B,

(4) vahts E200 and F208 and the piping between them and

(5) the following instruments and controls: PIS001A and B and PT002A and B.

The non-safety related portions are:

(1) the piping, vahts and filters from the AC and 1A interfaces to, but not including, valves F200 and F012A
and B,

(2) the following instruments and controls: DPS003, PT004, FT005 and the pressure sipal for PCVF215.

The signals from PT005 to F012A and B are isolated from the safety related signals from FIV02A and B
to F012A and B.

QUESTION 430.211

ABWR SSAR Figure 6.7 4 shows only one motor operated isolation valve on each of the tie lines
between each safety related division and the common non safety related division of the high pressure nitrogen
gas supply sptem (MO F012A and B). The tie piping portion between the two isolation valves is presumably
non safety related. Explain how essential nitrogen demand will be met during a situation when there is a pipe
rupture is one safery related division (initiating event), single active componecc Gilure in the other safety-related
dhision (c. g., isolation valve on the applicable tic line is open) and a pipe break in the non safety related
portion of the tie lines (if there is such a portion). Alternately, provide two safety related automatic isolation
valves in series on each tie line. (9.3.1,6.7)

RESPONSE 430.211

The ADS accumulators are sized to permit valve operation several times before new nitrogen must be
added. There are check valves at the nitrogen inlet of each ADS accumulator and check valves F008A and B to
prevent loss of nitrogen from the ADS accumulators. If the postulated sequence of events were to occur,
PT002A and B would alarm and the position of valves F012 A and B would be indicated. The operator would be
able to manually close the open valve, either F012A or B. This would restore nitrogen to four ADS accumula-
tors if such resupply were to become necessary. The ADS function requires three of eight valves to operate
which would be available at all times.

QUESTION 430.212

Provide an FMEA for the Nitrogen Gas Supply Sptem. (93.1,6,7)

RESPONSE 430.212

As discussed in Section 15B,1 and in response to Question 430.194, FMEAs are provided for two ABWR
systems and one major component which present a significant change from past BWR designs. Specifically,
FMEAs are included in Appendix 15B for: ,

|

(1) control rod drive system (with emphasis on the fine motion control rod drive), |

O|
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[]- (2) essential multiplexing system, and

.V
(3) reactor internal pump,

Regulatory Guide 1.70 requires FMEAs to be performed on selected subsystems of Chapters 6,7 and 9.
Howeser. (2 considers that the plant nuclear safety operational analysis (NSOA) of Appendix 15A and the
probaisilistic evaluations of Appendix 19D adequately address single failures for those systems and components
which are similar to past BWR designs. Since the desi ns of the ABWR HPIN systetn is similar to past designs,6
GE believes that it is unnecessary to perform a FMEA on the HPIN system.-

QUESTION 430.213

loclude the nitrogen gas supply system in the ABWR System classification summary Table 3.21. (9.3.1,

6.7)

RESPONSE 430.213

The nitrogen gas supply systems are listed in Table 3.21 as follows:

Table 3.21 item no. P9. High Pressure Nitrogen System

Table 3.211 tem no.T5 Atmospheric Control System.

QUESTION 430.214

Contrary to what has been stated in ABWR SSAR Subsection 6.7.1, there is only one non safety.related
F continuous nitrogen supply portion common to the two essential supply divisions (See Figure 6.71). Correct

Subsection 6.7.1 as appropriate and discuss the effect of loss ot nitrogen supply via the non safety related
portion to all the equipment and components identified in SSAR Section 6.7.1 (c. g., Pneumatically operated
valves and instruments inside the primary containment vessel) during normal or-ration. Clarify whether the
pneumatic accumulator which provides the backup operating gas for the main uam isolation valve (See SSAR
Subsection 5.4.5.2) is safety-grade for each ^ valve. If not, justify the design. (9.3.1,6.7)

RESPONSE 430.214

Subsection 6.7.1 has been revised to state that there is only one non safety related continuous nitrogen
supply portion common to the two essential supply divisions.

Loss of nitrogen supply via the non safety related portion of the system during normal operation would
have the following effects:

(1) the MSIV's would close leading to a seram,

(2) the ADS and relief function accumulators would be operable for valve operation for several times before
nitrogen resupply would be needed,

(3) testing valves in the HPCF and RHR systems would not be available, and

(4) several sampling valves would not be available.

Loss of nitrogen supply would not adversely affect plant safety.

The pneumatic accumulator and its inlet check valve for each main steam isolation vahc are safety grade.

Amendment 16 20,115410
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QUESTION 00.215

Proside enlarged and legible piping and instrumentation diagram for instrument air and senice air
systems (SSAR Figures 9.3 6 and 93 7), which clearly indicate all the components served, safety and
non safety-related portions, and isolation prosisions between the safety and non safety related portions; a table
showing instrument air consumption during normal plant operation. Explain the statements in SSAR
Subsections 93.6.1.1 and 93.7.1.1 which indicate that the containment penetrations (secondary containment
penetrations) for the instrument air and senice air systems are equipped with sufncient isolation valves to satisfy
single failure criterion (the SSAR figures do not indicate this). Under the ' Location * column for item P.4
(Instrument /Senice Air Systems), Sub item 5 of ABWR SSAR Table 3.21 (Page 3.2 33), include turbine
building, radwaste building and senice building since some of the components of these systems are located in
these buildings. Also identify the design feature of safety related air operated valves outside the containment to
handle the loss of air supply by the non-safety related instrument air system during plant operation. (93.1,93.6,

93.7)

RESPONSE 430.215

Response for this question is prosided under separate cover (Proprietary).

QUESTION 430.216

Discuss the specific features prosided (e.g. pre and after filters associated with compressors, particle size,
dryer) for ensuring that air or nitrogen supplied by each of the applicable systems to components important to
safety (e.g., MSI\"s; SRV's; scram valves which are located outside the containment) meet the quall'y
requirements (clean, dry and oil free) of ANSI MC 11.1 1976 standards. In this context, the staff finds GE's jus-
tification for limiting particle size to 5 microns in the air stream at the instrument (the particle size is mentioned
only for the instrument air system) instead of 3 microns as required by the above standards unsatisfactory (see
Generic Letter 88-14 ' Instrument Air Supply System Affected Safety Related Equipment'). Note that the staff
will accept higher than 3 microns only if the larger size is supported by supplier's data for all the safety related
equipment or components that are supplied compressed air or nitrogen for their operation and there is
assurance that the larger si7e will not cause any equipment or component degradation with aging. Also, discuss
how all the above systems meet the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.683,'Preoperational testing of Instrument
and Control Air Systems. ' Include the atmospherie control system since it supplies nitrogen for safety related
components via the non-essential portion of the nitrogen gas supply system during normal power operation.
Include the senice air system since it supplies air to safety related components inside containment during
refueling. Identify applicable interface requirements for all the nitrogen or air supply systems with regard to
fluid quality and preoperational testing requirements. (6.2.5,6.7,931)

RESPONSE 430.216

Instrument air system includes two identical oil.less parallel compressing trains (each consisting of an air
suction filter, a compressor unit, after cooler, and moisture separator); a common receiver tank; and two
parallel drying trains (each consisting of a prefilter, a dryer unit, and an after filter). Instrument air is
distributed to pneumatic equipment after drying and fdtration to no more than 5 microns. Senice air system un-
dergo similar filtration and drying processes but has a less restrictive air quality. Senice air which serves as a
backup to instrument air, connects upstream of the instrument air's drying trains and undergo another drying
and filtration processes to meet instrument air requirements before distribution. The 5 micron particle size has
not been a problem in operating plants and is considered acceptable.

Atmospheric control system provides nitrogen to all pneumatic equipment inside the primary
containment during normal operation. Nitrogen is maintained dry, oil free and filtered before distribution to
pneumatic equipment.

O
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All the four compressed gas systems undergo preoperational testing in conformance with Regulatory

9 Guide 1.683. Safety actuation of all air operated valves will be verified in the safe direction on loss of power and
pneumatic medium. All the necessary testing required by Reg. Guide 1.683 will be met.

QUESTION 00.217

Provide description and figures showing how the four compressed gas sptems (atmospheric control, ni-
trogen gas supply, instrument air, and senice air sptems) are interconnected. Include isolation capabilities, if
applicable, between the essential divisions of nitrogen gas supply system, and instrument air and senice air sys-
tems.

] RESPONSE C0.217

Atmospheric control sptem normally supplies nitrogen to HPIN and instrument air sptems for all pneu-
matically operated equipment inside the primary containment. The HPIN divisional safety pode nitrogen 3
supply from nitrogen gas bottles is normally isolated from the HPIN non safety grade nitrogen supply by isola- \

tion vahes P%F003A & B. When the pressure in the HPIN non safety grade nitrogen supply drops to a low set
point, bottled nitrogen supply valves PRF003A & B will open and valves PRF012A & B will-lose to establish
a pressure boundary between HPIN's safety grade and non safety grade nitrogen supplies.

HPIN System interfaces with instrument air system through valve PS2 F270. During refueling outage or
maintenance when the primary containment has been de inerted, instrument air system provides air to
pneumatically operated equipment inside the containment by manual closure of valve PS2 F270 and manual
opening ofinstrument air supply valve P52 F257. During normal plant operation when atmospheric control
system fails to deliver the required nitrogen supply to the HPIN sptem, instrument air could be used as a short

term backup to prevent plant shutdown (MSIV's losing N2 pressure willisolate and cause a scram). The
amount of instrument air that would be added to the prim 3ry containment is not considered sufficient to
de inert the containment.

Instrument air also provides air to pneumatically operated equipment outsid; the prhnary containment.
In the event that instrument air system pressure drops, senice air can serve as a backup. The operator may
manually open th senice air supply valve,

See compressed gas sptems interconnection schematic (Figure 203-55).

QUESTION 00.218

Clarify whether the instrument air system supplies backup air to the nitrogen consumers located inside
the primary containment during normal plant operation when the nitrngen gas supply pressure drops below the
specified setpoint. If so, justify supply of backup air instead of backup nitrogen inside the containment during
normal operation when containment has to be maintained inert. (93.1,93.6)

RESPONSE C0,218

Response to this question is prnided under separate cover (Preprietary).

QUESTION 430.219

Clarify whether both air compressors of the senice air system operate simultaneously whenever the
demand for senice air exceeds 50 percent of the peak air consumption. (93.1,93.7)

O
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RESPONSE 430.219

Response to this question is presided under separate cover (Proprietary).

QUESTION 430.220

Compressed air or nitrogen supply systems designed t srpply Duid to equipment or components l .ated
inside the containment for their operation at no more than des'gn basis accident peak containment pressure will
not be able to perform their intended function at higher (ontainment pressures which may result ur . de-
graded core conditions. This,in turn, may compromise the operation of the subject components. Address the
above concern as it relates to the design of cornpressed air and nitrogen gas systems. (6.7. 93.1)

RESPONSE 430.220

Operability of safety related pneumatically operated equipment inside the containment at containment
pressures higher than the design basis is discussed in Subsection 19E.2.1.2.2.2 paragraph 2(b).

QUESTION 430.221

Provide system P&lD for radioactive drain transfer system, which clearly show the safety related portions
of the system and the primary containment isolation valves. Provide a description of the loop seal design for the
secondary containment penetrations for the system which includes (but is not limited to) sumvability under
various modes of reactor conditions (e.g. transients accidents) and safety classification (seismic category and
Quality group), Also, proside design and expected now capacities and sump capacities. (933,93.8)

RESPONSE 430.221

Response to this question is provided under separate cover (Proprietary).

QUESTION 430.222

Provide information regarding the effects of blockage in any portion of the drain system, including
potential over0ow paths. (933,93.8)

RESPONSE 430.222

Response to this question is prosided under separate cover (Proprietary).

QUESTION 430.223

Are the level switches for sh sump of the radioactive drain transfer system (e.g. ECCS pump rooms,
fuel handling area, steam tunnel) redundant and safety related. Do the level switches annunciate an alarm and
provide level indication in the control room in case of rising water level? If they are not designed as stated
above, justify the design. Also, include the sump level switches in ABWR SSAR Table 3.21 under ' Radioactive
Drain Transfer System'. Further, identify which now transmitters located in the secondary containment under
" Leak Detection and Isolation System"in SSAR Table 3.21 are non safety related. (933,93.8)

RESPONSE 430.223

Response to this question is covered under separate cover (Proprietary).

O
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QUESTION 00.224
,0

ABWR SSAR Subsection 93.8.2.1 Indicates that the capacity of the nonsafety related radioactive drain
transfer system,in conjunction with the placement of safety related equipment on raised pads or grating,
precludes the adverse consequences of flooding on safety related equipment and components. However, SSAR
Subsection 3.4.1.1.2 states that the ABWR design does not take any credit for operation e' ee drain sumps to
provide flood protection. Resolve the above inconsistency, realizing that the drals transfer system bas *o be .

safety related is its operation is to be eredited for flood protection of safety related equipment and comp ;nts.
(933,9.3.8)

RESPONSE C0.224

Response to this question is providet under separate cemt (Proprietary).
'

QUESTION 00.225

Identify the system design features and their safety classification (i.e. seismic category, quality group)
provided to prevent backflooding of safety related equipment rooms (e.g. ECCS equipr. nt rooms). (9.33,
93.8)

RESPONSE 430.22$

Response to this question is prosided under separate cover (Proprietary).

QUESTION 430.226

Provide en interface requirement for the drainage systems for non radioactive liquid waste prohibiting
any conditions to the radioactive drain transfer system. (933,93.8)

RESPONSE 430.226

Response to this question is provided under separate cover (Proprietary).

QUESTION 430.227

Regarding TMI Action item Ill.D.I.1 (NUREG 0737) concerning the integrity of systems outside
containment likely to contain radioactive snaterial for pressurized water reactors and boiling water reactors,
proside information on the following items: (IA.234)

QUESTION 430.227a

Clarify whether the systems that require periodic leak testing listed in ABWR SSAR Subsection 1A.234
include systems unique to the ABWR design. Include such systems if they are not currently included in
Subsection 1A.234. Also, include containment and reactor coolant sampling systems to the above list.

RESPONSE 430.227a

There are no closed systems that could contain highly radioactive fluids in an emergency that are unique
to the ABWR design.

In addition to the post accident sampling system, the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system has been
added to the list of systems requiring periodic leak testing.

O
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QUESTION 00.227b

Since ABWR SSAR Section 5.2.5 discuse leak detection methods outside primary containment which
include secondary containment, turbine building and steam tunnel, rewrite Subsection 1A.234 to include all the
areas mentioned abcwe (current write up refers to scondary containment only).

RESPONSE CO.227b

Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 1.A34.

QUESTION 430.227e

SSAR Subsection 1A.234 states that alllines which pass outside the secondary containment contain
leakage control systems or loop seals and that these sptems are discussed in SSAR Section 6.53. Ilowever,
these systems, particularly, the loop seal systems for the secondary containment penetrations, are not discussed
in the SSAR Section 6.53. Discuss the above systems.

RESPONSE CO.227c

The references to ' leakage control systems'should have been ' leakage detection systems". This has been
corrected as indicated in Subsection 1A.234. The reference to loop seals for the secondary containment
penetratione should be Subsection 6.23 rather than 6.53. This has also been corrected as indicated in
Subsection 1.A.234

QUESTION 430.127d

SSAR Subsection 1A.234 indicates that under certain circumstances an affected line associated with a
system may not be isolated from the secondary containment as part of corrective action. Explain under what
circumstances this will be the case.

RESPONSE 430.227d

Response to this question is prosided in resised Subsection 1.A.234.

QUESTION 430217e

Explain what the words ' augmented Class D systems' mean in relation to the purchase of pressure
boundary components of radioactive waste systems (See ABWR SSAR Subsection 1A.234) to assure their
capability to proside integrity.

RESPONSE 430.227e

Design basis (7) under Subsection 6.23.1 states " Liquid leakage from the secondary containment to the
clean zone or to the environment is controlled by means of water loop seals, automatic shutoff valves in series,
or piping upgrade to safety class.' A piping upgrade to safety class augments a Class D system to a Class C or
higher safety level thus assuring a nigher capability to proside integrity.

QUESTION 00.228

Criteria for the design basis for protection from external flooding should conform to Regulatory Guide
1.102,' Flood Protection for Nuclear Power Plants" as well as Regulatory Guide 1.59,' Design Basis Floods for
Nuclear Power Plants'. Modify the statement in ABWR SSAR Section 14 to include the commitment to meet
this Regulatory Guide. (3.4)
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RESPONSE C0.228

Response to this question is provided in revhed Subsection 3.4.

QUESTION 430.229

riood protection analysis is provided for the reactor building and control building only. The ABWR
SSAR scope includes structures, systems and components important to safety in this area. l{owever, portions of
other structures, within the scope of the plant specific applicant may house systems and components important
to safety (for example, the pumps associated with the ultimate heat sink), The SSAR therefore needs to specify
as interface criteria flood protection design criteria for thesc systems, structures and cc.mponents similar to
those identified for internal and external flooding for the systems, components and structures within the ABWR
SSAR scope. (3.4.1)

RESPONSE 430.229

Response to this question is prosided in revised Subsections 3.4.1 and 3.4.1.1.

QUESTION 430.230

ABWR SSAR Subsection 3.4.1.1.1 references Figure 1.2 2 (which presumably includes a reference to
Figure 1.2 2a). This scetion should also reference Figures 1.2 4 through 1,2 7 which provide a more complete
view of safety.related components located below the design flood level. Additionally, these figures should be
modified to show the location of all watertight doors used to proside compartrnent separation and the location

of raised sills for which credit is taken. (3.4.1)

A RESPONSE 430.230

()
Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 3.4.1.1.1.

QUESTION 430.231

Section 3.4.1.1.2 references Gooding from a feedwater line break in the steam tunnel, with data for the
evaluation provided in Chapter 15.1. llowever, the evaluation is not provided in ABWR SSAR Section 3.4.1.
Provide the Good analysis for this high energy line break. (3.4.1)

RESPONSE 430.231

Response to this question is prosided la revised Subsection 3.4.1.1.2.

QUESTION 430.232

Your response to Question Nos. 430.73 and 430.85 (submittal dated February 28,1990) states that the
worst possible flood (circulating water system failure) that can affect the turbine building would result in a Good
level slightly higher than grade and that all plant safety related facilities are protected against site surface water
intrusion (external Gooding). Explain how all structures, systems and components (SSC) important to safety are
protected against site surface water intrusion resulting from the above flood level. Also, considering access
openings and penetrations below design Good level between the reactor building and turbine building (See
ABWR SSAR Table 3.4 2), explain how the SSC important to safety located in the reactor building are
protected from flooding inside the turbine building. (3.4.1)

4
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RESPONSE 430.232

All plant structures are weather proofed against external flooding up to 8 cm (3 inches) above plant
ground pade. Also, the surface areas around the site structure are sloped in such a matter to permit water to
drain away from the site buildings. All the penetrations through the site buildings use seals and leaktight
connections for protection against external flooding. The access to the control building, turbine building, and
reactor building is controlled via enclosed pmage wap or water tight tunnels from the senice building. Any
water intrusion from Gooding in the turbine building will be via the senice building to other structures that
house safety related systems and components. However, water intrusion from external sources is prevented by
the use of closed doors and water tight structures in these buildings. Any water intrusion into the senice
building will flow into the Door drains to the HCW sump that is located in the tettom Door of the senice
building.

Subsection 3.4.1.1.1 has been revised to specify the plant structures that house safety related systems and
components will be externally waterproofed up to 8 cm (3 inches) ateve the plant pound pade elevation level.

QUESTION 430.233

Discuss how SSC import:nt to safety are protected against flooding that may result from failure of
non safety.related plant equipment and components located outdoors (e.g., condensate storage tank). (3.4.1)

RESPONSE 430.233

Refer to the response provided to Question 430.232 concerning Gooding from the turbine building. The
protection measures discussed in the response to Question 4X).232 also guard against ikxxiing from outdoor
equipment and storage tanks. Flooding from the outdoor equipment is not expected to penetrate the plant
structures and affect the integrity of the plant safety related equipment. It will spread over the site area and
dissipate into the ground.

QUESTION 430.234

Identify the safety classification (seismic category, quality poup) for all instrumentation used to alert the
operator on flood situation for performing timely corrective actions. (3.4.1)

RESPONSE 430.234

The sumps instrumentations as well as flood level monitoring are used to alert the operator on Good
conditions to perform timely corrective actions. At least two or more fully instrumented sumps (LCW, HCW,
SD, HSD . . etc.) are provided in each building including the drywell and the control building. Each building has
Door drains that connect to its HCW sump for transfer of the accumulated liquid. Each drain sump is fully
instrumented as follows:

(1) Level switches are used for automatic coatrol of the sump pumps.

(2) Level switches are used for annunciation of sump levels (HH and LL).

(3) Level switches are used in sump pits except in the drywell sumps for detection of leakage from sump
tanks.

(4) Flow indicators are provided in the drywell LCW and HCW sumps drain lines to monitor leakage in the

dr>well.

O
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(5) Each sump has two pumps, one is used for backup and for added capacity if needed.

The LCW and ilCW sumps and associated control and instrumentation are claulfied Seismic Category I
while the HSD and SD sumps are classified Non Scismic Category 1. The instrumentation used to control and
monitor the operation of the drain sumps are classified non essential.

ne instrumentation that monitors flood lewh in compartments are normally classified non essential.

QUESTION 00.235

Provide flooding analyses for applicable plant areas to demonstrate that safety related equipment and
components of the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system and safety related SSC in the fuel handling area will not
be adversely affected by any postulated flooding; include flooding analysis for the radwaste and sersice buildings
in so far as they relate to other structures which house SSC important to safety. Also, provide details to
demonstrate that there is no uncontrolled leak path of radioactive liquid from the radwaste building under
conditions of the worst case internal flood. (3.4.1)

RESPONSE C0.235

Response to this question is provided in redsed Subsection 3.4.1.1.2.5 and new Subsections 3.4.1.1.2.3
and 3.4.1.13.4.

QUESTION 40.136

Since the service building is a nonsafety related structure, justify its inclusion in the list of locations of
some electrical modules and cables performing a safety related function and some safety related valves and
dampers of the HVAC systems. Also, justify nonsafety quality group classification for 'other safety related

O valves and dampers' for ilVAC systems (see ABWR SSAR Table 3.21, Page 3.2 29). (9.4)g

RESPONSE 430.236

These systems are for the technical support center. The technical support center requires equipment
similar to safety related equipment but are not classified as safety related components. Table 3.21 has been
changed as indicated.

Per Reg Guide 1.26, systems such as HVAC are not covered by Quality Group designation.

QUESTION 430.237

Explain the words *high efficient section" occurring in SSAR Subsection 9.4.1.13, second paragraph. If
the above words mean HEPA filter, include it in SSAR Figure 9.4-1, and provide a table listing compliance
status including justification for non compliance with each of the applicable guidelines identified in Positions C.1
and C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.140 for control building normal ventilation exhausts. (9.4)

RESPONSE 430.237 -

This filter is a medium grade bag type filter designed to remove dust and particulate matter. Subsection
9.4.1.13 has been changed as indicated. The component description table to be provided in a future amendment
will reflect this change.

O
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QUESTION 430.238 !

Clarify whether (1) the two redundant safety related trains of the control room equipment HVAC system I

are totally independent and whether each has 100 percent capacity and (2) the three subsystems of the essential |
clectrical liVAC system (SSAR Subsection 9.4.1.2.3) are totally independent so that failure of any one I
subsystem will not compromise the availability of the remaining two subsyttems. Also, explain what Essential
Chiller Room C (SSAR Subsection 9.4.1.2.3) means since the HECW system presumably has only two 1

safety related chiller trains. (9.4.1)

RESPONSE 430.238

(1) The two,100 percent, trains of HVAC equipment for the control room are totally independent. The !
(Figure 9.41) has been revised. (2) The three trains of IIVAC equipment for the essential electric equipment ;

rooms are totally independent. The P&lD (Figure 9.44) has been revised.

See revised Subsection 9.2.13 regarding the number of safety related chiller trains (Amendment 14).

QUESTION 430.239

Provide complete system P& ids including safety classification changes (i.e., seismic category and quality
group) for the control building HVAC system (i.e., SSAR Sections 9.4.1.1 and 9.4.1.2), The P11Ds should show
among other things (1) monitors located in the system intakes that are cable of detecting radiation and smoke,
(2) capability for isolation of nonessential portions by two automatically actuated dampers in series and (3)
provisions for isolation of the control room upon smoke detec; ion at the air intakes, Also, provide complete
flow diagrams for all modes of control buikiing HVAC system operation (i.e., normal, accident, smoke / toxic gas
removal) showing among other things flow rates and component description tables for the building ilVAC
system (SSAR Figure 9.41 is illegible in prts and is also incomplete). @4.1)

RESPONSE 430.239

The Control Building HVAC P&lD (Figure 9.4-1) has been revised and updated flow information is
included in revised Table 9.43.

QUESTION 430.240

SSAR Subsection 9.4.1.1.3 states that the emergency recirculation system includes an electric heating coil
whereas SSAR Figure 9.41 shows only a hot water system connection to a beating coil. The above figure
additionally shows three HECW divisions whereas SSAR Subsection 9.2.13 mentions only two HECW divisions.
Resolve the above inconsistencies. Also, clarify whether the normal recirculation unit and the hot water system
are safety related, since their availability during the emergency mode of operation is vital to maintaining proper
environmental conditions in the control roorn and at the safety grade filter train (Note that there is no
description of the hot water system in the SSAR. This should be prosided). (9.4.1)

RESPONSE 430.240

The entire control room HVAC system is safety.related except for the hot water heating (HWil) system.
The HWH system is not necessary in an emergency. (Note, the HWH system description will be included in a
future amendment). HECW system consists of redundant subsystems in three divisions. (See revised
Subsection 9.2.13).

O
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p QUESTION 00.241
1,

' '' Clarify whether the system air intakes are provided with tornado missile barriers. (9.4.1)

RESPONSE C0.241

All safety related air intales are provided with tornado missile barriers item (6) has been added to
Subsection 9.4.1.1.1 and item (4) to Subsection 9.4.1.2.1 has teen added. (9.4.4)

QUESTION 00.242

For the turbine building ventiStion system, provide (1) complete system P&lD including safety
classification changes and isolation and monitoring devices,(2) cornplete system now diagrams showing
description tables. Also, identify the corrective operator action fobowing annunciation of alarms upon detection
of high radiation in the building ventilation exhaust. (9,4.4)

RESPONSE C0.242

A complete turbine building HVAC system Dow diagram update and the identification of the corrective
operator action followieg high radiation alarms will be provided in a future amendment. The Turbine Building
HVAC P&lD (Figure 9.4-2) has been resised.

Only the reactor building portion of reactor / turbine building ventilation system is monitored for
radiation. There is an isolation signal for the contaminated portions.

QUESTION 430.243

(A) For the reactor building ventilation system, provide the following:
v

QUESTION 430.243a

Complete system P& ids including safety classification changes, isolation and monitoring devices for
secondary containment (e.g., radhtion monitors in the secondary containment ventilation exhaust, spent fuel
pool and essential equipment room area exhausts), essential electrical equipment, essential diesel generator,
drywell purge and reactor internal pump control panel room HVAC subsystems.

RESPONSE 430.243a

The reactor building HVAC system P&lD (Figure 9.4-3) has been revised.

QUESTION 430.243b

Some of the SSAR figures (e.g., Figures 9.4 3,9.4 4) have illegible portions; there is no figure in the
SSAR for the mainsteam/feedwater tunnel HVAC subsystem; SSAR Figure 9.4 3 for secondary containment
HVAC subsystem does not show servicing of rooms housing redundant equipment for some essential systems;
and the figures do not specify flow rates. Provide enlarged and legible size complete Dow diagrams showing Dow
rates among other things for each subsystem (for guidance in contents for requested response, see GESSAR Il
HVAC system Dow diagrams prosided in the GESSAR Il SAR).

A
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RESPONSE CO.2Ob

Enlarged and legible size complete flow diagrams for each subsystem will be prosided in a future
amendment.

QUESTION 00.243e

Component description tables for each subsysten4.

RESPONSE C0.2Ce

Component description tables for each subsystem is prosided in Table 9.4-4.

QUESTION 00.20d

niEA for each subsystem.

RESPONSE CO.20d

As discussed in Section 15B.1, B1EAs are prosided for two ABWR systems and one major component
which present a significant change from past BWR designs. Specifically, BIEAs are included in Appendix 15B
for:

(1) control rod drive system (with emphasis on the fine motion control t ad drive),

(2) essential muhiplexing system, and

(3) reactor internal pump.

Regulatory Guide 1.70 requires niEAs to be performed on selected subsystems of Chapters 6,7 and 9.
However, GE considers that the plant nuclear safety operational analysis (NSOA) of Appendix 15A and the
probabilistic evaluations of Appendix 19D adequately address single failures for those syster.s and components
which are similar to past BWR designs. Since the designs of the ABWR HVAC systeres are similar to past
designs, GE believes that it is unnecessary to perform DIEAs on the HVAC systems.

QUESTION 00.20e,

Description of isolation devices including safety classification, redundancy and source of power to the
desices for all nonsafety related HVAC subsystems that interface with safety related structures, systems and
components (SSC) (e.g., secondary containment ilVAC subsystem, drywell purge supply / exhaust subsystem).

PISPONSE 430.243e

The secondary containment HVAC P&lD (Figure 9.4-3) has been resised to show system classifications
and interfacing systems information.

QUESTION 430.243r

Cpecif c design characteristics for meeting GDC 4 requirements for safety related HVAC subsystems.

O
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RESPONSE 00.20f

The specific design characteristics for meeting GDC 4 requirements for safety related HVAC systems
will be provided in a future amendment.

QUESTION 430.243g

Table listing compliance status with each of the applicabic guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.140,
Positions C.1 and C.2 including justifi.:ation for non compliance for the normal ventilation exhausts from the
secondary containment and drywell purge subsystems (SSAR Subs ction 9.4.5.1.2 refers to filters in the
secondary containment normal exhaut system, but does not discuss what kind these art.).

RESPONSE 00.243g

Currently non safety HEPA or charcoal filters that exist on any HVAC system are being resiewed for
possible removal. A statement concerning Regulatory Guide 1.140 compliance will be included for all
non safety HEPA and charcoal filters that remain in the ABWR HVAC system.

QUESTION 430.243h

Discussion of smoke removal operation for applicable HVAC subsystems including how the affected area
will be isolated from other unaffected plant areas. Also, include the impact of applicable HVAC subsystems in
safe or alternate shutdou capability for a fire event in a plant area serviced by one of the applicable subsystems.

RESPONSE 430.243h

Discussion of smoke removal operation for applicable HVAC subsystems is prosided in Subsection 9.5.1.

QUESTION 430.244

ABWR Subsection 9.4.5.4.2 states that each divisional HVAC system consists of two power supply fans,
two exhaust fans, and two recirculation units. However, SSAR Figure 9.4-4 shows only one recirculation unit
per division. Also, the figure shows three HECW divisions supplying chilled water to the respective division
room coolerst but SSAR Section 9.2.13 describes only two disisions for the HECW system, Resolve the above
discrepancies realizing that the safe!y-related support sptems for three diesel generators have to be completely
independent of each other. (9.4.5)

RESPONSE 430.244

This should read two supply fans, two exhaust fans, and one recirculation unit. Subsection 9.4.5.4.2 has
been updated as indicated. See revised Subsection 9.3.13 regarding the number of safety related chiller trains
(Amendment 14).

- QUESTION 430.245

Confirm that each supply and exhaust fan (of the essential electric equipment room HVAC System)
mentioned above is a 100% capacity fan. (9.4.5)

RESPONSE 430.245

All fans of the essential electric equipment room HVAC System are 100% capacity fans. Subsection
9.4.5.4.2 has been updated as indicated.

O
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QUESTION 00.246

Discuss how tbc essential electric equipment HVAC subsystems meets GDC 17 ' Electric Power Systems'
as it relates to the protection of essential electrical components of the subsystem from failure due to the
accumulation of dust and particulate materials (see SRP Section 9.4.5, Acceptance Criterion 11.4 for required
contents of response to this item). (9.4.5)

RESPONSE 430.246

All three divisions are supplied with a medium pade bag type filter to remove dust and particulate rnatter
from incoming airstream. Intake structures are placed more than 9m (30 ft) above pade. See reactor building
general arrangement drawings (Figures 1.211 and 1.212). Subsection 9.4.5.5.3 has been updated as indicated.

QUESTION 430.247

Subsection 9.4.5.4.5 does not discuss temperature control. Provide a discussion of the method and
instrumentation provisions for temperature control. (9.4.5)

RESPONSE 430.247

The method and instrumentation prosisions for temperature control has been added to Subsection
9.4.5.4.5 as indicated.

QUESTION 430.248

Proside a discussion of the means used for maintaining the rooms cooled by the essential electrical
equipment HVAC system at positive pressure. (9.4.5)

RESPONSE 430.248

Positive pressure is maintained by pushing more air into the room than is pulled ou: by the exhaust fans.
This is achieved by sizing the inlet fans to be larger than the exhaust fans. This has been added to Subsection
94.5.4.1.1 as indicated.

QUESTION 430.249

Proside assurance that the air intake elevation for the essential diese! generator HVAC system is greater
than 20 feet above grade or discuss the methods for protecting electrical panels from dust and particulate
materials. (9.4.5)

RESPONSE 430.249

The diesel generator HVAC intake openings are located at elevation 18.5m (37.7 ft above grade). The
diesel generator HVAC exhaust openings are located at elevation 13.1m (20 ft above grade).

QUESTION 430.250

ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.4.5.5.2 states that the two supply fans for each of the three diesel generators
take air from the outside and distribute it to the diesel generators. Clarify whether there is a common beader
for all the diesel generators for intake air. If there is, justify such a design. (9.4.5)

O
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; RESPONSE 430.250

'

Each d'esel gennstor HVAC subsystem has its own fans,igake ports and exhaust ports. These are
shown on the reacict building general arrangement drawings Fr'gures 1.2 9 and 1.210.

,

QUESTION 430.251

Provide drawings for the drywell purge supply /exbust system And a discussion of the interfaces to the
secondary containment HVAC system and to the standby gas treatment system. (9A3)

RESPONSE 43V).251

This subsystem is included in the reactor building HVAC P&ID. 'nis P&ID (Figure 943) shn all
interfaces. The standby gas treatment system (SGTS) does not interface directly with any HVAC system. The
SOTS system draws directly from within the secondary containment.

QUESTION 430.252

Discusa the sensor location and actuation setpoint for the exhaust radiation mon!:or for the drywell
supply / exhaust system as they relate to preventing unanticipated radioactive releases. (9.4.5)

RESPONSE 430.252

Sensor location is shown on the P&lD (Figure 9.4-3). The actuation setpoin: for the radiation monitor
will be shown in Table 11.5-1 in a future amendment,

m QUESTION 430.253
-

Since there are separate wetwell purge supply / exhaust system for !be ABWR, include a description of
-that system in the SSAR. Note that all the information requested above for the drywt11 purge system should be
included in the description of the wetwell purge system.(14.5)

RESPONSE 430.253

There is only one containment supply / exhaust system. Its job is to supp4 or exhaust air it receitet from
the atmospheric control system.. The drywc!) purge / supply cabaust system will be renamed the contalument
purge supply / exhaust system. Subsection 9.4.5.6 has b:er updated as it.diccted.

QUESTION 430.254

ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.4.5.6.1.2 states that the drywell purge system only operates during plant
shutdown. Correct the above statement since it will op: rate also durty inerting deinerting or pressure control
of the primary containment. Also, discuss how bo'.h the drywell and wetwell purge supply / exhaust subsystems
together meet Branch Technical Position CSB 6 4 * Containment Purgie,3 During Normal Plant Operation."

(9.4.5)

RESPONSE 430.254

Subsection 9.4.5.6.1.2 has been updated as indicated for the containment purge supply / exhaust system.

. QUESTION 430.255

ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.4.5.1.2 states that two fan coil units povide cooling to the steam tunnel.p) Explain how the air is cooled. (9.4.5)y
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RESPONSE 00.255

The fan coil units consist of fans and a cooling coil supplied by the normal chnie,t water (HN W) system.
The fan coil units work in the sarne way as the emergency fan coil units except these are manually turned on
from the control room. Th e ser.ondary containment HVAC PflD (Figure 9.4 3) has incorporated this
arrangement.

QUESTION 00,156

ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.4.5A2 states tht each dhiston of the rese]ce irr ernal pump (RIP) control,

panel room HVAC subsy. stem contains two recirculation units. This dce t not agree with Figure 945. Resolve
this diserepancy. (9.4.5)

RESPONSE CO.25G

Sutwectice 9A.5.8.2 has been updated as irdicated.

QUESTION 00.257

|
ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.4.5.83 addresses the nonessential equipment HVAC syMem imtead of the-

RIP control panel HVAC sy? tem. Proside a safety enalysis which addrenes the proper syJern,iniuding a
discussion of the effects of loss of ventilatica ou the RIP control panel. (9 4.5)

RESPONSE C0.257

This safety analysis is for the RIP rentrol panel rocm. Subsection V.4.5.8.3 Pas been updated as indicated

QUESTION 430.258

For the radwaste control room and balance of the radwaste buildin6 HVAC systems, provide (1)
complete P&lDs showing safety classincation changes,isolaHon and monitoring desices,(2) complete flow
diagrams showing among other things flow rates, and (3) component description tables. Also clarify whether
any affected space is isolated by safety related de, ices. (9A 5)

RFSPONSE C0.258

Complete P& ids, flow diagrams, component description tables for the radwaste control room HVAC
and balance of the radwaste building HVAC system text will be addressed in a future amendraent, in addition,'

clarification will be prosided as to whether any affected space is isolated by nicty related desices.

QUESTION 430.259

l ABWR SSAR Subsection 9.4.6.2.2 states that one radivaste building HVAC supply and exhaast fan are
normally operating and the other of each type (i.e., for the radwaste control room and the balante of the
radwaste building)is on standby. SSAR Subsection 9A.5.3 mentions provisions for au;orutic start vi the

i

i standby unit. However, SSAR Subsection 9A.6.5.2 indicates that only an alarm is actuated by low flow in the
exhaust fan discharge duct, and that ventilation must be restarted manually. Clarify whether the standby fan i,
started on failure of the operating fan. If not, proside justification. (9.4.6)

RESPONSE 430.259

Automatic startup of the backup fan is prosided as indicated in revised Sukection 9A.6.5.2.

|
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f,a e cu.'Poide a f6 e modes and effects analy=h for th , radwaste building liVAC sptem which shows that theciite:tiocs of a flow from areas ofiow potential contamination to areas of higher contamination will not
'

j hi Tsme ifot the failee of any active component. (9.4.6)

RESPONSE 43024 g

See response to Qu,stion 00.243d.

QUESTION CcJ61 g
fv . ,

- 1 or both of the radwaste building IIVAC systera rane exhausts, pvoside tables listin5 compliance statur. J'
_ includiq iustifice. tion for non. compliance with csch of the applicable guidelincs identified in Positions C.1 ud
- C.2 of hegulatoJy Guide 1.140. (9.4.6)

$w
- RESPONSE C0.261
_

The radwaste building HVAC exhaust is torted Stough the main piant stack. fo ;b . 'atnant w.ll be b
1 p arformed by this exhaust system. Subsection 9J.6.2.2 has been updated as indicated.

Y
-

aQUESTION 00.26t

Rt the senice i uilding ventilation system, provide cceplete sys:cm Pt.M , meludit a'ety classification +

changes, isolation ;.ad monitoring desices, (1) component descriptiot tables, and (4) wmpii.uce with applicJsle
'

guidelines of Regulatory Guide .1.140 for the system exhaust. Also, provide legible and en!rrged por$ns of the
SSAR Figure 9.4-7 which are currently illegible; include finw rates in the figure. (9.4.8)

'

RESPONSE 430.242

1 he senice building W/AC system will b: kept at the murer.t flow diagram dctail. All additional detalb
are utility / site degedent and wiU be bandled }y Or a,plicant referencing the ABWR design. Interface items
wii';c placed is a new Subsection 9.4.J0 (Interfaces) anJ Section 1.9 in a future amendment.

i QlTSTION 00.263

Froside enlarged and legible versions of the dr>well cooling system P&lD (SSAR Figure 9.4-8).
.

RESPONST 430.263

An enlarged vcrsica cf Fimre 9A81.as been surms(ted.

j QUESTION 430.26tl

f 'f dentify the 'HVAC ss stera thu will s:rvke 'l.e remote shutdown panel area that will be used for
providing afteruate shutdowr. capability following certain fire events. (9.4)

RESi>ONSE 430.264
.

Divii.on B of the controlbuildi g essential electrical 11VAC system will provide air cooling. Subsection
'9 A.I.2.12 has been updated as indica ed.

_
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QUESTION 00.265

Identify interface requirements as the) n late to llVAC systems for plant areas which do not fall within
the ABWR design scope but which may ircract the SSC that are within the ABWR scope. Also, prmide
interfact requirements for the te<hnical support center (TSC) liVAC systern. (9.4)

RESPONSE C0.265

All Interface tequirements will be placed in a new Sutecction 9.4.10 (Interfaces) and Section 1.9 in a
future amendment.

QLT,STION 910.17

Response 910.1C stated that in. plant security cornmunicatbos requirements of 10 CITt 73.55(f) are
cutside the scope of the ABWR Standard Design and would be the responsibility of the certification users.
NRC leformation Notice 83-83,'Use of Portable Radio Transmitters laside Nuclear Power P! ants,' discussed
concerns about the potential for radio frequency interference (RFI) from portable radio transmitters to cause
reactor systern nalfunctions and spurious actuations. A capability for continuous communication between
security personnel on patrol within vital areas of the plant and the security alarm *Wlons is required by
73.55(f(1). Common practice is to use hamt held radios to rneet this requirement. As x d in Informationf
Notice 83 83, adtrinistrative prohibitions on the use of portable radios in certain areas of the plant may not
adequately resolve the concern, parocularly for nrw designs that make extensive use of solid state devices in
instrumentation and control ciremtt The ABWR Licensing, Review Basis (August, .'98's, <tsted that the ABWR
SSAR will not provide details but will identify design requirements for 73.55(f). i .. se address design
requirements to assure that metns can be prmided for continuous co.nmunication between security personnel
stationed within, or on patrol within, vital areas of the plant and the security alarm stations, without interference
with plant instrumentation and control.

RESPONSE 910.17

Response to this question is provided under separate cover (Safeguards Information).

QUESTION 910.18

Generic Letter 87 08 states that an uninterruptable power supply is preferred for alarm annunciator
equipment and non portable communications equipment. Industry standard ANSl/ANS 3.31988 states that
intrusion detection aids (e.g., door alarms, fer.n alarms, and the alarm essessment (closed circuit television)
system) should also be supplied with uninterruptable power. Regulatory Guide 5.65 notes that an
uninterruptable power supply for electrical locking desices on vital area doors is an acceptable method for
prmiding the prompt access to vital equipment required by 10 CTR 73.55(d)(7)(ii). Section 8.3 of the ABWR
SSAR discusses onsite power systems, including non class 1E vital AC power for important non safety related
loads, but malec no mention of security system power requirements. The 6 aft EPRI ALWR Requirements
Document quoted in ABWR SSAR Appendix 19B says that the security power subsystem shall be a
non.interruptible power source. Therefore, we again request you to discuss what provisions for these security
systems have been provided in the standard design, and prmide interface criteria that will allow the security
requircraents for these systems to be accomplished without adversely interfering with safety systems.

RESPONSE 910.18

Response to this question is provided &c.cr separaw cover (Safeguards information).

O
Amendment 16 20 m U
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o\ QUESTION 910.19
t

Explain why the environmSntal conditions parameters of ABWR SSAR Appendix 31 should not apply to
the design and qualification of security access control systems. Consider desirability of onerable card reader
controlled door loci.s in the event of a pipe break, such as occurred at Surry (NRC Augmented Inspection Team
Report 50-281/86-42).

RESPONSE 910.19

Response to this question is provided under separate cover (Safeguards Information).

QL'ESTION 91020

The list of sital areas and vital equipment in Subsection 13 6.3.3 eppears to include all of the reactor
coolant prosure boadary, including appropriate motor control centers and powu supplies; systems required
for mitigation of transicats; and support systems (e g., cooling water, instrumentation, control power) necessary
for these systems to operate; as well as other safety rclated systems. Are there any exceptions to this statement?

RESPONSE 910.20

Response to this question is provided under separate cover (Safeguards Information).

QlTSTION 910.21

Subsection D.63.4 still specifies door alarms only for doors at card reader locations. All doors and
hatches connecting gital areas to non. vital areas should be alarmed (e.g., balanced magnetic switches with

(V--) tamper. safe cabling), not just doors at card reader locations, with (Fa alarm hardware being on the vital side of
the door.

RESPONSE 910.21

Response to this question is prosided under separate cover (Safeguards information).

QUESTION 910.22

10 CFR 73.55(d)(7) also requires prosisions to accommndate the potential need for rapid ingress or
egress. Emergency exits should include provisions for exiting without use of Leys or card readers. Please
include appropriate languaSe in Subsection 13.6.3.4.

RESPONSE 910.22

Response to this question is presided under separate cover (Safeguards information).

QUESTION 910.23

Certain rooms are identified in Subsection 1163.6, Dullet. Resisting Wr'Is and Doors, Security Grills and
Screens, as:

.. a particularly high security rone. Specific precautionary rnaw." have been incorporated into the*

building design to minimize forcible access to this area.*

O(%
Amendment 16 20 1 14428
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This seems to confuse two requirements of 10 CFR 73.$$. Bullet. resisting barriers are required by 10 g
CTR 73.55(c)(6) for the control room. According to .10 CTR 73.$$(c)(1), access to a'J the vital areas identified W
in Subsection 13 6.3.3 requires passage through two physical barriers of sufficient strength to meet the
performance requirements of 10 CFR 73.5$(a). As noted in Regulatory Guide 5.65, a sital area barrier is to be
constructed of materials that preside delay to forcible access Lem nonaital areas.

RESPONSE 910.13

Response to this question is prcnided under separate cover (Safeguards Information).

QUESTION 910.24

The change made to Subsection 13.63.6 for Response 910.13 is too vague. Will the design of air exhausts,
HVAC gratings, and other man. sized (i.e.,95 square inches) opening, in all physical barriers that septate sital
areas from non4 ital areas, satisfy the criterion in NUREG.0X)8 and Regulatory Guide 5.65 that th integrity of
a vital arcs barrier conta!ning them not be decreased?

RESPONSE 910.24

Response to this question is prcnided under separate cover (Safeguards Itformation).

QUESTION 910.25

The meaninp of some statements in Section 13.63 are unclear and may be unnecessary:

(a) Subsection 13.63.1, Introduction, includes She capability for detection of inoperability of vital
equipment * as a concern of the physical ser.:rity dei.gn requirements, is this what it was meant to say?
This is not typically a physical security function. What portions of Chapter 7 discusses this?

(b) What is the intent of the last sentence of Subsection 13.633:'H:nce, access controlis considered
separately.*?

(c) The interface requirements of Subsection 13.63.7, Compatibility uith the Remainder of the Plant,
would be covered in the site security plans required by 10 CFR 5034 c) and (d). Section 13.6.2 already
states that the security plans are out of the scope of the ABWR Standard Plant design certification which
means they would be required to be prosided by applicants referencing the certified design. Of the
eleven items listed, only #3 appears to be a unique ABWR interface requirement.

If 13.63.7 is intended to clarify what additional security requirements those applicants would need to
satisfy, the list is incomplete, ts it omits lighting and other requirements.

RESPONSE 910.25

Response to this question is provided under seprate cover (Safeguard 5 Information).

O
Arnendrnent t6 20.13M 29
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Figure 20.3 55 COMPRESSED GAS SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTIONS
(Re,coonse to Question 430.217)
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O GE PROPRIETARY provided under separate cover
(includes pages 203 355 through 203 385)
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